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Preserving savings

Inland Revenue has closed a loophole in "pension preservation funds" which, for three years, was open to tax exploitation by senior executives. Though Revenue denies the funds were abused, retirement industry sources allege major employers had been known to restructure their benefit schemes to manipulate preservation funds.

Preservation funds were intended — and welcomed by Revenue — as a vehicle for conserving the retirement savings of workers who resigned, were retrenched or were members of pension funds which were being wound up. They were designed to serve as parking places for funds, which had not at that stage attracted tax, until the employee found new employment. If that employment did not include a retirement fund, the savings could stay in the preservation fund until normal retirement age.

The rules generally would allow the employee once-only access to his savings, a provision to allow for hardship during a period of unemployment.

At about the same time, funds started to shift from conventional defined benefit pensions to defined contribution provident funds. This was originally a trade union-driven transition to allow a member to receive his entire savings, on retirement, in a lump sum, instead of the conventional one-third lump sum plus taxable annuity, provided by pension funds.

Revenue agreed to the transfer of savings from pension to provident funds — as long as the members agreed to bear the tax at the time of transfer. But the introduction of preservation funds created a third dimension: savings which had not been taxed but which were accessible. In September 1990, Revenue agreed to this situation.

Life assurers and brokers took the opportunity to market preservation funds with no consistency in their rules and sometimes for purposes which had not been contemplated by Revenue.

Industry sources claim that several large employer groups created "in-house" preservation funds to which the savings of executives still enjoying employment contracts were channelled. An employee benefits actuary says surpluses in many pension funds permitted executives to inflate their retirement benefits. "There are known cases of executives retiring on 110% of their final salary, with suitable arrangements to attract no more than a nominal 18% tax."

A basic problem for Revenue was that, in a provident fund, there is an employer-employee relationship; often, in a preservation fund administered by a life assurer, there is no such relationship. The definition of a "participating employer" also gave trouble, with Revenue refusing to allow a "new" employer to be a "participating employer in a preservation fund."

This, and the establishment of in-house preservation schemes, led to Revenue practice note R19/93 published in March 1993, which specifically rejected the lenient tax treatment accorded since 1990. The LOA continued to contest the issue, contending the new rules operated against the interests of employees. The only viable options created, without a new employer being allowed participating employer status, would create negatives, among them the loss of credit for years of service, it said.

That argument confused the real issue — at what point should funds entering a preservation fund attract tax?

The Commissioner for Inland Revenue has reinforced his practice note. "Transfers from a pension fund to a preservation provident fund will, subject to the provision of the Second Schedule to the Act, always be subject to income tax upon transfer."

There is a separate issue of transferability. This can only happen in certain circumstances according to Sanlam's publication Ex Lege: "Only funds originating from a pension or provident fund as a result of the resignation or termination of the member's service contract with the employer, or as a result of the winding up of the fund, will be transferable to a preservation fund."

"Where there is a restructuring of the retirement benefits with the same employer — that is, the member can choose to switch from a pension to a provident fund — no benefits may be transferred to a preservation fund."

The Commissioner adds in an annexure to his practice note: "My office is, and always has been, in favour of the true preservation of retirement benefits but is of the opinion that no such legislation should be pursued in the wider context of the reform of the provisions of the Income Tax Act ... As long as funds provide for the withdrawal of benefits prior to actual retirement for whatever reason, preservation is not achieved."
‘About 75%’ take up offer

R4bn in state pension funds privatised

The privatisation of state pension funds has kicked off in earnest, with about R4bn being freed up for investment on the JSE and other markets this year.

Finance Department chief director of financial relations Chris Mostert said at the weekend that the government-managed Associated Institutions’ Pension Fund had been given a choice of staying with a government-managed scheme or joining new, privately managed pension funds. “Early indications are that about three-quarters have chosen to go private. That translates into a bit more than R4bn.”

The Associated Institutions’ Pension Fund comprises the pensions of employees mainly at universities and technikons, scientific councils, zoos and museums, and covers about 210 institutions.

It is one of five state pension funds managed by the Public Investment Commissioners (PIC), which invests virtually all the funds flowing to it in gilts and parastatal stock. The PIC’s assets are estimated at R90bn, of which only about R3bn is invested in equities.

The step to free up the fund follows demands from the associated institutions to create their own pension funds which, they argued, would show better returns because of a broader spread of investments. Legislation was passed last year to allow the move.

Private fund managers ranging from small, aggressive outfits to the major players have been competing vigorously for the new business. Mostert could not say which private fund managers had benefited, as it depended on each individual institution which one it chose for its fund.

The freeing of the funds has generated bullish sentiment towards equities. Analysts argued that as long as exchange controls remained, the extra funds available for investment on the JSE would put upward pressure on share prices.

Board of Executors senior portfolio manager Rob Lee said in his latest Investment Outlook that the move by state pension funds into equities was a positive factor for the JSE. It was one of the reasons why shares remained preferable to bonds — despite low dividend yields and high real interest rates.

Lee said large-scale privatisation would help achieve a structural shift in the state pension fund’s holding of growth assets.

This would underpin the JSE but be a threat to bond prices because the pension fund was almost fully invested in government stock.

Mostert said the amounts to be transferred to the newly created private funds would be determined on the basis of actuarial valuations and the extent of funding.

Market sources said the actuarial deficits in the fund would have to be made up by the private investment managers over a period of time, and explained why some members had opted to remain with the guaranteed benefits offered by the state.

Mostert confirmed that the actuarial deficit — the gap between projected liabilities and assets — played a role in decisions on keeping pensions with the state fund.
Thousands not paid pensions

DURBAN. — Thousands of pensioners in Mbu- 
bulu in kwaZulu/Natal have not been paid their 
pension money since No-

vember because of a 
glitch in a newly in-

stalled computer system.

The chairman of the 
local pensioners' com-
mittee, Mr Joshua Zuma, 
said people had spent 
days and nights waiting 
at pay points and some 
had collapsed from heat 
and fatigue. — Sapa
Home extension will house 13 more patients

from the community in managing the project and giving the service."

She said fund-raising remained an ongoing challenge and the next function to raise money for the local homes — there are three in the Western Cape — would take place at the British High Commissioner's Residence next month.

For more information and to make donations call Anna van Wyk or Jeanette Barnetton (021) 685-6966.
Pension funds asked to back RDP

MAJOR pension funds are being asked to invest in reconstruction and development projects — such as the renewal of urban infrastructure.

RDP Ministry deputy director-general Bernie Fanaroff said yesterday some pension funds had already agreed to invest substantial amounts in projects. Funds which allowed employee participation in investment decisions would be targeted to provide money for development projects.

A Ministry discussion document on urban renewal says government does not have the resources for acceptable township upgrading. "Resources from the RDP fund are not sufficient to jump-start the process of financing basic infrastructure in townships." Projects needing funding from other sources included urban renewal and small-scale farmer development.

Fanaroff said the Ministry had identified vehicles by which pension and provident funds could invest in projects. These would be thrashed out at an investment conference next month which would be attended by fund representatives.

RDP urban renewal strategy head Cyprian Giver said recently there was a need to "leverage" capital markets.

In another development, sources said government's national campaign aimed at ending rent and services payment boycotts had been renamed Masakhane — which means let us build one another.

The campaign, formerly known as Operation Self-Reliance, will be launched by President Nelson Mandela on February 24. About R20m will be put into it.
Limiting the tax relief enjoyed by those who are saving towards their pensions is both an economically perverse and ineffectual way of squeezing out more tax revenues. Yet that is what the Katz Commission is planning to do by capping the tax deductibility of contributions to pension, retirement annuity and related funds.

The reason SA is in such critical need of foreign capital is that it does not save enough to finance the exploitation of its resources and thus provide consistently rising prosperity for its people.

That situation will certainly be aggravated by the capping proposals, which amount to a sustained and ill-considered onslaught on those sufficiently prudent to husband their resources and save them. If they are adopted, the consequences for personal savings and thus for investment will be serious.

Ultimately they will hit the savings not only of the rich, but of fund members and even pensioners. Far from being an innocuous sop to radical egalitarianism, they would be a fundamental and destructive interference with a system of retirement benefit structures and incentives that has worked well for a long time.

Those hardest hit would be executives and self-employed professionals whose skills are critically needed in a modern economy and who will leave if they are unable to provide reasonably for their old age and protect themselves from government-induced inflation.

But the detrimental consequences do not end there. The gains in revenue — or for that matter, the sop to radical sentiment — seem hardly worth the candle.

The proposals, however advantageous they seem politically, suggest that the commission was far more concerned with the political implications of taxation rather than with the economic ones.

To the extent that there is a clash — either real or imaginary — between social and economic objectives, this should be resolved by parliament.

Momentum Life's Martin Khourie adds that the proposals will upset the workings of defined benefit (“final salary”) pension schemes — which rely on periodical cash injections by the employer to ensure that the fund can meet the promised benefits in the form of a percentage of projected salary at retirement. These are contractual obligations by the fund.

Defined benefit provident funds are a rare arrangement designed mostly to serve high earners.

The real casualties if the recommendations go through would be members of defined-benefit funds across the entire earnings spectrum, including retired members.

The reason is that the incentive to save, from both employee and employers, will be substantially reduced, especially during periods of rising inflationary pressures, and the pool of investment funds whose returns are used to increase pensions annually will be substantially reduced.

As things stand, the Income Tax Act provides an elaborate structure of deductions on contributions to pension funds and related forms of contractual savings. An employer may claim a tax deduction for contributions to approved pension, provident and benefit funds (including medical aid schemes).

The employer's deductible contributions are added together and subject to a minimum deduction of the lesser of 10% of each employee’s remuneration and actual
contributions. The onus is on the Commissioner to disallow the tax deduction on contributions he deems excessive.

The Commissioner normally allows deductions for employer contributions of up to 20% of employees’ remuneration. He is often more lenient with medical aid contributions, as these are normally expressed as a rand amount. For lower paid employees with dependants, medical aid contributions are often in excess of 20% of remuneration.

The commission has proposed important restrictions grouped by type of fund. In the case of pension funds, employees’ deductible contributions are now 7.5% of pensionable income, without any ceiling. The commission proposes a cap of R9 000 in deductions in each tax year. Higher contributions would still be allowed, but not be deductible.

Employers’ deductions for contributions to pension funds would be restricted to twice the aggregate of employees’ capped contributions. Higher contributions would still be allowed. The commission proposes a period of grace for non-contributory pension funds to adapt to the new dispensation, presumably because employers’ deductions would be determined in relation to employees’ contributions.

The commission proposes that all tax deductions for employers’ contributions to defined benefit provident funds be disallowed, except that investment income of these funds would remain untaxed, and contributions on disability, withdrawal, death or retirement would continue.

In the case of defined contribution provident funds, no change in concessions is proposed. Investment income would remain tax-free and employers’ contributions continue to be deductible. The commission views these funds as “fiscally privileged savings accounts”.

However, the commission ignores the current practice of aggregating for tax purposes employers’ contributions to approved funds, so its intention in relation to contributions to provident funds and benefit funds is obscure.

Khourie argues this oversight will upset the delicate balance of taxation between pension, provident and RA funds. Still worse, there is no clear indication of how, if at all, benefit fund contributions would be capped within the aggregate rules.

Perversely, if government accepts the recommendations, there will be less tax neutrality between pension and provident funds. For higher paid executives, it would be beneficial to contribute more to a provident fund after the capped limit has been reached for a pension fund.

The switch-over point would be on pensionable salary in excess of R120 000 per year, where the maximum deduction of R9 000 per year is reached at the allowed 7.5% of pensionable income.

Retirement annuity (RA) funds have their own structure for deductions, with some special rules for married women subject to separate tax.

At present, the tax-deductible contribution is the greater of: 15% of non-pensionable net income; R3 500 per year less pension fund contributions; or R1 750. The commission proposes increasing the 15% to 22.5%, subject to an annual cap of R27 000. Also, gender discrimination should be removed, so the formula would apply to all taxpayers.

There is no recognition that the percentage basis for RA contributions was designed to allow for wide variation in the annual income of members of the free professions. An architect or consultant engineer should be able to provide tax-free for retirement during the fat years, which may be infrequent. To cite annual incomes based on those years is to overlook other periods, during which a practice may even make a loss.

Khourie draws attention to yet another inconsistency — the recommendation that State institutions should be exempt from the cap on employers’ contributions.

EFFECT ON INCOME IN RETIREMENT

for someone earning a salary of R180 000 a year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income during retirement</th>
<th>Current tax regime</th>
<th>Proposed tax regime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pension income</td>
<td>R86 269</td>
<td>R52 515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At a 10% return on investments</td>
<td>R1 042</td>
<td>25 701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total income before tax</td>
<td>149 311</td>
<td>76 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax on income</td>
<td>52 779</td>
<td>21 725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income after tax</td>
<td>R96 532</td>
<td>R54 491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At present, there is no percentage limit to deductible contributions on behalf of State employees, nor is there a limit on the amount of their tax-free lump-sum benefits — in contrast on both issues to private sector funds. Egalitarianism doesn’t appear to apply between the sectors.

What happens if the commission’s proposals are applied to representative examples of executive remuneration?

The chart takes a R40 000 executive with a total package of R180 000 per year. The effect on his capital accumulated by age 60 is catastrophic — shrinking to less than one third of what it would be without caps. On top of that, his retirement income would almost halve.

What would be the reward to the fisc for this assault on contractual savings?

The commission estimates that the cap on employees’ pension fund contributions would increase the tax yield by some R200m. The cap on employers’ contributions would show up in a gain in company tax paid, but the commission did not attempt to quantify this.

If the gain here is comparable to the gain through capping employees’ contributions, we are discussing a total gain in tax of less than R500m — less than 0.5% of total tax revenues.

And what is the price that will be paid for this modest contribution to the fisc?

First, the proposals detract from taxpayers’ current rights under existing schemes. This is tantamount to retroactive tax legislation — which all fiscal systems condemn and recognise to be more undermining of taxpayer confidence than anything else.

Thus, RA members’ financial planning is often based on a target of a particular percentage of anticipated income at retirement.

There is also the problem of inflation. Any tax rule expressed in money terms will be eroded by inflation.

The commission is silent about the need to index the level of the proposed caps, to preserve their value in real terms.

The commission has also urged that the tax-free status of pension funds be re-examined. If the income of pension and RA funds is itself to be taxed, this would be a double blow against contractual savings.

The capping that was implemented abroad, notably in Britain in the Eighties, had some justification because it applied mostly to supplementary pension schemes and was done at a time of moderating inflation.

Neither phenomenon is evident here and, indeed, as inflation rises, so will the impact of fiscal drag on pensioners’ incomes as a result of the tax proposals.

Gill Marcus told Reuters this week that the parliamentary select committee on finance will hold public hearings on the Katz proposals next month.

Be warned, a failure to point out their weaknesses could lose the argument by default, with costly consequences to the entire economy.
Pensions proposal rejected

CAPE TOWN — The ANC’s reported plans to abolish the special pension benefits of up to 1.4-million public servants were dismissed as unfeasible by employee associations at the weekend.

Weekend reports claimed the ANC intended to save the taxpayer billions of rand by scrapping payouts for accumulated leave, pension and gratuity payments as well as ending tax-free gratuity payments for public servants.

Public Servants’ Association GM Casper van Rensburg said he was baffled by the proposed cuts. B.O 30/11/75

“The rationale cannot be understood.”

On accumulated leave and pension payments, Van Rensburg said any changes contemplated had to take into account both the Labour Relations Act passed last year and constitutional provisions on safeguarding the jobs of public servants.

According to the Act, the Public Service Bargaining Council was established as the structure in which all matters of mutual interest between the state as employer and employees must be negotiated, he said.

“There is a legal duty imposed on the state and I think these issues would fall under matters of mutual interest.”

The Act also stated that conditions of employment could not be altered unilaterally without negotiation.

Taxing pension gratuities was not feasible, Van Rensburg said.

“Even the Katz Commission does not refer to this because it realised that the financial viability of taxing pension gratuities is so limited and there are so many ways to avoid it, that it is just not feasible.”

Public servants’ pension funds were also separate from the fiscus so there would be few savings for the taxpayer if gratuity and pension payouts were scrapped.

Parliamentary finance committee chairman Gill Marcus said aspects of the current pension scheme entrenched “systemic corruption”, according to reports.

The reports said Parliament’s public service and administration committee chairman Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka had confirmed a White Paper on the public service, which would examine the restructuring of salaries and benefits, would be published next month.
The Public Servants' Association said yesterday proposed cuts in pension benefits for public servants would be unconstitutional.

PSA president Casper van Rensburg said nobody could make unilateral decisions on the matter.

He was commenting on a report in a Sunday newspaper quoting parliamentary finance committee chairman and ANC national executive committee member Gill Marcus as having said aspects of the current pension scheme entrenched "systematic corruption".

According to the paper, Marcus said benefits such as payouts for accumulated leave, pension and gratuity payments calculated on the basis of the last salary and tax-free gratuity payments would be abolished.

Van Rensburg said that if the proposals went ahead "they will end up being set aside in a court of law, they would be unconstitutional".

The PSA, he said, would discuss the matter with Public Service and Administration Minister Dr Zola Skweyiya.

Another round of wage and salary negotiations between the Government and representatives of more than 1.2 million civil servants begins in Durban tomorrow after the talks reached a deadlock in November.

South African Health and Public Service Workers' Union (Saahpwu) publicity secretary Themba Ncalo said the union, which claims a membership of 68,000, would go on strike on February 11 if the Government did not accede to its demands.

The 105,000-member PSA has balloted its members and said an "overwhelming" number supported strike action.
Govt must change its policy on ageing

CAPE TOWN — Government had to introduce dramatic and structural changes in its policy towards ageing, Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams said yesterday.

Launching a new gerontology course at Cape Town University, he said the emphasis had to shift from care of the aged to the management of ageing.

"We cannot just amend the current dispensation for the care of the aged in SA. We have to design a new dispensation based on new principles."

A discussion group was established last year to re-evaluate policy on ageing.

The department's new approach was based on preparation and provision for retirement and old age, establishing the family as the core support system and the development of accessible and affordable care and support models.

SA had to confront major challenges, such as the growing number of older people, the cost of institutional care, the high percentage of the welfare budget spent on care of the aged, severe backlogs in developing communities and the large number of poor and destitute aged.

Building new homes for the aged had to be evaluated carefully and these should care only for the very old and frail.

Government could take responsibility only for the poor and those who are in need of care. — Sapa.
Cutting off a nose

Brian Kantor is professor of economics at the University of Cape Town

The pension arrangements of government officials in the old SA were notoriously self-interested. The generous retirement benefits were never fully funded—they are believed to be only 60% covered by the value of fund assets.

But there were no pressures on funds because contributions from the growing number of government workers were rising faster than payrolls. The pay-as-you-go system was cash positive and a help to the Budget because lower interest rates meant less government spending; and the unfunded part of the pension funded liabilities was very much an off-budget item.

Naturally, when government negotiated itself and the officials who supported it out of office, the de facto rather than de jure pension system became vulnerable.

Though public sector jobs and pensions were guaranteed by the new constitution, the ability to manipulate the system could no longer be taken for granted. Inflation-linked pensions were not a contractual liability of the State and promotions and buy-back schemes would be controlled by less sympathetic political leaders.

But a step was taken to partly protect pensions. The government and some of the public corporations supplied their pension funds with billions of rand's worth of newly issued interest-bearing stock.

In this way, a potential non-interest bearing liability became an immediate burden on current budgets and the taxpayer. But, at the point where government officials could be certain of only their current jobs and salaries and the pensions linked to them, a new interest emerged to offer established officials opportunities to escape their dependence on the established pension schemes. This was the interest in making the services more like the voting population. This means not only hiring largely blacks at entry level jobs but encouraging middle-aged whites to leave earlier.

The redundancy provisions written into the public sector pension schemes are, unsurprisingly, very generous. So redundancy is just too expensive an option to be exercised. An alternative mechanism to encourage early retirements is at hand: converting the value of pension rights to a stake in a provident fund. This sum can be withdrawn on resignation.

For anybody more than five years from retirement, the share of a provident fund, even if it represents 60% of the actuarial value of a pension right, is attractive.

Government and its pension funds may have infinite time horizons that provide the basis for strictly hypothetical actuarial valuations. Individuals have a shorter vision, especially when subject to new uncertainties. Also, there is nothing to stop sympathetic employers from supplementing the initial investments in a provident fund.

All this adds to mobility, as intended. About 75% of members serving universities and other semi-State bodies converted out of the Associated Institutions Pension Fund to provident funds. Their example will surely be followed by members of central and other government pension funds.

More rapid transformation of the civil service and other State-funded institutions will result. Will this be good for users of educational, medical and protection services provided by the State?

Surely they would benefit from the contributions of middle-aged but highly experienced, often competent, men who happen to have the wrong colour? Many of the men will have a strong sense of having been redeemed by transition to democracy—a state of mind conducive to excellent work, not least in training new recruits.

But, alas, political imperatives demand a new kind of wasteful and hurtful racism to replace the old. Many of the experienced and better qualified are going to take the money and run—to the detriment of the public sector.
Katz under fire on pension schemes

From CLAIRE GEBHARDT
JOHANNESBURG — Yet another timebomb has been identified after further consideration of the Katz Commission tax proposals.

As the retirement industry prepares to be shaken to its roots, another ad-hoc direct tax on companies and widespread industrial action are just some of the additional doomsday scenarios looming.

Those in line to be hit by a mass movement from defined benefit funds to defined contribution funds, include:

- Pensioners, who rely on their income on contributions from younger members to the fund.
- Those close to retirement whose benefits are likely to be smaller than expected.
- Younger contributors whose end benefits will be reduced.

The Institute of Retirement Funds (IRF) warns of yet another tax, that a cap on tax-deductible retirement contributions could cause a R300m sell-off by defined-benefit fund operators.

Legal and pension experts warned that employees might go to court to fight for their pension entitlements if employers tried to bail out defined-benefit funds.

In this event, those companies locked into meeting their obligations would find themselves faced with another ad-hoc direct tax burden, for which there was no relief.

These are just some of the effects of the R10,000 a-year cap proposed by the Katz Commission.

IRF representative Graeme Kerrigan said the majority of defined benefit funds would disappear very quickly.

'It would be impossible to guarantee salary-related pension benefits. If contributions by higher-income earners were artificially subject to a monetary cap with no guarantee of regular adjustment,' Kerrigan said.

'Ve would see a disincentive initially by the industry of around half a billion rand, maybe more.

'This, in our view, would be disastrous for the economy.'

Momentum's legal services assistant GM Martin Khourie said a move to defined contribution schemes, where employers cannot limit the amount of their contributions, could be labelled an unfair labour practice.

'Employees may insist on staying with the defined-benefit scheme where the whole condition of employment is based on the terms of the fund and the benefit promised on retirement. The Katz Commission has proposed that tax-deductible retirement contributions should be capped at R10,000 a year for employees and R15,000 a year for employers.

'The proposal would affect those earning more than R100,000 a month and would net about R200m a year in tax revenue.

Committee chairman Gill Marcus said the committee's role would be to ensure that revenue collection was balanced in a way that did not threaten anyone's accumulated assets.

Basically, a defined-benefit fund defines your benefit when you retire as a percentage of salary, usually about 70% as a targeted amount.'
Pensioners opt out of scheme

Fear they will lose money

BY PETER DENNEHY

FEARS among many Cape municipal employees about the safety of their pension funds have led them to change the rules of one major fund so that they can take all their money out in lump sums when they retire.

Many of them are taking advantage of this. Since September last year, when the change of rules of the Cape Joint Pension Fund came into effect, about 60% of the 25 or so members who ordinarily retire each month have taken this option.

The new option is only open to those who retire at pensionable age (65 for men, 60 for women) or if they are over 55 with over 35 years of service.

The 24 000-member Cape Joint Pension Fund serves many of the municipalities and Regional Services Councils in the three Cape provinces, but not Cape Town or Port Elizabeth, both of which have their own pension funds.

The actuarially-calculated value of some pensions is over a million rand for a single official — if he or she was sufficiently senior and had long service. A person now earning R100 000 a year would need over 40 years of service before his or her total pension value reached R1m, according to Mr Koos Kellerman, principal officer of the Cape Joint Pension Fund, though some officials earn far more than that.

Mr Kellerman said the change in rules had been authorised by unanimous vote at a pension fund annual general meeting in July last year. The move had started in Gauteng, he said, with a similar rule change there allowing pension fund members to convert their pension rights upon retirement into a provident fund, and convert that again into cash.

"That's a long way round, we don't have to do that," he said.

Many employees are afraid they will lose their money.

He believes those fears are unfounded as pensions are safeguarded in the constitution, and "we have undertakings from the ANC that it won't touch them".

A proviso to July's annual meeting resolution stated that the pension fund must not suffer as a result of the change. An actuarial investigation had been done, which had concluded the fund would not be adversely affected.

However, an independent actuary wondered yesterday whether the existing actuarial deficit in the pension fund had been taken into account in working out individual pension values. He agreed that the fund should be unharmed by the rule change, as long as there was no existing deficit.

The Cape Joint Pension Fund has an actuarial deficit of R117m, out of total assets in September last year of R3 billion.
State pension assurance

CAPE TOWN — Public Service Minister Zola Skweyiya publicly distanced himself yesterday from ANC plans to scrap special pension benefits enjoyed by public servants at a cost of millions of rands a year to the taxpayer.

Skweyiya reassured “concerned” public servants that the ANC could not act unilaterally on the issue. He was reacting to a recent statement by ANC MP and parliamentary finance committee chairman Gill Marcus that the ANC planned to scrap aspects of the pension scheme which entrenched “systemic corruption” and encouraged cheating.

A senior union official conceded yesterday that SA’s 1.2-million public servants enjoyed “one of the world’s best pension funds, and some of the benefits will have to be curtailed”. But he said there were legally entrenched channels to work through.

Skweyiya said any changes to the pension benefits system would be pursued only through the Public Service Bargaining Council, as envisaged by the Public Service Labour Relations Act.

A government source said Marcus’s “unilateral outburst” had threatened to scuttle a newfound, but fragile, working arrangement between government and the 18 public service unions. The two sides are

due to start work on a three-year salary plan next week. However, MPs gave notice yesterday that they would not bow to executive pressures, and planned to pursue the matter in Parliament.

Public accounts committee chairman and DP MP Ken Andrew said his committee would “scrutinize” the auditor-general’s reports in coming weeks for any sign of pension fund abuse, and if necessary call for additional reports.

Marcus said the ANC “appreciates the difficulties Skweyiya is grappling with in the public service and the steps he has taken to resolve them. But the ANC expects that any problems identified will be addressed and removed.”

Skweyiya’s statement followed a row in the bargaining council, which is meeting in Durban, when unions complained about “the ANC’s unilateral plans”. One union said government had assured the unions Marcus’s statement did not reflect official thinking. But they wanted Skweyiya to end confusion among public servants. Another union official claimed Marcus’s remarks were “part of an ANC strategy to replace existing public servants with ANC types”.

The benefits targeted by the ANC include payoffs for accumulated leave, pension and gratuity payments calculated on the basis of the last salary cheque, and tax-free gratuity payments over and above pension payments.
They take mercy to the needy right where they are — in their homes

Staff Reporter

UNCLE Tom and Auntie Gracie call them "God's Angels." But the St John Ambulance Home Carers are much more modest than that.

"We try to meet the needs of the community," says Sister Virginia Johnson, co-ordinator of the home-care programme.

And there is a great need indeed for home care for the elderly and terminally ill. Working mostly in Nyanga and Eislees River, and branching out into the southern suburbs, the home-care programme saw 220 patients during the last financial year.

Pat Alfino, services manager at St John, says so many people are given early discharge from hospitals but still need extra care at home.

This is where the St John volunteers come into the picture.

If they are not qualified nurses, the volunteers have to complete the St John home-care course and must have a first aid certificate, according to Sister Johnson.

Bathing and changing the patients

are just two of the volunteers' tasks. They teach family members to assist the patients and generally go way beyond normal nursing requirements. Birthday and Christmas parties, Valentine's Day cards and the spreading of goodwill are all part of the "job".

"St John Ambulance wants to grow. We need capital to initiate programmes to meet the needs of the community, to train more staff and to employ paid staff," says Mrs Alfino. "We are looking at becoming self-sufficient."

The home-care programme works closely with the communities. Utilising the structures within areas, they have become part of the various forums negotiating around the RDP.

Mrs Alfino feels that the programme is accountable to the communities. This is why they don't want to become an agency, simply doing their job. They want to be part of the community spirit. Caring for the people is their priority.

For further information contact St John Ambulance at 461-8420.
V & A cost us R250-m – fund

WILLEM STEENKAMP
Weekend Argus Reporter

AFTER months of ducking the issue, the Transnet Pension Fund has finally disclosed the amount it paid for the popular Victoria and Alfred Waterfront development from its previous owner, Transnet.

Durve Booman, spokesperson for the Pension Fund, said a sum of R360 million was paid to Transnet by the pension fund. She said there was nothing underhand or mysterious about the deal.

Financial experts estimate about R550 million has been spent on the Waterfront to date. This figure includes some developments undertaken and funded by the private sector.

The deal, in effect, means a small group of civil servants who are members of the pension fund now own what was previously a state asset.

Investments in property developments offering superior returns are part of our investment strategy. The V & A was evaluated on the same terms as any other property proposal received and turned out to be a sound investment.

"We are confident this investment will generate superior returns for our fund over the medium- to long-term."

Ms Booman said the pension fund paid the R250 million to Transnet in cash.

But, the intricacies of the deal remain murky, particularly in light of the fact that the pension fund still has an actuarial shortfall of R4 billion, as estimated last year.

Transnet consistently has been forced to make substantial contributions to the pension fund to finance the shortfall and, for the next eight years, the state-owned company is expected to have to contribute about R2 billion a year to make up the actuarial shortfall of the pension fund.

The payment of R2 billion to the pension fund last year effectively wiped out Transnet's operating profit of more than R17 billion.

The V & A deal means that the Transnet Pension Fund — which is a separate legal entity independent of Transnet — is paying R250 million (in cash) to the company that pays it an estimated R2 billion a year to help it make up its actuarial shortfall.

In effect, the deal means that while the V & A previously was owned by the state-owned company Transnet, the prime development now has been transferred to the private Transnet Pension Fund which already receives R2 billion a year in aid from Transnet.

This is a far cry from initial promises made at the start of the Waterfront development when role players promised that the public and businesses in the Waterfront would get the opportunity to buy shares in the development once it operated at a profit.

The V & A now is owned by a relatively small group of civil servants who are members of the Transnet Pension Fund.

Ms Booman said the pension fund deficit was an actuarial deficit and did not relate to the cash flow of the fund. In order to eliminate this deficit, the fund's objective was to invest in growth assets such as equities and property.

The pension fund intended to continue developing an extension of the Victoria Wharf shopping centre and is negotiating with hoteliers for a new hotel next to the Wharf.
OLD MUTUAL welcomed the decision by the parliamentary finance committee to refer the Katz Commission's recommendation on the capping of pension funds back to the commission.

Assistant GM in charge of employee benefits, Chris Newell, said he agreed with the committee that the proposed capping was an ad hoc measure "that does not address the real issues."

"This is important because of the possible impact on long-term savings and the need for people to finance themselves," he said.
Taxman set for renewed assault on pension funds

From JON BEVERLEY

DURBAN. — The taxman’s assault on the pension industry is not over, even though the Standing Committee wants the Katz proposals on a deductions cap reviewed.

Chris Newell, Old Mutual assistant general manager, said at a Durban meeting of the Institute of Life and Pension Advisers yesterday that the next line of attack could be to change the definition of the lump sums received on retirement from pension and retirement annuity funds and not to count them as retirement funding income — which would disqualify them as part of retirement tax planning.

At present, retired people can contribute up to 15 percent of their retirement lump sums to a retirement annuity fund and reduce the tax on the whole sum.

The Katz proposals, besides limiting the amount that can be contributed to retirement funding during a working life, would also limit the amount that can be claimed in this way.

Newell said the Katz proposals meant employers would not be able to get tax benefits from contributing to pension fund deficits or increases of pensions.

They would opt for provident funds which had the undesirable feature of paying out all contributions and growth and no pension.

Newell said the issue should be approached by agreeing on certain principles:

One was that people needed to be encouraged to save for retirement and the best way was by giving tax breaks.

Two was to level the playing fields between private and public service pension funds and their tax.

Three was to decide on the tax on an income stream (the pension) and the lump sums on retirement.

Four was tax neutrality in general.

Five was a need to accelerate the flow of tax to the Treasury. At present the government only got tax at the end of the saving period when lump sums were paid and pensions began.

It might better to collect tax over the entire period, either through taxing the savings component or the contributions in a different way.
Pension funds hit out at cap proposal

BY JON BEVERLEY

The taxman’s assault on the pension industry is not over, even though the Standing Committee wants the Katz proposals on a deductions cap reviewed.

Chris Newell, Old Mutual assistant general manager, said at a Durban meeting of the Institute of Life and Pension Advisers yesterday that the next line of attack could be to change the definition of the lump sum received on retirement, from pension and retirement annuity funds and not to count them as retirement funding income—which would disqualify them as part of retirement tax planning.

At present, retired people can contribute up to 15 percent of their retirement lump sums to a retirement annuity fund and reduce the tax on the whole sum.

The Katz proposals, besides limiting the amount that can be contributed to retirement funding during a working life, would also limit the amount that can be claimed in this way.

Newell said the Katz proposals meant employers would not be able to get tax benefits from contributing to pension fund deficits or increases of pensions.

They would opt for provident funds which had the undesirable feature of paying out all contributions and growth and no pension.

Newell said the issue should be approached by agreeing on certain principles:

- One was that people needed to be encouraged to save for retirement and the best way was by giving tax breaks.
- Two was to level the playing fields between private and public service pension funds and their tax.

Three was to decide on the tax of an income stream (the pension) and the lump sums on retirement.

Four was tax neutrality in general.

Five was a need to accelerate the flow of tax to the Treasury. At present the government only gets tax at the end of the saving period when lump sums were paid and pensions began.

It might be better to collect tax over the entire period, either through taxing the savings component or the contributions in a different way.
R2bn a year lost in pension fraud

CLIVE SAWYER
Political Correspondent

At least R2 billion is lost to corruption in the state pension system every year.

Cassim Saloojee, chairman of the national assembly committee on welfare and population development, said today the figure was given to him by the Department of Finance, and represented only the former republic.

In-depth investigation into the system, including in the former TBVC states, was needed.

"The loss of funding could be astronomical."

Mr Saloojee, an ANC MP, said the figure had been cited by the Department of Finance in response to pressure for a bigger welfare budget.

The officials had said steps should be taken to recover funds lost to corruption.

"What astonishes us is that this abuse has been going on for some time and we cannot understand why nothing was done."

His committee would ask for a commission to investigate the abuses and recommend steps to prevent them.

Examples of abuses included false medical certificates being used to claim disability grants.

Mr Saloojee said there was a need for a complete transformation of South Africa's welfare system.
Jittery municipal employees quit in droves

ABOUT 300 local authority employees in the greater Johannesburg area, threatened by ANC plans to abolish special pension benefits for public servants, have resigned and taken pension payouts before the start of the new financial year.

At least 120 employees of Germiston municipality, 50 from Roodepoort, 67 from Kempton Park and 60 from Sandton have quit over the past two months. They include town clerks, typists, health officers, electricians and meter readers.

Last month, ANC MP and parliamentary finance committee chairman Gill Marcus said the pension scheme was corrupt. Benefits would be scrapped, including tax-free gratuity payments given over and above pension payments and payouts for accumulated leave.

A source said yesterday employees were scared they would be taxed on their pension benefits. Some were taking a one-time lump sum payment which could run into millions of rands in certain cases.

A Sandton local authority employee said the overriding reason for the mass resignations was “political”.

Kempton Park municipal spokesman Herman Bayer said the resignations had meant his area had lost a total of “210 years of experience”. He said fear of taxation on fringe benefits was the major reason for the resignations.

Extending services to underprivileged areas would become more difficult. “We are going to have to train new people and won’t be able to deliver expected standards of service now.”

Another source predicted there would be nationwide resignations.
POLITICAL STAFF

At least R2 billion is lost to corruption in the state pension system every year.

This was disclosed at a press briefing yesterday by Cassim Saloojee, chairman of the National Assembly committee on welfare and population development.

The figure, given to him by the department of finance, represented only the former republic.

In-depth investigation, including in the former TBVC states, was needed.

"The loss of funding could be astronomical."

Saloojee, an ANC MP, said the figure had been cited by the department of finance in response to pressure for a bigger welfare budget.

The officials had said steps should be taken to recover funds lost to corruption.

"What astonishes us is that this abuse has been going on for some time and we cannot understand why nothing was done."

His committee would ask for a commission to investigate the abuses and recommend steps to prevent them.

Examples of abuses included false medical certificates being used to claim disability grants.

Saloojee told the briefing the new government had inherited a welfare system designed to benefit a minority. A complete review of the system was needed.

Legislation, including that on child care and social assistance, should be transformed.

Saloojee said his committee intended making full use of changes to the parliamentary committee system which would allow it a greater say in initiating legislative reforms.

A meeting of national and provincial ministers of welfare and top officials had at the start of this year accepted that the entire welfare system should be changed.

The national ministry had accepted they would not impose reforms from above.

Saloojee backed a campaign by social workers for higher wages. However, he also said emigration by social workers had cost the country dearly.

Because of poor salaries, social workers lacked motivation and a sense of prestige.

Working conditions and salaries of these workers should be improved dramatically, he said.
NEWS Officials stole massive amounts from aged fur

Pension payout $2 billion fraud

By Vuyo Bavuma
Political Reporter

The Government lost more than R2 billion in the past three years because of fraudulent actions in pension payouts, parliamentary chairman of the Welfare, Population and Development Portfolio Committee Mr Cassim Saloojee said yesterday.

Saloojee told a Press briefing in Cape Town that it was important that the corruption be stopped immediately so that the Government could deliver a comprehensive welfare policy for all.

The crimes were committed by unscrupulous officials who defrauded illiterate people at the payout points. Other officials stole the funds at magisterial offices before they were distributed to the aged.

Others defrauded the Government by using forged medical certificates to collect disability grants to which they were not entitled. The R2 billion figure, given to Saloojee by the Department of Finance, represented only the former administration of Mr FW de Klerk.

More in-depth investigation

He said a more in-depth investigation, including the former TBVC states, was needed.

"The loss of funding could be astronomical," Saloojee said.

Saloojee said these criminal actions had brought tremendous hardship on many families of the aged, who were solely dependent on the monthly pensions.

The welfare committee invited submissions from the public to help to combat this and formulate proposals to fight any future misdeeds.

Saloojee said these pension crimes had prevented any possible increase in the pensions of the aged and disabled, which are presently insufficient to support most of them.

With this gross misuse of the taxpayers' monies, it is difficult for the Government to improve the quality of life of the aged and disabled.

"That's why we should take urgent steps to stop this corruption. If we succeed in eradicating this corruption, the Government will have the means to increase the aged's pension allowances," Saloojee said.
In S.A.'s Portfolios Peps deserve a place

Writes Terry Betty

 Plans may be just the vehicle for franchise planning in South Africa.
 Easy to understand, lax friendly and initiation good, personal equity

PERSONAL equity
Pension fund 'got V&A free'

WILLEM STEENKAMP, Weekend Argus Reporter

This Transnet pension fund effectively paid nothing for the hugely popular Victoria and Alfred Waterfront, which it bought from Transnet last year.

It has now been confirmed that debentures issued earlier by Transnet to the pension fund to assist the cash-strapped fund were simply transferred back to Transnet, alleviating the company's interest burden.

Fris Malan, senior spokesman for Transnet, confirmed that the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront development had not been placed on tender to get the best possible price on the open market, but stressed that Transnet's tender rules did not require this.

"We appointed two independent valuers and they said the sale price of R250 million was a fair market-related price."

Mr Malan confirmed that no cash had been paid and said Transnet had received debentures it had earlier issued and transferred to the pension fund. He said in structuring the deal, in such a way, the Waterfront still "remained in the family."

But he admitted that the pension fund was a private legal entity owned by the pensioners and run by an independent board of directors.

He denied that the deal was a "cosy, inside transaction" undertaken to ensure that the very same people who are in charge and who work at Transnet would, in the long run, benefit from the deal when they retired and were dependent on the pension fund for their income.

Mr. Malan said the deal was structured in such a way as to lessen the liabilities of the pension fund and the strain it was putting on Transnet, which has been paying billions of rand into the fund to try to get it back on a sound financial footing.

When Transnet was formed as a public company on April 1, 1999, the pension fund deficit amounted to R17.2 billion, of which R9.8 billion represented the shortfall in respect of the former SA Transport Services.

Since the fund was allowed to invest its surplus funds in growth assets, which insured a constant monthly income as well as capital growth — together with Transnet debentures issued to stabilise the R9.8-billion shortfall in respect of the SA Transport pensioners — the shortfall was reduced to R4.6 billion by March 1994.

Mr. Malan said although the development had not been put on tender on the open market, private sector investors had, in any case, in the past been afforded the opportunity to be involved in the development of various facilities at the Waterfront, including the City Lodge hotel, the Graduation School of Business, the MIB Building and the Portswood Square offices and hotel.

"We said the development's sale price had been privately determined "by well-known and prominent property experts" who were satisfied that the price was market-related."
More for pensioners, old soldiers put on hold

JOHN VILJOEN
Business Staff

CIVIL pensions will rise by 6.5 percent from April 1 for pensioners who retired on or before April 1, 1994, the minister announced.

The increase in military pensions would be considered at a later stage, once negotiations on the conditions of service of public servants — to which military pension adjustments were linked — had been conducted.

Significant progress had been made in establishing a single new pension fund for all public servants, Mr. Liebenberg said.

This would replace the Government Service Pension Fund and those in the former homelands.

The Katz Commission’s recommendations for the so-called capping of pension fund contributions had proved controversial.

The government believed the matter needed to be considered further in close cooperation with the Commission.

R400 m for local government polls

Political Staff

THE National government will spend nearly R400-million on the November local government elections, which it regards as a crucial step along the path of democratic government.

An amount of R49 million has been budgeted for national and provincial governments' expenditure on communication and voter-education programmes.

A further R349 million will be provided via the provincial budget for conditional grants to fund local government elections in rural areas and areas under the jurisdiction of transitional structures.
No joy over pension increases

BY JOVIAL RANTAO and ESTHER WAUGH

"It's nothing", "It's inadequate"

This was the response of social workers and organisations that look after the aged to the 6.5% increase to civil and social pensions announced in the Budget. Pensioners will, from April 1, receive R415 — an increase of R23 a month.

Syd Eckley, executive director of the SA Council for the Aged, also expressed disappointment that the Government had not voted any money to improve conditions at pension payouts for millions of black pensioners.

"I don't know how many people can survive on R415. The Government should have taken into consideration the historic imbalances of our country, the high level of unemployment, and that elderly people have to take care of children, the disabled and unemployed. In our black communities you find that this R415 has to be shared between six and seven months," he said.

The new rate applies to pensioners who retired on or before April 1 1984. Pensioners who retired after April 1 last year, but before April 1 this year, would have their pensions increased by 0.54% for each month since retirement, calculated up to March 31 1995.

Increases in military pensions are to be announced later.

In a further development, the Government has committed itself to reducing the shortfalls in the national government pension funds in a phased manner.
Pensions up by a ‘pittance’

STAFF REPORTER

ORGANISATIONS for the aged expressed disappointment yesterday that old-age pensions had not kept pace with the cost of living.

Minister of Welfare and Population Development Mr. Abe Williams announced 5% increases in social grants after the Budget yesterday. From July 1, old-age pensions, disability grants and parent grants will increase by R20 a month, or 5%, to R410.

Concerned Friends for the Elderly and Aged spokeswoman Ms. Naomi Slabber, said the R20 a month increase was a “pittance”.

Mr. Williams pointed out that this was the second time in six months that social grants had been increased. They were adjusted by 5% in October 1994.

Civil pensions will increase by 6.5% from April 1 for pensioners who retired on or before April 1 last year.

The South African Legion expressed “regret” that basic social pensions had not kept pace with inflation.
Pensioners to be poorer

CT 16/3/95

POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Civil pensioners — who will receive increases well below the inflation rate — are to become poorer.

Military pensioners will not receive any increases until negotiations on the condition of service of public servants have been concluded.

Finance Minister Mr. Coby Debrenot announced yesterday that civil pensioners will rise by 6.5% from April 1. In pensioners who retired on or before April 1, 1994.

Those who retired after before April 1, 1995, will have their pensions raised by 0.64% for each completed month since retirement, calculated up to March 31, 1995.

The minister said that even with the lower inflationary environment at present, under 1985, it was desirable to give pensioners an annual bonus.
Pensions 'a national disgrace'

Government 'has let us down'

UPSET PENSIONERS: Winnard Zantsi, 76, and Gideon Sigabi, 83, both from Guguletu, say pensioners cannot cope on pensions of R390 a month. The five percent increase announced this week will bring the amount to R410 — which is still not enough, they say.

"I have five grandchildren — and all must be looked after by us," says Sea Point pensioner Stella Norton, 80, who was "lucky", because she still lived by herself, did her own shopping and a "little bit of work".

She "could not possibly survive" on her government pension and was "lucky", because her flat was paid for and she only had to find the levy.

"I've got a little investment, otherwise I could not cope. I don't know how people manage."

Syd Eckley, executive director of the South African Council for the Aged, said the increase of five percent in government pensions was "a national disgrace" and "a humiliation".

He said the council called on all older people and "concerned citizens" to voice their dissatisfaction.

"The council, in co-operation with pensioner organisations, plans to stage mass meetings in due course."

Mr Eckley said it was obvious the government had "no sympathy with older people and especially those living in impoverished communities".

"We believe this would have been the appropriate time to send a message of hope to the 900,000 black social pensioners."

South African Legion president Tony Chemaly said the legion regretted that the increase in the basic social pension announced in the budget had not kept up with the inflation rate.

The Legion was concerned that there had been no increase in the war veterans' portion of their social pensions. The extra payment for war veterans had been static at only R18 a month for many years.

"Increases in pensions for the war disabled have once again been linked to the level of civil service salary increases which are still to be negotiated."

Kay Altman of the Association for Retired Persons and Pensioners said she was "inundated" with calls from pensioners asking whether they could find accommodation.

"With pensions of R390 I don't know where to send them."

She said some pensioners living in rented rooms had only R29 or R30 left after paying their rent.

"And they've still got to eat."
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LIBBY PEACOCK
Health Reporter

PENSIONER groups and organisations for the elderly — dismayed at the low pension increases announced this week — are considering mass action to highlight their plight.

The Ministry for Welfare and Population Development this week announced a five percent social grants increase, which will come into effect in July. Senior citizens, who have been struggling to survive on R590-a-month government pensions, will now get R610.

In his budget speech, Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg announced that pensions for former civil servants would rise 6.5 percent from April 1 for pensioners who retired on or before April 1 last year.

The increase in military pensions would be considered at a later stage, once negotiations on the conditions of service of public servants had been conducted.

One of Cape Town's pensioners who is struggling to survive on his pension is 83-year-old Gideon Sigabi, of Guguletu.

Mr Sigabi, who lives in a council house with his sickly wife and grandchildren, said: "I can't manage to cope."

A retired messenger, he said the only way to survive was by "borrowing".

Telephone and electricity bills alone came to around R59 a month. Then there were still clothes for the family, food and other expenses.

Mr Sigabi said his family lived mainly on chicken, potatoes, bread and sometimes rice.

"Some people stay in wood-and-iron houses. In winter the rain comes in and it gets very cold."

"We hope the government will take note of our plea. Pensioners are losing faith."

Winnard Zantsi, 76, a former hospital chef and chairman of the Black Pensions' Organisation in the Western Cape said the organisation had been trying to improve pensioners' conditions since 1987.

"Pensioners must be paid at least R450 a month for a decent existence. A R30 increase is futile and makes us very cross."

Pensioners had been "let down" by the government.

Threatening mass action by pensioners from all sectors of society, Mr Zantsi said: "Pensioners are very upset and humiliated."

Surviving on a R390 government pension was very difficult.
LIFE offices praise holistic retirement fund approach

Institute of Retirement Funds president Maurice Harding said the insurance industry could now afford to sit down with government and plan for the future on long outstanding retirement fund issues.

The potential merger of government pension funds and the actuarial under-funding of the government pension fund were now on centre stage, he said.

Debate could focus on the type of structure the government fund should take, with the state seemingly prepared to work through the debate on whether or not its pension funds should be government funded.

Institute of Life and Pension Advisors spokesman Chris van der Walt said he was relieved that the minister had decided to discard the notion of a cap on pension contributions.
Retire ‘before new tax laws’

JOHANNESBURG: Individuals who are thinking of retiring should consider doing so immediately before the new tax laws come into affect, according to Syfrets tax consultant Mr James Wolfson.

Mr Wolfson said although Finance Minister Mr Chris Liebenberg's budget appeared to be reasonably “retirement-friendly”, the fine print “may have a marked effect on individuals’ retirement decisions”.

Amendments to the taxation of retirement lump sums would increase the effective tax for retirees.

“With proper tax planning, individuals were able to bring their average rate of tax on their retirement lump sum down to 17%. The amendment now precludes this,” he said.

According to the amendments, retirees could no longer rely on the low rate of tax in the year of retirement.

The retirement lump sum would now be subject to the higher of the current and the previous year’s tax rate.

Furthermore, retirees were no longer able to deduct from tax a percentage of their retirement lump sum in their year of retirement. — Sapa
Liebenberg: Probe likely on pensions

ALIDE DASNOIS
Deputy Finance Editor

FINANCE: Minister Chris Liebenberg says the government is considering setting up a new commission of inquiry into retirement funding.

Issues to be examined would include the differences between pension and provident funds, payouts, and tax.

Addressing the annual conference of the Institute of Life and Pension Advisors, Mr Liebenberg said it would be useful if one or two members of the Katz Commission served on the new commission.

Differences between pension funds in the civil service and in the private sector would have to be investigated.

He also said the government was considering creating a state retirement scheme, possibly along the lines of the one operating in Chile.

Mr Liebenberg said Welfare Minister Abe Williams would lead a delegation to Chile soon.

Turning to the Katz Commission, Mr Liebenberg said the government had not rejected its recommendations on tax.

Mr Liebenberg said some of the recommendations, such as the abolition of the Secondary Tax on Companies (STC), had not been applied yet as they were too complicated.

"We decided to fly for another year with STC," Mr Liebenberg said. "But I want to address it this year.

"We've got to get rid of STC, it's not investor-friendly."
A-G wants thorough policy review

Pension gravy train to stop

WE ARE not just worried; we are very, very concerned about the provinces the report warns.

BY ESTHER WAITHE
POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Cape Town — An investigation by the Auditor-General's office has revealed that the increasing number of early retirements by civil servants could be an abuse of the Public Service Act.

The Auditor-General, Henri Kruiver, has called for a thorough review of the retirement policy, saying it is important that there should be uniform directives for retirement benefits. In his report on appropriation accounts for 1989/90, tabled in Parliament yesterday, Kruiver said good management practices were being replaced by early retirements which were not in the Government Service Pension Fund.

Departments and other role-players are placed in a position where they can take decisions which have an adverse effect on the fund without the fund being compensated, the report observes.

And retirement on medical grounds are not being uniformly evaluated while there were no penalties for public servants taking early retirement at their own request.

The Auditor-General warned that the transformation of the public service had "hardly begun" and the system could collapse within two years without corrective measures.

Functions of the former four provinces were being moved to central government before they could be devolved to the new provinces. Kruiver adds that the question to be asked is whether the increased number of provinces can be run properly. "We are not just worried; we are very, very concerned about the provinces," the report warns.

The report is critical of the transformation of the public service.

An increase in income tax could be needed if tax evasion was stopped. Along with the non-collection of taxes, this was costing the country R1.5 billion. The money recovered from evasion could finance the Reconstruction and Development Programme, the report notes.

Kruiver said a possible solution was establishing an independent internal revenue service, similar to that in the US. His report also detailed shortcomings of the present tax collection system.

Kruiver said R214 million in VAT claims was being investigated, and this could result in prosecutions.

He reported "the continuing high level of maladministration, the sheer hundreds, in some cases, officials of his office had been chased away. Kruiver asked the committees to take urgent steps to improve financial discipline and stop fruitless expenditure.

He urged the committee to recommend that all Government departments formulate clear rules on the acceptance of rewards as gifts by public servants.

Kruiver told the committee he was satisfied that all secret funds had been properly audit.
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Cape Town — An investigation by the Auditor-General's office has revealed that the increasing number of early retirements by civil servants could be an abuse of the Public Service Act.

"The Auditor-General, Henk Kruver, has called for a thorough review of the retirement policy, saying it was important there should be uniform directives for retirement benefits.

In his report on appropriation accounts for 1983/84, tabled in Parliament yesterday, Kruver said good management practices were being replaced by early retirements which were bad for the Government Service Pension Fund.

Departments and "other role-players are placed in a position where they can take decisions which have an adverse effect on the fund without the fund being compensated," the report observes.

And retirements on medical grounds...are not being uniformly evaluated while there were no penalties for public servants taking early retirement at their own request.

The Auditor-General warned that the transformation of the public service had "hardly begun" and the system could collapse within two years without corrective measures.

For some of the former four provinces were being moved to central Government before they could be devoted to the nine new provinces, Kruver added that the question to be asked is whether the increased number of provinces can be run properly: "We are not just worried; we are very, very concerned about the provinces, the report warns.

The Auditor-General's report did not constitute the transformation of the public service.

An increase in income tax could be avoided if tax evasion was stopped. Along with the non-collection of taxes, this was costing the country R17 billion. The money recovered from evasion could finance the Reconstruction and Development Programme, the report notes.

Kruver said a possible solution was establishing an independent internal revenue service, similar to that in the US.

His report also detailed shortcomings of the present tax collection system.

Kruver said R214 million in VAT claims was being investigated, and this could result in prosecutions.

He reported "the continuing high level of maladministration" in the former homelands.

And he called for an audit of all Government departments which had been "took or要有 undertaken".

An audit of the Information of South Africa Special Account and the Foreign Affairs Special Account could not be finalised because "certain foreign structures" were still being closed.

The Auditor-General could not express an unqualified audit opinion on R23 million spent during 1993/94 on covert defence projects as a result of the special investigation of some of these projects that is still being undertaken.

An audit opinion could also not yet be given on R1.1 billion spent on covert projects because of the investigation of alleged irregularities and losses by the Office for Serious Economic Offences not yet being completed.
SA to investigate Chilean pensions

WELFARE Minister Abe Williams is to lead an investigation into privatising social security along Chilean lines - a move which could save government an estimated R8bn in annual social pensions payments.

Chile's social pensions scheme, which replaced a failing government-funded system, helped the country slash government spending and reduce its budget deficit, and could offer similar advantages to SA.

Of SA's R134bn welfare budget, about 36% goes to social allowances. Eighty percent of this figure is allocated to the aged. The figures suggest that if all social pensions are moved off government's budget, more than R8bn could be saved.

Chilean ambassador Jorge Heine, who will be facilitating Williams's fact-finding mission, said the privatised system had proved difficult in its initial stage.

Existing retirees still had to receive benefits under the old system, which was no longer boosted by new contributions. But the rewards for Chile's economy in the longer term had been remarkable.

"Chile's economic success is linked to its high savings rate, which is in turn largely attributable to the pension scheme," he said.

In 1981, domestic savings accounted for about 11% of GDP compared with a current 25%. Gross fixed capital formation increased from 17% to more than 26% of GDP during the same period.

Heine said the new system had proved particularly advantageous for Chile's capital markets.

Chilean citizens had also reaped the benefits of improved returns on investments, with payouts higher than under the previous system which was run by the state.

Chile privatised its pay-as-you-go social security retirement system in 1981 when employers entering the job market for the first time were required to contribute 15% of their monthly gross income to private pension fund accounts - which they owned. Extra voluntary contributions could be made.

Government used proceeds from the sale of state assets to help pay out benefits under the old system.
Abbeyfield plans to open eighth home for elderly

Staff Reporter

JULY will see the opening of the eighth Abbeyfield home, in Main Road, Diep River, if the Masonic Abbeyfield Society of Cape Town's dynamic new committee has its way.

Determined to continue providing fit, older people with affordable accommodation within the security and companionship of small households, the Abbeyfield Society of South Africa intends establishing small, secure “community-do-it-yourself” old-age homes all over the country.

To achieve this, a “500 Club” has been established.

By donating R25 a month, a maximum of 500 people will become members of the club.

They will have a one-in-500 chance every four months of winning R20 000.

Payments can be made by debit order on credit cards or bank accounts.

Debit orders will be activated once the “500 Club” is fully subscribed, in April.

The first draw will take place on August 1.

Subsequent draws will be held every four months.

Abbeyfield’s annual street collection was held on Wednesday, March 22.
Pension fraud exposed

MICHAEL MORRIS
Political Correspondent

HUNDREDS of millions of rand in Western Cape pension money is being lost to fraudsters — including well-placed officials — because of poor administration in the welfare department.

The fraud losses — which have been going on virtually unchecked for years — run at about 15 percent of the more than R1 billion pensions budget. A loss of about R240 million is expected this year.

And while a new computerised system has been introduced to deal with the problem, it is running only on a limited scale.

This emerged in evidence to the Western Cape legislature's finance committee — which is going through the budget estimates for 1995/96 — by acting head of the welfare department Ebrahim Jarodien.

The disclosures prompted Democratic Party regional leader Hennie Bester to call for the immediate appointment of a commission of inquiry.

Western Cape Social Services Minister Ebrahim Rasool announced yesterday that he had appointed three senior officials to look into allegations of cheque fraud at the Bellville regional office.

Millions lost — and 'it's been going on for years'

This follows allegations by pensioners and disabled people on grants that other people were fraudulently cashing their cheques.

Mr Bester also wants Dr Jarodien suspended pending the outcome of the investigation and "drastic measures" implemented to stop the fraud.

"If satisfactory steps are not taken the DP will not be able to support the budget," he said.

"This is shocking. If proper measures were taken to deal with this, pensioners could effectively be given a 15 percent increase. Instead they suffer because fraud is not being dealt with."

Dr Jarodien, who headed the House of Representatives welfare department from 1989 until last year, acknowledged during questioning that there were no audited statements for the department's activities in this period and no reliable statements for its activities since its inception in 1994, so the full extent of the losses was not known.

Only six people had been prosecuted, and those only for minor fraud.

The House of Representatives welfare department was transferred to the Western Cape administration last April.

Mr Bester said: "To this day the department has failed to instil a system to deal with this. We are troubled that Dr Jarodien is now the head of the Western Cape welfare department and he is still expecting the fraud to continue.

"It would seem from questioning that there are no measures to verify the fraud and bring the guilty parties to book.

"If no satisfactory steps are taken we cannot support the budget, because we cannot be party to this inability to manage.

"You can do an enormous amount with the R240 million that is expected to be lost this year. "You could build houses, you could give pensioners a 15 percent increase."

Mr Bester said that even with the introduction of the Nise computerised system, "the administration is still handled by the department — there is still scope for fraud".
Probe ordered into pension fraud, corruption

NORMAN JOSEPH, Staff Reporter

PROVINCIAL Health and Social Services Minister Ebrahim Rasool has appointed three senior officials to investigate allegations of fraud at his Bellville office.

This follows allegations that cheques for pensioners and the disabled are being cashed fraudulently.

Mr Rasool said: "I view with great seriousness the allegations of fraud and wrongdoing brought to my notice by the Bonteheuwel Civic Association."

Three officials from head-office and regional officials will investigate and report back to Mr Rasool within 30 days.

They will also investigate allegations of corruption and mismanagement involving a local councillor, a senior Post Office official and a businessman.

Mr Rasool said: "I believe that openness, honesty and transparency form the foundation on which we can build a caring service."

"I have also requested Ebrahim Jarodien, the chief director of the Department of Social Services, to start an immediate inquiry."

"I wish to give the assurance that where there is substantial evidence of wrongdoing, the matter will be placed in the hands of the Attorney-General."

The ministry has appointed officials Amy Thornton and Alec Kellner to attend to complaints of fraud, corruption and mismanagement.

Complaints may be sent to PO Box 648, Cape Town 8000.
Crackdown pledge on pension cheats

BY JO-ANNE COLLINGE

Task teams consisting of officials and representatives of the non-governmental sector are to conduct "random tests" for fraud in the social pension system, says Minister of Welfare and Population Development Abe Williams.

Officials apparently involved in such fraud, which is conservatively estimated to cost the Government R1-billion a year, would be prosecuted, Williams assured delegates attending a conference on social security near Johannesburg yesterday.

"It is my absolute intention to eradicate this evil once and for all," the minister said.

All provinces would soon be able to tap into a single database on pension and this would prevent anybody being able to claim benefits in more than one jurisdiction.

Dr Pieter de Rijk of the University of the Western Cape said that although R1-billion of pension and grant money "disappeared" annually, the social old age pension was generally reaching the poorest of the poor — and making a vital difference.

He pointed out that, according to World Bank research, per capita income for the poorest 20% of South Africans was a mere R25 a month if the impact of the old age pension was not taken into account.

One in three of these extremely poor families had a member who was eligible for the old age pension, however, and this brought the average income for each member of such a household up to R89 a month — (2)
Welfare battle plan

BY CHRISS RATMAN
POLITICAL STAFF
CT 5/11/95

WESTERN CAPE Health and Welfare Minister Mr Ebrahim Rasool yesterday admitted over R200 million (10%) of his social security budget was being lost to fraudsters.

He said the national fraud tally stood at R1 billion and that Pretoria had told the provinces to “first find the missing money” before it would release further funds.

He said the province inherited a system embedded with fraud, requiring an overhaul of the entire process from application to registration of clients.

Over the past 10 months a fingerprint-operated computerised payout system had been introduced by his department in some areas, and a task team had been appointed to ensure the integrity of the registration process.

Mr Rasool met with senior minister Mr Abe Williams yesterday to make battle plans shortly before Mr Williams announced the formation of a national task team to combat the problem.
Pension thieves had better beware

Political Correspondent

A "FORENSIC auditor" trained to track down big-time fraudsters may be hired by the Western Cape government as part of a major crackdown on multi-million rand pensions theft, says Health Minister Ebrahim Rasool.

Other new staff are to be appointed soon to help in the anti-corruption drive and new computer systems are being introduced to curb losses.

But, Mr Rasool warned the problems would not be overcome "overnight."

His comments follow indications that pension fraud is expected to be about R240 million this year.

In a three-page statement issued in response to a report on the fraud in The Argus yesterday, Mr Rasool confirmed details of the huge losses, acknowledged that "serious management inefficiency" was part of the problem, and gave further details of scams, which included:

- A pernicious form of syndicate fraud with elaborate and sophisticated networks between welfare and sub-agent officials using fictitious clients or clients who do not qualify for social security, through fraudulent documentation.
- Duplicate payments.
- Over-the-counter fraud.
- Theft by officials.
- Exploitation of the vulnerability of the aged by clerks.

"Much of the fraud is not of the hand-in-the-till variety, but is embedded in the system."

Mr Rasool said that one of the main initiatives launched so far to deal with fraud was a computerised fingerprint-based system for pension payouts.

Mr Rasool said the Western Cape government had inherited a system fraught with dangers, where audited statements, at least in the House of Representatives, were non-existent.

The province also lacked the baggage of a system, where pensions and grants were not regarded as a social service, but were used for political patronage, and "this goes beyond the officials, and has political dimensions."
A top task team will investigate claims of fraud in pension payments, the provincial Minister of Finance, Mr Kobus Meiring, said yesterday.

The team will be headed by Professor Pieter le Roux of the University of the Western Cape.

Mr Meiring said the team's job would be to help remove any form of fraud and to ensure that every cent was spent correctly.

Prof Le Roux would be assisted by an auditor with forensic expertise and someone with administrative experience, as well as officials from the provincial treasury, management advice services and welfare department.

Mr Meiring said he did not personally believe the Western Cape would have as high levels of pension payment fraud as the rest of the country.

"But we must be realistic about the problem. It is apparently a nation-wide problem about which there is unfortunately little evidence that it has taken place."

Test probes in the province have found evidence of fraud running at 10% of pension payments, Mr Meiring said.
No ‘assurance’ for aged

RESPECT STAFF

WESTERN CAPE Premier Mr Hernus Kriel said yesterday he was unable to give a "blanket assurance" that no-one would be evicted from old-age homes in the province because of reduced welfare subsidies.

Responding to a question from DP provincial leader Mr Hennie Bester, Mr Kriel said possible removals would depend on individual cases.

But "everything possible" would be done to prevent people being evicted for financial reasons.
State welfare grants 'fast becoming unsustainable'

Pretoria: Payment of state pensions and welfare grants was "fast becoming unsustainable", Deputy Minister of Welfare Ms Geraldine Fraser Moleketi told a conference of local and Dutch welfare delegates here yesterday.

She said pensions and grants accounted for 86,7% of the national welfare budget.

"The Reconstruction and Development Programme promotes a compulsory contributory pension scheme, as well as social assistance in the form of cash or "in-kind" benefits to those most at risk," she said.

"In line with our constitution, our social welfare system is required to undergo a fundamental transformation to ensure that social justice and equity is achieved and rights of individuals are protected."

Social policy would no longer be left up to professional social workers employed by the state and private bodies. "Policy decisions... should involve the beneficiaries," said Ms Moleketi. — Sapa
Welfare Minister studies Chile's pension scheme

JOHANNESBURG: Minister of Welfare and Population Development Mr Abe Williams returned from Chile yesterday after investigating pension reforms.

Employees in Chile pay 10% of their income to pension funds which are regulated by the government.
PRETORIA— Payment of state pensions and welfare grants is "fast becoming unsustainable", Deputy Welfare Minister Geraldine Fraser Moleketi told a conference of local and Dutch welfare delegates in Pretoria yesterday.

She said pensions and grants accounted for 56.7% of the national welfare budget.

"The government's reconstruction and development programme promotes a compulsory contributory pension scheme, as well as social assistance in the form of cash or 'in-kind' benefits to those most at risk."

A White Paper on the social welfare system was being drafted.

"In line with our constitution, our social welfare system is required to undergo a fundamental transformation to ensure that social justice and equity is achieved and rights of individuals are protected."

"Family life, a social security net and the promotion of social developmental welfare" would be central.

Social policy would no longer be left up to social workers employed by the state and private bodies: "Policy decisions...should involve the beneficiaries," Moleketi said. — Sapa.
Union thumbs-down for funds switch

BY BRENDAN TEMPLETON

A government proposal to divert R840-million from its pension funds to public sector workers' pockets has been rejected, just days after it was put on the negotiating table.

The National Education Health and Allied Workers' Union said yesterday the package was unacceptable because it did not address the wage gap between black and white workers.

It called on the Government to immediately put a freeze on the salaries of civil servants receiving more than R60 000 a year. Directors-general received 20% increases last year, compared with 4.77% increases given to lower-graded workers, Nehawu said.

The government proposal was put forward with the proviso that workers agree to a "scaling down" of the public service. Nehawu rejected this too, saying the proviso really required workers to agree to mass retrenchments.

"It is a well-known fact that the RDP White Paper proposes that the public service must shed 200 000 jobs by the year 2000," the union said.

Negotiations have dragged on since December, when rebellious civil servants threatened to embark on a mass strike if their demands were not met. The crisis resulted in a task force being established by deputy presidents F W de Klerk and Thabo Mheki.

Their proposals were put forward in three-day negotiations that ended on Friday with Nehawu rejecting the offers.

The union also reiterated its demand that workers be guaranteed a R1 200-a-month minimum wage from April 1.
R2 million hunt for pension fund fraudsters

Political Correspondent

TENDERS have been called for forensic auditors to join a team tracking down multi-million rand pension fraudsters in a R2 million probe launched by the Western Cape government.

Provincial Health Minister Ebrahim Rasool announced this yesterday at the start of debate of province’s social services budget.

"The R2 million price tag of the investigation," he said, "was a small price to pay when measured against the huge losses suffered through pension fraud."

If thieves and big-time syndicate fraudsters were not checked, projections indicated that they would get away with as much as R290 million this year... a staggering R290 million a month.

The projected loss for the national welfare department is R1 billion.

Mr Rasool said: "I am committed to taking very decisive steps in eliminating the recurrence of this large-scale abuse of taxpayers’ money, and the robbing from the most vulnerable groups in society, the aged and the disabled, of money they are entitled to."

The "continued public outcry for government accountability needs to be encouraged... we have a responsibility to maximise every cent given to the government and need to ensure that no stone is left unturned if civil servants make themselves liable to this type of fraud".

With this in mind, he had set up an independent commission to "pinpoint the sources of the alleged fraud" and to develop a computerised system "to address the current situation which is fraught with inadequacies, both managerial and technical".

In addition, forensic auditors would be employed to conduct a full-scale investigation, backed by a team comprising an economist, a banker, a lawyer, observers from the attorney-general’s office and a social security expert.

Another technical team is being asked to find computer hardware and software to manage cash payouts within the department, and to network nationally and locally with the present payout system administered by the company Nisec.

Progress reports on these investigations will be handed monthly to Minister of Finance Kobus Meiring, the director-general of the provincial administration, the attorney-general and the provincial standing committee on finance.

Speaking later in the debate, Nationalist legislator Themba Nyati said the province could no longer afford pension fraud.

"But he warned that it would be “a waste to buy technology if it does not bring about the savings that are anticipated.”"
Private sector to handle govt pension funds

IN A major step towards privatising public servants' pension funds, government is planning to appoint four private fund managers to manage their R1bn equity portfolio.

A spokesman for the Public Investment Commissioners (PIC), which presently manages the public service's R1bn pension fund, confirmed private fund managers had been asked to apply to take over the equities portfolio.

The move follows the R1bn privatisation earlier this year of the Associated Institutions Pension Fund (including universitites, technikons and scientific councils).

"We have decided that the PIC does not have the expertise to manage an equities portfolio and that it will cost too much to acquire it. We are sifting through private fund managers' proposals and expect to come up with a short list of about eight," the spokesman said. It was essential for the public sector pension funds to invest in equities to improve their rate of return.

At present, public servants' pension funds are mainly invested in government and other parastatal stock, which offers a small return on investments relative to the equities market. The lack of investments on the JSE is one of the major reasons for the massive shortfalls in the pension funds.

"We have too few growth assets," the spokesman said. The PIC had acquired a R1bn equity portfolio by buying the industrial Development Corporation's holdings. The PIC was heavily invested in Sasol and Sappi. He said farming out the equities portfolio would probably be followed by diverting some of the PIC's R1bn annual cash flow to private portfolio managers.

Institutions ranging from major players such as Sanlam and Old Mutual to smaller operators are going all out to get a slice of the public sector pension funds. One fund manager said he hoped the selection process would be transparent, as huge amounts of public money were at stake.

The PIC spokesman said once a shortlist had been compiled, the institutions on it would be asked to make presentations.

It was reported earlier this week that R1bn which would have been paid into the state pension funds might be used for public servants' salaries. It is understood officials are arguing that the additional payment is unnecessary because of the privatisation move, which will improve the return on the pension funds' investments. The finance was apparently provided for in the 1994/95 Budget to reduce the massive shortfalls.

Officials are reluctant to put a figure on the pension funds' actual shortfalls, but past estimates have put them at well over R2bn. Analysts said the privatisation of

Pension funds

Government's pension funds was a bullish signal for the equities market, but bad news for the gilt market. The freezing up of billions of funds for investment on the JSE should be timed to coincide with the freezing of exchange controls to prevent the equities market overheating.

TIM COHEN reports from Cape Town that the DP stated government's reported intention to divert money earmarked for decreasing the actuarial shortfall in pension funds to meet public servants' wage demands. DP finance spokesman Ken Andrews said the proposal would result in government dissaving a further R1bn from its already dangerously high level.

"It is not proper if government uses borrowed money to pay public service wages," instead the public service needed to be cut "drastically and rapidly."
contributed in a significant way to economic development. It has contained the financial burden on the State for caring for the aged and given workers the dignity of taking charge of their own lives.

Introduced in 1980, the Chilean model replaced an ailing government-funded pension with a privately administered system, funded through mandatory retirement savings. While privately funded and administered, the system is subject to stringent public regulation.

Workers are compelled to participate (membership for the self-employed is optional) and all funds accumulated are for the sole use of the worker and his dependants. A worker may opt to contribute an additional maximum 10% of earnings towards his personal savings account.

The worker can choose from 18 private pension fund administrators to invest savings. These companies may not engage in any activities other than managing workers' savings. They are also subject to government regulations intended to guarantee diversified, low-risk investments and prevent fraud. A separate supervisory agency has wide powers to enforce compliance with these rules.

Williams points to specific economic advantages:
- The working population doesn't subsidise the retired population;
- The unfunded pension obligation becomes a non-issue and the public benefits from an increasing savings pool;
- The availability of long-term investment capital has helped develop foreign currency financial markets and increased the Chilean stock market capitalisation which now equals GDP.

Says Williams: "SA has much to learn from the Chilean model and experience, though there are many differences between the two countries which need to be investigated fully."
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Who's discriminating?

Private sector pension funds have left government behind in efforts to eliminate unfair discrimination.

Old Mutual's Henk Beets emphasises
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that the Constitutional Bill of Rights does not prohibit discrimination, but only unfair discrimination. Pension trustees must focus on addressing clearly inequitable benefits. For instance, government still recognises 60 as the normal pensionable age for women to retire, five years earlier than men. The second schedule of the Income Tax Act indicates 50 and 55 years, for women and men respectively, when setting the rules for early retirement. This gives women an unfair advantage over their male colleagues.

Ben Lipshitz of Liberty Life Group Benefits says private sector funds have been eliminating references to age, race and sex. "Certainly, all newly registered funds contain no reference to race. The older funds have mostly reviewed their rules."

With older defined benefit funds, eliminating unfair discrimination is not simple. There's a cost implication for the employer, if a new standard age for retirement is set. Generally, he says, employers have been consulting with staff, though unions where appropriate, to establish their views, then they seek a financial solution. Though many have eliminated direct references in their rules to race, some still differentiate in benefits for white collar staff and blue collar workers.

"There are more questions than answers and greater clarity on the full impact of the constitution on employee benefits will only begin to evolve as relevant case law and precedents build up over time. But a proactive approach is called for, to begin aligning employee benefits practices with constitutional principles."
Chile 'sets an example for SA pensions'

By JEREMY WOODS

ABE Williams, Minister for Welfare and Population Development, is to urge the Cabinet to use Chile as a model for reforming the state's pension schemes.

"We have to start a new system and make people provide for their own pensions," said Mr Williams, who has just returned from an official visit to Chile to study pension reforms there.

"We cannot continue to let state pensions burden the tax system as they have been doing. The working population cannot continue to subsidise the retired population.

"The Chilean pension system has much to recommend it. It has contributed significantly to economic development in Chile, but its most important feature is that it has contained the financial burden on the state," Mr Williams said.

"A characteristic of the Chilean system is that it is a private but publicly regulated system and workers are obliged to belong to it. During a working life, 10% of a worker's wage is automatically deposited monthly in an individual investment account. The funds accumulated in this separate, safeguarding the funds in the event of a failure by the administrators.

"Workers are free to transfer their funds from one administrator to another, creating strong competition to provide high investment returns and a better service."

"Two payout options are available at retirement. With one a pensioner may use accumulated capital to buy annuities from a private life insurer. With the second the savings account can be left with the administrator and periodical withdrawals made subject to life expectancy."

"I am going to report to Cabinet on my findings and start canvassing for support. There are many similarities between Chile a few years ago and South Africa now," Mr Williams said.

"We can learn from them and I think trade should be encouraged between the two countries.

"Companies in Chile want to enter Africa and we can help them. Our construction companies have been shut out of Chile for years but from what I saw on my visit, they would do well to look at Chile now," Mr Williams says.
Govt’s pensions plan challenged

BY CLAIRE GEBHARDT

The proposed redirection of state pension contributions to fund improvements in public servants’ salary and service structures should be challenged as either illegal or imprudent, Edward Osborn, independent economist, said on Friday.

Osborn said the statement by the ministry for public service that an additional R340 million could be found by reducing the state’s contributions to pension funds, illustrated the impossibly tight provisions for public service salaries in the recent Budget.

In an interview with Reuters, he said the R2.5 billion provision was a net increase of only 3.25 percent for the improvement of salaries, “even normal bonus increases are supposed to account for about 3.1 percent”. This had probably been done to achieve a deficit before borrowing of 5.8 percent of GDP, and to gain international applause for financial prudence.

Further, it was probably intended to indicate to public service staff associations the absolute limits of what the state could afford.

Osborn said government was in a cleft stick as far as the pension funds were concerned because of appallingly profligate decision-making in the past about improving pension benefits.

What needed to be cleared up was whether such monies had been provided for as part of the programme to enhance the actuarial funding of the pension funds, or whether they were simply part of the state’s current contributions to the funds as employer.

Osborn said the diversion of the employer contributions would worsen the actuarial deficit and could be contrary to the State Pensions Act or the contractual terms of employment.

The actuarial deficit of the funds was about R39 billion and government had committed itself to a programme of improving on this over an extended period.

“But there is no indication in this year’s Budget year that the programme of making special transfers has commenced — apart from the issue of R6.9 billion government paper to the funds by Denk Keys in March 1994.”

Chris Liebenberg, the finance minister, had stated in his Budget speech that government aimed to enhance the level of actuarial funding by 2.5 percentage points every three years.

“To the extent that the annual employer and employee contributions do not meet this requirement, government will be required to top up any arrear when progress is assessed every three years.”

Liebenberg was clearly not giving any way for the moment as his credibility was at stake, Osborn said.

“But sooner or later an increased provision for the improvement of conditions of service will have to be allowed for and the deficit widened to the 6 percent plus level.”

“On the other hand, if there is an explicit provision for the reduction of the actuarial deficit this year then a diversion of this for augmentation of the salary provision is feasible.”

Osborn said that with a Budget deficit of the order of R28 billion there was no question of diversion of funds, it was simply a diversion of a bit of deficit.
Govt’s pensions plan challenged

BY CLAIRE GERHARDT ECONOMICS EDITOR

The proposed reduction of state pension contributions to fund improvements in public servants’ salary and service structures should be challenged as either illegal or imprudent, Edward Osborn, independent economist, said on Friday.

Osborn said the statement by the ministry for public service that an additional R40 million could be found by reducing the state’s contributions to pension funds, illustrated the impossibly tight provisions for public service salaries in the recent Budget.

In an interview with Reuters, he said the R2.2 billion provision was a net increase of only 3.25 percent for the improvement of salaries, “even normal notch increases are supposed to account for about 3.1 percent”. This had probably been done to achieve a deficit before borrowing of 5.8 percent of GDP, and to gain international applause for financial prudence.

Further, it was probably intended to indicate to public service staff associations the absolute limits of what the state could afford.

Osborn said government was in a cleft stick as far as the pension funds were concerned because of appallingly profligate decision-making in the past about improving pension benefits.

What needed to be cleaned up was whether such monies had been provided for as part of the programme to enhance the actuarial funding of the pension funds, or whether they were simply part of the state’s current contributions to the funds as employer.

Osborn said the diversion of the employer contributions would worsen the actuarial deficit and could be contrary to the State Pensions Act or the contractual terms of employment.

The actuarial deficit of the funds was about R39 billion and government had committed itself to a programme of improving on this over an extended period.

“But there is no indication in this year’s Budget that the programme of making special transfers has commenced — apart from the issue of R6.9 billion government paper to the funds by Derek Keys in March 1994.”

Chris Liebenberg, the finance minister, had stated in his Budget speech that government aimed to enhance the level of actuarial funding by 2.5 percentage points every three years.

“To the extent that the annual employer and employee contributions do not meet this requirement, government will be required to top up any arrears when progress is assessed every three years.”

Liebenberg was clearly not giving any reason for the moment as his credibility was at stake, Osborn said.

“But sooner or later an increased provision for the improvement of conditions of service will have to be allowed for and the deficit widened to the 6 percent plus level.

“On the other hand, if there is an explicit provision for the reduction of the actuarial deficit this year then a diversion of this for augmentation of the salary provision is feasible.”

Osborn said that with a Budget deficit of the order of R28 billion there was no question of diversion of funds, it was simply a diversion of a bit of deficit.

Tariff cuts ‘key to US-SA trade’

BY ROSS HERBERT

Reducing tariff and non-tariff trade barriers is the top United States trade priority with South Africa and the greatest limitation on expanding trade, US Commerce Secretary Ron Brown said in a satellite interview.

“We are not pleased with restrictive tariffs. They do not do anything in the interests of an open relationship,” he said.

Brown said South Africa had to realize there was “tremendous competition for foreign investment”.

“The countries which take that seriously are the ones which get the investment. South Africa has a golden opportunity now.” Brown said South Africa was one of the top 10 developing markets and central to US policy towards Africa.

Brown said he would visit South Africa in September with US Vice-President Al Gore and other officials to build US-SA trade.

Brown and Trade and Industry Minister Trevor Manuel head a joint business development committee that is drafting recommen-

TRADE TERMS US Commerce Secretary Ron Brown

dations on trade and investment between the two countries.

Brown said legal issues also played an important role in trade. As a result, the US government and the South African departments of justice, and trade and industry, would sponsor conferences on legal aspects of US-SA trade in Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg from May 22 to 27.

Brown said the US investment community was pleased with the political and economic performance of the government, but “would be shaken” by a withdrawal of Inkatha. “We certainly are disappointed by the harsh (Inkatha) rhetoric. If they pull out, that would be a very disappointing turn of events,” he said.

“We need to put into perspective what has happened. The world hasn’t been pleased by reports of violence, but it has been much less significant than opponents of change had predicted,” he said.

Brown said US investment in South Africa had “increased dramatically”, but there was intense political pressure to limit US expenditure on foreign aid and fierce competition for US aid dollars.

He said the US commerce department had only one special councillor for world trade — and that diplomat, Millard Arnold, had been posted to South Africa.

Arnold said he thought anxieties over South African competitiveness were temporary. “This is a competitive nation. It likes to win. And those are the qualities that make an economy grow,” he said. “I guarantee that over time, South Africa will become a major player.”

Germans head for SA shores

BY AUDREY D’ANGELO

Tourism from Germany to South Africa was expected to rise by about 15 percent in the coming year, an official from the Association of Southern African Travel Agents said at the weekend.

Michael von Kotze, the vice-chairman of the association’s tour operators’ section, warned that Germans were concerned about their personal safety in South Africa.

Other limiting factors included rising costs, insufficient hotel rooms and trained guides.

“Tourism is a serious lack of trained manpower with language skills,” said Von Kotze. “This is due to the reluctance of the government to issue work permits. We must also offer training for students and travel staff to provide an effective support structure.”

Von Kotze also called for more incentives to invest in infrastructure for tourism.

“Although tourism is a recognised invisible export, incentives to invest in it have been removed.”
Gordon warns of pensions ‘disaster’

Commenting on the issue in the Liberty Life Group annual report for 1994, Gordon said employees were being placed at risk.

"I personally find it regrettable that South African pension funds are now tending to revert to the inadequate standards that prevailed in the post-war years before the modern defined benefit approach to pension funding became the norm," he said.

"For reasons which appear to revolve around transparency or ease of understanding, there seems to be an accelerating pressure on the part of employees to change fundamentally from defined benefit funds to defined contribution funds where the risk of inadequately funded retirement provisions are borne by the employees rather than the employers."

Ill-advisedly, many employers were accepting the trend with alacrity, based on the premise that a defined contribution scheme limited pension fund costs to the employer.

Gordon said only a very small percentage of pensioners might be better off in a provident fund: "I urge employers and trustees of funds to consider very carefully the implications of radical changes to their retirement arrangements."
50% MONTHLY INTEREST CHARGED

Loan sharks prey on city pensioners

PENSIONERS already strapped for cash are paying up to 50% interest on money lent from loan sharks operating at the Civic Centre. CLAIRE BISSEKER reports.

PENSIONERS in Bishop Lavis are trapped in a cycle of debt and dependence where some have signed over their pensions to money-lenders who claim up to 50% interest a month.

Pensioners are being targeted by loan sharks who offer credit at high interest rates, often in order to buy food or cover other necessities.

Mrs Green, an elderly pensioner, is one of those affected. She has been borrowing money from a loan shark to help with her weekly expenses. She is now struggling to pay back the loan and is unable to afford basic needs.

The situation is exacerbated by the fact that many of those affected are elderly and have limited income. They are trapped in a cycle of debt that only gets worse over time.

According to a recent report, 40% of pensioners in the area are borrowing money at high interest rates. This is a significant problem that needs to be addressed.

The government needs to take action to protect pensioners from loan sharks and ensure that they have access to fair credit options.

We need to raise awareness about the risks of borrowing money from loan sharks and encourage pensioners to seek help from official sources.

It is crucial that the government takes action to protect the vulnerable and ensure that they are not exploited by loan sharks.

We urge the government to take immediate action to address this issue and provide support to those affected.
MEDICAL AID FOR PENSIONERS

Waiting for the bang

Sanlam calls the accounting of post-retirement benefits — mainly medical aid for pensioners — a time bomb. The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (Saica) is close to issuing guidelines. The effect could be to encourage employers to acknowledge the liability with, in some cases, a serious impact on their bottom lines.

By custom, most employers pay, or subsidise, pensioners' medical aid benefits. Also by custom, the liability was funded on a pay-as-you-go basis. That was tolerable when medical costs were a minor budget item. Now that they approach the dimensions of the budget for pensions, the liability can no longer be ignored.

In the US, the accounting standard SFAS 106 on Employers' Accounting for Post-Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions had enormous impact. General Motors had to provide US$30bn. In 1992, the UK accounting profession fell in line, concluding that post-retirement benefits are liabilities to be recognised in financial statements.

Some — but far from all — SA companies have made provisions. Gencor started with R100m in the 1993 accounts. A few others have done the same. Times Media is among companies which will anticipate what is likely to become an accounting principle and, says financial director Lawrence Clark, will make a provision this year.

Joubert Ferreira, group benefits senior actuary at Sanlam, says there are four essentials:

- The subsidy of medical aid contributions should preferably not depend on the future prosperity of the employer;
- Costs shouldn't fluctuate unnecessarily;
- The funding vehicle should be flexible enough to cope with all changes introduced by government; and
- The method of funding should be tax-efficient.

A Saica task force has produced a draft opinion, broadly in line with the decisions of accountants in the US and the UK. Saica emphasises that the document is not final. Some issues and suggestions confronting the task force have been:

- Post-retirement benefits may be considered as a form of deferred compensation. Pensions and provident fund benefits are generally unfunded. Other post-retirement benefits are generally unfunded; and
- Following an actuarial review, some companies have made provision for the estimated present value of post-retirement medical benefits. Most do not disclose any such provision.

Some accountants argue that the current service cost should be recognised as an expense and matched to the benefit received during the working life of the employee. The cost of benefits, both while the employee is in service and after retirement, should be recognised actuarially.

The problem is that immediate recognition of the liability could strain balance sheets. That leaves two options, immediate full funding or funding over a period.

Either way, there could be tax complications. Charges relating to post-retirement benefits will generally only be deductible for tax purposes when payments are made. But the balance sheet effect will be felt many years before the tax relief can be sought. Presumably, it will be necessary to persuade Revenue to bring tax treatment in line with pension and provident fund financing.

INTEREST RATES

On the brink

The market was waiting early this week for Reserve Bank Governor Chris Stals to push up official interest rates.

Money supply data for March show the broad aggregate M3 surged R7,5bn in March, an increase of 3.1%. Over 12 months, M3 rose 12.5%. Measured on a seasonally adjusted basis from mid-November last year, it rose 11.7% annualised, which is outside the Bank's guideline range for the year of 6%-10%. Also of concern is the R5bn jump in private-sector credit in February to an annual 18.3% growth rate.

And April's gross gold and foreign exchange reserves plummeted for the second month in a row — by US$543m (or R1,9bn) to $2.8bn (R10,2bn). This is the lowest level since the November issue of the $750m (R2.6bn) global bond.

Stals may be holding his hand because some of the data reflects the situation before the February rise in Bank rate. Or he may be taking an optimistic view on the balance of payments.

Strong outflows in short-term capital were turned around in the first week-and-a-half of this month.

This is confirmed by swings in the amount banks borrow daily from the Bank to meet their daily cash shortages. This fell from levels above R8bn in late April to below R3bn this week. Stals may also be holding out until details of the proposed Y50bn ($500m or R2,2bn) Samurai bond are finalised. He is in Japan with Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg this week.

But he will probably need to raise rates soon. Transnet group economist Ulrich Joubert says important, foreign interest-rate differentials are not conducive to borrowing abroad, which would boost domestic reserves: "With interest rates in Europe and the US still in an upward phase, and with the cost of forward cover high, it still makes more sense for corporations to borrow locally."

Japanese rates look more attractive for SA borrowers than many other markets and a Samurai bond would ease things on the capital account. But the possibility of a stronger yen, and increased currency risk for SA, cannot be ruled out.

INSURANCE

Interesting times

Two insurance managers direct quit their jobs — one peacefully, the other with unexplained rancour.

Nico Fourie, short-term insurance manager at the Financial Services Board, resigned to take up the vacant CE slot at Standard General.

There was plenty to excite delegates at the Insurance Institute conference this week in Somerset West.

Many were wondering whether Brian Seach, past chairman of the Insurance Association and MD of Aegis Insurance, would turn up. And, if he did, would he throw light on his argument with Aegis' co-owners, Momentum Life and RMB Holdings?

He did appear but was low-key about the events which caused the upheaval.

Meanwhile, Paolo Cavallieri, after nearly two years at AIG Insurance, decided to join Hollard as group marketing director. Cavallieri (36), once a GM at StanGen, produced an underwriting profit at AIG in a year when major insurers were not able to
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break even. AIG’s 12.25 ratio of profit to gross premium income was bettered by only two other insurers.

AIG New York offered Cavalieri a Far East promotion, which he declined for personal reasons. He is succeeded by Charles Bouloux, who has run AIG’s operations in Brussels for 17 years.

Fourie was effective (though not titular) registrar of short-term insurance. His decision to return to the private sector came as a surprise.

StanGen, a Generali of Trieste subsidiary, has a patchy profit record and has seen a succession of CEOs in recent years. For two years, retired FedGen head Ron Carter was caretaker. He retired again, earlier than expected. Recently, the company has been managed by senior GM Jan Greyling.

Fourie and Greyling were due to make a formal announcement this week. Ahead of that, Fourie would say only that StanGen could be expected to “take a somewhat higher profile than in the past.” It may mean a further injection of Generali capital.

StanGen has been perceived in the industry as little more than a branch operation, with its capital tightly controlled by Trieste. There have been times when — except for the parentage — the company would have been a close contender for Fourie’s worry list in his registrar capacity.

The reasons for Seach’s departure from Aegis are obscure. Only a month ago, he was mounting a nationwide road show to explain the company’s re-engineering, which would involve retraining 40% of employees, retraining others and taking Aegis to third place in the insurance league table. The frankness with which he described the programme, though typically Seach, surprised staff and brokers.

He said at the time that the re-engineering was his own initiative, after seeing how RMBH’s long-term assurance arm, Momentum, had been modernised. But he was clearly emotional when he made a presentation of the Aegis plan to brokers.

Seach won’t reveal boardroom confidences. It is significant that, even after he had announced such surgery, one of his aides said: “Where he goes, we go.” And, according to colleagues, “he has been inundated with offers.”

REALISM IS needed about what the National Economic Development & Labour Council can accomplish.

It was launched in February, to forge consensus between major stakeholders in the economy. But its credibility has been undermined by reports that Labour Minister Tito Mboweni has threatened to act unilaterally on labour legislation if no agreement is reached soon between business and labour. Its viability is threatened by acrimony within constituencies and between them. And its role is not entirely clear.

The organisation has no power to implement proposals. It is an advisory body and, says its communications officer Lomin Saayman, “an agreement making body.” He argues that, as government will be party to any agreement reached, it is unlikely to ignore proposals flowing from it. “Government’s commitment to Nedlac is demonstrated by the number of its top officials, mostly Cabinet Ministers, who lead its delegation on the executive council.”

If the organisation proves influential, the question of transparency becomes critical. This is particularly important where a handful of negotiators are acting on behalf of a large and diverse constituency. As yet no decision has been made as to whether the meetings of Nedlac’s four chambers will be open to press and public. “We are still considering this issue,” says executive director Jayendra Naidoo. In its press release Nedlac says its goal will be “to inform its constituents and their membership, the public and the media.”

However, it goes on to warn that “transparency does not necessarily lead to effective communication, and information generated by the negotiating process has to be packaged in such a targeted manner that it will meet the information requirements of all stakeholders.”

WORK PROGRAMME FOR NEDLAC

Nedlac (see above) has published a list of work priorities.

The public finance and monetary policy chamber is examining exchange controls, exchange rate policy, and its effect on trade, investment, employment and inflation.

A macro-policy framework for re-prioritising expenditure is being developed by the Central Economic Advisory Service. It will be fed into the budgeting process and the results will be considered by Cabinet in June.

It is also “aiming to achieve consensus on procurement policy.” And a government investigation into the reorganisation of State assets will be tabled shortly.

The trade & industry chamber is looking at international trade relations and trade policy, foreign and domestic investment policy, industrial policy and industrial restructuring, export marketing and technical assistance for medium, small and micro businesses, supply side measures, competition policy and mining minerals & energy policies.

The agenda for the labour market chamber is the draft Labour Relations Bill (see page 42), International Labour Organisation conventions, amendments to the Unemployment Insurance Act, harmonisation of labour laws and the Labour Market Commission whose report will be tabled in mid-August.

The fourth chamber, of the development constituency, is still embryonic. Its first meeting was on May 4.

Roughly translated that means issues will be obscured by ambiguous policy statements issued when negotiations are over.

Another problem, still to be resolved, relates to the dissection in the business community over representation. There is a dispute between the two umbrella bodies, Nafoc and Business SA (BSA), over how many seats Nafoc is entitled to on the Nedlac’s executive council and the four chambers (Leaders May 5).

This has also left the SA Chamber of Business, the biggest and most influential representative body in the country, un-represented on the key trade and industry chamber.

The dispute has been referred to mediation. BSA and Nafoc have appointed a task force to interact with mediators John Hall, chairman of the National Peace Committee, and advocate Dikgang Moseneke. The impasse must be resolved before the July meeting of the executive council.

This is only one aspect of the dissection in the business community on the issue of representation. There are those who question the need for a structure as formal as BSA, which duplicates the functions and roles of certain member organisations. They suggest it could operate more flexibly.

Meanwhile, Nedlac has published a work programme for three of its four chambers
Government spending shifts pension focus

The change in government and shift in its spending priorities had put the provision of funding for retirement under the spotlight, Institute of Retirement Funds (IRF) vice-president Chris Newell said yesterday.

He said the industry was in transition and faced a number of key issues. This month's IRF annual conference in Johannesburg would address these.

Conference speakers include Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg and Financial Services Board deputy executive officer Andre Swanepoel.

Washington-based World Bank official Dimitri Vittas will speak on international retirement models.

Newell said it was vital that all SA's people, including the unemployed, have retirement provision.

Private-sector participation in this was essential. Government should provide tax incentives for individuals to set aside money for retirement.

IRF president Maurice Harding said recent government proposals were on an ad hoc basis without considering the broader implications.

Details of a financing mechanism to channel pension funds into the National Housing Finance Corporation would be released soon.

The IRF held a 25% stake in the Investment Development Unit, established with the Life Officers Association to channel funds into reconstruction and development programme projects.
State proposes end to homes for the elderly

By CHIARA CARTER

STATE-FUNDED old age homes will be phased out within five years if a Department of Welfare proposal becomes policy. A draft discussion document released by the department this month proposes that state-funded old age homes be converted to frail-care centres, housing no more than two percent of the aged — about half the number of people currently accommodated.

Many pensioners on waiting lists for old age homes have already received letters informing them that it is likely that homes will cater only for the frail in future.

The paper said the state should concentrate on the "needs of the disadvantaged, destitute and frail". Financial help for homes not classified as frail-care centres would be phased out or converted into housing units for the elderly.

The paper says that although 60 percent of the welfare budget is spent on the aged, it is not cost-effective and does not meet the needs of poor and rural people.
FRAUD in the payment of social pensions is still disturbing, says the auditor-general. BARRY STREEK reports.

The serious irregularities and fraud in the payment of government pensions had not improved significantly, auditor-general Mr Henri Khever said yesterday.

He tabled in Parliament "a consolidated picture of the state of serious affairs regarding controls over the payment of social pensions by various government institutions in South Africa".

The former provincial administrations, own affairs administration, the TBVC countries and self-governing territories were responsible for the control over and payment of social pension benefits within their own jurisdiction.

"Over the past number of years various irregularities, weaknesses in the systems of internal control and disturbing practices and developments regarding control over the payments of social pensions were found during audits.

"Although it was attempted with these reports to highlight deficient and unsatisfactory arrangements in the handling of social pensions, it is regrettable to report that notwithstanding these extensive reports on the unsatisfactory and disturbing state of affairs, the situation had, at the time of writing this report, not improved significantly."

Mr Khever said that among the irregularities was the payment of pensioners more than once for the same period, payments to people who did not exist, payments made to people who did not qualify for pensions, and payments after the death of a bona fide pensioner.

In the financial year which ended on March 31, 1994, overpayments totalled R21.5 million, with deterioration of 19%.
AUDITOR-GENERAL Henré Kluever says urgent attention is needed to overcome “fundamental shortcomings” in the social pensions system.

A report tabled in parliament yesterday found widespread irregularities and inefficiency in former homelands, provincial and triameral administrations.

Until December 1994, the former Cape Provincial Administration had used a system which allowed double or irregular payments.

Mr Kluever said a national effort was needed to revise social pensions systems to establish legitimacy, determine over-payments and investigate irregularities.

There had been initiatives over the years to solve problems in social pensions. None had succeeded.

Mr Kluever said no audit findings could be reported about the former TBVC states because information had not been submitted in time.

The exception was Bophuthatswana, “where audit findings by that audit office revealed serious shortcomings in control measures”.

Problems in the former administrations included:

- A pensioner being paid more than once for the same period. This happened where a pensioner was registered more than once at different centres, or at the same centre under different names.
- Payments made to people who did not exist.
- Payments made to people who were not entitled to them.
- Payments continuing after the death of a person entitled to them.

Mr Kluever said a workshop involving all nine provinces had been held last year to discuss the creation of a national pensions register.
Pensions ‘should be overhauled’

CAPE TOWN — The overpayment of social pensions cost the state at least R30m a year, it was disclosed in Parliament yesterday.

In a report, Auditor-General Henri Kruever called on government to focus its attention on the “fundamental shortcomings” in the systems and internal control measures of the payment of social pensions.

An effective revision of the system should be carried out to establish legitimacy, determine overpayments and investigate irregularities, he said.

The report showed that about R9.5bn was paid out in pensions to 2.3-million people in the year to March 31 1994.

More than half the pension files held by KwaNdebele were shown to contain inaccurate information.

Kruever said the current system was marked by four problems, which were rife throughout the country: intentional fraud by members of the public; the deliberate manipulation of the system for personal gain by officials; gross negligence or maladministration allowing fraud to go undetected, and insufficient management controls.

“Cases where pensions were withdrawn and where pensions were reduced may amount to a potential saving of more than R30m per annum,” he said.

Attempts to combat abuse had not been aided by the use of incompatible technological platforms by the former provinces and TBVC states, Kruever said.

“Rationalisation and harmonisation of the different systems appeared absolutely essential in order to be able to exercise proper control and to manage social pensions cost-effectively,” he said.

A project team had been established in 1993 to examine the social pension system. In the same year, the Cabinet had agreed that the Welfare Department should be responsible for the rationalisation of the system.

A workshop comprising officials from the department and the provinces had discussed the necessary actions, including the establishment of a national pensions register in October last year.

A further workshop had been scheduled for early this year, Kruever said.
Governments must address pensions crisis deepens
Pension trustees in new legal position

Pension fund trustees, whose fiduciary duties have increased substantially in recent years opening them up to both civil and criminal charges, have another issue to contend with — the problems caused by the move from defined benefit to defined contribution retirement funds.

Speaking at the Institute of Retirement Funds conference in Johannesburg, Martin Kourie, Momentum Life assistant general manager, said the rules were changing rapidly. This altered the previously held position that the fiduciary duty of trustees entailed managing and administering a fund in accordance with the rules of the fund and prevailing law.

South Africa pension laws until now had been employer-driven, often without all the safeguards necessary to protect members.

Changes in recent years to accommodate members had been quite spectacular and served to complicate the role of the trustee.

The rights of members were being written into law and could not be disregarded.

He warned that that there had been, and would continue to be, more pressure on trustees and employers from labour.

A major issue was on the disbursement of surpluses on funds, which labour believed belonged to employees. With the move to defined contribution funds, the employee, who now carried a major part of the risk, should have greater representation on the fund management.

Kourie said this added emphasis to the trustees duty to "become more alive to the need to protect the member's interests, particularly as to the adequacy of investment returns and the costs of life cover".

Kourie said economic and other forces will seek to tilt the scales more towards an environment of employee rather than employer-driven funds and efforts to maintain a desired equilibrium will keep fund trustees on their toes.
Call to block pension ‘leakage’

By Bruce Cameron

The Financial Services Board wants to see greater efforts made by the private sector to stop the leakage of millions of rands out of pension funds every year as people take cash when they resign or are retrenched.

But preservation should not yet be made compulsory, said André Swanepoel, deputy chief executive of the Financial Services Board, at the Institute of Retirement Funds conference in Johannesburg yesterday.

Swanepoel, who referred to the failure of previous government attempts to make the preservation of retirement benefits compulsory, spelt out a programme which could result in laws to achieve this goal.

He said the perceived danger of the leakage of funds was that people unnecessarily became a burden on the state as a result of resigning or being made redundant.

Swanepoel suggested the retirement industry could take various steps to encourage the preservation of funds.

These measures could include:

- Encouragement of voluntary preservation by all available means, enabling the assistance of various organisations including the Institute of Retirement Funds, the Life Offices Association and actuarial societies.
- Retain the present tax exempt level of R1 800 on the cash received by an early leaver.
- Highlight the adverse effect on the early leaver and;
- Consider the effect of the new constitution and the suggested new national savings scheme on the early leaver.

In the medium term, measures should include:

- A review of existing registration and tax approval requirements, such as making it compulsory for early leavers to be granted the option of a preservation benefit instead of being compelled to take the cash benefit;
- An investigation, including the tax authorities into alternative vehicles for retirement. Examples were banks and the post office; and
- The convening of a national forum to discuss the issue.

In the long term, steps should include:

- A review of the success of voluntary action to improve the situation;
- A review of developments in health care, the Unemployment Insurance Fund, the constitution and the suggested national savings scheme; and
- Reconsideration of the possibility of compulsory preservation.
Parliament steps in on pensions tax row

BY BRUCE CAMPBELL  POLITICAL EDITOR

Parliament's influential finance committee has stepped in to find a way out of tax changes that will force early retirement of thousands of skilled artisans and managers, including senior executives of top companies, before September 1.

Committee chairperson Gill Marcus said in an interview that the Commissioner of Inland Revenue, Trevor van Heerden, would appear before the committee next Tuesday to discuss the issue.

Alarm bells have been ringing in companies since the finance minister, Chris Liebenberg, announced in the Budget that changes were going to be made to tax laws which would substantially push up tax on lump sums received by those who retire early.

Liebenberg's decision, announced in the Budget, sent people over the next two to three years hurrying for advice on whether to take early retirement.

Tax advisors have warned that everyone affected in different ways and no one should retire early without first receiving expert advice.

Alex Erwin, the deputy minister of finance, and tax officials recently told Business Report the measure was not being reconsidered.

The changes will mean the average tax rate, which is used to tax retirement lump sums, will be calculated differently with the result that it will be considerably higher.

Particularly at risk are people with provident funds, whose entire retirement proceeds would be subject to the higher average rate, and wealthier taxpayers due to receive substantial lump sums.

In many cases, taxpayers retiring after the September 1 cut-off date would spend their time working for the Receiver, with a higher average rate of tax on their lump sums costing thousands.

For example, the tax difference on a lumpsum of R300 000 for a person earning R200 000 a year could be as much as R15 000, depending on whether the person retired before or after September 1.

The object of the measure was to curb the flood of retirements in February every year as people sought to reduce their average tax rates by having no real income in the first year of retirement apart from their lumpsum.

Legislation spelling out the details of the proposal is due to be tabled in parliament within days. The legislation will be referred to the finance committee.

Marcus said it was not right that the prevention of an abuse should result in thousands of people who were vital to the economy taking early retirement. "This is a matter of real public concern. It is having a serious impact. The country needs skilled people. The result will be that they will go two or three years earlier," Marcus said.

The issue was raised by all parties at a parliamentary finance committee meeting yesterday after which it was decided to call Van Heerden to answer the concerns of the committee.

Freedom Front chief finance spokesman Willie Botha said the original intention of the tax measure had been defeated by a flood of early retirements.

See Inside
Parliament joins retirement tax row

Parliament’s finance committee has entered the pensions tax row in a bid to find a way of tackling tax changes that may force thousands into early retirement.

Finance Minister Mr Chris Liebenberg announced in the Budget that changes would be made to tax laws that would substantially push up the tax on lumpsum retirement benefits from September 1.

Many nearing retirement have sought advice on whether to retire early to avoid paying the lumpsum tax.

See Page 17
Cosatu wants joint control of R300bn worker fund

Renee Grawitzky

WORKER funds of more than R300bn had been accumulated in various pension and provident funds which had many shares on the JSE, but provided little benefit to communities of workers, Cosatu publicity officer Neil Coleman said yesterday.

At the Institute of Retirement Funds conference he said workers were losing confidence as "concerns mount about poor servicing, lack of information and the cost of administration".

He said if this asset base was harnessed responsibly, it could unleash SA's economic potential and assist the reconstruction and development programmes (RDP). The federation and its affiliates had formulated broad principles to guide funds in investment decisions.

Asset investment should benefit workers and their communities and ensure the social security of members, with worker involvement in all aspects of decision-making to guarantee fund democratisation. Investment should be used to advance a "growth path which meets the needs of the majority, and challenges existing patterns of ownership".

Coleman said the industry's failure to commit itself to directing funds into the RDP would compel the union movement to campaign for the "reintroduction of prescribed assets, which would force the industry to invest a certain portion of funds in the RDP".

He said the federation would ensure greater accountability. This would entail the negotiation of industry-based funds, worker representation on fund boards — he called for 50% representation — and worker trustees empowered and trained to ensure effective and informed decision, and regular disclosure of information.
Call to change tax on retirement payments

Tim Cohen

CAPE TOWN — The parliamentary finance committee intends pressing for changes to proposed legislation introduced to outlaw tax reduction schemes on retirement lump sum payments.

The committee agreed that an unintended result of the new legislation was that it was causing large numbers of retirees, particularly from local government, to receive their lump sum payments. This was usually done by arranging for the retirement date to fall shortly after the end of the financial year, resulting in the lump sum being taxed at the minimum rate of 17%.

Government proposed in the review that the lump sum be taxable at the higher of the two rates calculated for the year of retirement or the previous year. But because the provision was due to come into effect only in September this year, many people were retiring this year.

The problem was particularly acute in local government where employees had been given the option of taking early retirement for political reasons. The scheme does not affect public servants, who do not pay tax on their lump sum payments.

The committee resolved that it would lobby the Finance Department for changes to the Act to prevent the mass retirements. The committee did not suggest what measures might be introduced, although NP MP Watty Watson said the NP would favour scrapping the proposed amendments entirely. DP MP Ken Andrew warned that this would result in "throwing out the baby with the bathwater", saying that the issue needed further investigation.

The committee agreed to schedule a special discussion on the issue with Finance Department officials at its next meeting next week.
CONCERNS over the state of Government pension fund and loss of vital skills in public sector

BY BRENDAN TEMPLETON

The Government's embattled pension fund has paid out an estimated R225-million since last year's election to more than 1,200 top civil servants taking early retirement, The Star has learnt.

The figure is expected to grow to more than R300-million when about 500 more early retirements are processed by the departments concerned.

The payments have been made largely as a result of the Government's drive to encourage affirmative action, but they have raised concerns that the fund cannot afford the payouts.

Allegations of "systemic corruption" have rocked the fund this year, with revelations that officials had guzzled millions of rand in tax-free gratuity payments and lavish travel expenses.

Those taking advantage of the Government's early retirement scheme range in seniority from assistant directors to directors-general. Concerns have been expressed that they are taking with them vital skills and experience which will be difficult to replace.

Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg pointed out that ring-fencing could only be done with the approval of the relevant minister, and that there is no guarantee that the departments will comply.

"Government is however, as sponsoring employer, responsible in terms of the constitution to honour its obligations to workers," he said.

Liebenberg told The Star yesterday that the exact figures on the amount being paid out were not yet available, making any calculations very difficult.

"While the figures may appear large, they are not that dramatic when you look at them in the context of the total liabilities of the pension fund."

These currently stood at R88.5-billion, so an increase of R225-million would only increase it to R90.7-billion, he added.

He also said that the R225-million would not be taken out of the Budget in one swoop, and the money could be found by issuing paper, using cash and by the sale of assets, though it was likely to be a combination of all three.

Figures released to The Star showed that 440 senior civil servants took early retirement this year and 822 last year.

Those retiring early in 1995 had done so under the offer made to them in terms of the Government's affirmative action scheme, while last year's retirees consisted mainly of officials who saw the writing on the wall.

Public Administration Minister Zola Skweyiya said the total of 1,222 did not contradict earlier information released by his office on early retirements under the affirmative action package. He said 1,106 senior civil servants had applied for the package and that 573 had been accepted.

His adviser, Dr Paseka Ncholo, said the difference between the figures was due to the fact that the smaller one did not include the police and education sectors.

The pension fund spokesman said departments were still processing applications for early retirements so the fund could not say how big the figure would eventually be.

Brantam Financial Services adviser Derek Sampson calculated that the 1,222 retirees would cost the fund about R225-million in cash payouts alone.

He calculated the figure using as an example a female deputy director with 30 years' experience who was earning R10,000 per month. Her one-third cash payout would be R150,000, and her monthly pension would be between R4,000 to R5,000 per month.

The 1,222 officials taking early retirement would effectively drain the fund's coffers of R225.5-billion, "if it worked out on the same scale, Sampson calculated."
PENSION PAYOUTS: The Government's embattled pension fund has paid out an estimated R225-million since last year's election and the figure is expected to grow to more than R300-million. The payments have been necessary largely as a result of the Government's drive to encourage affirmative action, but they have raised concerns that the fund will not be in a position to afford its obligations.
Retiring Civil Servants Dent Pension Fund

Correspondent

Walter 12/15/19

The fund has been well managed and has returned a good return on investment. The contributors have been advised to save in the fund and to make provision for their retirement. The Government has undertaken to ensure that the fund is well managed and that the benefits provided are fair and reasonable.
State may free R80bn in pensions

BRUCE CAMERON

Financial markets could face a major shake-up as the government moves to repatriate about R80 billion in "assets managed" by state pension funds.

Currently, about 90 percent of such assets are tied up in government stock.

A top government official yesterday told the parliamentary standing committee on public accounts that a change in investment policy was being considered as part of an attempt to overcome the massive actuarial shortfall of more than R60 billion in public service pension funds.

The government currently spends 2.74 percent of its total wage bill on the retirement funds. It believes a new investment strategy will enable it to reduce its contribution to 2.3 percent.

Fanie Visser, deputy director-general of the Public Service Commission, told the committee a task group was investigating a complete restructuring of state pension funds, including a change in investment strategy. The idea was that they would be allowed to invest a greater proportion of their funds in other assets, including shares on the JSE, and in fixed investments such as property.

In a later interview with Business Report, Visser said government pension funds underperformed private sector funds by about 1 percent every year, because they were limited in their choice of investment.

By making up the 1 percent, the government's obligation to reduce the actuarial shortfall could be reduced.

Visser said any changes would be gradual, to avoid major disruptions to both the share market and the capital markets.

But investment strategists warned yesterday that no matter how slowly the change in investment strategy was introduced, it would affect the markets. Old Mutual's assistant general manager in charge of investments, Inak Mostert, said the first effect would be to push up prices on the JSE.

At the same time, interest rates would probably increase as the government would no longer have cheap money readily available from the pension funds to cover its deficit.

Mostert said this held a real threat to the government's commitment to reduce the deficit before borrowing, as the interest bill, which is the single biggest item on the state budget, would swell.

Visser told the parliamentary committee that the pension funds would also be allowed to choose their own administrators, as well as private sector resources.

The parliamentary committee heard evidence of how the visibility of the pension funds was being further undermined by the large number of early retirements over the past three years, as well as what was termed by parliamentary committee members as abuse of the system.

State pension funds paid out more than R6.2 billion since 1991, as almost 40,000 civil servants retired early.
Financial markets could face a major shakeup as the Government moves to reposition about R50-billion in assets managed by state pension funds.

Currently 90% of the money is tied up in Government stock invested through the Public Investment Commissioners.

The parliamentary public accounts committee was told yesterday that a change of investment policy was being discussed as part of the attempt to overcome the massive actuarial shortfall of more than R50-billion in the public service pension funds.

At the moment the Government pays 2.74% of the total wage bill towards funding of the retirement funds. It believes that by allowing a new investment strategy it can reduce its contribution to 2.5% of the wage bill.

Fanie Visser, deputy director general of the public service commission, said a task group was looking at the entire restructuring of the pension funds, including a change of investment strategy, with the funds being allowed to invest more in other assets, including the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, and in fixed investments such as property.

In an interview, Visser said Government pension funds underperformed private sector funds by about 1% every year because they were limited in investment choice.

By making up the 1% the Government's obligation to reduce the actuarial shortfall could be reduced.

Visser said any changes would be gradual to avoid major disruptions to both the share market and the capital markets.

But investment strategists warned that no matter what the speed of the change in investment strategy, there would be an effect on the markets.

‘Family silver’

Old Mutual assistant general manager in charge of investments, Isaac Mostert, said the effect would be to push JSE prices.

At the same time interest rates would be likely to increase as the Government would not have the ready, cheaper money available from the pension funds to cover its deficit.

Mostert said this held a real threat to the Government commitment to reduce the deficit before borrowing as the interest bill, which was the single biggest item on the state Budget, would swell.

Visser told the parliamentray committee that the funds would also be given the choice of administrators and would be allowed to use the private sector.

The parliamentary committee heard evidence of how viability of the pension funds was being further undermined by massive early retirements over the past three years, and what was termed by committee members as “abuse of the system”.

Auditor-General Henri Kluever also spoke out strongly against the recent Government announcement that R1-billion, which had been budgeted to reduce the shortfall in pension funds, was to be hijacked to meet the demands from civil servants for additional pay hikes. Kluever said to use money allocated to an underfunded pension fund was financially unacceptable. It was “like selling the family silver to buy bread. We will keep on objecting”.

Kluever said more than R5.2-billion had been paid out by the state pension funds since 1981 at almost R40 000 for civil servants taking early retirement. Almost half what it was as a result of reorganisation of the civil service while another 10% retired early on medical grounds. This group automatically gained an additional five years of service to retirement benefits.
PENSIONS

SA 1: Chile

Pension fund experts this week debated the merits of replacing existing retirement structures with the Chilean model (see P43). In 1981, Chile replaced its pay-as-you-go social pension system with a privately administered but state-enforced system of personal pension plans.

The verdict of delegates to the conference of the Institute of Retirement Funds: it may not be necessary in SA where there is already a sophisticated, fully funded private-sector industry.

There is, moreover, a negative byproduct. By increasing the costs of employment, it would increase unemployment which is already dangerously high.

Chile's pension structure was highlighted at the conference because Social Welfare Minister Abe Williams has been studying it and is known to be impressed. The institute brought out World Bank authority Dimitri Vittas to analyse the structure. He suggested a Chilean system could be phased in when economic growth is apparent and unemployment falling. But a "Big Bang" now would merely create more unemployment.

Panel chairman Chris Newell of Old Mutual agreed. "Do not superimpose it on the system. Build on the existing private sector."

The success of the Chilean structure, in a period of high economic growth, was not questioned. But there are flaws. For instance, there are opportunities for manipulation by self-employed workers who flit in and out of the system just long enough to qualify for the minimum State-
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guaranteed payment.

Earlier, Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg also referred to Chile when pointing out SA’s welfare and social spending had risen 22.4% a year between 1990 and 1994—an increase which was not sustainable.

If any form of social welfare for the unemployed and aged is to be maintained, though, the bill will have to be met, directly or indirectly, by those who are employed and pay taxes but still provide for their own retirement. If the Chilean model has nothing new to offer, SA has to find a design of its own.
Jorge Heine is Chile's ambassador to SA

Welfare Minister Abe Williams's recent visit to Chile, to examine my country's innovative pension scheme, has attracted considerable attention. I would like to clarify a number of issues.

Chile had an elaborate and comprehensive social security system before the establishment of individual retirement accounts in 1980. Starting in the Twenties, it set up a variety of schemes based on payroll deductions, employer contributions and government funding.

In a high-inflation economy, however, the plight of the pensioners was always a sorry one. Chile became the first country to scrap the "pay-as-you-go" system, after about 60 years, for the same reasons many countries, including the US, are taking a close look at a system increasingly considered unfeasible and unfair.

Given demographic trends, it became increasingly evident that a shrinking number of workers could not go on paying for a growing number of pensioners. Some other way would have to be found to finance pensions.

The newly established scheme of self-funded accounts was made mandatory for new workforce entrants. And incentives were provided for those in the old system to move to the new. The number of affiliates in the new scheme has increased rapidly, from 1.4m in 1980 to 4.2m in 1992.

Funded by a mandatory payroll deduction of 10% — paid by employers into individual accounts at companies selected by the employees — the pension funds grew from U$821m in 1980 to U$12bn in 1992. They have almost doubled over the past three years, reaching U$21bn now.

In contrast to occupational retirement schemes, which make the labour market more rigid, this system offers great flexibility. People can switch accounts any time they want, thus creating considerable competition among the two dozen or so pension companies which vie for their contributions. Default risks are minimised as the companies, whose sole purpose is pension fund management, are strictly regulated and supervised by the State.

Return on investment has averaged 14% over the past few years — good by any measure. Men qualify for various combinations of lump sum payments and monthly ones after age 65; women do so at 60. It eliminates unwarranted distinctions between public- and private-sector pensions, promoting movement between government and business.

The fact that people can measure their accrued earnings monthly and draw the appropriate conclusions as to their likely benefits creates a sense of individual responsibility. This is far more in tune with today's realities than the (mostly misplaced) expectation that government will provide somehow.

As it is fully paid by the employee, it places no burden on the employer. This boosts job creation.

Perhaps even more important than the direct effects on pensioners — they are receiving 40% higher pensions under the new system than they would have under the old — is the effect on capital markets and the economy. The availability of pension funds for the acquisition of common stock has given an enormous boost to Santiago's stock market, one of the world's best performers over the past decade. Chile's savings rate, traditionally low, has reached 25.8% — high by any standards. Of this, 4.7% comes from the public sector, 1% from abroad and 20% from internal, private sources — largely fuelled by the new pension system.

Chile has thus been able to avoid much of the "tequila effect" hitting emerging markets that depend heavily on foreign funds. Not that it is easy to establish such a system.

The State pays the benefits accrued under the old system without the contributions of new entrants. These payments peaked at 4% of GDP in 1989 and have been declining. But they are still significant.

People have to be willing to forgo 10% of their salaries. Not all employers make the payments to the accounts. The pension fund companies have to be carefully monitored. Pension reform requires a heavy dose of social discipline. Yet it has become increasingly obvious that social sector reforms cannot be seen as isolated endeavours but rather as closely linked with macro-economic ones.

Chile was the first to replace the pay-as-you-go system with a self-financing one. Its scheme has also been the most radical. After only 15 years, the jury is still out, though most indicators point towards increased pensioner benefits. They also imply the creation of a virtuous circle linking increased savings with more dynamic capital markets and faster economic growth — an average of 6% a year for the past 10 years.

In developing countries, pension reform takes a back seat to other social needs such as housing, health and education. Yet there are powerful reasons for confronting it sooner rather than later; the longer one waits, the more onerous it becomes.

In OECD countries, pension reform has been rising to the top of the political agenda. Australia and Switzerland already have mandatory private schemes. Projections show that once the baby boom generation reaches retirement age, pay-as-you-go systems will be unable to sustain current pension liabilities, which reach 400% of GDP in countries like Canada, Germany and Japan.

In this context, publications such as the Financial Times and Time as well as the World Bank have pointed to Chile's self-financing system as a way out, not just for countries like Peru, Argentina, Colombia and Mexico, which have established it in various forms, but also for northern nations.

Self-sustaining pensions may be closely linked to self-sustaining economic growth.
Welcome to Fairyland

The government must act urgently to end the pensions' fiasco

BY BRUCE CAMERON

Seven years ago a former chairman of Sarsman, Andrew Cassid, wrote a book to the parsimonious state of public service pension funds, warning of serious implications for the economy.

The book was entitled 'In search of Fairyland - The Fantasy of the Government Pension Fund.'

We now seem to have arrived in fairyland.

The government would do well to take a deep breath, stop taking ad hoc decisions and take a proper look at what it intends to do about pensions - both public and private.

At the moment it is a fiction that threatens to undermine the basis of the government's economic policy - namely the commitment to curtail government overspending.

Instead of a reasoned and transparent approach, we are seeing creative bookkeeping, middling planning and crisis management.

The issues are:

1. The government's intention to withhold its contribution this year to funding the R6 billion shortfall of the already thoroughly abused public service pension fund. This move was described as totally unacceptable by none less than the auditor general, Henri Krouve, last week.

2. The government's plans to increase its take of lump sum payments to the private sector. This is forcing thousands, including a number of service and key people in business, to take early retirement.

On top of this, lacking in the wings, the government has its booby eye on some of the R50 billion in the private sector pension pot. It is still considering changing the principles, at least in part, of deferring tax on pension contributions until retirement.

3. Lack of government action in getting rid of the extraordinary benefits of the public service pension fund and the abuses of the fund, and

4. Debating what to do about the burgeoning social pension paid to the rapidly increasing section of the public who go into old age with minimal resources.

All the issues are interlinked, placing even the most of us to an greater or lesser degree.

Liesenberg's apparent insistence on pushing ahead with the increased taxation of pension funds is both a jump in numbers over the past three years.

And members of parliament wanted to know why so many people were promoted in their last year before retirement, giving them additional pension benefits.

Lucas Stoep, head of the Public Service Commission, who increasingly appears to be playing a very narrow role, would not accept unexplained figures and suggested civil servants were under considerable stress with the new government forcing the early retirements for health reasons.

Instead oflooking to the private sector for extra cash, Liesenberg should be concentrating on the real problem - getting the public service pensions fund back to internationally accepted standards of benefits and funding.

It is well known that the private sector is providing the savings base that will allow for the economic expansion of the country. It is equally well known that the state is undermining these savings by year after year, increasing from this pool to make up for its own overspending.

In his Budget, Liesenberg made great play of promising to reduce government overspending to 5.8 percent of GDP.

State debt

But how so, Mr Liesenberg, when you take R1 billion earmarked for the pension funds to meet the demands for wage increases from the civil service? You were going to use that money to gradually make good the actuarial shortfall.

This is not spare cash, as the government has a solemn commitment to make up the shortfall by not amassing every three years. This means next year, or the year after, R1 billion will have to be found.

The question must be asked, whether the government is using the pension funds to hide a good share of the state debt.

In other words, the state is considerably more in debt than the approximate R20 billion recorded.

It is now well over the R50 billion mark if the actuarial shortfall is included. One can only wonder by how much that actuarial shortfall is increasing given all the early retirements.

Instead of, or at least simultaneously with, increasing the tax on lump sum gratuities to the private sector, Liesenberg should have started taking action on the issue of making civil servants pay tax on their gratuities.

A minimum, he should have introduced a grandfather clause or given notice of a phased-in progressive scale of taxation.

By pushing ahead with increasing the taxation of lump sums in the private sector Liesenberg's job of introducing taxation on public sector lump sums will become even more difficult.

The best bet for Liesenberg is to withdraw his proposal to tax the lump sums.

He should investigate the whole issue of pensions, including social pensions, properly and urgently, before he finds that the only fairness are wicked.
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Rension fraud control urgent

BY BRUCE CAMERON

The Welfare Department is putting in place a range of controls to bring a halt to the widespread fraud in the distribution of social pensions.

The auditor general estimated that up to R1 billion a year was lost as a result of fraud committed, both by the public and government officials, in the distribution of R9.5 billion to 2.2 million recipients.

N. Chinkanda, chief director of welfare planning and population development, told the parliamentary public accounts committee that control of the fraud was the main priority of the department.

Measures to improve the situation included the introduction of an electronic fingerprint identification system for payment, the introduction of a national computer system, improved registration methods for new applicants to prevent duplication, better control of reasons and qualifications for a social pension, standardised application forms with colour coding for different pensions, the compilation of a national social grants register and improved staff training methods.
Tighter controls to stop pension fraud

Cape Town — Curbing state pension fraud running into millions of rand was a top priority for the Department of Welfare and Population Development, its deputy director, Esther Chinikande, said.

Addressing the parliamentary public accounts committee, Chinikande said the whole system of approving and paying out pensions had been overhauled. The report said that overpayment of pensions through fraud and poor controls had risen from R21.5-million in the 1995/96 fiscal year to R8-million in 1997/98.

The ministry is very concerned about the fraud and it has become a number one priority to address this," she said.

The public accounts committee was considering a special report by Auditor-General Henri Klaeser, which found extensive pension fraud, mainly in the former homelands.

The report said that fraud through the overpayment of pensions had increased, and that the national committee had been established to stamp out all fraud.

To prevent fraud, the provinces had been asked to tighten controls. — Reuters.
Pensions have a legal liability to keep them fully funded.

Providing hardship benefits from the funds has several ramifications. What, asks Swanepoel, is "extreme hardship" and who defines it? But there is a case for providing hardship relief in a form which does not make it necessary for an employee to quit his job.

The scenario suggested by Swanepoel, and open to comment, is:

- For now, accept that preservation of early leaver benefits should be encouraged, not made compulsory;
- In the short term, encourage voluntary preservation. Retain the present tax exempt portion of the early leaver benefit at an historically low R1 800, to discourage cash benefits. Highlight the adverse effects for early leavers, including the unsatisfactory state of the Unemployment Insurance Fund. Start discussion of the effect the new constitution and the proposed national savings scheme, will have on the early leaver issue;
- In the medium term, possibly, make it compulsory for funds to offer early leavers the option of a preservation benefit instead of being compelled to take the cash benefit. Investigate with Inland Revenue, and others, alternative vehicles for making retirement provisions. "Obvious examples are banks and the Post Office but one should not exclude the informal sector and other entrepreneurial activities." Put the entire issue to a national forum; and
- The longer-term focus would be on measuring the effect of voluntary efforts to solve early leaver problems, to review developments in related areas such as health care, the UIF and the suggested national savings scheme. Only then, Swanepoel suggests, should the issue of compulsory preservation be reconsidered.

Pensions (209)

Pickling benefits

PM 2/6/75

Deputy executive officer of the Financial Services Board Andre Swanepoel has outlined a programme for the voluntary preservation of pension benefits, calling for comment from organisations representing the formal sector. His scenario — described as a personal view — carefully avoids any repetition of attempts to make pension preservation compulsory.

Fourteen years ago, a Pensions Preservation Bill was introduced, and withdrawn, when it sparked widespread labour unrest. But since then, says Swanepoel, it's been the private sector — not government — which has set the pace and preservation of pensions has become more attractive as a result. His "possible scenario" intimates that government should remain outside the issue for the time being.

The 1981 attempt to make pension preservation mandatory was followed by a report (the Meiring Committee) on pension rights; then by the Mouton Committee, which investigated the whole retirement provision system. Mouton dealt at length with the problems of "leakage" from the pensions industry, caused by early leavers.

The early leavers were punished by the system as it then existed, though in many instances they were involuntary leavers — victims of retrenchment or workers who had no access to a lump sum of money, other than their retirement savings, to handle a personal financial crisis.

Mouton recommended making it possible for workers to access finance without destroying the actuarial long-term retirement provision. The committee also thought that preservation options should be introduced for early leavers.

Few of Mouton's ideas have been legislated but the retirement scene changed anyway. Provident funds, in which both the employer and the employee's contributions belong to the employees, began to replace traditional pension funds.

Swanepoel notes the private sector has been active, even where traditional pension (defined benefits) funds are the vehicle: "There are clear trends towards improving the rate of interest added to members' contributions refunded to early leavers; towards including all or part of the employer contributions in the cash benefit; and towards granting the option of a greater alternative benefit, provided it is preserved. Special preservation funds have been established by life offices and employee benefit organisations." It could be made compulsory for retirement fund rules to provide that, even if an early leaver takes a cash benefit, the balance of the actuarial reserve must be preserved, instead of falling into the fund's surplus (not likely to be popular with employers who, with defined benefit
Welfare organisation for aged faces collapse as cash flow dwindles

By TROYE LUND

The only organisation in Greater Johannesburg providing a comprehensive service to the elderly is on the brink of collapse.

The Johannesburg Association for the Aged (Jafa) is facing government cuts in welfare subsidies and a 60% drop in private donations. It predicts a national crisis will exist by the year 2025.

The predictions are based on the National Department of Welfare’s 1995 findings which peg 2025’s elderly population — those over 65 — at 7-million.

The current figure is 1-million. The statistics show that the current lack of accommodation for 155,000 aged will escalate to a shortage of 600,000 in 20 years, translating into a need for 16,500 homes each year.

“IT is imperative that existing services to the elderly are not just maintained, but have scope to expand. Instead, our cash-strapped situation and total focus on the RDP will force Jafa’s 40 years of experience and growth down the drain,” says Jafa’s community services executive Robyn Mills.
Fund managers pitch for R5bn in govt pensions

Greta Stan

PRIVATE fund managers last week pitched for part of a R5bn slice in government pension funds which is up for grabs in the first step towards privatising the management of public servants’ pension funds.

Sources said an initial eight fund managers were invited to make presentations to a committee including Sanlam, Old Mutual, Liberty Life, Southern Life, Standard Bank Asset Management, Investec Asset Management and Rand Merchant Bank Asset Management. UAL had been invited, but did not make a presentation. Four portfolio managers will share management of the R5bn equities portfolio.

A source said more fund managers were expected to be asked to make presentations, probably to accommodate black-controlled fund management companies.

Bede Badenhorst, head of the Public Investment Commissioners, government’s long-term investment arm which manages the investments, declined to comment.

Sources said the committee which heard the presentations included Badenhorst, Finance officials Robbie Burton and Christo Roets, Reserve Bank deputy governor Chris de Swardt and Bank money and capital markets GM Andre Kock.

The move to begin privatising the R84bn in public servants’ pension funds managed by the PIC follows the R4bn privatisation earlier this year of the Associated Institutions Pension Fund (including universities, technikons and scientific councils) which had also been handled by the PIC.

Privatising government’s pension funds is seen as a key element to reduce the huge actuarial shortfalls. Because the funds are heavily invested in government stock, returns have been poor compared to those received on equities investments. Pooling these funds to invest in instruments other than gilt’s is seen as one reason why government was able to divert finance intended to reduce actuarial deficits to giving public servants higher increases.

Badenhorst has said farming out the PIC’s equities portfolio, heavily invested in Sasol and Sappi, would probably be followed by diverting some of the R12bn annual cash flow to private fund managers.
Probe launched into pension payments

Samantha Sharpe

CONTROVERSIAL tax-free, lump-sum pension payments for public servants would be investigated by a special committee on pensions, Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg announced yesterday.

The probe would form part of a wider investigation of retirement provision. The committee on strategy and policy review of retirement provision would report to the finance ministry by November, he said.

Announcing the terms of reference for the committee, which was created earlier this year, Liebenberg said it would look at introducing tax neutrality in the treatment of private and public sector funds.

"Having regard for the profound changes brought about by the democratisation of SA and the present transformation affecting virtually all aspects of society, the committee is to inquire into the efficiency of the present retirement arrangements," he said.

On civil pensions, the committee would investigate funding arrangements, investment management, use of pension funds as an instrument of personnel policy, risk sharing, and the trustees' ability to audit the state financially.

It would look at the possibility that contractual savings could be used as a tool to sustain economic growth. This would entail a study of the effect of savings made through the retirement industry on national savings and investment.

It would be on the committee's shoulders to find a way to reduce the state's financial burden in terms of social pensions, while increasing pension fund coverage for those working in the informal sector.

Guy Smith, who recently retired as a senior partner in KPMG, would chair the committee, which would maintain close links with the Katz commission, Liebenberg said. The committee included tax commission members Jan de Villiers-Graaff and Garth Griffin, as well as representatives from the pension and provident fund industry, the banking industry, the life assurance industry, labour, the public service commission and the public service negotiating committee.

State spending on social services and welfare jumped 22.4% annually between 1980 and 1994. About R13bn was set aside in the 1990/91 Budget for social services and welfare — 10% of total state expenditure.
Pensions committee starts work

By Bruce Cameron

Government yesterday appointed the committee to investigate the entire pensions system — with a deadline at the end of November.

The 11-member committee is to be chaired by Guy Smith, who recently retired as a senior partner of accountants KPMG.

The committee, which will use the Mouton commission report as its base, has to investigate all major aspects of pensions from the R340 billion private sector industry to the under-funded state employee pension funds and the escalating demand for social pensions by the poor.

A major aspect of the investigation will be taxation including the non-payment of tax by civil servants on lump sum retirement benefits.

In its terms of reference, the committee has been instructed to maintain close liaison with the Katz commission of inquiry into tax, which is also due to report on the taxation aspects of pensions by the end of November.

Katz commissioner Jarrie de Villiers-Graaff has been appointed to the new committee as the link person.

The terms of reference for the committee include assessing the appropriateness of the Mouton commission report in a changed and changing environment and the effect of savings through the retirement industry on national savings, investment and economic growth, and if contractual savings may be used to increase sustained economic growth.
Reform could save R1bn in illegal pension payouts

Kathryn Strechan

MONITORING of the abuse of pension money, especially in rural areas, draws the guilty parties, Natal University monitors say.

Frances Lund, a researcher at the university's centre for social and development studies, said closing the loopholes would save R1bn from the overall social grants budget of R11,5bn.

The creation of racially separate welfare departments and the separate homelands and independent states administrations laid the foundation for the abuse, she said. Added to that was limited accountability, poor management and poor information technology.

"That was all that was needed for some people working within the systems to take advantage of loopholes and create new ones," she said.

In the past, whenever pension abuse was mentioned, fingers were pointed at the pensioners themselves. While there were cases of people managing to receive pensions before the stipulated age, or receiving double pensions, the reality for most had been the difficulty in getting their legitimate pension paid regularly.

One cause of the problem had been that a number of different departments were involved in various phases of the process from application to final payment.

Death registers, for example, were kept by one department, usually Justice. It was possible in principle for people in that department to register a death, but not forward the information to welfare. The payment continued to be paid to "the living" — in themselves.

Officials from one department had used one fingerprint — any one would do — to apply for multiple pensions.

These were processed by another department by people unskilled in fingerprinting.

Another source of abuse was the payment of government old age pensions to civil servants already receiving a civil pension.

"The good news is that the system can be cleaned up relatively easily," she said. "The main ingredients are available: the national plan for a central register of all SA citizens, the relatively low-cost technology to do the cleaning up; and most important — the commitment of Welfare Minister Abe Williams, Deputy Minister Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi and senior officials in the welfare department to more efficient and honest governance."

Williams recently committed himself to cleaning up government's system of pensions and grants and acknowledged the possible involvement of officials in fraud.

Fears of diabetes epidemic in SA

Kathryn Strechan

A STUDY has found that 8% of black people living in Cape Town are diabetic, sparking fears that a diabetes epidemic is emerging in SA.

Natal University diabetes unit specialist Ayesha Motais said people living in developing countries and impoverished communities who are at greatest risk of developing non-insulin dependent diabetes. With the trend towards rapid urbanisation, more and more black people in SA were falling into these categories.

She said although non-insulin dependent diabetes was often regarded as less serious than insulin dependent diabetes, research had proved this was not the case.

"Ninety percent of diabetics have non-insulin dependent diabetes, and they are up to four times more prone to developing heart and kidney problems than healthy people."

Another indicator of the threatening diabetes epidemic was the high incidence of a condition known as impaired glucose intolerance.

People with this condition did not metabolise carbohydrates properly, and nutritionists believed these people would develop diabetes at a later stage.

Acquittals show...
Williams tells of move to transform welfare system

TYRONE SEAL
Political Staff 21/4/95

WELFARE services over-emphasise institutional care - particularly homes for the elderly - and top priority is being given to the development of new, cost-effective, community-based support and care programmes.

This was disclosed in the national assembly yesterday by Abe Williams, Minister for Welfare and Population Development, and his deputy, Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi.

Speaking in the debate on the welfare budget vote, they said the ministry had embarked on a process to build consensus that could fundamentally transform the welfare system in this country.

Children and the aged were the focus of the department’s major initiatives, which were aimed at cultivating community-based rather than institutionalised care.

It was generally accepted that homes for the aged should in future accommodate only those who were in need of 24-hour care.

Existing facilities, which were not economically viable as frail care centres, should be converted into accommodation or units where the elderly would be helped.

The government was committed to achieving equity, efficiency and effectiveness in the delivery of welfare programmes.

But grassroots expectations could not be fully realised in the short term as welfare expenditure would be able to increase only gradually as higher economic growth rates were achieved, Mr Williams said.

Ms Fraser-Moleketi said welfare programmes had to be rearranged to make services responsive to needs and to demographic trends.
(1) According to the Court's natural reading of the relevant paragraphs, the statement is not clear and cannot be accurately translated.
State assets might fund pensions

BY BRUCE CAMERON PICTORIAL EDITOR

Ownership of state assets could be transferred to civil service pension funds to make up the massive deficits, according to Chris Liebenberg, minister of finance.

At best, state funds, with assets of R$4 billion, are 70 percent funded, at worst, 55 percent.

The proposal follows the recent announcement that R850 000 destined to help make up the shortfall was to be used for increasing civil service salaries.

In an interview with financial journalists in Cape Town, Liebenberg said three methods were being considered to make up the actuarial shortfall of billions of rand in the civil service funds. They were:

- Issuing government stock to the funds; and
- Transferring state assets.

He said existing state assets or assets that could be bought, such as buildings leased by the government, could be transferred to ownership of the funds.

This could form part of the process of the re-organisation of state assets.

Liebenberg said the impression that the government was raiding the public service pension funds to pay salaries was incorrect.

The R850 000 that had been used had come from money that was being used to top up the actuarial shortfall in the funds — it had not been removed from the funds.

He said there had been an agreement to make up the shortfall by a certain amount in three-year cycles. However this money did not have to be paid on a daily basis.

Liebenberg said the valuers of the fund were busy completing a new valuation and it appeared likely that the value would be higher.

He said on a valuation done in 1992, the shortfall was about 75 percent if pensions were not increased at a rate equal to about 70 percent of the inflation rate and about 55 percent if pensions were increased.

Liebenberg said this did not mean the government was now planning to withhold pension increases. The actuarial shortfall would also be reduced when state pension funds were allowed to start investing in equities, giving better growth performance.

See next page
ANC critical of pension committee

Adrian Harland

CAPE TOWN — The ANC yesterday criticised the composition and terms of reference of a special pensions committee appointed this year by Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg.

Its terms of reference, announced last week by Liebenberg, include the investigation of funding arrangements, investment management and risk sharing.

Also to be scrutinised are controversial tax-free, lump sum payments for public servants.

The reduction of the state's social pension burden, which amounts to R13bn for the current financial year, was also one of its tasks.

ANC MP Mary Turok told Liebenberg during parliamentary question time that concerns existed over the composition and terms of reference of the committee. She called on him to submit both matters to the National Assembly’s welfare committee for reconsideration.

Representatives of those who received pensions should be included.

Liebenberg reiterated his position that the level of spending on welfare in SA needed to be re-examined.

Increases in welfare expenditure were becoming unsustainable.

He was critical of calls for a national pension fund system, saying the fiscal and other implications of this had not been evaluated.
Pension funds may face sex discrimination suits

Samanthia Sharpe (305) 8023/16/15

EMPLOYEES and pension fund trustees could face legal action for gender discrimination in pension and provident funds, SA's largest life offices warned.

They said SA's Bill of Rights endorsed the equality principle, a factor which could prove troublesome to employers using discriminatory practices in their pension or provident funds.

While there was debate about the Bill of Rights application to relationships between individuals and entities, disputes involving pension funds could also be brought before the Industrial Court.

Southern Life legal advisor Rieke Gellman said in the latest Southern Life Viewpoint a number of pension and provident funds contained provisions which differentiated between male and female members.

She said gender provided for different retirement ages, with benefits, membership qualifications and contribution rates also related to sex.

Old Mutual assistant GM Henk Beets said such gender discrimination would qualify as unconstitutional not because it was "discrimination per se" but because it was "unfair discrimination".

Although some practices could be justified in terms of accepted norms and practices and actuarial principles—gender discrimination was based on females living longer than males—they would need to be addressed in the light of constitutional developments.

Some of these practices could also come under attack from the Industrial Court when it applied the spirit of the constitution and precedent-setting international law in making a decision, Beets warned.

Old Mutual assistant GM Chris Newell said discrimination also existed in many pension funds, which provided enhanced benefits for executives.
THE Western Cape Health and Social Services Department is to launch a probe into widescale corruption, which they say has resulted in the department losing hundreds of millions of rand.

The department this week called for tenders for "forensic auditors" to assist in the investigation, for which they have budgeted R2 million.

The auditors will be part of a group of independent experts, including an economist and a lawyer, who will help track down pension fund fraudsters.

The team has been briefed to identify the sources of the alleged fraud and also to develop a computerized system to address the situation, which has been described as "chaotic".

Provincial Health Minister Ibrahim Rasool said: "We have decided to appoint independent members to the team as we do not want a situation where we investigate ourselves.

"Although it will be expensive, we know that the investigation will reveal undetected levels of fraud," he said.

Previous investigations into the provincial pension fund found that "hundreds of millions of rand have fraudulently ended up in the wrong hands."

Mr Rasool said the department had suffered major losses over the year.

He warned that people identified as being involved in fraudulent activities could face criminal charges.

Research conducted by the Southern African Development Education Research Programme, Sadep, has revealed a "significant absence of audit trails of expenditure," according to the ANC head of Social Welfare in the Western Cape, Ms Vivenie Taylor.

She said there were no reliable statements for the departments' activities and there was an overall lack of adequate control procedures, which exacerbated the problem.

"The Western Cape's Welfare expenditure patterns also indicated "definite political abuse" of the system."

Mr Taylor added that there were different levels of fraud and a major problem was the exploitation of the system by the public, particularly "people drawing money on behalf of deceased relatives or fictitious beneficiaries."
THE Western Cape Health and Social Services Department is to launch a probe into widespread corruption, which they say has resulted in the department losing hundreds of millions of rand.

The department this week called for tenders for "forensic auditors" to assist in the investigation, for which they have budgeted R2 million.

The auditors will be part of a group of independent experts, including an economist and a lawyer, who will help track down pension fund fraudsters.

The team has been briefed to identify the sources of the alleged fraud and also to develop a computerised system to address the situation, which has been described as "chaotic".

Provincial Health Minister Ebrahim Rasool said: "We have decided to appoint independent members to the team as we do not want a situation where we investigate ourselves.

"Although it will be expensive, we know that the investigation will reveal undetected levels of fraud," he said.

Previous investigations into the provincial pension fund found that "hundreds of millions of rand have fraudulently ended up in the wrong hands."

Mr Rasool said the department had suffered major losses over the year. He warned that people identified as being involved in fraudulent activities could face criminal charges.

Research conducted by the Southern African Development Education Research Programme, Sadep, has revealed a "significant absence of audit trails of expenditure," according to the ANC head of Social Welfare in the Western Cape, Ms Vivienne Taylor.

She said there were no reliable statements for the departments' activities and there was an overall lack of adequate control procedures, which exacerbated the problem.

The Western Cape's Welfare expenditure patterns also indicated "definite political abuse" of the system.

Ms Taylor added that there were different levels of fraud and a major problem was the exploitation of the system by the public, particularly people drawing money on behalf of deceased relatives or fictitious beneficiaries.
Health Reporter

THE Department of Social Services has won praise for moves to control fraud by tightening up payments of social pensions and grants.

Procedures to get a pension or grant for someone who is temporarily unable to do so will be changed from July 6.

John Visser of the Association of Retired People and Pensioners said although it would inconvenience people, there would be less fraud and pensions would go where they were meant to go.

Until now, casual illness forms could be filled in by a person nominated by the ill person, taken to the post office, and the person would be paid out.

People who can't collect their pensions or grants on payout day can now collect them later in the month, or follow a new procedure.

The pensioner must now nominate a representative who will go to the nearest services office of the department, or the nearest magistrate's office, and collect a letter of authority to allow him or her to collect the pension. Both the identity document of the pensioner and the nominated person must be taken along to the office.
Retirement planning — for the future

GENERALLY, a pension can be described as a series of monthly payments made to a worker for the rest of his life after they retire from their place of employment. If a worker dies after retirement, the monthly pension payments would continue to be made to his wife and children.

Provident funds provide a cash lump sum at retirement but no monthly amounts after payment of the full cash lump sum. Pension funds are similar in that the law allows workers to take cash up to one-third of the total value of their pension, with the other two-thirds being used to buy a monthly pension for the rest of a worker's life. The one-third cash amount is tax-free up to a maximum amount of R120 000 or R4 500 multiplied by the worker's number of years of service, whichever is the greater amount.

Apart from pensions being payable to workers for life, there are some important advantages of pension funds over provident funds. Receiving a monthly pension provides a regular income to retired people, which enables them to budget the costs of their everyday lives. Also, every year competitive pension funds increase the retired workers' monthly pension by adding bonuses, which helps to fight inflation.

There are also considerable tax advantages to being a member of a pension fund. While you are working:

From an employee's point of view, contributions made up to a value of R1 750 or 7.5% of the worker's income, whichever is greater, is not taxable. From an employer's viewpoint, in practice the taxman allows a tax deduction of contributions made on behalf of workers, of up to 20% of a worker's wage. These tax concessions make membership of pension schemes attractive, and are an ideal way of motivating workers by offering them financial security after retirement.

In addition to regular pension payments after workers retire, the following benefits are usually found under pension funds:

Group Life Assurance

This benefit provides a cash lump sum to the family of workers who die while in the service of their employer. This is usually based upon a multiple of annual salary.

Disability benefits

This benefit is especially important to workers who are employed in positions involving manual labour, for example: bricklayers, mechanics and plumbers. It is a benefit paid to the worker when he cannot continue work due to ill-health or injury, and can be paid either as a cash lump sum or as a monthly income.

Funeral benefits

This benefit, which is important to people whose culture requires that workers, their wives and children who die are treated with the greatest respect on the occasion of their funerals. The benefit is a cash lump sum, usually ranging between R2 000 and R10 000, which can be used to pay for funeral and related expenses.

If workers leave their employer, it is wiser to leave the accumulated contributions in the scheme, so that when bonuses are added over the years, eventually the worker will be able to enjoy a comfortable old age. Another option is for workers to transfer their contributions from their old employer to the new employer's pension scheme. Many workers take and spend their pension monies when they leave their employer, with the result that they have an unhappy and difficult retirement. With some careful planning for the future this would not happen.

For advice on retirement planning call Fortunate Seboko at Fedlife on 332-6768.
Claim of thousands retiring incorrectly
Change aimed at curbing two tax dodging schemes

Every year in February, before the start of the new tax year on March 1, the number of people taking retirement would hit high peaks. The reason was not to take advantage of the late summer days, but to reduce taxation on lump sum payments. The tax authorities did not like being disturbed at such times. For example, if a person had a taxable income, such as a salary and business income, and irregular non-recurrent income, such as lump sum payment in the form of service, executive bonus, profit declared in certain circumstances, and paid by derived by the employer.

These irregular payments are given special tax treatment and that they do not increase the taxpayer's "marginal" tax rate, but are instead treated as the "average" rate of tax, which is applicable to regular income. To explain what is meant in the memorandum, two different rates apply in paying the income tax. The marginal tax rate is higher than the average rate because of the progressivity of the income tax. This means that the more a person earns, the more they pay, but each step up the income ladder brings a larger increase in tax.

Calculation

In simple terms, the method of calculating the marginal rate is if someone earned Rs. 1000 a month, and the first step of the tax was 10%, they would pay Rs. 100 in tax on the amount. If the salary went up to Rs. 10000 and the rate on second Rs. 1000 earned increased to 20%, the person would pay Rs. 2000 a month less -- that is Rs. 900 on the first Rs. 10000 and Rs. 200 on the second Rs. 1000.

This progressive rate means one can earn less by advancing into a new grade. The claim is often made that higher payers can be more than those set by tax but this is totally untrue. To calculate the average tax rate in this hypothetical example, take the total salary and the total tax paid and divide the average (Rs. 3000 divided by Rs. 900 multiplied by 100 equals 33%). So if the person retired and received a Rs. 10000 lump sum payment, they would only pay 15% (Rs. 1500) and not the higher 33% marginal rate. These figures do not reflect the actual tax scales or what they apply but are used to simplify what can be a series of complex calculations.

Until the changes take effect in September, it will be possible to reduce the rate of taxation on lump sum payments to the actual minimum average rate of 17% in the tax year of retirement.

The memorandum continues to say that the changes to the taxation of lump sums at curbing irregular payments by which taxpayers "offset" their tax payments, reduce their reported income in a year in which irregular amounts were received.

Scheme

The first scheme involves making a single-premium contribution to a retirement fund equal to 10% of the taxable amount of a lump sum payment (the total less the first Rs. 50000 which is tax-free) received on termination of service. The deduction would only reduce the taxable portion of regular income to zero, with the result that "wealthy" taxpayers would be entitled to a minimum tax rate of 17% personal or public fund retirement benefits in excess of Rs. 1 million.

The tax scheme will affect the calculation of a taxpayer's average rate of tax applicable on regular income by including only the percentage of the retirement annuity fund contributions that would have been permitted if an irregular payment had not been received.

The amendment to the tax legislation does not place any restrictions on the amount of the retirement annuity fund contributions which may actually be allowed as a deduction in determining taxable income. It restricts only the use of such contributions to reduce the rate of tax payable.

The second method used to reduce the tax rate on lump sum payments was to arrange to have little or no regular income in the year of retirement by arranging to postpone a pension until the next tax year to reduce the average rate of tax to the minimum. The amendment to the legislation provides that the average tax rate paid will be the higher of the rates for the current year and the preceding year.

Commissions will probe range of pension taxation issues

The changes in the taxation of private sector lump sum retirement benefits are only one of a number of pension taxation issues. A number of others are under investigation by the Katz commission of inquiry into the tax system and the Smith committee of inquiry into retirement provision.

One of the more controversial interim recommendations of the Katz committee was to cap claims for rebates on retirement contributions at Rs. 6000 a year for employees and Rs. 600 a year for employers.

The proposal would affect people earning more than Rs. 6000 a month and would not be entitled to Rs. 6000 a year in additional taxes for government.

The recommendation stated that the pension industry is in a bid, with warnings that millions of rand would be withdrawn or no longer invested in the retirement industry, undermining the country's already fragile savings base. In the wake of the dire warnings of the industry, Finance Minister Chris Ishenberg held back on the issue in his Budget in April, but he warned that although some of the commission's recommendations were not included in the Budget, it did not mean they had been discarded.

However, apart from the taxation changes on private sector lump sum benefits, no other changes would be implemented until further work had been done, he said.

Other issues to be considered by the two commissions include:
- The deductibility of employer and employee contributions.
- The taxation of funds.
- The taxation of payments from funds.
- Tax neutrality between private sector and public service pension contributions, with civil servants being excluded from tax on lump sum benefits.
- Neutrality in taxing of defined benefit and defined contribution funds which have different tax regulations.
- The principle of tax penalties to prevent people, on resigning or retiring early, from withdrawing their accumulated pension benefits to use for non-pension benefits.
Equal pensions for equal work

The matter of equal treatment of men and women in pension matters has, in the last few years, received much attention in the United Kingdom.

European law has played a major role in the debate — in particular article 119 of the Treaty of Rome which provides that men and women should receive equal pay for equal work.

The judgment of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in the case of Barber v Guardian Royal Exchange (Case C 582/88 (1990) — ECR 1:1858) brought the question of equal treatment of men and women to the fore in the British pensions industry.

In this case, the court held that article 119 requiring equal pay also applied to pension rights.

In the Barber case, the pension fund in question held different retirement ages for male and female members (65 for men and 60 for women). It appears that early retirement could take place within 10 years of normal retirement age.

Mr Barber was made redundant at the age of 52 and was not yet entitled to a pension, whereas a female employee made redundant at the same age could receive an early retirement pension.

This was held to be contrary to article 119, in other words, the provision was discriminatory on the basis that it amounted to unequal pay.

There have been a number of further cases in the ECJ concerning the question of gender discrimination. The following are a few of the issues which have been decided:

- The right to join a pension scheme falls within the equal pay provisions of article 119 and men and women cannot be treated differently in this regard.
- The exclusion of part-time workers where this affects many more members of one sex than another can fall foul of article 119.
- Trustees, not only employers, are bound by equal treatment requirements and must do everything in their power to ensure equal treatment.
- Gender based actuarial factors used to calculate capital benefits or substitute benefits, for example, commutation factors, are acceptable.

A number of South African pension and provident funds contain provisions which differentiate between male and female members. For example:
- The rules provide for different normal retirement ages for men and women, i.e. 65 years for men and 60 years for women.
- Benefits differ between male and female members — e.g. a widow’s pension may be provided, but not a widower’s pension.
- There are different membership qualifications for male and female employees.
- Different contribution rates may apply to male and female members.

Following the judgments of the ECJ, this sort of differentiation results in inequality and can be attacked on this basis.

The principle of equality is fundamental to the Bill of Rights contained in Chapter 3 of our Constitution. Section 8 of the Constitution states:

“(1) Every person shall have the right to equality before the law and to equal protection of the law.

(2) No person shall be unfairly discriminated against, directly or indirectly, and, without detracting from the generality of this provision, on one or more of the following grounds in particular: race, gender, sex, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture or language.”

There is some debate as to the application of the Bill of Rights. The question is whether it applies vertically only (between the state and its citizens) or whether it also applies horizontally (between individuals and entities). Conflicting views have been expressed in the Supreme Court and the matter is yet to be settled.

Even if the Bill of Rights is interpreted as applying only to relationships between the state and its citizens, it cannot be ignored in relation to pension fund matters. Disputes involving pension funds may be brought before the Industrial Court and the court is likely to be influenced by the Bill of Rights in exercising its unfair labour practice jurisdiction.

The draft Labour Relations Bill, published in the Government Gazette in February this year in the form of a negotiating document, makes provision for a “residual unfair labour practice definition”. “Unfair labour practice” is defined in the Bill as any unfair act or omission arising between employer and employee and includes:
- Any direct or indirect unfair discrimination on the grounds of sex.
- Unfair conduct of an employer concerning the provision of benefits to an employee.

According to an explanatory memorandum to the Bill, this definition is to apply “pending the introduction of more comprehensive legislative regulation of equal opportunity in employment in the near future”.

The Bill is still under discussion but it does make clear the direction which future legislation regarding discrimination is likely to take.

Employers and trustees should examine existing benefit structures in order to ensure that funds do not contain provisions which result in unfair discrimination.

Not all forms of differentiation constitute unfair discrimination. Unfair discrimination is that which has no reasonable grounds or justification.

If a rule provision which discriminates between male and female members can be justified on actuarial grounds, it may be argued that it does not constitute unfair discrimination.

Employers and trustees will need to consider the implications of changes in benefit structure as well as members’ existing rights.

For example, if a fund has a normal retirement age of 65 years for men and 60 years for women, how should this be changed?

If the normal retirement age is changed to 65 years for all, what about those women who have almost reached 60 years and are expecting to retire at that age or those who are continuing in service after normal retirement age and have not reached 65 years?

Alternatively, if the male normal retirement age is reduced to 60 years, this could have major cost implications for employers who have defined benefit funds.

There is a trend for retirement funds to move away from provisions which differentiate between male and female fund members. However, a number of funds still operate on the basis of discriminatory provisions and steps should be taken to remedy this.
Warning on retirement law changes

People who own homes in retirement villages should ensure their rights are not eroded by amendments to the Retired Persons Act, a group of city property owners urged yesterday.

The Property Transcations with Consumers Bill will amend this act, reducing rights incorporated in earlier amendments to protect pensioners against exploitation by unscrupulous developers, a group spokesman said.

Exploitation led to legislation being amended in 1989, 1990 and 1994, closing loopholes used by retirement village developers to deliver fewer services than expected.

Anyone who has experienced difficulties after buying into a retirement village should write to The Chairman, Ad Hoc Technical Committee on Consumer Legislation/Property Transactions with Consumers Bill, Private Bag X84, Pretoria 0001.

The deadline for comment is July 31. — Sapa
Pensions
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Squabbles keep old age home closed

By JESSICA BEZUIDENHOUT

A MULTI-MILLION rand frail care home in Guguletu, completed several months ago, is standing empty — because of "differences" between its management officials.

This week, except for a solitary security guard outside the Phumlani Centre in NY1, the home was deserted.

The opening of the home is being delayed by "bureaucratic hassles", according to social workers who asked not to be named.

A spokeswoman for the Western Cape's Department of Social Services said the Phumlani project has been "coming on for a very long time".

Although outstanding issues with the builders still needed to be sorted out, one of the main causes for the delay in opening it was "differences within the management structure of the home," she said.

The department has arranged a meeting with management next week to sort out these differences. Once this had been resolved the home, which can accommodate 134 people, would be staffed and residents could begin moving in, she said.

One elderly Guguletu resident said the only other place where the frail could go was a day-care centre. But this was not adequate as many of the people needed permanent accommodation which also offered 24-hour frail care services.

DEserted... The Phumlani Frail Care Centre still vacant several months after completion

Picture: JUSTIN SHOLK
Pensions to be increased

An increase in social grants and pensions has been implemented nation-wide, although recipients in the Cape will get their increases only in August. The social grants and pensions will be posted in electronic mainframe systems in October.
Suspension cloaked in mystery

BY ROY COCKayne

A veil of secrecy has been thrown over the suspension of Paul Stone, the Chairman of the Seabalana Employees Benefit Organisation, which has assets of R4.2 billion and administers the four funds of the former Bophuthatswana government.

Stone was suspended in April — apparently by the department of finance — and an “internal hearing” will begin tomorrow.

Wim du Toit, the secretary of the benefit organisation’s transitional management committee, said the hearing was expected to last about a week.

Efforts to obtain further information about Stone’s suspension and the hearing have been unsuccessful.

Most officials approached for comment said the matter was “sensitive”, without saying why.

They would not say who would preside over the hearing; in terms of what rules, regulations or laws the hearing was being conducted; or what the charges or allegations against Stone were.

The organisation recently gave formal notice of its intention to dispose of the commercial interests of the Bophuthatswana National Provident Fund. These companies are: Bala Business Systems, a franchised office automation company; Bodisatswana Investments; Business Systems, a franchised motor dealership and nine independently operated service stations; Craft Press Holdings and its subsidiaries, comprising a commercial and book printer; and a travel agency, North-West Travel.
Pension relief promised

CT 14/8/95

PIETERSBURG: President Nelson Mandela promised at the weekend relief to pensioners receiving meagre monthly payouts.

Addressing a Women's Day rally here, he said the government was restricted by a rigid fiscal policy. However, the disparity in pensions — from R300 to R3,000 per month — could not be tolerated.

"We will try to improve the lot of our hard-pressed senior citizens," he promised.

He said the issue of the government paying traditional leaders would not be settled soon as certain steps regarding the draft bill had not been adhered to. The bill would be referred back to parliament.

Regarding the provision of electricity to rural communities, he said this was progressing at a satisfactory rate of 1,000 homes a day. — Sapa.
THE MINISTER OF LABOUR

RESERVE

We refer to your letter of 10.3.39. The Ministry, after considering the representations and observations made by you, are of opinion that the conditions of work and the wages paid in the factory are not contrary to the provisions of the Factories Act, 1933. The Ministry, therefore, do not entertain any objection to the continuance of the factory as it is.

The Ministry of Labour.

THE MINISTER OF TOBACCO

On receipt of your letter dated 29th March, 1939, the Ministry have noted the representations made by you. The Ministry are of opinion that the conditions of work and wages paid in the factory are not contrary to the provisions of the Factories Act, 1933. The Ministry, therefore, do not entertain any objection to the continuance of the factory as it is.

The Ministry of Tobacco.
Pensions register aims
to cut down on fraud

Staff Reporter

A PROJECT to re-register the personal details of all pensioners has been initiated by the Department of Social Services, in a bid to eradicate double pension payments or the payment of pensions to deceased people.

All state pensioners will have to visit registration points personally to ensure they get state pensions in future.

Ruyterwacht, Cloetesville and Idas Valley near Stellenbosch, and Zwelethemba near Worcester have been selected for pilot projects to test the new system.

After eliminating any gremlins, officials will start the mammoth task of re-registering all pensioners in the Western Province.

Social services department assistant director Rudi Joubert said the exercise was aimed at establishing a single data base for all pensioners who were previously registered with several state departments.

Ruyterwacht residents who get disability and maintenance grants are being re-registered at the Zerilda Steyn Hall from today.

Cloetesville pensioners will be enrolled on August 28 and 29 in the Cloetesville Dutch Reformed Church, and Idas Valley pensioners will be registered on August 30 and 31 in the Elkestad Community Hall.

Pensioners will be notified about registration dates through the media, churches and other community organisations.
Pension problems revealed.

Cape Town — The Government did not know exactly how many MPs who served in Parliament and TBVC legislatures before April 1994 were receiving pensions, Deputy Finance Minister Alec Erwin said yesterday.

"We are having some difficulty ascertaining from certain of the former TBVC territories who got a pension," the deputy minister added.

Sapa. 20/4/95
**PENSIONS** for "freedom fighters" who fought against apartheid were expected to be paid later this year and would be backdated to April 27 last year, Deputy Finance Minister Mr Alec Erwin said yesterday.

Draft legislation for the pensions would be submitted to Parliament during the current session, he said during an interpellation debate in the National Assembly. This would enable payments to begin before December.
Call to overhaul pension industry

The Life Offices’ Association (LOA), representing the major life assurance companies, wants a total overhaul of the pension industry that would scrap the differences between pension and provident funds, give greater certainty on the preservation of retirement funds, and get rid of existing tax differences and loopholes.

The LOA’s recommendations on the restructuring of the retirement industry have been made in a submission to the Katz commission of inquiry into taxation. The extensive submission follows the row over earlier Katz commission recommendations on placing further limits on the tax deductibility of retirement contributions.

After the first Katz report, the more than R400 billion pension industry had to fight against proposals to cap tax benefits for retirement contributions.

The LOA submission deals with fundamental issues facing the industry.

It suggests that the government may be putting the cart before the horse by looking at the taxation issue before defining the future structure of retirement funding.

The life offices would like not only the recently appointed Smith investigation into retirement funding to complete its investigations first, but also the government to spell out a policy after extensive consultations with all stakeholders.

On future retirement funding, the LOA suggests “it would be preferable to start with a blank sheet of paper, to establish fundamental goals and principles, and only then to address transitional problems, rather than being shackled by existing arrangements from the outset”.

In other words, a holistic approach should be taken, with the tax structure moulded to support whatever is decided upon.

The argument is valid as the principles of taxation applied can mean the success or failure of the system, particularly in areas such as the preservation of pension contributions when people resign or change jobs before retirement.

In warning the government to take care, the LOA says the ability of the retirement fund movement to channel substantial sums of money to both the public and private sectors should not be eroded as this would impair the sustainability of the essential growth in investment needed to rebuild the country.

The LOA has based its submission to the Katz commission on four principles. These are:

□ Tax should be paid when taxable income is received, in other words, on the basis known as exemption, exemption, tax (EET). This means contributions would be allowed as a tax deduction, with investment built up also being not-taxable but the benefits taxed when received;

□ To avoid burdening the state, incentives should be provided for people to save for retirement, provided the cost of the incentives to the state are not excessive in terms of tax foregone;

□ Retirement funds should provide a minimum level of pension income benefit in retirement and;

□ There should be no discrimination in terms of sex, race or employment status, such as public or private sector, employed or self-employed.

Lurking behind these principles are some of the concerns of the wider industry.

These include the different taxation principles applied to the private and public sectors; the recent strong move away from defined benefit pension schemes to defined contribution provident schemes; and the ongoing issue of people not preserving retirement contributions when they change jobs or resign before retirement age.

The LOA says the government’s retirement policy should essentially follow the Mouton commission of inquiry into the retirement industry conducted some years ago. It is advice the government appears to have anticipated, with its instruction to the Smith investigation to base its work on existing information, including the Mouton report.

Other key recommendations include:

□ Applying the EET system across the board, which would help;

□ Implementing changes for the benefit of withdrawal immediately and phasing in those for lump sums payable on death, disability and retirement over a period of not less than 10 years and;

□ Increasing the current cap on retirement and medical aid scheme contributions as a percentage of salary that may be deducted from income tax by a further 7.5 percent.

The aim of the LOA is to meet the four-tier retirement model proposed by the Mouton commission.

The first tier would continue to be financed by tax and provided by the government for the very poor; the second tier would cover employed people through private pension schemes; the third tier would cover the self-employed as well as provide top-up arrangements for employed people through structures in the private sector; and the fourth tier would make provision through other forms of savings and could include working after normal retirement age.
R1bn pension plan for 'struggle members'

POLITICAL STAFF

THE cabinet yesterday agreed to a special pension scheme that will provide up to R1 billion to members of formerly banned organisations.

An estimated 20,000 ANC and PAC members with at least five years' membership could qualify, Deputy Finance Minister Mr Alec Erwin said.

The Closed Pension Fund that provided pensions to MPs of the previous government while they continued to draw salaries in the new dispensation, would make a contribution to the new scheme.

Details of this "gesture" were not provided but he called the agreement "an interesting compromise and settlement".

Serving members of national and provincial governments who qualified would only be able to draw the pensions on retirement.

Mr Erwin said legislation to provide the special pensions would be tabled in Parliament next week and that he wanted it passed during the current session, which ends on September 15.

Announcing the scheme, Mr Erwin said the idea was that a pension provision would be made "for those persons who contributed to the current democratic dispensation".

Jail

It was meant to compensate for a loss of pension as opposed to a loss of income during the period of struggle. The scheme had to be affordable, simple and manageable.

"To qualify you would be a full-time serving member of a banned organisation or would have been banned, in jail or in other ways prevented by political action from providing for a pension. In all those cases there is a qualifying period of five years."

The size of the pension would be determined by the member's function, position and service period. There was a maximum period of 15 years. A board would be set up to take applications.

"Pensions above 40 could register. At the age of 50 a person could elect to take a pension at a reduced rate and persons aged 60 and above would be immediately entitled," he said.

Mr Erwin used the example of former ANC deputy president Mr Walter Sisulu, who occupied a position in the ANC equivalent to that of a cabinet minister. His pension would be about R6,000 a month. The average pension would be between about R1,000 and R2,000 a month.

The dependants of people killed and executed by the previous government would also qualify. The scheme would be backdated to April 1.
Govt to spend R1bn on MK pensions

CAPE TOWN — Government would pay pensions to former liberation movement members, with R500m set aside this year which would rise to R1bn within two years, Deputy Finance Minister Alec Erwin announced yesterday.

At a news conference he said the Cabinet had approved the legislation that would provide pensions to full-time members of formerly banned organisations.

The approval is the fulfilment of an agreement at the World Trade Centre negotiations that pensions of politicians and public servants would not be cut in exchange for a constitutional commitment to pensions for ANC and PAC activists.

Erwin said about 20 000 people could benefit from two schemes. The first would cater for members of the control structures of the former liberation movements with at least 15 years' service. They would get about R$ 000 a month on reaching retirement age. The second scheme would cater for grassroots members with at least five years' membership, who would get between R$ 000 and R$ 000 a month.

Those who qualified included full-time serving members or those jailed or prevented through legal or political action from providing for their pensions. MPs were excluded. A special board would be appointed to process applications.
R1-bn for ‘liberation pensions’

BY PATRICK RUGGER
POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Cape Town — The Cabinet yesterday agreed to a special R1-billion pension scheme for members of formerly banned liberation movements.

Deputy Finance Minister Alec Erwin said legislation would be tabled in Parliament next week.

The size of the pension would be determined by the person’s function, position and service period.

Persons over 40 could register and at the age of 50 could elect to take a reduced pension, while those already aged 60 and older would be immediately entitled.

Erwin used the example of former ANC deputy president Walter Sisulu, who occupied a position in the ANC equivalent to that of a Cabinet minister. His pension would be about R8000 a month.

The average pension would be between about R11000 and R2 000 a month.

An estimated 20 000 ANC and PAC members with at least five years’ membership could qualify, the Deputy Minister said.
ECONOMY & FINANCE

PENSION RIGHTS

Grounds for appeal

Deloitte & Touche Trust have confirmed they will appeal the Supreme Court judgment which more than doubled the pension fund benefits of Theunis Bester, ex-MD of liquidated Bester Investments.

First Bowring, as administrators of the fund, made two irregular payments to Bester totalling R1.3m. The Transvaal Supreme Court then decided Bester was still entitled to a pension settlement of nearly R2m, suggesting it was for the trust, as liquidators, to recover the “irregular payments” (Economy August 18).

The trust’s application for leave to appeal, on the grounds that the judge erred in his ruling, was anticipated. But the trust is being joined in the application by the Financial Services Board, as Registrar of Pension Funds. That, for the Registrar, is an unusual expression of indignation and determination.

For the present, says the trust, it will pursue the appeal procedures. Only if those fail will consideration be given to any culpability for the “irregular” payouts.
Fury over ‘struggle pensions’

Hundreds likely to toyi-toyi for a slice

Mxolisi MgxaShe
Staff Reporter

ANGER is growing among former freedom fighters and their families who will not qualify for a share of the R3-billion “struggle pensions” for members of former banned organisations and ex-political prisoners.

The pensions will vary depending on the function and service period of the persons and the term served in prison is a minimum of five years.

The beneficiaries should have been in prison not more than 15 years ago and the age qualification is 40. People who are 50 and older could choose to take the pension at a reduced rate while those who are 60 and older could start getting pensions immediately, with payments dated to April this year.

A typical case of the category excluded is the family of Elliott Mxoli Lwana, who died in Lunga of cardiac respiratory arrest last month.

Mr Lwana spent 18 months on Robben Island in the 1960s. After release he had to scrape for a livelihood, without a job except selling clothes, to be able to buy odd things for the family.

His plight deteriorated to a point where he became an alcoholic and a hobo. At that stage problems in the family were accumulating and the couple separated.

He was almost given a pauper’s funeral but for his wife Nomzamo who took over the costs of his burial.

Ex-political prisoners are to be paid “struggle pensions” — but many who fail to qualify are likely to toyi-toyi for a share of the cake.

Mrs Lwana, daughter of veteran ANC militant Annie Silinga, who died a few years ago, has three children to support — Mncedisi, 32, who had to leave school at an early age because of lack of money, Ray, who is sitting for his Standard 10 exams, and Mxolisi, who is handicapped and has other ailments, including epilepsy.

“How do I take care of all these children? They have now become my burden and mine alone. How can this Bill exclude people in my situation? Is this not another form of apartheid? I thought it was a new South Africa,” said Mrs Lwana.

There are apparently hundreds in similar situations who will probably toyi-toyi at parliament.

Among more than 40 Bills parliament is due to debate this year is one intended to address the plight of hundreds of disabled, sick, destitute and aged ex-political prisoners.

A billion rand is being set aside for the “struggle pension”, Deputy Minister of Finance Alec Erwin announced after the Bill went through the cabinet.

The Special Pensions Bill is an attempt by the government to respond to a resolution adopted by the ex-political political prisoners’ conference at the Peninsula Technikon this year.

The resolution followed an outcry by those ex-inmates who had since their release from prison in the 1960s and in later years not been able to find employment or a significant means of livelihood.

Dozens attended the conference not just to meet old comrades but to mention their financial plight.

The outcome of the brief deliberations was the establishment of a committee representative of all political parties to look into the matter. President Nelson Mandela’s special adviser, Ahmed Kathrada — himself an ex-Robben Island political prisoner — is the coordinator of the committee, which also includes Gauteng and Free State premiers Tokyo Sexwale and Patrick Lekota.

The other members of the committee are Telkom chairman Dikgang Moseke, PAC stalwart Kwedi Mkalipi, ANC Women’s League vice-president Tandie Modise, who is also an MP, and former ANC activist Barbara Hogan of the SABC.

The Bill, due for discussion by parliament’s standing committee on Finance next week, aims at providing pensions for people who, by virtue of their political involvement in the struggle against apartheid, were not able to make provision for a pension.

Three basic principles will serve as the Bill’s terms of reference:

- It should compensate for loss of pension, not income as a result of people’s involvement in the struggle.
- It should also be as simple and affordable as possible and must have equity of treatment.
- Any full-time serving members of former banned organisations, or people who were banned themselves, or were jailed, or prevented through political or legal actions from making their own provisions, will qualify.
No money for 'struggle pensions'

Greta Steyn

NO CASH had been set aside in this year’s Budget for the payment of pensions to former liberation movement members, state expenditure director-general Hannes Smit said at the weekend.

A misunderstanding had resulted in Deputy Finance Minister Alec Erwin saying R500m had been set aside for pensions for ANC and PAC activists. "We pencilled in R500m in early drafts of the Budget but it was taken out in the final figures."

Erwin last week said government spending on these special pensions would be R500m in the present fiscal year, and would rise to R1bn within two years. About 20,000 people would benefit from two schemes applicable for a minimum of five years’ service. He said all those who had served at least five years in liberation structures, and were over 60, would immediately qualify for pension, with effect from April 1 this year.

A spokesman for Erwin said at the weekend he had been under the impression that the R500m had been retained. She said the amendments needed would depend on the design of a special board which would be appointed to process applications. The treasury committee might have to be approached for more money.

Government’s decision to pay these pensions follows an agreement at the World Trade Centre negotiations that the pensions of “the old 5A’s” politicians and public servants would not be cut in exchange for a constitutional commitment to pensions for ANC and PAC activists.

DP spokesman Ken Andrew said he supported the plan to create the new pension fund as soon as possible.

Andrew said it was unfortunate that the money had not been set aside in this fiscal year, but the issue need not turn into a financial disaster. The money should be found by cutting spending elsewhere. It was likely that less than R500m would be needed, especially as the legislation would probably be passed only early next year.

Economists said the confusion was another sign of loose budgeting. It followed government’s embarrassment over inadequate amounts set aside for increases in public servants’ salaries.

Government was forced to take money from the state pension funds to pay public servants’ salaries when it realised that 3.25% was too small an increase for Conditions of Service. An economist said she hoped government would not have to resort to the move again, as the pension funds had huge actuarial deficits.

The additional spending on salaries came from money that would have been saved. The economist pointed out that the extra spending on public servants and special pensions would add to government’s consumption spending bill.

Government was also not succeeding in raising capital spending. The last Exchequer figures showed sluggish RDP spending was keeping a lid on overall spending.

The figures showed government had spent 32% of its total budget of R183.2bn in the period April to July 1995. "Economists warned against jumping to positive conclusions, as only about one fifth of the RDP fund had been drawn, and the overall pace of spending picked up at year-end."
Proposal for guerilla pensions

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

JOHANNESBURG: The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance will today scrutinise the proposed bill through which pensions would be paid to members of former liberation movements, reliable sources said yesterday.

The committee, headed by senior ANC member Ms Gill Marcus, would look at ways to finance the pension scheme. It would also address the concern of ANC members who want the entry age lowered and those who were disabled fighting apartheid to qualify.

The cabinet last week approved the scheme and said persons over 40 could register and at the age of 50 could elect to take a reduced pension, while those already aged over 60 and older would be immediately entitled.

A Ministry of Finance spokesman said yesterday no immediate cash was available to finance the special scheme.

The spokesman said although the government had known for a long time that money would be needed for the pensions, the required amount, estimated at R1 billion, could not be included in this year's budget as there is no legislation to that effect.
Trying to live on R10 a month

If we had to depend on ourselves we would not survive.

NEWS
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'DEAD' PENSIONER TELLS THE LIVING TRUTH

BY VICTOR KHUPISO

A PENSIONER went to collect her government pension — only to be told she was dead.

Betty Sebothoma, 69, of Tembisa, was told by officials that she was not entitled to her pension because she had died in January.

She has battled in vain since April to persuade social welfare workers that she is alive.

What puzzles her is that the name of her late husband, who died in 1994, still appears on the paypoint computers, although he was officially reported dead.

The disgruntled pensioner said she was now destitute.

"How can they say I'm dead while I'm still alive? I'm not a zombie. Or do I look like one?"

She wondered why her husband's name was still in the computer. "It means somebody is illegally drawing the money in my husband's name. I have been forced to lead a destitute life because some people are enriching themselves at my expense.

"I depend on this money. Something has to be done, otherwise I will starve to death.

"This case is only the tip of the iceberg. I suspect that there are lots of others who have similar problems. They are taking advantage of us because we are pensioners. What is really happening?"

A Social Welfare Department pension administration clerk, Liesl Labuschagne, said there must have been an administrative mistake.

She said a common problem was that pensioners' deaths were not reported and the department kept paying out money on their behalf.

"If we can get her particulars and those of her late husband, the matter will be investigated."
Cost of struggle pensions revised

THE cost of the cabinet-approved plan to pay special struggle pensions to members of formerly banned organisations could be far less than the R1 billion a year originally quoted, Deputy Finance Minister Mr. Alec Erwin said yesterday. However, details still had to be worked out, he told Parliament's joint finance committee. If you do it on a pay-as-you-go basis, then it will be more affordable than initially thought.

The ministry had decided against rushing the bill through during the present session, Mr. Erwin said. It favoured redrafting the bill and presenting it again to the committee before holding public hearings. — Sapa
Four men arrested after scam

Health and welfare spokesman says millions could have been stolen

Four men have been arrested in North West in connection with 1,200 pension cheques, worth about half a million rand, that were stolen from the provincial health and welfare department.

Civil service investigation unit commander Colonel Trevor Sloan said half the stolen cheques, with a value of R246 000, had already been traced or found in possession of the suspects.

He denied the claim by department spokesman Tshepo Moshima that an unknown amount, which may “add up to a few millions of rand”, could have been stolen over months.

Moshima also said it would be impossible to determine the exact amounts because of the inefficient system inherited from the previous administration.

Until last October pensioners received cash payments but this was stopped because of mismanagement.

Theft was discovered when banks started to dishonour cheques, returning them to businessmen who had cashed them on pensioners’ behalf.

Businessmen stood to lose between R20 000 and R30 000 because they had cashed the cheques.

Moshima said a full statement would be released after the police had finished their investigation.

Meanwhile the Northern Province’s standing committee on public accounts will on Tuesday hold an emergency meeting with the provincial tender board over alleged “gross irregularities” in the granting of contracts.

Tender board secretary Mr Timothy Phiri denied the allegations, saying the lower tenders being referred to had been received after tenders had closed.

National Party standing committee member Burger “Tjo” Lategan said there had been complaints from producers over the awarding of contracts to supply milk to schools and hospitals.

A number of producers had reportedly complained that contracts had been accepted at prices far above others tendered on milk and other items.

Sapa.
Pension funds face massive increases in premiums

BY JON BEVERLEY

Rising levels of violence, the spread of Aids and a growth in the number of false disablement claims, suggest that pension funds providing death and disablement benefits face massive premium increases — 500 percent in the next 15 years and 300 percent by the end of the decade.

André Meyer, the senior director for negotiated benefits consulting at Alexander Forbes, explains that benefits are normally provided by paying premiums to assurance companies, and the recent claims history has led the underwriters of these benefits to increase premiums.

Meyer says retirement funds have seen a drastic increase in the number of claims. This has come about because violence has risen, retinae have used “disability”, provisions in pension funds, employees “disable” themselves, the Aids pandemic has grown and because of over-generous disablement income and lump-sum benefits.

The net result for defined benefit pension schemes is that employers, who can, the responsibility for making up any shortfalls, have an increased burden which shows no signs of slackening in the future.

Meyer indicates that this is one reason for the shift from defined benefit to defined contribution funds — where the fund bears the costs of the premiums and there is no obligation on the employer to make up any shortfall.

He warns that member trustees will start putting pressure on employers to increase their contributions if it becomes evident that the eventual pensions are going to fall short because the risk in the area of death and disability has not been handled properly or adequately planned for.

Employers could be expected to give assistance to members with inadequate retirement benefits.

Meyer says that, in the case of defined benefit funds, trustees will have to be educated in the consequences of holding death and disability benefits at current levels when faced with rising costs for their provision.

Trustees, especially those representing members, will have to play a more active role and have professional advice available to make informed decisions.

Meyer says member trustees will be under heavy pressure to ensure that death and disability benefits as well as retirement benefits are maintained and improved, and with the “expected increase in the cost of death and disability benefits, this is unlikely to be a realistic objective”.


DOCUMENTS SEIZED IN RAIDS ON THREE OFFICES

CPA pensions tender under investigation

THE OFFICE of Serious Economic Offences is investigating the process by which the tender for pension payouts was awarded to Nisec.

Officials from the Office of Serious Economic Offences have raided the Cape Town offices of a private company that administers the Western Cape's pension payout.

They removed boxes of documents. Two other premises, in Pretoria and Port Elizabeth, were also searched yesterday.

Mr Tommy Prins, head of the Cape Town unit, confirmed that the offices of Nisec had been raided and that other "premises" in Pretoria and Port Elizabeth had been searched.

Nisec took over the handling of the CPA's pension payouts last December.

In the city raid, the police removed computer records, lists of the company's assets, accounting books and other documents.

Mr Prins said the raids had been carried out to seize documentation relating to the process by which the Cape Provincial Administration had awarded the company the tender to administer pension payouts.

About R1.5 billion is paid out in pensions and social welfare to people in the Western Cape each year.

In terms of its contract with the CPA, Nisec is being paid R135 million over five years.

Mr Prins said it was impossible to say what exactly the police were looking for.

The details would become clear once his staff had begun to wade through the boxes of documentation that had been seized.

"At this stage no charges have been laid and nobody has been arrested," he said.

"We are looking at lots of money being involved and it looks like a big investigation as far as we are concerned."

'Surprise'

"The scope of the investigation could still be extended."

"We do not want to disclose the names of the places we have raided because some people could be quite innocent and could simply be in possession of documentation that we need."

The managing director of Nisec, Mr Alec Cillier, said the raid had caught him by surprise.

"It was terrible. I tried to ask what we had done, but (the investigators) wouldn't say anything. If I had known what they were looking for maybe I could have helped them find it."

Mr Cillier said there were no grounds for the raid.

"The police have a job to do and I will try to co-operate with them."

Ms Virginia Petersen, chief director of social services for the Western Cape, said the probe was a direct result of her department's appointment of forensic auditors earlier this year.

The probe would include syndicates and officials and would have "total" access to any of her staff or their offices, she said.

Her boss, Minister of Health and Welfare Mr Ebrahim Rasool, had ordered a clean-up, she said. Mr Rasool is overseas at the moment.

Ms Petersen said she had been aware that the police might be called in to investigate but she had left this up to the forensic auditors.

"They will look at anyone involved in dispensing pensions or putting new clients on to the system - it could be a syndicate or officials or both. It's a huge process."

The leader of the Democratic Party in the Western Cape, Mr Henk Bester, said he would ask Mr Rasool in the provincial government for an explanation of how Nisec had won the tender.

He said he would also ask how Mr Anton Schultz and Mr Andre Louw, two former employees of the CPA, had joined the employ of Nisec shortly after the company had been awarded the tender.

Companies that bid for the tender had to have fingerprint technology necessary for payouts to township pensioners and had to enroll CPA pensioners on a database to administer and pay out from the fund.

Mr Bester said he would ask why Nisec was also being paid to administer payouts to white and coloured pensioners of the former House of Representatives and House of Assembly when the post office had been subcontracted for the former and ATM and banks administered payments to the latter.

Rival

He said Nisec had been awarded the tender for paying out to black members only.

In the Supreme Court yesterday, 3D ID, a rival company that competed for the pension and social welfare tender last year, was placed in liquidation after losing its case against Nisec. The court ordered 3D ID to pay legal costs of R170 000.

In the initial case last September, 3D ID had applied for a court interdict setting aside the tender award.

Its application for an interdict to halt the contract, pending a review of the tender procedures, was refused.
WHO man predicts aged population ‘explosion’

**Health Reporter**

AGEING as a development issue has been neglected and needs immediate and urgent attention as the ageing population, especially in developing countries, is growing at an unprecedented rate. Alex Kalache, head of the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) Ageing and Health Programme, says that in the next 20 to 30 years the number of people older than 65 in developing countries will increase by 200 to 400 percent.

Dr Kalache, in Cape Town for a Medical Research Council workshop on ageing and health in South Africa, says policies must be developed for dealing with the rapid growth of the ageing population. The WHO’s programme aims to help the elderly realise their full potential and offer them a satisfactory quality of life.
Swoop on pension payout company

Crime Reporter (300)

A COUNTRY-WIDE swoop on the offices of a company administering pension payouts for the Provincial Administration for the Western Cape was launched by police investigating financial irregularities involving "millions" of rands.

The head of the Serious Economic Offences Unit in Cape Town, Tommy Prins, said the raid on September 5 was the start of an investigation which could take months.

Mr Prins said Nisec offices and other premises where documents were kept, were raided.

Nisec took over the administration of pension payouts last December after being awarded the tender.

A rival company opposed the tender award in court but was liquidated when it lost the case.

Mr Prins said Serious Economic Offences officials in Pretoria became aware of alleged irregularities and notified colleagues in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth.
Govt orders probe into pensions tender ‘fraud’

CHRIS BATEMAN
AND DALE GRANGER

AN URGENT government probe is to be launched into allegations that Nisec—the controversial pension dispensing company recently raided by the Office for Serious Economic Offences—improperly sub-contracted R1 million in business a month since last December.

The probe was agreed to in the Western Cape legislature yesterday by Acting Minister of Health and Welfare Mr Leonard Ramatlakane, in response to a claim by DP provincial leader Mr Henkie Bester that Nisec failed to disclose lower commissions paid to sub-contractors.

Mr Bester charged that the agreed R12.25 per pensioner paid to Nisec by the provincial government was dropped to below R4.00 per pensioner when the work was sub-contracted to Nisec agents.

His party believed that these “under-payments” amounted to over R1m.

Mr Ramatlakane initially said the information should be given to the forensic auditors appointed by provincial Health Minister Mr Ebrahim Rasool after fraud allegations early this year, but later agreed that the matter fell outside their brief.

He said R17 billion was paid to Nisec for pensions and grants every month.

Mr Tommy Prins, head of the city Serious Economic Offences branch, has confirmed that Nisec offices were raided in Cape Town and that “other premises” were raided in Pretoria and Port Elizabeth.

He said yesterday he was aware of what policemen were looking for when they raided the offices, but was not in a position to divulge exactly what the investigation was about.

“Mr Michael Huishamen, former managing director of Nisec until the company was taken over by Denel in September last year, said the investigation of the company ‘surprises me’.

Denel Group executive manager Mr Paul Holtzhausen said that in September last year, six weeks after the awarding of the contract, Denel obtained a 51% share holding of Nisec and in March this year full ownership.

Corruption

- Evidence emerging throughout South Africa had made it clear there had been significant and widespread fraud in the social services and the question was how much money was involved, claimed Professor Pieter le Roux, director of the Institute of Social Development at UWC yesterday. He has been appointed head of the task group investigating fraud, corruption and irregularities in the social services in the Western Cape.

- The forensic audit was ordered by Mr Rasool when fraud allegations, exposed in the Cape Times, arose out of the amalgamation of the former tri-cameral parliament pensions system which caused late or non-payment to thousands of pensioners and several welfare agencies.

Commenting on estimates made in April by Mr Rasool that R200m—10% of the local social services’ budget—was being lost to official and private fraudsters, Prof le Roux said this figure could not yet be substantiated.
Pension funds to be more transparent
Pensions firm probe ordered

Health and Welfare Minister Ebrahim Rasool disclosed yesterday that of the 282 478 monthly pensioners and welfare recipients, 44 500 were paid directly by Nisec, 220 154 were paid by the Post Office as a sub-agent, and the remainder were paid by banks and magistrate's courts.

Mr Bester said: "We have information that no more than R4 per pensioner is paid by Nisec to the Post Office for that service, which means that more than R8 per pensioner per month is being paid for a service which is not being rendered."
A young Port Elizabeth tycoon has rallied to the defence of his former company which was raided this week by the Office for Serious Economic Offences.

He says allegations of fraud in winning the tender to administer CPA pension payouts were dismissed in court last year.

Mr Michael Huisamer, 30, former managing director of Nise, said the allegations had been dismissed in the Supreme Court last year when rival company, 3D ID, sought an interdict to stop the CPA from continuing a contract for Nise to administer the payout of their social and welfare pensions pending a review of the tender procedures.

He was surprised they had surfaced again when the Eastern Cape tender for their pensions was being evaluated. Nise was formed one week before the tender for the pension payouts was gazetted and, Mr Huisamer said, there was nothing unusual in the company winning the tender.
Danger signals when housing loans are linked to pensions

A RETIREMENT fund timebomb could be ticking for companies that offer housing loans without advising their employees of the full implications.

A key aspect of many of these schemes is that the loan is recoverable from an employee's retirement fund should the employee change jobs or go on pension with the housing bond still not paid off.

Pride Group independent financial consultants MD Bryan Hirsch says that if this provision is not properly communicated, resentment and anger could result — and housing schemes meant to improve the climate of labour relations could have the opposite effect.

Hirsch points out that the handing over of council homes to sitting tenants is about to begin. This could create a perception that homes are an "entitlement".

"It is absolutely vital that proper communication takes place. Certain distinctions have to be understood — for instance, between old government housing stock and new homes secured by a company housing loan," says Hirsch.

"Employees must be put fully in the picture that it is legal to recover a housing loan from a retirement benefit. This is about the only type of company loan recoverable in this way."

According to Hirsch, a company can legally withhold a retirement benefit for two reasons: These are to cover a housing loan or to compensate itself for losses caused by fraud, theft or misconduct by the employee.

In the second instance, the benefit can be withheld only when the company has obtained a signed admission or a court judgment in its favour stipulating the loss to be recovered.

BRYAN HIRSCH
Elderly caught between old ways and the new

Elders must prove that they are alive

Life certificates to be issued at State loses millions each month
Only live pensioners need apply

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

JOHANNESBURG: State pensioners will soon have to prove they are alive before collecting their pensions — the government yesterday said it had started issuing life certificates to prevent fraud.

Millions of rands had been lost monthly as next of kin and procurators continued to collect the pensions even though the pensioner concerned was dead.

Spokesman for the Department of Finance Mr Peet Maritz said payments were made by computer into civil pensioners' bank or building society accounts which were credited monthly, or else payments were made at Post Office pay points.

"We pay out approximately R700m a month to about 250,000 pensioners, but cannot continue to lose millions," he said.

The certificate would probably have to be validated during each pensioner's birthday month. Some pensioners should be receiving notification this month.

Inquiries about life certificates can be made toll-free on 080 011-7669.

[Stamp: 3/10/95]
Laws to protect aged

The government was prepared to pass special laws to protect old people from exploitation, Welfare Minister Mr Abe Williams said yesterday.

Opening a conference on the aged, he said the government would not abdicate its responsibility to indigent, frail and destitute older people without support systems.

"The exploitation and abuse of older persons will not be tolerated," he said.

Total privatisation of care facilities erected with government funds could not be considered, he added. It would be an abuse of public funds and, indirectly, an intolerable form of discrimination. — Sapa
'PENSION PAYOUT FRAUD WILL BE EXPOSED'

Probe 'will cut to bone'

WESTERN CAPE Health and Welfare Minister Mr Ebrahim Rasool says his department is determined to expose any irregularities in pension payouts. CHRIS BATEMAN reports.

THE seizure of documentation from three Nisec offices across the country showed that his department would "cut to the bone" to expose any fraud or corruption linked to pension payouts in the Western Cape. Health and Welfare Minister Mr Ebrahim Rasool said yesterday.

Speaking on his return from a European tour of health facilities, Mr Rasool said his ministry had put its "collective fate" in the hands of Nisec by awarding the company a R125-million five-year contract to dispense all pensions in the region.

Last months' raids in Port Elizabeth, Pretoria and Cape Town by members from the Office for Serious Economic Offences (Oseo) followed concern expressed by forensic auditors appointed by Mr Rasool and the provincial finance committee.

The original forensic probe was ordered after the Cape Times published allegations of fraud and late or non-payment of millions in pensions and welfare.

Mr Rasool said the forensic auditors would give him a detailed progress report on Monday.

Oseo would also by then have a clearer picture of how the tender process had worked and what the modus operandi of any alleged scams had been.

Irregular

Among the allegations are that pension payout officials were creating phantom pensioners and paying some people twice and that the tender procedures that gave Nisec the contract valued at R25 million a year were irregular.

Nisec is also alleged to have charged the Western Cape legislature several million rands above the "agreed upon" annual figure.

"The worst one can do is cover up a bad decision — I had to rely on the technical committee, which recommended the tender go to Nisec, and then make a political decision," Mr Rasool said yesterday.

Nisec's trump card in securing the contract was a sophisticated fingerprint-reading automatic pension dispensing machine, which was touted as being able to eliminate most clerical and customer payout fraud.
Govt probes compulsory pension plan

STAFF REPORTERS
CT B 10/95

The government is investigating the possibility of a compulsory pension scheme, aimed at ending the exploitation of old people.

This was said at a visit to the Eden Park retirement home in Kuils River by Welfare Minister Mr Abe Williams.

A compulsory pension scheme would go a long way towards providing financial security for old people, he said.

But yesterday the manager of Kendrick House in Thornton, Mrs Marlene Damser, voiced concern over the possible phasing out of government subsidies to people living in old aged homes.

She said people were paying R1 600 per month per unit to stay at her retirement home.

"If government subsidies, which amounted to about R500 to R700 per person, were to be phased out, pensioners would never be able to pay the costs on a monthly pension of R410," she said.

But Mr Williams denied the government was planning to phase out subsidies.

The roles of old aged homes must change, he said. They should only house old, frail people, incapable of looking after themselves.

WELFARE CHECK: Welfare Minister Mr Abe Williams visited the Eden Park retirement home in Kuils River yesterday and took the opportunity to speak to Eden Park resident Mrs Rose Ferreira, 87. The visit formed part of the national Honour Our Seniors Week activities.
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**Pension centres in storm**

**By JEFFERSON LENGANE**

PROVINCIAL pension pay-out systems are being privatised without consulting stakeholders, sources providing pay-out centres to the provinces have complained to City Press.

The sources said they were providing the centres free of charge.

"We are independent centres," and we are not going to allow any private company to use our premises without having negotiated rental arrangements," a source said.

"We have not been consulted on the privatisation issue. We doubt that pensioners have been consulted and told of the implications."

Gauteng Administration (Pensions) chief director Louis du Toit confirmed that the province was looking into privatisation.

"When the issue has been finalised we will put up tenders to financial institutions," he said.

"Privatisation will solve the hardships of cash payments, minimise robberies and bring to an end long, tiring morning queues.

"The pay points may be auto-teller machines available throughout the month. Pensioners may be able to withdraw only the amounts they need."

However, the provincial administration will still process applications and provide the money.

The deputy minister of welfare and population, Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, said most provinces were privatising pension payments, with the Western Cape having completed the process.
They told me I was dead ... yet again

By VICTOR KHUPISO

AN EAST Rand pensioner died, came back to life and died again — if the actions of welfare workers are anything to go by.

Betty Sebothama, 86, thought her problems with collecting her pension payout were over when welfare officials visited her this month and told her she would receive R$200 the following day.

Since July, she had struggled to convince social workers she was still alive after being told she was not entitled to her pension money because records showed she had died in January.

But when she went to collect her money this week she was told she had been reported dead that day.

"I couldn't understand. I told the welfare clerk the mistake had been rectified. He said there was nothing he could do because, according to the computer, I was dead."

To add insult to injury, the name of her husband, who died in 1994, still appears on the paypoint computers.

Mrs Sebothama, who lives in Tembisa, was one of the pensioners who went to the Union Building last Monday to voice their grievances to the president.

And she has made a plea to Abe Williams, the welfare minister, to intervene on her behalf.

Mrs Sebothama spends her pension on her grandchildren.

Manie Venter, a pension clerk at the social welfare department, said they were having problems with their computers and many pensioners had not been paid. He said Mrs Sebothama should be able to collect her pension next week.

"But if she has the same problem, then the matter will be investigated."

Mrs Sebothama's daughter, Mimi, said the family was worried. "My mother can't even sleep. She is always thinking about the whole thing."

"It's not right. She is very sick now," Miss Sebothama said. "She has suffered enough."
GOVERNMENT and public service unions have agreed on the details of the amalgamation of 10 state pension funds into a single fund covering more than 900 000 public servants.

The two sides reached agreement at the public service bargaining council last week on a draft Pension Bill and the rules of the fund, which would have an asset base of about R71bn.

The agreement ensures that the new pension fund will no longer be administered by the state alone but by an elected board of trustees comprising six employers' representatives and six from organised labour. At present, the majority of the public service pension funds are administered by the state and are a function of the state including the largest fund—the Government Service Pension Fund. The new fund will, according to the ministry, be a 'judicial person' or will act as a separate entity to the state.

The ministry said the rules of the
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fund provide for extensive financial controls. The investment policy would be determined by the board in consultation with the finance minister.

Ben van Rensburg of the Public Service Association said that public servants would for the first time have a say in the management of funds. A number of guarantees on the part of the state have been built in. If, for example, the employer took a decision such as retrenchment which was to the financial detriment of the fund, then the employer would have to compensate the fund.

Van Rensburg said approximately 90% of the funds' assets were invested in state bonds which were used to finance a number of state projects.

The interim constitution provides for the rationalisation into one fund of the 10 public service pension funds and benefits operating in SA and the former homelands.

The new integrated pension fund, to be called the Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF), could potentially cover more than 1-million public service employees if teachers and policemen decided to join.
Mine pension funds earn good returns

Two of South Africa's largest privately administered pension funds, with combined assets of R21.2 billion, have achieved above-average investment returns.

The annual reports of the Mine Employees' Pension Fund (MEPF) and the Mine Officials' Pension Fund (MOFF) show a five-year return to June this year on total assets, excluding direct property, of 18.7 percent and 18.2 percent respectively.

Harry Botes, the chief executive of MPF Management Services, which administers both funds, said that although investment returns were lower than last year both funds performed well.

This is especially so when their results are compared with the performance of other pension funds and with financial indices for the same period.

The Alexander Forbes retirement fund investment managers' survey at June 30 this year shows that the two funds' combined individual year return of 9.2 percent compares favourably with an average return of 7.8 percent for fund managers with assets under management of more than R2 billion.

MPF Management Services was rated third out of 15 participating fund managers.

At the end of June this year, 74.2 percent of both funds' investments were in the share market and a further 15.5 percent in interest-bearing investments.

The combined property portfolios of the two funds stood at R2.7 billion, which comprised 10.3 percent of total assets.

Both funds have been in existence for more than 46 years. They jointly serve 70,000 active members and almost 40,000 pensioners.

Botes says present trends for continued growth should be good for the local stock market during the next six to 12 months.

However, he warned that grievances between business and labour should be earnestly addressed to create social and economic stability in South Africa.
Senior official suspended after graft probe

CAPE TOWN — A senior official in the Western Cape social services department had been suspended after an investigation into alleged pension fraud involving millions of rands, health and social services MEC Ebrahim Rasool said yesterday.

The findings of a task team headed by university lecturers Prof Pieter le Roux and Henry de Grass, would be passed on to the Office for Serious Economic Offences, he said.

Pensioners were being told their applications had been unsuccessful, while staff were pocketing their money. — Sapa.
Changes may help millions of pensioners

Wyndham Hartley

CAPE TOWN — New regulations, which could benefit millions of SA social pensioners, would come into effect on March 1 next year, Parliament's welfare committee heard yesterday.

Kola Venter of the welfare department said the new regulations could have vast financial implications. The means test had been revised and houses occupied by pensioners would no longer influence the amount they were paid.

Venter told the committee that maintenance for children, regardless of whether they were illegitimate or not, would be paid for up to two children. Payment for all children, if the single parent qualified, would be phased out.

The new regulations would apply to all pensioners and not just new applicants, Venter said. All existing pensions would be reviewed in the light of the new regulations, but she warned that this would be a time-consuming process which could take longer than a year.

She said a national committee had been formed by Welfare Minister Abe Williams to investigate further the issue of maintenance.
Welfare department slated

Wyndham Hartley

CAPE TOWN — Delays by the welfare and population development department in establishing a national committee for the investigation of pensions fraud and the drafting of new legislation for the protection of children were sharply criticised in a parliamentary committee yesterday.

Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams also came under fire for failing to attend the meeting of the portfolio committee on welfare held in Parliament.

Deputy minister Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi told the committee there had unfortunately been a delay in setting up the national committee to investigate pensions fraud, but reported that committees in KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape were up and running. Prosecutions would result soon.

Fraser-Moleketi, from the ANC, reacted sharply to questions relating to her working relationship with Williams (NP). She said the crisis in welfare would be even greater if there was not a sound “government of national unity” relationship between her and Williams.

Reports from the provinces on pensions fraud, tabled at the meeting, showed that prosecutions were pending in Northern Province, Mpumalanga, Free State, KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape.

Northern Province reported that a loss of R492 000 was narrowly averted when payment on stolen cheques was stopped before they could be cashed.

The department came under fire by ANC MP Mary Turok for the delay in producing new legislation for the protection of children. She asked what had been happening in the department for the last 18 months.

The committee was told that comprehensive new legislation would be ready in 1997. Turok said it should have been ready last year. It was then explained that amendments to the Child Care Act would be ready for Parliament in May next year.
Warning of cuts in funds for whites

Court threatens old-age
homes with 80% of government funding for old-age homes, the entire situation needed reappraisal, Western Cape Health Minister Mr Ebrahim Rasool said yesterday.

"When I was in the rural area a fundamental and repeated complaint from coloured people was of beat the hurl of, nt men, cut and three old-age homes in the Western Cape came to an end.

"And it had to be bashed back against the stall at the old-age home in the Western Cape," he said.

Mr Rasool said that in the past two years the government had followed the lead of the old-age homes which refused to integrate or beat the hurl of, nt men, cut and three old-age homes in the Western Cape came to an end.

"And it had to be bashed back against the stall at the old-age home in the Western Cape," he said.

Mr Rasool said that in the past two years the government had followed the lead of the old-age homes which refused to integrate.
Extra state funding nearly depleted

Almost R6.9bn paid out for early pensions

Tim Cohen

CAPE TOWN — An extra allocation of R6.9bn to government service pension funds before the election last year to make provision for retiring public servants had almost all been used up, the finance department’s chief director in charge of the funds, Poot Maritz, said yesterday.

He was replying to questions from public accounts committee members about the effect of the recent spate of early retirements on the state’s pension funds.

The department was assessing the effect of these retirements and was not yet in a position to provide a comprehensive picture.

However, he indicated that the wave of early retirements—which had taken place in terms of a scheme implemented by the public service department—would not be able to take advantage of the pre-election boost to the funds because this allocation was “almost all used up”.

The allocation was approved in March last year. About R4.8bn was allocated to the government service pension fund, R761m to the pension fund for temporary employees and R1.5bn to the stabilisation account.

The six government pension funds for public servants had total assets of R80bn. They are to be amalgamated into a single entity early next year.

The funds have frequently been criticised for maintaining a substantial actuarial shortfall, currently about 55%. To be fully funded they would require assets of about R102bn.

Commenting on the auditor-general’s finding that there were discrepancies between the membership records and the state pension funds database, Maritz said a thorough reconciliation process had been undertaken.

The discrepancies were identified, sent to employers to correct, and the state pension funds database had been updated. In total 150 000 discrepancies had been discovered, he said.

Maritz could not say how many of these discrepancies accounted for people who were contributing but were not listed as potential beneficiaries, or how many were beneficiaries but were not contributing.

However, the effect of these discrepancies was likely to be small, as provision for such discrepancies had been made in calculating the fund’s actuarial liabilities.

Incorporation of the pension funds of former self-governing states was at an advanced stage. The funds of most of the TRVC states would also be incorporated, he said.

The funds were expected to be restructured by the end of the 1995/96 financial year.
'Fraud in pensions, feeding schemes'

The Argus Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG. — Corruption involving millions of rand in the country's social pension system and in the President's school feeding scheme has been uncovered.

Safety and Security Minister Sydney Mufamadi has announced that 42 cases of fraud totalling R12 million are being investigated in connection with school feeding schemes throughout the country.

President Mandela has expressed disgust at the wide-scale fraud of feeding schemes across the country. A spokesman said Mr Mandela was "depresse" about the situation.

The largest amount involves R3.5 million of feeding scheme money in the Eastern Cape.

In KwaZulu-Natal, seven arrests have been made in connection with R3.3 million which has disappeared.

Mr Mufamadi said investigations into fraud around feeding schemes were also under way in Northern Province, Mpumalanga, Gauteng and Northern Cape.

Allegations centred on fraud and theft by distributors, suppliers and administrators of feeding schemes.

In many cases, fictitious claims had been submitted, cheques stolen, signatures forged or financial records lost.

And officials in the Ministry of Welfare and the police are involved in massive and extensive investigations in six South African provinces into at least 200 cases of fraud, theft and corruption involving millions of rand in State pensions.

In a statement, Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams said investigations were being carried out in Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Northern Province, KwaZulu-Natal, Free State and the Northern Cape.

He said citizens of Mozambique and Swaziland were also involved.

At least seven people have appeared in court and have been released on bail.
More arrests in pension scam

By McKeed Kotolo

A FOURTH employee of the department of health and welfare in Mpumalanga has appeared in court in connection with missing pension money in KwaNdebele.

The arrest followed complaints by a number of senior citizens who applied for pensions last year and had not yet received the money. Investigations revealed that more than R70 000 had been paid out but had not reached the applicants.

Mrs Mathilda Siphiwe Maselela (33) of KwaMhlanga was arrested on Tuesday. She is out on R5 000 bail. The other suspects are Mr Alfred Mathanche (31), Mr Aaron Mabuza (35) and Mrs Tracia Nomhandazo Moruni (25).

Investigations revealed that the money was signed for by the four. The investigating officer, Detective-sergeant Joseph Mahlangu, said told Sowetan that they were still investigating the alleged involvement of at least three other senior officials.
NP minister under fire over delay of pension fraud probe

BY JOVIAL RAMTARG
Political Reporter

A major confrontation seems to be in
the offing between Welfare and Pop-
ulation Development Minister Abe
Williams, and the Parliamentary
committee on welfare.

The committee has attacked Wil-
liams for delaying the establishment
of a national committee for the inves-
tigation of pension fraud, and the
drafting of new legislation for the
protection of children.

The National Party minister was
also criticised for failing to attend
Monday's meeting of the parliamen-
tary committee.

Replying in a statement yester-
day, Williams said he had estab-
lished a national committee, chaired
by himself, to investigate fraud with-
in the social grants system.

He said good progress had been
made in most provinces, with vast
savings being made by provinces.

On his absence at Monday's
meeting, Williams said he had been
unable to attend because he had had
to attend another, unspecified, ur-
gent meeting. The deputy minister,
however, attended in his place.
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Pension and school feeding scams exposed

42 cases of fraud surrounding feeding schemes leave
Mandela ‘depressed’ while welfare officials have been suspended over massive state pension corruption

BY JONIAH BANTAO
TANIHE OD HOW
AND TANTE LAMBERTI

Massive corruption involving millions of rands in the country’s social pension system and in the president’s school feeding scheme has been uncovered.

Safety and Security Minister Sydney Mufamadi has announced that 42 cases of fraud totalling R12-million are being investigated in connection with school feeding schemes throughout the country.

President’s spokesman Parks Mashakana said Nelson Mandela was “depressed” about the situation.

The president expressed disgust that students should starve because of the criminal behaviour of officials and businesspeople.

And Minister of Welfare officials and police are involved in extensive probes in six provinces into at least 220 cases of fraud, theft and corruption involving millions of rands in state pensions.

Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams said investigations were being carried out in Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Northern Province, KwaZulu Natal, Free State and Northern Cape.

He said citizens of Mozambique and Swaziland were also involved.

At least seven people had appeared in court and been released on bail.

Williams added that 45 cases of fraud, due to double payments, as well as 59 cases of pensions being paid to people who had died, had been reported in Mpumalanga.

He said there were suspicions that a syndicate was involved in the crimes and in cases where pensions were paid to citizens of Swaziland and Mozambique.

‘‘Officials of pensions services have been suspended and the registration and payment of pensions to non-pensioners are under investigation,” he said.

In Northern Province, the Department of Welfare and Population Development had embarked on an extensive probe into the widespread theft of pensioners’ cheques.

In KwaZulu Natal a 25-member task team, consisting of SAPS members and welfare officials, had begun investigating at least 45 cases of reported fraud, the minister said.

Fraud had been discovered in Gauteng when applications for pensions were made. Fraud by state officials, where clerks were being used as paymasters in a cash payment system, had been detected. Reported shortfalls varied between a few hundred rands and R2 000.

By the end of last month a total of 2 733 investigations had been carried out by eight departmental inspectors in the Free State.

The latest amount of feeding scheme fraud involves R15-million in the Eastern Cape. In Kwa Zulu Natal, seven arrests have been made in connection with R3 5 million which has disappeared.

The latest situations follow earlier scandals when it was feared in the Eastern Cape early in August that fraud and incompetence had consumed R76-million of the province’s R113-million budget for the...
On the latest fraud discovery, Mankahlana said Mandela wanted a speedy investigation and to see the perpetrators brought to justice.

Mufamadi said investigations into fraud surrounding feeding schemes were also under way in Northern Province, Mpumalanga, Gauteng and Northern Cape.

Allegations centred on fraud and theft by distributors, suppliers and administrators of the schemes. In many cases, fictitious claims had been submitted, cheques stolen, signatures forged or records lost.

It was alleged that in the Poetchef-stroom area, food parcels were not distributed free, but sold for R2 each.

"I view these cases in very serious light," said Mufamadi.

"Fraud and theft of the presidential feeding scheme undermines the attempt by the Government of National Unity to come to the assistance of needy schoolchildren."

Mumlilo Mulusizzi, "spokesman for Mufamadi's office, said the public could assist police by providing information about feeding schemes."
Cosatu in bid to take over pension funds

Tim Cohen  
BD 14/11/95

CAPE TOWN — Cosatu intervened yesterday in the drafting of legislation on SA's R200bn pension funds, demanding that employees form the majority on pension fund boards.

Cosatu spokesman Neil Coleman made the submission during a hearing on the Pension Funds Amendment Bill, which was being discussed by the parliamentary finance committee.

Financial services board GE Piet Badenhorst said he was "totally surprised" by the demand because the finance department had consulted Cosatu extensively in the process of drawing up the legislation.

"The Bill was enabling legislation and did not prohibit unions negotiating 50-50 or even total membership of the boards of pension funds."

Cosatu was concerned that the boards were not in principle opposed to 50-50 membership, the process should be progressive and the legislation was a massive step in the right direction. "Why force the issue," he said after the meeting.

Cosatu spokesman Neil Coleman told the committee he was not aware of the position Cosatu representatives had taken while the Bill was being drawn up.

In any event Cosatu did not favour the legislation in its current form and wanted an amendment which would require employees to be in the majority on pension fund boards.

Badenhorst said that in most cases, employers would not necessarily object to employees holding half the seats or even most seats, but they might do so in the case of defined benefit funds, in which they had in effect promised a definite payout. If the funds were badly managed it was possible companies would still be required to make pay-outs even though they had no control over their funds' investment decisions.

If this was the case companies would be less inclined to establish funds which would affect the economy. Existing funds might also be closed, he said. Coleman responded saying it was paternising to suggest employees would necessarily manage funds more poorly than employers. In fact, many funds were affected by exorbitant administration charges.

Employees wanted good returns, but they also wanted to be sure their contributions were being invested in companies with responsible employment policies.

Finance committee chairman Gill Marcus said employer representatives would be consulted again.

A decision would be made by the committee this week.
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Order against old-age home staff extended

STAFF REPORTER

THERE had been a "climate of fear and anxiety" among administrative staff when strikers took over offices at Rusthof, a Paarl old-age home, the Cape Supreme Court heard yesterday.

This emerged when Mr Acting Justice G Josman extended an interim interdict against the National Education Health and Allied Workers Union (Nehawu) and 14 of its members.

In terms of the temporary order the workers may not enter Rusthof for any purpose other than to attend disciplinary hearings between November 16 and 18. They also may not to interfere with operations or harass staff.

Mr Hilmer Davids, treasurer of the Paarl Welfare Organisation for the Aged, said in papers that the 14 strikers were general assistants, nurses or nursing assistants.

A new recognition agreement with the union was reached in April, but no agreement was reached on strike procedures.

On October 12, the union asked to meet Paarl Welfare Organisation for the Aged about working conditions. When the organisation wrote back seeking clarity, there was no response.

Seven days later it received a letter from Nehawu demanding that a meeting be held immediately, failing which industrial action would follow.

The next morning, Mr Davids was told that seven workers were on strike. They occupied the building and left the next day.

On November 6, strikers prevented Rusthof's manager, Mrs Leonora Abrahams, the social worker and the switchboard operator from entering the home.

The strikers had insisted on being in the administrative offices at all times, searched vehicles for documents, blocked telephones, and accompanied the social worker during her lunch break to ensure she did not contact committee members, Mr Davids said.
CRIMINAL prosecutions are imminent in the Western Cape’s multi-million rand pension payout scam and the crackdown on fraudsters is being intensified.

Over and above cases handed to the fraud police, the province also has enough evidence to institute civil claims to recover money stolen or lost through irregularities.

And “three matters” — including the tender award for pension payouts to the company, Nisee — are being urgently pursued by the Office for Serious Economic Offences (Oseo).

More than 1 000 people — officials and “clients” — are believed to be involved in the ripoff.

Preliminary investigations have found the pension payout system to be in a state of collapse with about R20 million being lost to alleged fraud, corruption and irregularities every month.

The investigation also focuses on potential savings — probably running into millions of rand — in Nisee’s administration of the system.

These were highlighted earlier this year in questions in the provincial legislature by Democratic Party leader Hennie Hester.

The legislature’s all-party finance committee may yet decide to formally request a “judicial” commission of inquiry whose powers of investigation would be far wider than the intensified forensic auditing probe now under way.

Committee chairman Arnold de Jager in a statement last night on behalf of the committee spelled out further steps being taken.

These include:

- Putting out a new tender for further forensic auditing (recommended by the head of the present investigation, Professor Pieter le Roux);
- A new tender for “an independent, outside consultant” to advise the Department of Social Services on new systems to limit fraud and corruption in future; and
- Extending the ambit of this tender to auditing the present payout systems in regional and branch offices, and to providing a management consultancy for the department.

The committee spent almost all of yesterday discussing two preliminary reports by Professor Le Roux’s investigating team, some members of which are joining Oseo’s investigation. The final report is due later next month.

Mr de Jager said: “The reports contain extensive evidence, including individual and case studies, of fraud, corruption and irregularities in the Department of Social Services. These include cases of individual and syndicate corruption and irregularities in the award of various tenders.”

“Quite a few” cases had been handed to the police.

“The committee also heard evidence of a comprehensive breakdown of systems in the department.”
Pension fraudsters using every trick in the book

Michael Morris, Political Correspondent

MONTHLY pension payments are the livelihood of thousands of elderly and disabled citizens. But many — possibly as many as a few thousand — able-bodied cheats are milking the multi-billion rand welfare system fraudulently... month after month.

Now, their cover is being chipped away.

FRAUDSTERS have used every trick in the book.

Seam investigators found that in one case, a man was on the pension list because he was blind.

On the face of it, his was a legitimate case.

But then, they found not only that the man never got a cent from the welfare system, but also that he had been perfectly healthy.

The money claimed in his name was allegedly being pocketed by two officials who had applied for a pension on his behalf.

In another case, a woman got more than R11 000 between 1980 and earlier this year, even though she was not entitled to a pension.

Again, officials had allegedly applied fraudulently, on her behalf.

This pattern is repeated throughout the Western Cape.

And, indeed, the country — in what, for some, has become a business, siphoning off millions of taxpayers’ rands.

It is to the Western Cape government’s credit that the legislature’s all-party finance committee’s credit that this province is way ahead of the others in rooting out this more than R200 million-a-year corruption.

But, it’s a major job.

It means vetting each and every one of the province’s more than 260 000 monthly pension paymasters.

The first two preliminary reports tabled at yesterday’s finance committee meeting — after a forensic audit ordered earlier this year — indicate the extent of the problem. But, these reports focus on only a few regional branches of the vast pension system — Paarl, Wellington, and Ruyterwacht.

The intensified crackdown will broaden the probe.

One of the key figures in focusing critical attention on problems in the pension system is Democratic Party regional leader Henk Bester.

Throughout the year, he has raised pointed questions about irregularities, the awarding of the payout contract to the company, Nisec, and a number of costly features of it.

His call earlier this year for a judicial commission of inquiry was dismissed in many quarters, but it’s an option the provincial finance committee now is considering seriously.

Commenting on the scope of the problem last night, Mr Bester said: “The problem is extensive. It is a system that has become ingrained over a decade or more.”

Rooting it out means creating an entirely new data base.

Finance committee chairman Arnold de Jager said it was simply not possible yet to say how many people were involved.

But, of the R200 million a month that pays out, about 20% is fraud.

But, the remainder is paid out sub-contractually. Nisec has been paid R12.5 million for every pension payment made on behalf of the provincial government.

In June last year, it began running late on pension payments, and by the end of the month, it had missed two payments.

But, Nisec said the delays were due to errors in theük system.

By July, it was running late by four months. In August, it was running late by six months.

By October, it was running late by eight months.

By the end of the year, it was running late by 11 months.

The forensic audit also has found that Nisec paid dividends of more than R100 million to a subsidiary company in South Africa in the past six months, which is not permitted under the terms of the contract.

In the wake of these findings, the provincial finance committee is considering the possibility of terminating the contract with Nisec.
Talks to get Welfare's R10m back

CHRIS BATEMAN

NEGOTIATIONS have been launched to recover about R10 million from Nisec, the company engaged to pay out the Western Cape's 261,000 pensioners.

The awarding of the tender to Nisec is being investigated.

A broader forensic probe involving "thousands" of people and initially singling out the Welfare Department offices in Paarl, Belville and Ruiterwacht is continuing.

This emerged yesterday after an interim report-back by forensic auditors probing corruption, fraud and bogus payments in the provincial department.

The province's Standing Committee on Finances, Public Accounts and Pensions heard that several cases were being investigated by the Office for Serious Economic Offences (Oseo) and the Cape Town fraud unit.

The committee seconded three of its top forensic auditors to Oseo.

Cases mentioned included officials and members of the public making claims on behalf of people they said were disabled or on behalf of people long dead.

Syndicates

Several syndicates are believed to be operating.

The negotiations over Nisec's estimated R10m a month interest "windfall" are centred in the 17-day period the company was able to hold R100 million each month before making pension and disability payments.

Standing committee chairman Mr Arnold de Jager said Nisec was no longer given the R100 million on the seventh of each month. For the past two months Nisec had received the money two or three days before pay-outs on the 23rd or 24th of each month.

Mr De Jager said evidence of a "serious breakdown" in controls over the payment of welfare subsidies had also been found, but this did not affect all institutions.

He said a general amnesty would be considered in an attempt to clean up millions of rand of official and public corruption to prevent further massive losses.

Another major concern was an alleged lack of insurance for the R100-million payout.

Committee member Mr Hennie Bester said certain aspects of Nisec's five-year contract were to be renegotiated and that it was "paramount" that the data base that Nisec used be claimed as Western Cape property.

"We're dealing with a system that's become ingrained over a decade — all this has to be undone, and the Western Cape is leading the country in doing it," he said. He was unable to say how many people were under suspicion.
No old-age home subsidies

Cape Town – Subsidies to old-age homes would have to be phased out because South Africa could not afford them, the Minister of Welfare, Aec Williams, said at the weekend.

"To think that we can put every old person in a home is a dream," he said at the National Party's Western Cape congress in Somerset West.

He was replying to a motion, proposed by the party's Parow district council, expressing concern over the decrease in subsidies for old-age homes.

Williams said South Africa could not afford to pay every elderly person a pension of R430 a month, and then subsidise some of them with an additional R1 000 to R2 000 a month if they stayed in a home.

"If we subsidise (some of) them to stay in an old-age home, then they must all be subsidised – and we cannot afford this."

He also said the existing subsidies to old-age homes would not be suddenly withdrawn, but would be phased out over a period of about five years.

In future, as had been the case in the past, old people would have to stay with their children or remain in their own communities, which would have to provide services to the elderly. However, chronically ill old people would still have to be housed in old-age homes, Williams said. – Own Correspondent.

Province sportsman's gruesome murder
Govt looks at options for topping up pension funds

Greta Steyn

GOVERNMENT is considering a range of options to top up the severely underfunded state pension funds, including putting in fixed property.

Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg confirmed that plans to reduce the shortfalls in state pension funds remained on track despite pressure on them because of early retirements.

Government and the trade unions had agreed to raise the pension funds' level of funding to 75% of projected liabilities. The last actuarial valuation of the core fund, the Government Service Pension Fund, showed it was only 51.5% funded, but this had improved despite the exodus of bureaucrats.

"We are ahead of our agreement with the unions," Liebenberg said.

Ways to reduce the pension fund deficits included issuing government stock to the funds, increasing their assets, improving the potential for growth in their asset portfolios and making cash payments.

The funds could also benefit from restructuring of state assets, either through receiving stakes in them or through cash distributions.

"We are looking at all these areas," said Liebenberg.

Part of the solution could be the transfer of ownership of fixed property to the pension funds, particularly where government was a major tenant. Government had also been paying an extra R1bn into the funds every year, he said.

However, part of that amount had been used this fiscal year to raise public servants' salaries — a move Liebenberg believed would not have a noticeable effect on the funds.

Before the elections, government had paid almost R7bn into the funds to cover early retirements up to April last year. That amount had been adequate, as was evident from the fact that about R3bn of that amount remained untouched.

Liebenberg said that if government was not funding the pension funds, as was the case in many other countries, its debt as a percentage of GDP would be less than 45%, compared with the current level of about 55%.

One of the plans to improve the pension funds' funding was to increase investment in equities.

About R8bn is to be divided between five private sector fund managers, but no announcement has yet been made on which asset managers are to handle the plum account.
State names pension fund managers

Greta Steyn

LIBERTY, Old Mutual, Rand Merchant Bank, Sanlam and Southern Life were named yesterday as the private fund managers that would handle the state's pension funds' massive investments in equities over the next year.

They would each immediately receive a portion of the R6bn equity portfolio currently held by the state's fund manager — Public Investment Commissioners (PIC).

PIC head Edith Badenhorst said over and above the R6bn, part of the pension funds' cash flows would be made available to the new fund managers at the PIC's discretion. A maximum of R4bn in cash could be portioned out, which could bring the state pension funds' total investment in equities to R6bn in a year's time. However, there was no target for the planned increase in equity investment.

It is understood the PIC's equities portfolio consists largely of Sappi, Sasol and Iscor shares. The prices of these equities have fallen sharply, suggesting the market has discounted the likelihood that the new fund managers will diversify portfolios. If the R4bn in new cash is mostly invested in equities instead of government stock, it will be a boost for the JSE and a drawback for the gilt market.

The move to hand over part of the R6bn in state funds to the private sector is in line with Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg's drive to improve the funds' financial health. They are almost fully invested in government and parastatal stock and returns have suffered as a result.

The PIC, which called on private asset managers to tender for the lucrative account, has come under fire for the programme, the department said.

"All five organisations have signalled they will train people previously denied the opportunity of acquiring skills in asset and investment management. They have further committed themselves to supporting initiatives aimed at economic empowerment."

A market source said it was obvious size had been the determining factor in the decision, rather than investment performance. He questioned the wisdom of the approach, "especially in an era when big no longer means better."

The department said the PIC was mindful of the effect these appointments would have in the market place. "It must be stressed that these appointments will be reviewed regularly and that performance will be a major consideration," it said. The PIC would also monitor whether the managers complied with the other conditions.
Tax on pension contributions mooted

Greta Steyn

THE Katz commission is expected to recommend the taxation of contributions to pension funds when its second report is handed to Finance Minister Chris Ilbenberg next week.

The commission is also expected to recommend against implementing a capital gains tax as it generates uncertainty and yields little revenue.

Anti-avoidance measures are expected to be tightened up and the taxation of groups of companies beefed up in terms of the commission's proposals.

There will also be a chapter on taxpayers’ rights which will address issues such as the receiver of revenue's failure to assess taxpayers quickly enough.

A source said the proposal on pensions taxation, which followed months of refinement after it was mooted last year, would probably cause a fuss because no one likes fundamental reform. A Reuters report yesterday put a figure of R3bn on potential revenue.
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from this source.

He said finance raised through pensions taxation should be used to reduce personal income taxes in the middle income range of R38 000-R80 000.

Reuter reported sources said some of the expected R3bn resulting from the tax - to be levied at a flat rate - would be used to reduce high personal income tax rates. The commission would recommend that state pension funds and some older funds be excluded from the tax.

The suggestion to tax the build-up of earnings in pension funds would be accompanied by a call for all retirement vehicles, including pension and provident funds, to be taxed similarly.

The commission would also recommend a reduction in the rate of the secondary tax on companies from 25% to 15%. Other issues to be addressed include capital transfer tax, land tax, dedicated taxes and gambling, wagering and betting taxes.
Pensions firm now 'a whipping boy'

CHRIS RATMAN

The man at the centre of the Nisec pension payout controversy, the firm's Western Cape managing director Mr Alec Celliers, said yesterday that the company had become a "public whipping boy", when bureaucratic bungling, delays and inter-departmental ignorance were at fault.

In an interview, Mr Celliers rejected suggestions of improper tendering, "skimming" of agency commission, earning improper interest and irregularly hiring former CPA officials.

His company was raided by the Office for Serious Economic Offences in September and is the subject of a Department of Welfare forensic audit. No charges have yet been laid.

The Western Cape's standing committee on public accounts last week also recommended a comprehensive probe into the R385-million five-year contract between Nisec and the province.

Mr Celliers said his firm had enabled the province, for the first time in 20 years, "to know exactly where they stand" each month on pension payouts and subsidies.

The tender had stated that the successful tenderer could appoint CPA employees "because many would lose their jobs".

The R10m interest public accounts committee members claimed Nisec had earned in nine months of handling R100m a month was "closer to R1m".

The contract insisted that cash accompany the pay-out data from the province and that all interest on this was for Nisec. The data was only provided on time.

Delays

Nisec originally tendered to pay out 175 000 (black) people (later amended to 260 000 pensioners of all races) and geared its capital equipment to handle this.

But it was now paying out only 45 000 people owing to delays in merging multiple mainframe computer systems in Gauteng and negotiations with traditional pay-out agents, the Post Office.

He said Lloyds of London covered all Nisec's cash withdrawals.
Whites-only old age homes to lose grants

Rehana Rossouw

Old age homes which cater for white residents only will lose their government subsidies, Western Cape MEC for health and social services Ebrahim Rasool warned this week.

"We currently spend 60 percent of the overall welfare budget on the aged. Whites get 80 percent of the budget, coloureds 12 percent Indians six percent and Africans two percent," Rasool said.

"There are some homes that are palaces, that refuse to integrate and transform into frail care centres. They should start feeling insecure."

Rasool said while it was not his intention to penalise whites, he could not justify continuing the unequal funding in terms of the new constitution. He had already tolerated the situation for two financial years and was not prepared to do so any longer.

He said many institutions disguised their racially exclusive admission policies in historic waiting lists, which up until the Separate Amenities Act was scrapped, were limited to people of one race only.

Rasool said the government could also no longer afford to pay for residential care and all homes will have to transform into frail care institutions if they want continued financial support.

Elderly people who could care for themselves would have to live with their families.

Cape Peninsula Organisation for the Aged head social worker Anne Garden said while she was aware that there were many homes which were still exclusively white, another reality was that the need for institutions was greater in the white community.

"Our organisation has no applications from independent black elderly people. They are still a valuable resource in their community, while white families are often reluctant to care for elderly residents," Garden said.

"Some families are also unable to afford to care for the elderly. R410 does not go very far. The government will have to look at subsidising the aged further if they want to remove them from old age homes."
R1 million in pension cheques stolen

OWN CORRESPONDENT

UNITA: Police in the former Transkei confirmed for the first time yesterday that government pension cheques totalling nearly R1 million were stolen outside the Botha Sigcau government building here last Wednesday.

Police said the cheques, together with a pistol, were in a government vehicle from Port St John that was parked in front of the building and left unattended. The vehicle was also stolen. Police recovered stripped parts of the vehicle at Elliotdale and arrested members of a syndicate that steals government cars.
Cosatu calls for Pension Funds Amendment Bill to be delayed

Neil Coleman

THE memorandum attached to the Pension Funds Amendment Bill claims that Cosatu has been "consulted in depth" on the Bill. Piet Badenhorst of the Financial Services Board repeated this claim before the standing committee on November 13, and was quoted in November 14's Business Day as saying he was "totally surprised" by Cosatu's opposition to the Bill because consultation had been "extensively consulted" in the process of drawing up the legislation.

This claim is totally false. Indeed, our first sight of the Bill was when it was introduced to the committee on November 13.

The manner in which the Bill has been introduced also raises fundamental questions about the role of various business interest in drafting legislation which has such an effect on workers' lives.

By Badenhorst's own admission in the hearings, a major provision in an earlier draft of the Bill on the representation of workers on boards of funds was withdrawn "at the insistence of business. This was done without the knowledge of the trade union movement. We had no sight of any of the drafts of the proposed Bill."

This poses the spectre that secret lawmaking by powerful elites, which characterised the apartheid era, continues to be perpetuated by unaccountable bureaucracies such as the Financial Services Board.

In seeking to influence a new approach to the regulation of retirement funds, Cosatu and our affiliates have been guided by several broad principles:

- Pension and provident fund investment should ensure security for members of retirement funds;
- Maximum worker involvement in decision-making on all aspects of the funds;
- Minimum of one worker representative on boards of funds, with a view to increasing the number of representatives where funds are managed by larger employers;
- Investment should advance the objectives of job creation and job retention, address debt, build infrastructure, advance worker rights, respect basic labour standards, and combat the legacy of apartheid in the economy;
- Investment should be used as a lever to advance a growth path which meets the needs of the majority, and challenges existing patterns of ownership.

Cosatu is determined to ensure implementation of the commitment contained in the RDP to "make pension and provident funds more accountable to their members" and to change the law to ensure adequate representation for workers through the trade unions, committees, and in negotiations with employers, and to move toward mandatory representation of all workers.

This means firstly that the proliferation of 20 000-30 000 company funds needs to be addressed. A programme of negotiating industry-based funds needs to be urgently developed. Such funds offer a range of advantages, including benefits of scale, and the opportunity for workers to participate in directing them.

Secondly, worker representatives need to control pension and provident funds, both with regard to establishing the rules/constitutions of funds, as well as controlling investment decisions. Some unions have argued that this means 100% worker control of funds. But all parties have agreed that there should be at least 50% representation on the boards of funds. The FSB proposal arising from the Mouton Commission - on which unions were not represented - is legislation that should provide for one of three trustees to be worker representatives. This proposal is totally unacceptable to us, and contrary to the spirit of the proposals contained in the RDP.

Thirdly, worker trustees need to be empowered and trained to be able to make effective and informed decisions on behalf of the members. Even where workers trustees are in the majority, they may simply rubber stamp decisions taken by the experts, because they are not currently empowered to weigh up the options facing the fund.

Trustees should also be entitled to paid leave to attend training.

Fourthly, comprehensive and regular disclosure of information to members of funds is a sine qua non if workers are to be empowered. Members should be entitled to and receive benefit statements at least once a year, rules of the fund's constitution, financial statements and reviews/reports by the actuaries.

Arguments raised by the FSB include the claim that greater worker representation will cause employers to close down funds and saddles smaller employers with the costs, that employers carry the risk, etc.

Funds are part of the wage package negotiated by workers and unions. It is therefore an external to the core interests of workers.

Workers have a direct material interest in ensuring their money is properly administered and invested. Unions and workers have demonstrated that they are capable of managing this extremely effectively. It is patronising to suggest that given the necessary expertise to back up which all funds rely on, workers would be any less effective in safeguarding the funds than employers.

Cosatu would like an opportunity to make recommendations, not only on the issue of board representation, but on other aspects of the Bill. We therefore propose that the passage of the Pension Funds Amendment Bill be delayed until all stakeholders have had a proper opportunity for to make their input.

Coleman is a Cosatu spokesman. This is an edited version of Cosatu's submission to the parliamentary finance committee on pension legislation.
How they chose the five who will manage a R5bn portfolio

BY BRUCE CAMERON

Johannesburg — One of the major tasks in running a retirement fund is to pick the right portfolio manager who will grow the fund without putting it at unnecessary risk.

For most this is a difficult decision. For the Public Investment Commissioners who are trustees for more than R55 billion, the decision to appoint five portfolio managers to manage its R5 billion equity portfolio was further complicated by political and size considerations.

The government decided earlier this year to allow the commissioners to head the management of the portfolio to the private sector because the commissioners did not have sufficient technical knowledge or specialist staff to actively manage and expand its equity portfolio.

This was a first step towards a general privatisation of the underfunded state pension funds. The decision resulted in the appointment of five portfolio managers last month — Old Mutual, Sanlam, Liberty Life, Southern Life and RMB Asset Management.

Badie Badenhorst, the secretary to the commissioners, said all possible managers were invited to tender for the job.

A number of criteria were used to compile a short list from the contenders. This included total funds under management; the number of skilled individuals in the management establishment; the years of service of the individuals in management in the investment environment; average years of service of the portfolio management; and the cost of management fees.

For the final selection process, the commissioners’ executive looked for portfolio managers who would reflect its commitment "to a safe and conservative investment strategy". It also said it would rather employ the larger and well-established Investment organisations, even though this might only provide average performance yields.

In making its final decision the commissioners looked at necessary skills, experience, depth of management, support and continuity of the skilled staff complement, and appropriate research and development infrastructure.

Other considerations included:

- A suitable and acceptable investment philosophy compatible to the commissioners’ long-term objectives as a conservative investor;
- The ability to convert investment policy into suitable investment strategies;
- The ability to execute and convert the strategies into a successful process of matching assets to liabilities;
- The ability not to rely only on performance and/or price of services to be competitive with industry peers;
- The ability to be adaptable and to pursue specific benchmarks and to judge accordingly;
- The maturity to gradually restructure the commissioners’ present “skewed” equity portfolio; and
- The skills to acknowledge and to have learnt from wrong strategies in the past.

Badenhorst said the commissioners also had to be concerned with other issues, such as ordaining a new status on a portfolio manager which had not been earned.

The companies chosen also had to identify with the aims of the government of national unity; undertake to support the economic empowerment of deprived South Africans; and prove their participation in affirmative action programmes in the portfolio management establishment.

Badenhorst said the commissioners realised the effect the appointments would have in the market place. He said the appointments would be reviewed regularly with performance and compliance with conditions being major considerations. The commissioners may also change the number of portfolio managers in the future.
Thousands of workers set to join new provident fund

ESTELLE RANDALL
Labour Reporter

THOUSANDS of farm, domestic and small business workers stand to benefit from a new provident fund which will be launched on Monday.

Initiated by the Rural Foundation and underwritten by Fedlife, the fund will provide retirement, disability, funeral and death benefits at a minimum premium of R30 a month.

Workers who join the fund will be able to transfer their benefits if they change employers and after two years' contribution workers will be able to use the fund as security for housing loans.

Monte Jordaan, managing director of Managed Group, the company which is administering and marketing the fund, said that 125 farmers, employing about 5,000 farmworkers in the Western and Northern Cape, had already indicated their intention to join the fund.

He said that in general farmers had said they would match workers' contributions, rand for rand. In some cases, where workers had services of 20 years or more and were close to retiring, farmers were willing to make larger contributions.

While all of the 5,000 workers covered by the fund when it becomes operative next week were permanent workers, Mr Jordaan said that seasonal workers who worked for the same employer for more than six months or who regularly returned to work for the same employer would also be able to join.

He admitted that it was difficult to make the fund available to other seasonal workers but said ways of doing so were being explored.

"It's a huge market and one that needs to be addressed," he said.

He said his company was also exploring the introduction of a medical aid scheme for farmworkers but would only finalise plans about this once the government's national health plan was complete.

"We don't want to duplicate what the government will offer," he said.
Mandela axes Sebo’s chief executive

BY ROY COLBYNE

Pretoria – President Nelson Mandela has terminated the services of Paul Stone, chief executive officer of the Sefatana Employees Benefit Organisation (Sebo).

The termination of Stone’s services is effective from December 1. It follows his suspension in April and the subsequent inquiry into his continued employment as Sebo’s chief executive.

Sebo has assets totalling about R4.2 billion and administers the four funds of the former Bophuthatswana government.

Professor Pink Haysom, legal adviser in the president’s office, said Mandela had decided to terminate the services of Stone in terms of Section 21 of the Sebo Act after considering the recommendations of the inquiry, the further representations of Stone and after consulting Sebo’s trustees and the Transitional Management Committee (TMC).

“... that there was an irretrievable breakdown in the relationship between Stone, the TMC and the contributors to Sebo, and that a continued employment relationship with Stone as chief executive was neither possible nor appropriate,” Haysom said.

Stone was suspended on full benefits pending the inquiry, in line with fair labour practice.

Haysom was unable to provide any details about the cost of suspending Stone on full benefits from April until the termination of his services.

Spokesmen for Sebo were unavailable for comment.
Elderly must be protected — Rasool

The elderly had to be protected from violent abuse — often perpetrated by their own families — and enjoy more financial concessions from business to make their pensions stretch, the Western Cape Minister of Health and Welfare, Mr. Ebrahim Rasool, said yesterday.

Addressing pensioners at the Lily-Haven Old Age Home in Bontheuwel, Mr. Rasool said he had recently had to deal with a case in which an elderly man had been punched in the face by his son — an unacceptable action.

"Life must be liveable for the elderly outside old-age homes. The police must help to protect our aged."

The community, too, should draw on the experience and wisdom of their elderly — something that was not happening and which was why children turned to violence as a way of life.

The government was aware of the desperate plight of the elderly and had increased pensions twice since it had been in power.

"I know your pensions are hardly enough to keep you going, but as we continue we will try to squeeze out more money for you."

In the new year he planned to introduce a programme to encourage more concessions for pensioners from business, like lower bus fares every day of the week. — Staff Reporter
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Motorists ignore call for boycott

Sowetan Correspondent

The proposed boycott of Shell initiated by the SA-Nigeria Democratic Support Group failed to capture the imagination and support of local motorists who continued to fill up at Shell service stations.

The group had called on South Africans to stage a two-day boycott yesterday and today of the more than 800 Shell service stations in South Africa to protest against the company's involvement in Nigeria.

The only visible sign of protest was at the Shell Ultra City on the Ben Schoeman Highway between Johannesburg and Pretoria, where about 20 members picketed.

Members of the organisation, some with chains around their necks, stood on the side of the highway, waving placards which said: "Shell is about blood", "Shell products kill" and others bearing the names of the nine Ogoni activists executed by the Nigerian military regime.

The group's spokesman, ANC MP Carl Niehaus, had urged holidaymakers "to simply drive past Shell stations and remind it of the responsibilities they cannot escape. We want Shell to use its economic pressure on the Sani Abacha (military leader) regime (in Nigeria)."

Shell is Nigeria's biggest employer and produces more than 50 percent of Nigerian oil.

Shell spokesman Pieter Cronje said the effects of the boycott had not been widespread.

"We resent the fact that Shell is being singled out. This boycott is unfair and discriminatory. People cannot expect business to assume the roles of governments, international bodies and the people of Nigeria to change the political dispensation in Nigeria," Cronje said.

Many motorists filling up at Shell service stations were unaware of the boycott and most continued to fill up.
Bleak time for pensioners

By Khathu Mamalla

THOUSANDS of elderly people in Northern Province face a bleak Christmas and New Year after the provincial government failed to pay them their monthly pension grants.

The pensioners have been going to their payout points almost daily but have been told that their cheques had not yet been delivered.

In other areas, especially the former Lebowa homeland, some pensioners have not been paid their old age grants since October.

The province's MEC for health and welfare, Dr. Joe Phasha, said yesterday he was aware of some problems in the former Venda homeland. He said the payments of pensions could have been delayed because the department had wanted pensioners to get their grants just before Christmas.

"It is possible that there could have been confusion regarding the dates because the officials wanted to pay all the pensioners by Christmas," said Phasha.

No more cheques

He said he would investigate and urge the officials involved to speed up the process of paying the pensioners.

"His department would do away with the system of paying through cheques as it presented the elderly people with problems.

"We thought cheques were safe but still some of the cheques disappear and it is not easy to trace them. We will go back to using cash to pay the pensioners," said Phasha.
Care-worker diplomas may be ‘worthless’

Watch-dog body to set standards

PROTEA Technical College divisional head Christa Hans has sounded a warning against expensive training sessions for lay care-workers that leave people with nothing but worthless diplomas.

Ms Hans was speaking at a Provincial Department of Labour workshop, where it was decided that a new Western Cape watch-dog body would be founded to address problems associated with lay care-workers.

Ms Hans said people had paid up to R3,000 for 3-month training sessions that left them with “worthless” diplomas.

“They call themselves private institutions and give very bad training. These malpractices need to be addressed,” Ms Hans said at the workshop, which was attended by role-players in the field of lay care-work.

The new body would supervise diplomas and provide protection against fraudsters who offered care training without having the proper education themselves.

Ms Hans said the lack of registration and supervision in health-care training made it easy for fraudsters to conduct their business.

Hjalmar Enderstein, chief training adviser at the Department of Labour, said, “There is a big gap. Nobody is supervising training standards for lay care-workers, whereas other industries do have their own training boards. The Western Cape urgently needs its own watch-dog body.”

St John’s Ambulance, Protea Technical College and the Provincial Department of Labour have, together with a wide range of related organisations, said they recognise the urgent need to co-ordinate their training activities in the fields of:

- Care of the aged;
- Child care and youth development;
- Care of the handicapped; and
- Care of the sick at home.

The new training board — its official name is not yet known — will accredit training institutes and set standards.

Mr Enderstein said: “Trainers should come to us to get their courses accredited with the board and in return we would put a stamp of approval on their diplomas. In this way we can regulate the proliferation of diplomas.”

Another advantage was that a certificate recognised by the board would make it easier for the holder to get the diploma recognised nationally and internationally.

Ms Hans said: “At present, a diploma might not be worth anything to another employer and employees have to start from scratch. We need to ensure the portability of qualification.”

The new board would also have the task to remove barriers between different care professions.

“1f lay care-workers want to change from child care to elderly care in the present system, they have to complete full training without any regard to the knowledge and experience they gathered in their child-care work,” Mr Enderstein said.

“The legacy of the past is a very fragmented training situation. We need to assess what people already know and give them the credit for it.”

The new lay-care body is part of the National Qualifications Framework, which was created as a key element of the Re-construction and Development Programme.

The framework aims to:

- Enable successful learners to progress to higher levels without restrictions;
- Assure training quality by registered accrediting bodies; and
- Assess and credit on-site experience.

Education Foundation statistics showed the necessity of improving training. About 44 percent of the adults in the Western Cape were functionally illiterate.
Low earners to score from new fund

STAFF REPORTER
CT 21/12/95

EMPLOYEES who earn between R250 and R2 500 a month could get an unusual Christmas present from their employer — financial security for life.

These employees can now benefit from a new provident fund if their employers are willing to pay premiums of R30 or more per month.

The Workers' Fund — designed for domestic workers, farm workers and employees of small businesses — has been introduced by the Rural Foundation, said media liaison officer Ms Liesel Koch.

An employer has to sign the contract for an employee to become a member.

After two years, a member may use the fund as security for a loan on a house. The contract is also transferable should a worker change jobs.

The fund provides benefits for death, funeral, disability and retirement. Fedlife is the underwriter, while the Managed Group will do the administration and marketing.

At retirement, a worker can take the benefit as either a lump sum or a monthly pension. With a monthly contribution of R30, an employee who is 30 years old and who works until 65 should get a lump sum of R291 800, if contributions increase by 10% a year, and investment returns are 12% a year.
Little cheer for the aged at Christmas

DENNIS CAVERNELIS
Staff Reporter

TERRORISED by criminals, living on the breadline and abused by their own children, many elderly people find Christmas a far from a joyous time.

"Often, in the middle of the month, I'm left with only loose change," said Sunny Robb, 62, City Bowl resident, of her R410 monthly pension.

She pays R228 rent a month, and about R100 for electricity and telephone, R40 for transport, R14 for weekend newspapers, and R45 for a visit to a private doctor in an emergency.

She said she and other pensioners could not afford fruit and meat — "bread is our staple diet".

Twice a week, Meals on Wheels come around to Mrs Robb, to deliver a meal, which costs R1,50.

Mrs Robb said she was not campaigning for a R1,000 a month pension — "we're just asking for little discounts at the supermarket chains, from Telkom and the electricity department — things to make it a little easier for us".

"There are no buses on Christmas Day. If I wanted to go out to lunch with a friend in Cape Town it would cost us about R100. We'll all be staying home on Christmas (Day)."

Mrs Doreen Napoleon, 60, of Heideveld said: "Every morning when I wake up I check if my furniture is in the house — that's how we live."

Mrs Napoleon said people fought and drank in her neighbourhood and gang violence was rife, "but we can't do anything about it."

"My husband waited five months before he got his pension — it was tough, we have to pay rent and electricity and buy food, and there's nothing over. We can't depend on our children to help us, they have families of their own."

"It's hard to get by on R410 a month."

"People say a telephone is a luxury, but I can't travel to my children in Mitchell's Plain."

Mavis Florence of Belgravia Estate said she could not afford a telephone, "and new clothes I can forget about."

She "can't manage to come through" with rent, groceries and other necessities on her pension.

Clara Coert, also of Belgravia Estate, said: "What the elderly want is love, attention and care. They come here (to the senior centre) to listen to each other's stories and to take their minds off bereavement, so they don't have to sit at home alone."

"There should be more of these centres especially in high-crime areas, where the youngsters could maybe speak to the elderly."

Guguletu pensioners said they were ripped off by hawkers near the pension pay points, abused by their own children and families and terrorised by criminals.

"Our own children are taking our pension money," said Nelson Rondo.

"There is no security when we collect our pension," people are robbed and pickpocketed, hawkers entice people to buy their goods and give them the wrong change," he said.

The Guguletu Senior Centre needs sponsorship for food, or food at a reduced cost. If you can help, contact Mary Sill at the centre at ☎️ 637 4402.
Public servants reject pensions shake-up

Pretoria Correspondent

An official study of pension benefits has urged a shake-up of government retirement arrangements which it found to be about 20% better than those in the private sector.

Among its recommendations is a call for a fresh look at the practice of basing public servants' pensions on salary at the date of retirement.

But the findings drew immediate fire from the Public Servants' Association. Executive director Casper van Rensburg said the association rejected the recommendations of the Smith Committee on Strategy and Policy Review of Retirement Provision in South Africa.

The report is clearly employer-inclined and shows a total disregard for the benefits to public servants, he said.

Among the recommendations were that benefits for public servants be renegotiated to allow members who resigned to transfer their actuarial interest to private pension funds; that the Government reassess its current funding policy; and that pensions of state employees who were deprived of benefits in the previous political dispensation be addressed.

Van Rensburg said the PSA was not at all behind the committee, which, when considered with the findings of the Katz Commission on taxation, would erode pension benefits.

The intention of this committee was to attack public servants' benefits and to reduce state contribution to public servant pension funds, he said.

He said recommendations concerning higher resignation benefits would have the effect of decreasing death and retirement benefits for public servants.
Probe aims to ease govt pension burden

Greta Steyn

THE Smith committee, appointed by government to review SA’s retirement provision policy, has recommended sweeping changes which should alleviate the huge burden on government to care for the aged.

The committee, appointed in June by Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg, handed its report to Liebenberg before the weekend. It recommended ways to make state assistance more effective, and proposed ways to encourage people to provide for themselves and make better use of private pensions. It also suggested major changes to the benefits enjoyed by civil servants.

These recommendations could be resisted by public sector trade unions.

As some of the issues raised in the report are controversial, the committee also recommended that a representative forum on national retirement provision be established. It said public acceptance of retirement policy was a precondition of its success.

The report said that the present annual old age grant, which cost the state about R8bn, was an effective part of poverty relief. But the application of the means test needed to be reviewed, as it was applied inconsistently and was open to abuse. It suggested that the value of an applicant’s house no longer be excluded from the test.

The report recommended urgent steps be taken to tighten up administration of the old age assistance, as fraud was widespread. Savings of up to R1,3bn a year could be achieved by setting up a national social grants register and computerising payments.

A major focus of the report is on pension arrangements.

Pensions

Continued from Page 1

making the private provision of pensions work well to lessen the state’s burden. But it stopped short of calling for compulsory provision by all working people, saying the issue could be put on the national forum’s agenda.

It recommended that all funds be required to provide members who withdraw before retirement with the option to transfer their full accrued assets to another fund where they would be preserved until retirement. Unreasonably low cash benefits were often paid on withdrawal — an issue which the national forum would have to consider.

The report recommended partial compulsory preservation of pension benefits in exchange for greater access to loans against pensions. Members often wanted to borrow from their pension funds for housing. As a precondition to enhancing these loan facilities, members should be compelled to preserve part of their pensions accumulated in the fund and have no access to the money until retirement.

With a view to reaching employees of smaller businesses and the self-employed, the committee recommended that more industry and umbrella funds be created. Pooled arrangements should be encouraged, and people should be allowed to contribute to them on an irregular and ad hoc basis.

The report suggested that government use a subsidy to encourage people with low benefits to select pension incomes for life rather than a lump sum. The retirement enhancement would be paid by the retirement fund, which would offset it against income tax due.

As such a move would reduce the number of people qualifying for a full old age grant, there should be no effect on additional pension cost to the fiscus.

For public servants, the committee suggested an entirely new approach. It proposed an entirely new approach. It suggested that the use of the official’s last day’s salary as a basis for his pension payment be scrapped, and replaced with his average over the previous two years.

Government also had to rethink the level of benefits to civil servants, which was about 30% better than those provided for by other large employers. Such a move would free up funds for better salaries. It also recommended that “reasonable and affordable” retrenchment packages be negotiated.

On the under-funding of government pension funds, the committee suggested that the agreement between the trade unions and government be reconsidered. In terms of the agreement, government will ensure that the funding level rises to 75% from the present 60%. It said government should consider retaining partial funding as a principle. The present level of funding was not unreasonable, as the pension benefits of members who had reached 60 had been covered.
Proposals to trim public servants' pensions

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

PRETORIA: Retirement packages for public servants are worth about 20% more than the norm in the private sector, says the Smith Committee on Strategy and Policy Review of Retirement Provision in South Africa.

The committee recommends that some of the benefits should be renegotiated.

Among these is the practice of basing a public servant's retirement benefits on his or her salary at the date of retirement.

The committee recommends replacing this with the member's average salary in the last 24 months of service.

It said the present practice was financially unsound because it was costly and allowed the temptation to promote a long-serving public servant just before retirement. It also led to anomalies because the employee who retired shortly before a general salary increase received a much lower pension benefit than a colleague who retired shortly after the rise.

Another benefit that the committee said was out of line with the private sector was the payment of a gratuity in addition to a pension.

The committee recommended:
- Introducing an appropriate transfer value for actuarial interest so that members who resigned could choose to transfer this to a private sector fund;
- The introduction of an early retirement benefit from age 55;
- Changing the retirement benefit so it was fair and affordable.
- Recognising retirement arrangements as part of the overall pay package;
- Addressing the reasonable expectations of temporary staff who were denied pension benefits under the previous government;
- That the government reassess the funding policy;
- The formation of a Government Employees' Pension Fund Investment Policy Committee;
- The review of the policies of many other funds — mainly for local authority, semi-government and recently commercialised enterprises.
- Establishing a statutory body, separate from the state and responsible to the trustees of pension funds, to administer these funds.
CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS TO BE IMPOSED

Special benefits planned for activists against old regime

A NEW BILL envisages paying pensions to former office-bearers and activists against apartheid on a par with pension benefits paid to political office-bearers and officials under the previous government. BARRY STREEK reports.

SPECIAL pensions for members of formerly banned organisations, provided for in a new bill, will be restricted to full-time office-bearers, officials, people banned for more than five years and people jailed for more than five years for political activities.

The Special Pensions Bill, published in the Government Gazette at the weekend, provides that spouses of deceased beneficiaries will also be entitled to pensions.

Only South Africans or people entitled to South African citizenship who are over 40 will be eligible. Full pensions will only be paid to people over 60.

The preamble to the bill says the measure provides for the payment of special pensions to people "who have served the public interest in the establishment of a democratic constitutional order".

The bill also provides that beneficiaries will benefit on the similar terms to those of elected political office-bearers and state functionaries under the previous regime.

Due regard will, however, be given to affordability.

The payment of special pensions is in line with the government's recent decision to award medals to uMkhonto weSizwe (MK) and Azanian Peoples Liberation Army (Apla) veterans.

The administration of the new scheme will be vested in a three-member special pensions board, to be appointed by the Minister of Finance in consultation with the President.

This board will decide on the level of pensions to be paid to ANC, PAC, MK and Apla veterans and bring the pensions in line with those paid to officials in the government and the former homelands.

In each case it will decide what would have been an appropriate salary, comparable to the salary payable to office-bearers and functionaries under the previous regime, and the period of service that would have been applicable.

The bill says this will be assessed in terms of a schedule, but the schedule has not yet been published.

The bill defines an officer of a political organisation as "a person working in bona fide full-time capacity for the political organisation or an active full-time serving member of the political organisation".

It defines an office-bearer as a member of the governing or executive body of a formerly banned political organisation that existed for five years or more.

Benefits can be paid to eligible people of any age who suffered permanent disability.

The benefits can also be paid to more than one surviving spouse of a beneficiary, provided the total amount paid does not exceed the amount that would have been paid to a single surviving spouse.

The bill is expected to be tabled in Parliament early next year.
Pretoria: A computerised payment system — and the accompanying controls — for old age assistance could result in savings of between R800 million and R1 200m a year, according to the Smith Committee on Strategy and Policy Review of Retirement Provision in South Africa.

It has recommended that such a system be installed with all haste, adding that effective management, administration and payment systems, were a key to the continued affordability of the old age assistance system.
The Argus Correspondent
PRETORIA. — An official study of pension benefits has urged a shake-up of government retirement arrangements, which it found to be about 20 percent better than those in the private sector.
Among its recommendations is a call for a fresh look at the practice of basing public servants’ pensions on salary at the date of retirement.
The findings drew immediate fire from the Public Servants’ Association, Executive director Casper van Rensburg said the association totally rejected the recommendations.
He said the Smith Committee report was clearly employer-inclined and showed a total disregard for the benefits to public servants.
The committee said the practice of basing a public servant’s retirement benefits on his or her salary at the date of retirement should be renegotiated.
It recommended replacing the last-day salary definition with the member’s average salary during the last 24 months.
The committee said the practice was unfair to those who retired just before a general increase, and could lead to promotions just prior to retirement.
It was financially unsound because it:
• Was costly;
• Led to anomalies because those who happened to retire shortly before a general salary increase got lower pension benefits than colleagues who retired shortly after the date of such an increase; and
• There could be a tendency to promote a long-serving public servant shortly before retirement, leading to higher retirement benefits.
Another benefit the committee said was out of line with private-sector norms was the practice whereby a gratuity was paid in addition to a pension at retirement.
With regard to the renegotiation of benefits, the committee also recommended:
• The introduction of an appropriate transfer value on resignation whereby members could elect to transfer their actuarial interest to another (private-sector) retirement fund;
• The introduction of an early-retirement benefit as an option for the member from age 55 onwards; and
• Changing the retrenchment benefit to one that is both fair and affordable.
Other recommendations by the committee included:
• Formally recognising the retirement arrangements of public servants as part of the overall remuneration package;
• Addressing the reasonable expectations of those state employees — temporary employees — who were deprived of fund membership benefits in the previous political dispensation;
• That the government reassess the current funding policy and examine the options and negotiate any change with members at an appropriate time;
• The formation of a Government Employees’ Pension Fund Investment Policy Committee, and
• That the many other funds — mainly for local authority, semi-government and recently commercialised enterprises — which had benefits similar to the fund for public servants, also be made subject to a policy review and consideration be given to making changes similar to those recommended for the Government Service Pension Fund.
Mr Van Rensburg said the PSA was not at all behind the committee, which, when considered with the findings of the Katz Commission on taxation, would completely erode pension benefits.
He said the Smith Committee’s findings could be considered at this stage because of the current negotiations to rationalise the 10 public servant pension funds into one.
All matters of public servants’ pensions should be dealt with within the formal negotiation structures already established, he said.
Recycled senior citizens?

Care of the aged is a priority for next year with a multi-sectoral thinktank thrashing out a new approach.

ADELE BAILEY
Staff Reporter

A RADICAL new approach to caring for the aged intends re-integrating senior citizens into society and making state institutions a luxury of the past.

Children will have to take greater responsibility for their elderly parents and only the very frail and those from destitute families will be catered for in government-subsidised homes.

A special set of criteria based on sound research will determine who will be admitted to institutions. The remaining state old-age homes, most of which are in white areas, will be converted into housing complexes.

Plans on the table of the National Welfare Ministry for 1996 include a multi-sectoral approach to the aged, involving the adequate provision of housing, health, transport, nutrition and security for the aged in the communities from which they come.

National Council for the Aged director Sid Eckley says: "Many organisations are unnecessarily scared of cutbacks. The government will never renege on its responsibility to the very poor and the very frail."

"It will, however, cut back on subsidies for those institutions which have taken in people who are not so frail and who have an income in the region of R1,300 a month."

"Research has shown that many people currently in institutions should not be there. Care has been concentrated on a minority whose families are in a better position to look after them."

Mr Eckley represents the aged on a committee appointed by National Welfare Minister Abe Williams to prioritise welfare funding for the next financial year and to look for short- and long-term solutions to problems.

The committee comprises representatives from all provinces and includes interest groups such as churches, NGOs and welfare and development discussion groups. It was set up amid complaints about the lack of progress welfare has made in moving towards transformation goals.

"High on the agenda are the inequities characterising the welfare system with children's homes, homes for alcoholics, and the aged still being run on racial lines," Mr Eckley said.

Western Cape Health and Welfare Minister Ibrahim Rasool recently called for a reappraisal of funds to old-age homes which saw the lion's share of an R60 million budget being allocated to white homes in the past financial year.

As much as 60 percent of the budget went to 114 white homes and 20 percent was shared between 24 coloured and three black homes, he said.

The minister has said that while no one would be evicted from homes, the onus was on white institutions to begin an integration policy urgently.

Mr Eckley agrees: "Too much money goes to white institutional care and the critical question is why the money is not going to coloured or black homes and why people from these areas are not going to these institutions."

Research was being completed by the University of Cape Town for new assessment criteria and procedures that will ensure that only those that need constant nursing care are admitted to subsidised institutions.

The evaluation process for admission would be conducted autonomously without the institution deciding on the merits of the case.

Mr Eckley said the thrust of care would change: "Instead of putting people in institutions, services need to be provided to them. It is critical that health, housing, transport, security and nutrition for the aged be addressed as a whole."

"Primary healthcare facilities need to be accessed freely, not only by the elderly but children under the age of six but by the aged as well."

Neglect and abuse of the elderly by relatives and others needed to be checked and a hotline for the aged with a toll-free number was being planned to assist old people.

"The office of the public protector needs to be expanded to protect the elderly," he said.

Maintenance laws offered protection for elderly, but instead of using the legal route in an already overburdened justice system, Mr Eckley believed education involving caring for the aged was more important.

"We need to restructure care institutions and work on how to get this care to the consumer. The government is taking the situation seriously."

Mr Eckley said the welfare sector organisations and churches who run institutions had to make themselves more acceptable to the majority by changing their top executive which needed to be a representative body of management.

There needed to be a policy of affirmative action.

"Many institutions are still run by whites and they need to be more reflective of South African society."

There had been an increase in fees of up to R400 a month for people who needed round-the-clock care.

"It's either an attempt to keep the homes lily white or to survive the onslaught of cutbacks in subsidies. I believe it is the correct route to take."

"Those families that can must pay. But it's unfair to ask this amount from those who do not have families."

Mr Eckley said white institutions had not tried to reach across old divides by giving their residents access to old people of colour. This, he believes, would result in less uncertainty and fear.

In a successful initiative Mr Eckley said old people were being housed into the townships where they were meeting people of similar ages and getting to know them.
More caring approach aims to give aged a chance to lead

By ADELE BALETA

Cape Town - A new approach to caring for the aged intends to integrate senior citizens into society and make state institutions a thing of the past.

Children will have to take greater responsibility for their elderly parents, and only the extremely frail and those from destitute families will be catered for in government-subsidised homes.

A special set of criteria will determine who will be admitted to these institutions. The remaining state-old age homes, most of which are located in white areas, will be converted into housing complexes.

The Welfare Ministry is working on plans to provide adequate housing, health, transport, nutrition and security for the aged in the community from which they come.

National Council for the Aged director Sid Eckley said this week: "Many organisations are unnecessarily scared of cutbacks. The Government will never renego on its responsibility to the very poor and the very frail."

"It will, however, cut back on subsidies for those institutions which have taken in people who are not so frail and who have an income in the region of R1-300 a month."

Research shows that many of those currently in institutions should not be there. Care has been consensurised on a minority whose families are in a 'better' position to look after them," Eckley said.

He warned: "High on the agenda are the inequalities characterising the welfare system with children's homes and homes for alcoholics and the aged still being run on racial lines."

Western Cape Health and Welfare MEC Ibrahim Rasool recently called for a reappraisal of funds to old-age homes which saw the lion's share of an R50-million budget being allocated to white homes in the past financial year.

As much as 80% of the budget went to 114 white homes and 20% was shared between 24 coloured and three black homes.

Rasool said that no one would be evicted from homes, however - the onus was on white institutions to begin an integration policy urgently.

Research was being completed by the University of Cape Town for a new assessment criteria and procedures which would ensure that only those who needed constant nursing care were admitted to subsidised institutions.

The evaluation process for admission would be conducted autonomously without the institution deciding on the merits.

Neglect and abuse of the elderly by relatives and others needed to be checked and a helpline for the aged with a toll-free number was being planned.

"We need to restructure care institutions and work on how to get this care to the consumer," Eckley said.

"The Government is taking the situation seriously and we have already had two meetings, with another scheduled soon."

He added that welfare organisations and churches running institu-
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Marcus backs retirement funds taxation

BY Llewellyn Jones

Johannesburg — South Africa's powerful parliamentary joint standing committee on finance yesterday threw its weight behind proposals to impose a 30 percent tax on the interest, rental and trading income of retirement funds.

It is estimated this could raise up to R3.5 billion a year.

The committee, reporting on hearings last week into the findings of the Katz commission on changes to the country's tax regime, also roundly endorsed a string of Katz recommendations on the treatment of corporate tax, which had been welcomed by industry.

Voicing its support for the imposition of a tax regime on retirement funds, the committee acknowledged the sharp differences of opinion that had occurred during the hearings and said all detailed submissions would be sent to the finance ministry along with the committee's report.

It also endorsed the commission's proposal that pension and provident funds be treated equally and that different forms of saving should be tax neutral.

The committee rejected evidence placed before them calling for a postponement of any decision on retirement fund taxation until the Smith committee report on the retirement industry had been fully discussed and there was clarity on government policy towards retirement in general.

The committee's chairman, Gil Marcus, told a news conference that he had led the door open for implementation of the Katz proposals on retirement funds during the fiscal year beginning April 1.

Marcus said the final decision would have to be taken by the government.

"I would certainly say it's possible that it could in fact be effective in the next financial year.

"I certainly wouldn't want to close that door ... I don't see why it should be ruled out," she said.

The committee's report said that attempts to delay implementation would lengthen the period of uncertainty in a situation in which there was an urgent need for clarity and certainty.

There would be no guarantee that delay would lead to any greater consensus in circumstances in which powerful vested interests were at stake.

The committee recommends that government take an early decision on certain broad matters of principle, and simultaneously announce procedures for further negotiation on matters of detail.

Backers for the Katz proposals on company taxes: Marcus's committee agreed that:

□ It would be unwise to introduce a capital gains tax until tax administration had been improved, but said the present weak state of inland revenue should not be used to justify not imposing the tax;
□ The secondary tax on companies should be substantially reduced. It said the tax should be retained for the time being although levels could be reconsidered;
□ The marketable securities tax should be abolished, but warned that this decision should be "determined by budgetary constraints."
Confusion as W Cape pensioners re-register

ROGER FRIEDMAN
Provincial Affairs Reporter

THE re-registration of old age and disability pensioners is under way — but not without some confusion.

Western Cape Democratic Party leader Hennie Bester said party offices had been "inundated with complaints and requests" from people who had been unable to re-register in terms of the programme being undertaken by the welfare department and a private payout company, Nisec.

The creation of a new data base was necessitated by large-scale fraud. There are more than 300 000 monthly pension payouts in the Western Cape.

Mr Bester said logistical problems had arisen in the re-registration process "due to lack of sufficient notification and publicity of dates".

This had caused "gross inconvenience" to pensioners, with many not being able to re-register at places allocated for the purpose in their areas.

Mr Bester said pensioners experiencing difficulties should call the Nisec helpline at 948 3131 or the DP at 45 1419 (provincial office), 434 3252 (Sea Point), 633 6721 (southern suburbs) or 782 3127 (Simon's Town).
Retirement funds best bet to fight inflation — survey

Adrienne Gilliomee

SA's retirement fund industry managed assets with a total value of R184.5bn in the year to December, with almost two thirds invested in the equity market.

Figures from independent consultants and actuaries Jacques Malan & Associates show 62.3% of the retirement funds opted for equities, while 23.5% were invested in fixed interest instruments, 7% in cash and 6.2% in property.

The returns provided by the survey are for lump sums invested at the beginning of each period and represent gross returns before investment charges.

The survey showed that the average return of the retirement funds outperformed the inflation rate over all periods ranging from one year to 10 years. Over a year, the average return was 17.5% against an inflation of 6.9%. Over 10 years, the funds yielded an average return of 22.3% against inflation of 12.7%.

January was the worst month for the industry, with fund managers posting an average return of -7.4%. They turned in their best performance in December, yielding an average return of 4.2%. There were also other good monthly returns recorded in September (3.1%), in October (3.3%) and in November (2.8%).

Among the individual funds, Old Mutual's segregated fund captured 15.1% of the retirement fund market, or R18.7bn, posting a 16.7% return over one year and a 24% return in three years.

Liberty Asset Management handled 13.6% or R16.9bn of the market, while Sanlam's focus fund managed 13.5% or R15.6bn.

The best performing retirement fund last year was AA Life's BoE investors fund, with a 25% return. It was placed second during three years, with a 33.4% return.

Over a three-year period, Norwich Life produced the best results with a 33.8% return, compared with an average return from retirement funds during that period of 24.1%.

Investec's segregated fund yielded the best return since 1991, notching up a return of 25.7%. This compared favourably with an average industry rate of 22% and an inflation rate of 10.4% for the same period.

Sanlam's 200 plus fund recorded a 25.7% return in 10 years, almost double the inflation rate for that same period. Syfrets was second with a 25.2% return.

Old Mutual launched a set of five new profile portfolios at the end of 1994, with returns ranging from 18.3% for the Old Mutual balanced fund to 21.2% for the Old Mutual growth fund.

Annual fees charged by fund managers averaged at 0.4%, or R4.8m of portfolio market value.
Pension funding plan slated

Greta Šteyn

PUBLIC Servants' Association GM Casper van Rensburg has slated plans to investigate the possibility of slashing government's deficit by radically changing the way in which the public service's pension fund is funded.

The parliamentary finance committee proposed last week that a "pay as you go" system should be investigated urgently.

The system means that pensions would be paid out of revenue, rather than out of a fund which provides for future liabilities.

The committee said it had heard evidence that such a move could dramatically reduce public debt service and the budget deficit.

The call was also made by the Smith committee, whose report on retirement provision was released late in December. If a change to "pay as you go" proved unacceptable, the committee recommended that moves to top up the pension funds be reviewed, as they appeared to have reached an adequate funding level already.

Van Rensburg said it was obvious that government hoped to solve its fiscal problems by using the pension funds, but this could not happen without negotiations.

He said a "pay as you go" system might have short-term benefits for government finance, but created a massive problem for future generations.

"SA is not a rich European country that can afford this kind of system.

"The chickens will come home to roost if adequate provision is not made for future pensions."

He said the state should be happy with the fact that it had cheap funding from its pension funds investing in government stock.

Van Rensburg did not, however, rule out accepting the present level of funding of the pension funds, of about 60%, as adequate.

The Smith committee has expressed its concern over the agreement government reached with unions to increase the funding level to about 75%.

The committee recommended that the state and its unions reconsider the agreement "in its entirety".
Pensioner body slams tax plan

National representation called for

**Business Editor**

THE 30 000-member Association of Retired Persons and Pensioners has slammed proposals to tax the income of retirement funds, calling for a national forum on retirement provision.

In a strongly worded statement, the Association's chairman, John Visser, criticised the Katz Commission's proposal to impose a 30 percent tax on interest and rental income of funds.

By reducing profits on investments, he said, a tax on pension fund income would make it harder for funds to finance cost-of-living increases for pensioners.

"Equally disquieting will be the temptation for trustees to increase the proportion of equity in the investment spread, with its attendant risk," Mr Visser said.

"As companies may not be able to maintain prospective pension benefits for employees at the present rate of contribution, inevitably the pension fund will be meeting the cost, again at the expense of pension increases or the improvement of pension benefits."

Only about 30 percent of pension funds paid benefits that keep pace with inflation, Mr Visser said.

In other funds, profits from investments were used to finance retrenchment programmes or other benefits for existing employees at the expense of pensioners.

Pensioners wanted full cost-of-living increases to be enforceable by law, he said, subject only to affordability and the maintenance of a reasonable reserve in the fund.

Pensioners also wanted equal representation on boards of trustees, instead of just one representative, "which is hardly equitable on larger boards of trustees".

Mr Visser said pensioners should organise themselves into a national body that could represent their interests to the Registrar of Pension Funds, parliamentary standing committees and commissions set up by the government.

"It is not sufficient to rely on well-meaning bodies such as Cosatu, the Life Offices Association or Sacob to represent pensioners' interests," he said. "Pensioners must also speak out for themselves and forcefully so.

"We want a national forum on retirement provision as recommended in the Mouton Report... This is long overdue."

"Mr Visser said retirement fund members numbered 9,3 million, of whom 1,2 million received pensions. "An organised voice of such numbers cannot be disregarded by the politicians if they want their votes and by the captains of industry if they want them to buy their products."
Special pensions will cost R250-m

Political Correspondent

THE special pensions to be paid to former freedom fighters and exiles will cost between R200 million and R250 million a year, Alec Erwin, Deputy Minister of Finance, said today.

The Special Pensions Bill, which is under discussion by the parliamentary finance committee, aims to provide for former activists who "served the public interest in the establishment of a democratic constitutional order".

The plan for the pensions is in line with the government's controversial decision to award SANDF medals to former Umkhonto we Sizwe and Aplas soldiers.

Mr Erwin told a Press briefing the bill was still being "fine-tuned".

Hearings on the bill by the parliamentary joint standing committee on finance will start in a few days' time.

Financing options were being examined, Mr Erwin said.

The bill would benefit those who had worked hard during the liberation struggle, many of whom were now in dire financial straits.

New legislation on the government procurement process would be introduced by July, Mr Erwin said.

Meanwhile, new legislation against money-laundering is in the pipeline, Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg announced. Current legislation was ineffective, he told the Press briefing.
Transnet warns of strike over fund

Thousands of Transnet workers would embark on a strike and bring transport services to a halt if the Government meddled in their R20-billion pension fund, SA Footplate Association general secretary Chris de Vos said yesterday.

If the Government meddled with the R20-billion of members' money, they would embark on an unprecedented strike that would cripple the country's major transport services.

De Vos said trustees of the Transnet Pension Fund had sought an urgent meeting with Minister of Public Enterprises Stella Sigcau and Minister of Finance Chris Liebenberg to get clarity on plans to restructure the pension fund.

"It is time that the Government decided whether the fund is a state pension fund or not. It is not acceptable that they interfere when it suits them. The money in the fund belongs to the members, and the Government must stay out of it," De Vos said.

The Government says it wants to restructure the fund because it is fraught with racial distortions.
Capacity to administer pensions 'inadequate'

Samantha Sharpe

CAPE TOWN — Public and private pension fund administrative systems were inadequate for the successful implementation of either the Katz or Smith proposals, Smith committee secretary Reg Munro said yesterday.

Speaking at the Pension Lawyers Conference, Munro said that until the administrative aspects of SA retirement provision had been attended to, any proposals were in danger of losing their significance. Media comment to date had focused on the perceived differences between the Smith and Katz recommendations. However, the two could work in tandem to create a "new world" of retirement provision.

The state's financial burden was increasing with the number of old age grants rising 54% to 1.7 million in the five years to 1995, while their annual cost soared 180% to R2bn over the same period.

Moves to stop the drain on the state would include drawing more individuals, particularly low income earners, into personal retirement provision and encouraging fewer people to withdraw their pension savings before retirement.

"Taken together, the proposals — with significant changes at the detail level — might be able to support these objectives," Munro said. There would also have to be greater certainty as to whether lump sums or pensions were preferred and to what extent.
Pensions bill won't discriminate against Askaris

By MXOLISI MGXASHE

Cape Town – The Special Pensions Bill to be passed in Parliament this session does not discriminate against former freedom fighters who defected to the Askari counter-insurgency.

However, the fate of scores of former participants in this SANDF-created hit-squad group is hanging in the balance.

In the spirit of the national reconciliation policies of the Government of National Unity, the "struggle" Bill aims to provide for former activists who "served the public interest in the establishment of a democratic constitutional order".

In the case of people who were either executed by the apartheid government, or killed while in combat with the SANDF or who died in exile in the course of their active involvement in the struggle against apartheid, their dependants will have the right to make claims.

The feeling among people officially connected with this process is that distinction should be made between the time which defectors had spent as genuine participants of the liberation movements, and the time they spent attached to the SANDF in its struggle against "terrorism".

If this distinction is made, former Askari forces would be able to get part of the pension that would have been due to them if they had remained with the liberation movements.

But the representatives of the former liberation movements in the steering committee appear determined to have these "traitors" excluded from the deal.

Another contentious issue in the Bill is its restrictive requirement that beneficiaries should have been in prison for no less than five years and not more than 16.

Kheke Nhulza, who serves on the steering committee, said: "I was among the very first persons to go to prison for political reasons. I was sentenced to three and a half years in 1961. I have never been able to work since my release from prison in 1963, when I had to leave for exile where I worked throughout until I returned in 1982 for the PAC."

"Are you going to tell me I will not qualify for this pension because I did less than five years in jail? These are some of the things the PAC is confronting very seriously with the bill as it stands, and we have already submitted our observations and recommendations."

Nhulza said the movement had rejected prospects of the former Askaris benefiting from the pension.

"We discussed this issue sometime last year and our resolution was unanimous, with the ANC and the other groups, that people who joined enemy ranks and went about the streets assassinating our comrades could not now turn around and claim benefits meant for the true combatants."

"In any case, the Askaris were paid quite handsomely by the apartheid regime for carrying out its dirty work," Nhulza added.

In Cape Town alone, 2,000 former activists or relatives of those who were either slain in combat or executed by the former government have already filled in forms.

They include members of MK and APLA who are now with the SANDF and are lining up in their uniforms to fill in the forms in a spacious office in Cape Town.

In the Eastern Cape, 1,000 applications and in Gauteng more than 4,000 have been received.
The special “struggle” pensions, which will cost between R200 million and R250 million a year, have raised controversy among former freedom fighters and exiles.

Mxolisi Mgxashe
Staff Reporter

The Special Pensions Bill due to be passed in parliament this session has caused controversy among former freedom fighters who took part in the struggle against apartheid and whom the law is designed to benefit.

The bill makes no distinction between former freedom fighters who remained loyal to the liberation movement and those so-called ‘Askaris’ who defected to a counter-insurgency unit.

With the imminent passing of the controversial bill, the fate of scores of former participants in this SADF-created hit-squad group is hanging in the balance.

In the spirit of the government’s policies of national reconciliation, the “struggle” bill aims to provide for former activists who “served the public interest in the establishment of a democratic constitutional order”.

In the case of those who were either executed by the apartheid regime, or killed while in combat with the SADF or who died in exile in the course of their active involvement in the struggle against apartheid, their dependants will have the right to make claims.

The feeling among people officially connected with this process is that a distinction should be made between the time defectors spent as genuine members of the liberation movements and the time they spent attached to the SADF in its war against “terrorism”.

If this distinction is made, former Askaris would be able to receive part of the pension that would have been due to them had they remained with the liberation movements.

But, steering committee representatives of the former liberation movements appear determined to exclude “these traitors” from the deal.

This and other issues that have stirred controversy and dissatisfaction among veteran activists, have prompted parliament’s joint standing committee on finance to place advertisements in newspapers country-wide calling for public comment on the Special Pensions Bill.

Another contentious issue in the bill is its restrictive requirement that beneficiaries should have been in prison for no less than five years and not more than 15 years ago.

Steering committee member Keke Nkula said: “I was among the first to go to prison for political reasons. I was sentenced to three and not five years’ prison in 1960.

“I have not been able to work since my release from prison in 1963 when I had to go into exile and when I worked until I returned in 1992 for the PAC.

“Are you going to tell me I will not qualify for this pension because I did less than five years in jail?”

“These are some of the issues the PAC is seriously contending with the bill as it stands, and we have already submitted our observations and recommendations.”

Trevor Wentzel, national co-ordinator for the disbursment of the allocated R300 million a year in pensions for freedom fighters, said his task and that of the nine provincial co-ordinators was to gather as much information as possible on the activists – living or dead.

The information was then passed to the office of Deputy Minister for Finance, Alec Oifwen and the authors of the bill, who would establish a board to sift through all the applications to consider those who had valid applications.

“It is this board, as far as I know, which will make the final decision on the thousands of applications that has been filed since last month.

“Even cases of former ‘Askaris’ will be finalized by a board. We are not the investigators and co-ordinators here, we are the ones doing the work.”

But, Mr Nkula said the movement had rejected prospects of the form ‘Askaris’ benefiting from the pensions.

“We discussed this issue in a workshop sometime last year and our resolution was unanimous with the ANC and other groups that people who joined even ranks and went about the streets assinating our comrades could not not turn around and claim benefits meant for the true combatants.

“In any case, the ‘Askaris’ were paid...
Bill sparks row

Project proposed law which will benefit turncoats

The information was then passed to the office of Deputy Minister for Finance, Alec Olwen, and the authors of the bill, who would establish a board to sift through all the applications to consider those who had valid applications.

"It is this board, as far as I know, which will make the final decision on all the thousands of applications that have been filed since last month.

"Even cases of former 'Askaris' will be finalised by the board. We are only the facilitators and co-ordinators here," said Mr. Wentzel.

But Mr. Nkula said the movements had rejected prospects of the former 'Askaris' benefiting from the pensions.

"We discussed this issue in a workshop sometime last year and our resolution was unanimous with the ANC and other groups that people who joined enemy ranks and went about the streets assassinating our comrades could not now turn around and claim benefits meant for the true combatants."

"In any case, the 'Askaris' were paid quite handsomely by the apartheid regime for carrying out its dirty work, and our comrades have had nothing and most are now destitute, sick, with nowhere to go," said Mr Nkula.

"In Cape Town alone, about 2,000 former activists and their relatives already had filed applications.

They included members of MK and Apia who are now with the SANDF and were living up in their uniforms to file applications in a spacious office in Cape Town.

About 1,200 applications in the Eastern Cape and over 4,000 applications in Gauteng had been received.

No information could be obtained from other provinces.

Among the relatives and dependents of deceased freedom fighters who made inquiries at the Western Cape office this week was a 29-year-old woman, Hombisa Maseti, who was three years old when her father, Nkosana Rosebury Maseti was hanged on September 26, 1967 for activities connected with the then militant wing of the PAC, Pogo.

"We are four in the family. Our mother, who was a school teacher in Port Elizabeth, raised us single-handedly and sent us to school.

"She managed to put away some money and her employee's benefits continued to see us through school long after she died in 1974," said Ms. Maseti.

When she called at the Western Cape provincial offices of the pension scheme this week, Ms. Maseti did not have much information about her father.

All she knew was what she and her two brothers and sister could remember from stories her mother used to tell them about their father.

"I still remember, for instance, the story about the pain my mother went through when Daddy was hanged. She had to buy his corpse from the prison authorities for R4 in order to give him a decent burial at the Rebecca Cemetery in Pretoria."
'Overall' pension-fund performance deceptive

IT\'S not how well your pension-fund manager shows up in industry surveys that counts but how well he performs with your retirement money.

The latest Survey of Retirement Fund Investment Managers from Alexander Forbes, South Africa\'s leading retirement-fund consultants, shows a wide disparity in the performance of individual retirement funds as compared to the published overall performances of fund-management houses.

The survey shows wide spreads across a portfolio of retirement funds managed by a common management company, but also across the industry.

Calculated from the average annual performance over three years, the smallest range of returns was achieved by RMB Asset Management at 6%. The fund achieved an average annual return of 24.9%, so broadly speaking, the top fund could have made 28% and the worst performer 22%.

At the other extreme, Board of Executives achieved an average return of 24.3% but the range of returns was 17%. In short, some funds managed by BofE did very well and others performed appallingly.

The returns ranged from Standard Corporate and Merchant Bank\'s low of 19.5% (range 14.2%) to AGIC\'s 38.8% (range 15.1%).

"Trustees often feel particularly aggrieved when their portfolio achieves outstanding results but not for their own retirement fund," notes John Hayward, senior director at Alexander Forbes.

Mr Hayward adds that although fund managers know about the dissatisfaction, they have not been successful in alleviating the problem for two reasons.

"Firstly, to attract and retain top portfolio managers, some asset-management organisations find it desirable to give the portfolio manager a degree of latitude to depart from the house view on overall asset allocation and individual shareholdings. Secondly, the nature of the share market is such that even a relatively small difference in individual holdings can have a marked effect and it is often hard to obtain a sufficiently large line of the less-traded shares to satisfy all the portfolios."

He quotes the example of being invested either in Trans-Natal or Rand Mines in 1994: Trans-Natal returned 134%, but the much smaller alternative coal investment Rand Mines made 238%. This is enough materially to affect the overall return.

The survey also notes that aligning new portfolios takes time in an illiquid market.

Managers with a more aggressive style like to vary their stock selection and will tend to have more difficulty aligning individual-portfolio returns than do the passive managers who seldom sell or existing holdings.

Trustees should do more than feel aggrieved at getting a raw deal. They should vote with their feet and move their money elsewhere.
Talks held over ‘pensions tax’

Samantha Sharpe

CAPE TOWN — Fears that the Katz commission’s controversial pension tax proposals would be introduced in the 1996/97 Budget had prompted a special meeting between inland revenue and the finance ministry to try to resolve the administrative implications of the new taxes, industry sources said at the weekend.

While Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg last week expressed reservations about the new taxes on pensions mooted in the Katz report, the parliamentary standing committee on finance has come out in support of the tax proposals.

However, sources said the current state of inland revenue, which is being merged with customs and excise to create a more effective tax administration, could make it difficult to implement the Katz proposals.

These included the introduction of a 30% tax on pension funds’ interest, rental and other trading income.

Inland Revenue Commissioner Trevor van Heerden confirmed at the weekend that he had met with Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg, the Financial Services Board, Katz commission chairman Michael Katz and industry members on Friday to discuss possible legislative amendments arising from the 1996/97 Budget.

However, while these included administrative details linked to the Katz proposals, “it was one of only a number of issues under the spotlight”, Van Heerden said.

He said the commission’s call for a 30% tax on pension funds’ interest, rental and other trading income would not provide administrative difficulties for the revenue department if implemented in the Budget this year.

“There are only 14 000 funds that have to be taxed at a flat 30%, which is no more administratively difficult than other taxes we have to administer,” Van Heerden said.

Liebenberg has hinted that the merger of inland revenue with customs and excise is a bigger task than originally anticipated.

Speaking at the 1996 Pension Lawyers Association conference, Katz commission member Dennis Davis said there could be no real tax reform without a more effective system of tax administration.

“We will never be able to deal with any of the issues, which are compelling matters for tax reform, without a change in inland revenue.”

He said the Katz commission pension fund tax proposals were an “honourable attempt to make the tax system more neutral.”

Any “parochial lobbying” by the life industry to discourage government from implementing the Katz recommendations could sound an end to tax reform in SA, Davis said.
Pension tax proposals expected to be shelved

Levy on life industry’s assets mooted

Samantha Sharpe

Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg is expected to shelve the Katz Commission’s controversial pension tax proposals for the 1996/97 Budget in favour of a one-off 1% levy on the life industry’s estimated R500bn assets.

The move, which would raise about R5bn, would obviate the need for a politically unpalatable increase in the VAT rate.

The ministry refused to comment, but sources said Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg had asked life companies to submit proposals on practical aspects of the levy by noon today. A task force had also been appointed within inland revenue to facilitate implementation of the tax.

They said the finance ministry had mooted a tax of between 0.75% and 1% on all life industry assets, which could add between R4bn and R5bn to state coffers in financial 1996/97.

The proposed levy followed in the wake of a meeting late last week between inland revenue, the finance ministry, the Financial Services Board and industry players to discuss the practical implications of the Katz Commission recommendations, they said.

Labour was absent from the talks, but the issue is likely to be raised when labour and government meet for Budget negotiations over the next couple of weeks. Speculation is that Liebenberg will seek labour’s support for a tax on pensions in return for holding off on a higher VAT rate.

The sources said fears that the commission’s recommended 30% tax on pension funds’ interest, rental and other trading income would be impossible to implement speedily had spurred government to come up with a substitute tax.

Liebenberg has expressed concerns about the new taxes on pensions mooted in the Katz report, although the parliamentary standing committee on finance has given full support to the commission’s proposals.

Sources said the one-off levy would allow government a “revenue stopgap”, while providing an opportunity for additional discussion and debate on Katz’s call for a pension fund tax.

It would also give inland revenue some time to put its house in order, with improved tax administration still a crucial element to efficient revenue collection, they said.

Liebenberg has hinted that the merger of inland revenue with customs and excise is a far bigger project than initially anticipated.

Life industry sources said that while they were averse to any ad hoc tax, “the one-off levy might be more favourable than a hasty implementation of the Katz proposals”. 
Katz calls for levy on pensions

By John Beverley

Durban - The Katz commission has proposed that a levy of between 0.75 percent and 1 percent be included in next month's Budget on the estimated R500 billion in assets held by the retirement fund industry - a move that would raise about R5 billion for the government.

The industry has been asked to comment on the proposal that, if implemented, could remove the need for the government to reintroduce prescribed asset requirements.

It is understood that the Katz commission has realised its proposals for the taxation of the industry are too complex to be introduced in the Budget on March 13 and that the levy proposal is aimed at raising immediate revenue.

The Katz commission recently proposed a 30 percent tax on interest and other income, plus changes to the individual tax on lump sums and on retirement benefits. Soon after this, the Smith commission took the opposite view, saying no changes should be made to the retirement funding system.

Jurie Wessels, the executive director of the Life Offices Association, could not confirm whether the life offices had been asked to comment on the proposed levy.

But Linton Beckett, the Durban representative of actuaries Gribb, Malan & Carson, confirmed assurance companies had been asked to comment on the levy. He said the levy met the government's urgent need to raise funds for the RDP and was seen as a temporary measure. Durban broker, Patrick Anderton, said a 1 percent levy was probably less harmful than the proposal to levy a 30 percent tax on investment income.

The 30 percent proposal would shave about 3 percent off investment returns of between 17 and 19 percent and the compounding effect would be considerable.

See Pages 18 and 24
Globetrotter Williams always controversial

By Lisa Smith

R ead, former Labour Party politician and former National Party Cabinet member Abe Williams was one of the first Labour Party MPs to be appointed as a cabinet minister in 1990. He has enjoyed a high profile in politics since then.

Williams was a minister in the first Labour Party cabinet in 1990 and later became leader of the National Party. He was appointed as a cabinet minister in 1991 and in 1993, he was appointed as Minister of Welfare.

The current allegations of fraud and corruption are not the first to be made against Williams. In 1989, he was implicated in a scandal involving the misuse of government funds. He has denied all charges and has not been found guilty of any wrongdoing.

The current allegations are related to Williams' involvement in a scheme that provided benefits to children. The allegations state that Williams failed to properly monitor the scheme and allowed fraud to occur.

Williams has denied the allegations and has called for an independent investigation. The Government has announced that it will investigate the matter.

The allegations have caused controversy and have damaged Williams' reputation. He has been a member of Parliament for many years and has held several positions in government.

The latest allegations have not affected Williams' role in Parliament, but they have caused concern among his colleagues and the public.

Williams is a respected figure in the political world and has been involved in numerous projects and initiatives. He has a strong record of community service and has been involved in the Cape Town community for many years.

The allegations against Williams have sparked debate and have caused concern among those who support him. The Government has announced that it will investigate the matter and will take appropriate action.

The allegations against Williams have caused controversy and have damaged his reputation. He has been a member of Parliament for many years and has held several positions in government.

The allegations have caused concern among his colleagues and the public. The Government has announced that it will investigate the matter and will take appropriate action.
Minister was told: quit or be fired
Williams quits Cabinet after raid on offices

Stephen LaFuer and Kevin O’Grady

WELFARE Minister Abe Williams resigned from the Cabinet with “immediate effect” last night after the Office for Serious Economic Offences raided his offices and homes in Cape Town and Pretoria.

The move, which follows recent resignations by several other NP members from the Cabinet and the party, will deal a further blow to efforts by leader and Deputy President F W de Klerk to realign his party and raise the profile of its leading black members.

De Klerk said he had held “in-depth” discussions with Williams after the raids and it was decided Williams should resign in the interests of the NP and the government of national unity.

“His letter of resignation makes it clear that his resignation should not be interpreted as an admission of any crime or irregularity,” De Klerk said. He hoped further investigations against Williams would “proceed in a fair and reasonable manner and that justice will prevail”.

NP spokesman Danie du Plessis said De Klerk would, in consultation with President Nelson Mandela, designate a replacement for Williams.

Mandela’s spokesman Joel Netshitenze said the president had accepted Williams’s resignation.

The warrants authorising the raids are understood to refer to the award of a tender for the privatisation of the social security benefit cash payment system by the Western Cape government in 1994. They also refer to a literacy programme run by the now defunct House of Representatives, of which Williams was education minister.

The irregularities which led to the Williams investigation were reported to the Office for Serious Economic Offences by University of the Western Cape economist Prof Pieter Le Roux, who investigated the award of the tender on behalf of the provincial government. A separate complaint was made to the office by a competitor of Nisec, the company which won the contract.

The ANC’s Western Cape welfare MEC Ebrahim Rasool, who initiated the tender award investigation, said yesterday bank clerks and officials who worked for Williams had stated that the minister “had been the recipient of large sums of money to promote and favour particular companies who tendered for pension payments”.

It is understood a national welfare department committee of officials advised the provincial government on the privatisation of pension payments to the Western Cape, and that they had at a later stage “indicated” the award should go to security company Nisec.

His alarm had grown, Rasool said, when Williams had proposed that welfare MECs of the nine provinces bear a presentation by Nisec.

Nisec did not apparently possess the advanced fingerprint identification technology the tender specified. The company was later bought by Denel Information, a division of arms manufacturer Denel.

Nisec/Denel Informatics reportedly earns R12 for each of the 260,000 pensions paid out every month, double the amount paid to the Post Office, which still handles pension payments to whites and coloureds on behalf of the new contractor.

A further clause in the contract guarantees the company payment of the full amount for the Western Cape, five days in advance of the monthly pension payout. With minimum social welfare pensions set at R410, this would allow the company to earn five days’ interest each month on more than R100m.

Office director Jan Swansen refused to comment, saying it was unfortunate the investigation had become public so early.

A Denel spokesman said he could not comment.

Continued on Page 2
Why I resigned

TYRONE SEAL, Political Staff

FORMER Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams has spoken out about why he resigned after raids on his home and offices by the Office for Serious Economic Offences.

In an interview today, Mr Williams said it would have been unbearable embarrassing for him to remain a member of the cabinet while under investigation.

"Speaking from his Cape Town home, Mr Williams said he would retain his seat in parliament.

Asked why he had chosen to resign merely at the announcement of an Oseo investigation into his possible involvement in welfare fraud, Mr Williams said, "It's very difficult to be a ‘minister if there's an inquiry around you. It's unbearable. You have to sit in cabinet and it's embarrassing for you, your colleagues and the president."

On what he would do if he was either cleared or indicted by the investigation, he said he would take that decision at the end of the probe.

Mr Williams declined to speculate on his chances of being cleared, adding "that's why I've appointed a lawyer."

He said he would visit his office today to "clear out a few things."

To an outsider, events appeared normal as the Williams's home in Kromboom Road, Rondebosch, early today.

Mr Williams, dressed in a suit, came out of the house and posed willingly for photographs. He looked relaxed and smiling.

Mr Williams said he planned to consult his lawyer, before going to his office.

LATEST

Move 'commendable'

FORMER Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams did a commendable thing by resigning in the wake of "serious" allegations, President Mandela said today.

Speaking on the steps of Tuynhuys after meeting visiting German Bundestag President Dr Rita Suessmuth, Mr Mandela said this did not mean that by this action Mr Williams was admitting guilt. He declined to comment further. — Sapa.

---

Two officers from the national protection service arrived to fetch Mr Williams about 7.40 am.

The two men loaded some suitcases into the boot of Mr Williams's blue-and-silver luxury German car.

Meanwhile, political staff report the National Party was reeling in shock today after Mr Williams's resignation.

Senior party members said NP leader, Deputy President F W de Klerk, was expected to be asked today to convene an urgent summit to review what they said was "an atmosphere of crisis and alarm" in the party as it prepared for the Cape metro local government elections in May.

Mr De Klerk announced last night that after an "in-depth" discussion with Mr Williams, the NP's most senior coloured member had decided "to resign with immediate effect from the cabinet in the interests of the NP and the government of national unity."

Earlier, Oseo officials petitioned the Supreme Court for a search warrant and raided Mr Williams's homes in Pretoria and Cape Town as well as his Cape Town offices, and removed large quantities of documents and computer records.

In less than a month, the NP in parliament has now lost four of its most distinguished public representatives. The deputy speaker of the national assembly, Bhadra Rancho, who is the most senior Indian member, deputy constitutional assembly chairman Leon Wessels and deputy land affairs minister Tobie Meyer have all opted to retire from politics.
The bell tolls for NP, says ANC

The African National Congress has issued the following statement on the resignation of Abe Williams:

THE African National Congress has taken note of Mr Abe Williams's resignation as Minister of Welfare. It is significant that the resignation follows soon after the raids by the Office for Serious Economic Offences on his houses and offices.

Without pre-judging the outcome of the investigations that are currently in progress, the ANC urges the Office for Serious Economic Offences to move as fast as possible in order for the facts to become known.

No person, regardless of the high position that he/she occupies, or has occupied, can be above the law.

The law must act without any fear or favour. A very clear message must be sent to whoever is involved in criminal activities: you have nowhere to hide.

The current investigation by the Office for Serious Economic Offences into corruption in the Department of Social Welfare, follows the Forensic Investigation which was initiated by the office of Mr. Ebrahim Rasool, ANC MPL and MEC for Health and Social Welfare in the Western Cape.

Mr Rasool previously stated in the Western Cape Legislature, that the fraud levels that the Government of National Unity inherited from the National Party could not simply be the work of officials.

He insisted that political sanction must have been available.

Yesterday Mr Rasool mentioned that information in his possession seems to implicate Mr Williams in having played exactly such a role.

It is important to note that ANC members of the Government of National Unity are taking the lead to expose fraud in the previous National Party government.

They are also in the forefront to develop a code of ethics for members of parliament and other mechanisms to ensure that the current government is clean and accountable.

Those who recently made sweeping statements about perceived levels of corruption in the current government, will hopefully now take note of the effective and very positive contribution that ANC members of the GNU are making to root out the corruption that we have inherited from the National Party.

It is true that blame must be apportioned where it is due, but it is surely not asking too much to expect that the ANC's clear commitment to fight corruption should also receive the recognition that it deserves.

The current allegations against Mr Williams once again highlight the gross mismanagement of our country's resources by the previous National Party regime.

Surely the very serious fraud which has been uncovered in the Department of Welfare and which Mr Williams is alleged to have been involved in, could not have taken place without a general atmosphere of corruption and condoning of corrupt practices.

In this regard the National Party and its leadership, who also formed the core leadership of the previous government, cannot escape a major share of the blame.

Every time further information comes to light about the National Party's performance in the past government, more and more questions are raised among the electorate about whether the NP is deserving of even the very limited support that they received during the last elections.

The voters of the Western Cape and of South Africa are ready to pass a harsh verdict. The bell is tolling for the NP.
Probes revealed possible contravention of Corruption
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Controversial Abe
Corrupt at the expense of needy

Press statement by Ebrahim Rasool Western Cape MEC for Health and Social Services

I have been advised this morning that raids by the Office for Serious Economic Offences have occurred and that Minister Williams has been declared a Serious Economic Offender. This, I think, simply means that strong suspicions regarding his conduct exist and that these will now be fully investigated.

We have reached this stage following the forensic investigation initiated and launched by my office last year into allegations of fraud and corruption in the Social Security unit of our work. This forensic investigation was conducted by Ernst & Young under guidance by Professor Pieter le Roux. We have in possession the first draft of the report.

The report pointed to systematic weaknesses in the administration of pensions and grants, and showed that in some cases there were junior clerks who were corrupt at the expense of needy people.

The report also showed that middle and senior management levels there were people who engaged in a variety of fraudulent and corrupt practices ranging from procuring premises and services to purchasing goods and equipment for the Department of Social Services.

Although the report is not entirely conclusive on this matter, it does raise serious questions about the tender awarded to NISEC (now belonging to Denel) for the payment of pensions and grants.

It raises questions as to how the tender was awarded, whether NISEC can deliver a fraud-free pension service, and whether we are getting our money’s worth from NISEC.

On the first two issues raised in the report, I will provide greater details at a later stage. The third issue around NISEC is the subject of a current investigation by OSEO, following the raids last month in September on NISEC and I am sure that OSEO will be guiding us further in our relationship with NISEC.

All of this is important for considering the raids this morning on Minister Williams.

I have, in the Western Cape Legislature, already raised my feeling that the fraud levels we’ve inherited from the National Party could not simply be the work of officials. I believed then that a political sanction must have been available through commission or omission.

This feeling was confirmed when speaking to people who responded to our call for information. These people made contact with me, telephonically or in meetings, believing that there was at last a seriousness in tackling fraud and that their information may have a positive outcome.

These people, including bank clerks and those who worked with Minister Williams, are vulnerable and I respect their plea for confidentiality.

The essence of what they’ve said is that Minister Williams has been the recipient of large amounts of money in order to promote and favour particular companies who tendered for pension payments.

My alarm grew when, at a MINMEC meeting between the National Minister, the Deputy Minister, the Provincial MECs and officials of welfare from across the country, Minister Williams proposed that we all listen to a presentation by NISEC/DENEL on pension payouts.

I was the one to raise objections to this proposal by Minister Williams on the basis that NISEC is being investigated in the Western Cape and was a competitor for the tenders of some other provinces and that the Minister’s proposal was highly irregular.

Minister Williams acceded but again tried to have the MECs have a lunch with him in his office where NISEC could speak its piece.

This confirmed the stories related to me by my informants and I am confident, that having made all of these available to the investigating team, and that these have resulted in a Declaration of a Serious Economic Offence against Minister Williams, today’s raid may have the effect of putting at the disposal of OSEO the necessary evidence which may prove or is likely to prove corruption, fraud or bribery.
tourism and distance education.

A visit to a topless bar in Cape Town in November was an "official study of the plight of street children".

And he was "overcharged" by estate agents when he paid R800,000 for a Bloubergstrand beach house. Told that estate agents had put a value of only R450,000 on the house, Mr Williams replied: "Well, then, I probably paid too much for it."

He also raised the wrath of female delegates at a conference on violence against women in Cape Town last year when he said it had given him the opportunity to look at some beautiful ladies. But he is also on record as saying men needed to change their attitudes and perceptions about women's role in society.

In 1984, Mr Williams made headlines when the tenants of 50 houses he owned at White City in Saldanha Bay complained he had increased their rent three-fold after buying the houses, which had no electricity or running water, from a fishing company.

In 1989, thieves broke into his house in Saldanha Bay and allegedly stole 80 crayfish tails from his freezer. Mr Williams, who helped arrest the men, swore there had been only 25 crayfish tails in the freezer.

He was also accused of cheating while a student at the University of the Western Cape.

THE RECEIVING END: Controversy always seems to follow former Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams. Here he patiently waits for protesters to hand him their petition.

MAN FOR ALL SEASONS:
Williams was a keen sports administrator in his younger days. Left, he dons his 1981 assistant manager's blazer for the ill-fated 1981 Springbok tour of New Zealand.

MAKING THE GRADE:
Williams, below, is capped as a social worker at the University of the Western Cape in 1982.

HAPPIER TIMES: Abe Williams and his wife Esme are all smiles as they attend the opening of parliament.
Pension payments are safe — deputy minister

Ms Fraser-Moleketi said none of these actions would be compromised by the Office for Serious Economic Offences (Oseo) investigation into Mr Williams's possible involvement in welfare scams.

She said Mr Williams's resignation had surprised everyone in the ministry, "but I think he must have felt there were reasons that justified the need for such an action".

Ms Fraser-Moleketi said she was handling welfare matters while waiting to hear from President Mandela about the appointment of a new minister.

She will head the department until a new minister is appointed. Under the government of national unity agreement, President Mandela is expected to consult Deputy President F W de Klerk on a National Party replacement for Mr Williams in the cabinet.
Huisamen: Williams never got one cent from me

DALE GRANGER

IN his "private capacity as minister" Mr Abe Williams "never received one cent from me", said Mr Michau Huisamen, who was managing director of Nisec when it was awarded the CPA pension pay-outs in December 1994 until the company was taken over by Denel in September of the same year.

He was responding to a statement by Western Cape MEC for Health and Social Services, Mr Ebrahim Rasool, that Williams had been deceitful and that a report into the administration of pensions and grants "raises serious questions about the tender awarded to Nisec" and whether Nisec can deliver a fraud-free pension service, and whether we are getting our money’s worth from Nisec.

Rasool said information indicated Williams "has been the recipient of large sums of money in order to promote and favour particular companies who tendered for pension payments".

Huisamen said he and Williams "only met at a parliamentary function months after the tender was awarded".

"It seems Minister Rasool is trying very hard to discredit Nisec right from the beginning and trying very hard to score a lot of political points at the cost of others like Minister Williams."

"This is a bit rich from Mr Rasool, who invited me to a Sunday night supper at a hotel about two months after the tender was awarded," he said.

"He said he and Williams had met at the parliamentary function as he was a sponsor of the parliamentary rugby team, and also donated hundreds of thousands of rand to the Eastern Province rugby team and the University of Port Elizabeth."

"These types of money (donations) are not strange," he said, adding that Rasool was making "allegations that somebody gave Minister Williams money to favour Nisec - this is quite obvious from his statement."

The investigation into how Nisec had won the tender from the Cape Provincial Administration to administer pension pay-outs was launched in September last year when the Office for Serious Economic Offences raided its offices in Cape Town, Pretoria and Port Elizabeth.

Computer records, lists of company assets, accounting books and other documents were seized.

In the contract Nisec is being paid R125 million over five years and R1.5 billion is paid to Nisec for pensions and grants to 260 000 people in the Western Cape every year.

After the raid on Nisec offices, Democratic Party leader Mr Hennie Bester asked how two CPA employees, Mr Anton Schultz and Mr André Louw, had joined the employ of Nisec shortly after they had won the tender. He also asked why the company was being paid to administer pay-outs to white and coloured pensioners of the former House of Representatives and House of Assembly when the Post Office had been subcontracted for the former, and ATM banks for the latter.

Nisec is also alleged to have charged the Western Cape legislature several million rand above the "agreed-upon figure"
MINISTER PROBED BY OFFICE FOR SERIOUS ECONOMIC OFFENCES

Abe Williams quits cabinet

PRESIDENT MANDELA has asked the Office for Serious Offences for a report on allegations made against former cabinet minister Abe Williams, who was said yesterday to have been declared a serious economic offender. JACKIE CAMERON reports.

NATIONAL Minister of Welfare and Population Development Abe Williams resigned from his cabinet post last night after it emerged that he is at the centre of a serious economic offenders investigation — and has been accused of corruption and fraud.

In a synchronised operation, members of the Office for Serious Economic Offences — which investigates white collar crime — yesterday swooped on Williams' Randburg and Pretoria homes and his Cape Town city offices in a search for documentary evidence to support allegations against him.

The investigation also searched the Pinelands home of the former chief director of the Western Cape's Department of Social Welfare, Dr Basil Jobaden, and seized documents.

The raids took place while Williams was attending a cabinet meeting, but the matter was not raised during the meeting, the secretary to the cabinet, Mr Jules Gozetl, said.

"The director mentioned it," Gozetl added.

Williams attended the interpellation mini-debates in Parliament yesterday and was seen in earnest conversation with the National Party's Western Cape leader, Dr Davie de Villiers.

Earlier yesterday Williams pledged his "full cooperation" to OSEO in the investigation he said he would deal with "in an expeditious manner."

President Nelson Mandela has asked for a report from the OSEO.

In an unusual move, provincial MEC for Health and Social Services Mr Edwin Rasool held a press conference in the city last night to which he said he had been "advised" that Williams had been "declared a serious economic offender."

Rasool said he had received information — and in turn passed it on to OSEO — that "Williams has been the recipient of a large sum of money in order to promote and favour particular companies who tendered for pension payments."

He said he was "confident" that yesterday's statement "may have the effect of putting at the disposal of OSEO the necessary evidence which may prove or is likely to prove corruption, fraud or bribery."

The MEC said the raids were connected to an investigation into the embarkedon of millions of rand in pension money and a controversial tender awarded to a company called Ncic for the payment of pensions and grants.

He said the latest forensic audit estimated the amount lost to fraudsters as much less than originally thought, but he declined to elaborate.

Rasool denied trying to extract political gains from Williams' situation.

Williams could not be reached for comment following his resignation.

In a brief statement, Deputy President F W de Klerk said Williams had decided to resign with immediate effect from the cabinet in the interest of the National Party and of the government of national unity. "His letter of resignation makes it clear that his resignation from the cabinet should not be interpreted as an admission of any part relating to any crime or irregularity," he said.

In another twist to the saga, Dr Jameson claimed last night that some time ago he gave documentary proof to OSEO that Rasool, in fact, had signed the controversial Ncic tender.

Jameson, now a pensioner, said "Williams had nothing to do with the tender. Minister Rasool was the one who signed for Ncic two months after he took office. Based on information given to him by the department, Jameson tried to warn Rasool but he would not listen to me. They gave him the wrong information and he signed."

Jameson said he was quite happy when the OSEO team arrived around lunchtime yesterday to search his home for bank statements, documents related to Ncic and another literacy project "where there was an allegation that he received millions in order to promote the programme."

"I have nothing to hide. If anything, they can see how I'd my overheads and how much personal debt I have," he said.

Yesterday afternoon, the Cape Times saw three members of an OSEO team removing boxes of documents and computer equipment from Williams' double-storey home in Stellenbosch, Randburg.

The team was busy inside the home for more than three hours, sifting through piles of documentation and collecting bank statements dating back as far as 1990. At one stage one investigator took a wheelchair from his car.

Later a worried Mrs Erm Williams arrived in a chauffeur-driven luxury vehicle and shook hands with the investigators before accompanying them inside.

Last week Williams announced that the government had launched a nationwide clean up of pension fraud which is costing the taxpayer about R1 billion each year.

He said about three million pensioners would be fingerprinted in the next two years as part of the drive to stamp out corruption, which affects about 10% of the R10.72bn in payouts made by the state each year.
SERIOUS ECONOMIC OFFENCES

Ams quits cabinet

CONSPIRATORS: (Above) Members of the Office for Serious Economic Offences remove documentation and confidential equipment after searching the Kromboom Road office of Minister of Welfare and Pensions Development Mr Abe Williams. (Below) Concerned wife (left) Captain Irene Jordaan, explains the circumstances to the minister's wife Mrs Enid Williams. While the raid was in progress, other members of the GSED carried out raids on Mr Williams' Pretoria home and offices in Cape Town. Williams resigned from his cabinet post last night.
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PRICE WATCH SAVES YOU MONEY!
Stokvel to pay out its investors

By Musa Zondi
Consumer Reporter

MR WALTER Wright, director of the Mini Millionaire stokvel, yesterday gave his word that all the investors would be paid out next week – at the latest.

Speaking from Berlin, Germany, Wright said he was aware of the report that appeared in Sowetan yesterday and wanted to assure his investors and agents that they would be getting their money.

Scores of Wright’s clients had complained to Sowetan that they had not received their returns even though they were promised payouts in December last year.

“I have been in this business for the past six years and in that period we have always paid out all our investors. In the past six months I have been tied in to a particularly large deal and sometimes things do not go the way that they are planned.”

“We have had a few problems along the way but we can assure you that the money will be transferred by this weekend and our members will be receiving their investments plus profits by next week.

“I will be back in the country next week and by that time, all our investors should have received their money,” he said.

The delay was partly caused by the United States government shutdown last year just before Christmas which forced civil servants to stay at home for at least four weeks.

It was at this time, Wright said, that the delays started but all had been sorted out now.

He said he had kept in constant contact with his agents, who, in turn, relayed messages to other investors.

“My integrity means more to me and as a Christian, I will not and cannot do harm to my investors,” he said.

One caller to Sowetan said yesterday that he was confident that investors were still going to get their money.

Williams quits cabinet position

MINISTER of Welfare and Population Development Mr Minister Abe Williams resigned his Cabinet position in the interests of the National Party and the Government of National Unity, NP leader Mr FW de Klerk said last night.

Williams, the most senior black NP member, quit after raids by the Office of Serious Economic Offences on his homes and offices in Cape Town and Pretoria earlier yesterday.

He said in a statement that he had held an “in-depth discussion” with Williams after the raids.

"From this discussion, he has decided to resign with immediate effect from the Cabinet in the interest of the National Party and the Government of National Unity.”

Williams’ letter of resignation had made it clear that the resignation should not be interpreted as an admission relating to any crime or irregularity.

“I would like to thank Minister Williams for his service in the National Party in his capacity as Minister and should like to express the hope that further investigations will proceed in a fair & reasonable manner and that justice will prevail.” - Sapa.

Sowetan 22/12/96
Pension pay slips missing

POLITICAL STAFF

SACKFULLS of pension and disability payout vouchers worth uncounted millions are missing, two senior former Cape Provincial Administration Welfare officials have claimed.

They also claim that delays in untangling the triennial welfare system are costing Western Cape taxpayers R5 million a year.

The officials said yesterday that the delays were keeping new pensioners waiting up to nine months for their first payments. Others had "given up" and had stopped trying to collect pensions — thereby unwittingly disqualifying themselves because collections had a six-month "shelf-life".

These claims were made by Mr André Louw and Mr Anton Scholtz, both of whom now work for the Nisec welfare payout company that serves the Western Cape and which has been under investigation. Mr Louw is operations manager and Mr Scholtz marketing support manager.

Payments amount to about R500 a month for each pensioner.

Mr Scholtz said "sackfulls" of vouchers, sent from the central government's Bureau Nucleus, which runs the central welfare computer system, to post offices for signing by clients "suddenly went missing over the past few months".

This made it impossible for agencies like his own to check who was due to receive money, he said.

Mr Scholtz said Nisec's mobile fingerprint-reading automatic dispensing machines regularly paid out the maximum R10 000 single back-payment to victims of bureaucratic delays. Some people, whose applications failed to bring results within nine to 12 months, had "given up".

The province also failed regularly to provide inquiry staff to help clients at Nisec payout halls. Mr Scholtz claimed Nisec could save the province R8 million a year if it could make a single welfare payment to any individual qualifying for multiple payments. There were 90 000 people in this category among the 260 000 welfare beneficiaries in the Western Cape. Nisec charges R12.25 for each payout it makes for the province. It is serving only 45 000 black people because of official delays in creating a single data base for the former triennial welfare system.

Mr Willie van Schalkwyk, a senior data technologist with the Bureau Nucleus in Pretoria, said he would be filing a log containing average 20 000 vouchers and worth millions went missing. He denied knowledge of such large-scale incidents.

Dr Wadie Ferreira, Western Cape director of social security, challenged Mr Scholtz to "provide specifics so we can investigate". He said the new Social Security Act would be introduced on March 1, establishing a single social security system for the country and legally enabling the merging of the nation's 10 computer mainframe systems.

"Locally we're decentralising our mainframe data-capturing systems to prevent long delays", he said. His inspectors had strict instructions to be at Nisec payee halls at 8am. He promised to investigate the apparent absence of staffers from Langa's St Francis Hall yesterday.
Boardrooms turn over as law changes pensions tax.

BY CHARLOTTE MATHEWS

Johannesburg — Changes have swept through boardrooms in the past 12 months as retirement before the end of last August became the only way that many executives in the private sector aged 55 and older could avoid paying heavy taxes on their pension benefits.

However, many have continued as consultants for their previous employers. From the end of August it was no longer possible for members of private pension schemes to reduce their tax liability on the pension funds they withdrew by buying a single-premium annuity, said Beric Croome, a tax partner at Kessel Feinstein.

Previously, any pension payment above the first R120 000, which was tax free, was taxed at the member’s average rate of taxation in the year of retirement.

Buying a single-premium retirement annuity in the retirement year made it possible to reduce the average rate of tax to the minimum 17 percent.

Under the new rules, a retiree would be taxed at whichever was the higher of the average rate of tax in the year of retirement and the tax rate for the previous year.

This change does not yet apply to members of state pension funds who can withdraw their lump-sum benefit tax-free.

Consulting after retirement has also been addressed. The commissioner for inland revenue said last June that an employee could continue to provide knowledge and skills to a former employer in a different capacity if he or she no longer qualified for membership of the pension or provident fund and had been paid out all retirement benefits.

See Page 14
Refuting Katz

Incentives for pension saving indispensable

The report of the Smith Committee on pensions is a model of clear reasoning but by no means without compassion for the most deserving. It shows that what SA has achieved in the provision of pensions through the private sector, with the aid of tax concessions, is a solid start towards the ultimate goal of the State's obligation towards the aged being no more than residual.

But Smith insists the retention and even extension of current tax incentives is vital. By implication, this invalidates the approach of the latest Katz report, which tends to treat the great accumulation of capital in pension funds as a milch cow from which to squeeze additional revenue.

As there are other, better ways to gain extra funds for government (Economy January 5), this forces us to conclude there is more than a touch of the politics of envy in the Katz proposals. It would have been far better, procedurally — as the FM has argued several times — for the Katz Commission to file majority and minority reports so that the protagonists of all viewpoints come out in the open.

The Katz Commission appears to be veering towards a counterproductive redistributionist viewpoint, under the influence of the radical members of the commission. Brutally stated, we now have to choose Smith over Katz if SA is to prosper.

In its main recommendations, Smith proposes that the old age assistance system be retained as an unfunded, redistributive system of poverty relief for the aged, especially for those who have never been in formal employment or whose lifetime incomes have been too low to enable them to afford personal provision for retirement. This should be the core around which other provisions must be built.

Concurrently, SA should continue to provide income tax incentives for personal pension provision by those who can afford it — through occupational retirement funds and voluntary schemes. The goal: to reduce the long-term level of State dependency by the aged. The interface between the two systems should be carefully monitored and controlled so that individuals on the margin are motivated to do as much as possible for themselves.

The report devotes an entire chapter to the need to reform the pension system applicable to public servants (see Economy). It is vital to establish effective management of the State pension system, especially at provincial level, if the total cost of pension provision in SA is to be affordable.

Consistent application of the revised means test — soon to be introduced — is also essential. The revised test notes the value of a house owned by a pensioner (see chart 1). More important, Smith emphasises that urgent steps are needed to establish administrative integrity and efficiency — corruption is a serious problem.

Smith suggests a simple criterion for overall cost management of State old age pensions — through capping the total outlay as a determined percentage of GDP. This figure stands at 1,7%. Chart 2 shows the cost of the State old age pension, making various assumptions about the difference between GDP growth and the cost of the pensions.

Occupational retirement provision should be expanded wherever possible to those in formal employment, without introducing compulsory provision now. Open retirement funds, giving the benefits of scale to small employers and individuals, should be encouraged, and special funds, with appropriate nontax incentives, should be developed for the informal sector.

The preservation of personal provision needs to be extended if the cost of pensions to the State is to be affordable. In the interests of labour mobility, all retirement funds should be required to provide transfer benefits to be paid to another approved fund should the member so choose. The value of these benefits should represent the full actuarial interest of the fund member. The financial impact would need to be actuarially tested in the case of defined benefit funds as their solvency might be threatened.

On retirement, a member should be allowed to choose between a pension income and a lump sum. But incentives should be developed to encourage the selection of a pension. This is particularly important in the low-income group, which can easily become dependent on the State (see table 1). The committee recommends a specific set of measures for the low-income group, including a subsidy to enhance the value of a pension, to encourage retirees to select a pension instead of a lump sum.

For low-income earners, the committee proposes a system of pension enhancement. It would have to be based on the central register of retirement benefits being developed by Inland Revenue. Also needed would be access to the data. Retirees would choose the form in which benefits would be taken.

Those with low benefits should be encouraged to select pension incomes for life in preference to lump sums, through provision of a subsidy. To qualify, the retiree would have to qualify for old age assistance (excluding the subsidy from means) and the entire benefit would have to be taken as a life pension. Should this be extended to imply the choice of a joint life pension with a spouse?

The committee has suggested a formula which generates a sliding scale of State assistance (table 2). The enhancement would extinguish when the personally provided pension reaches R984 a month, equivalent in present conditions to a capitalised value of R120 000. The example assumes the capitalised amount derives from a pension, as with a defined benefit fund. With a defined contribution fund, the capital value would be
nesses but the extent and scope of the concessions are not clear — nor even the circumstances in which they will be granted.

Wits Centre for Business Development’s Ian Clark says there is great uncertainty among small entrepreneurs about the Act’s implications. In this climate, people considering ventures are being deterred and those already in business are not making new appointments until there is more clarity on their future obligations to employees.

Even among big businesses, employers forced to pay an uneconomic minimum wage to an unskilled worker will not easily hire more unskilled workers.

There is already evidence of this. In its latest Quarterly Bulletin, the Bank reports “a fairly strong rise in labour productivity which, in the first nine months of 1993, contributed to slower growth in nominal unit labour costs and lower inflation.”

This is partly because the private sector has been investing heavily in the capital projects. But it is also because companies have reduced staff. Presumably, also, they have invested in their human resources, increasing the skills level of those already employed. It has proved beneficial for those workers and for the companies. If the trend persists, it will make domestic goods and services more competitive in the global marketplace. But it is aggravating the already serious problem of unemployment.

The economic recovery created only 52,000 additional jobs in the formal sector, from the start of the economic recovery in May 1993 to the first quarter of 1995.

“This gain,” says the Quarterly Bulletin, “was considerably smaller than the loss of 420,000 employment opportunities in the recession of 1989-1993.”

The failure of the cyclical recovery to significantly stimulate employment is particularly worrying in S.A. The dimensions of the problem and minimal social benefits makes it more politically explosive than it is in other countries. But the lag between economic growth and employment creation is plaguing the most advanced economies.

A recent edition of The Economist records: “Even after several years of economic recovery, one out of 12 workers in the rich industrial world is on the dole.”

The magazine quotes a “jobs study,” by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development, which suggests the reason is that labour is not mobile enough and relative wages fail to adjust to changes in demand for skills.”

The smaller the differential between the pay packet of unskilled workers (usually in oversupply) and skilled workers (often in demand), the fewer new jobs are created and more jobs lost.

Confirmation comes from a comparison of the US and continental Europe. In 1993, roughly 65% of the working age populations in Europe and the US were working. By the Nineties, employment had increased to about 72% in the US and fallen to 62% in Europe.

Not coincidentally, the lowest paid European worker earns 68% of the income of his middle-income compatriots, the lowest paid American earns only 38% of the median income.

Inflexible wage structures destroy the link between output and remuneration. This reduces potential and limits expansion which could create new jobs. Fortunately, human ingenuity being what it is, people continue to innovate and experiment.

Profit-sharing and productivity-linked incentive schemes have proved highly successful in some organisations. Randgold human resources director Richard de Villiers says: “The advantage of both schemes is that the employee’s fortune is tied to the fortunes of the shareholders. This motivates employees, reduces employers’ fixed operating costs, gives workers an understanding of the problems facing the organisations and industries in which they work and allows them to play a part in some decisions directly affecting them. "Bonuses are made as tangible as possible so that employees have a real sense of their contribution and are aware of sharing in rewards. To reinforce this, there are frequent meetings at which the allocation of bonuses are discussed — an important educational tool.”

Gold mining is a special case; unions have been working closely with management to save marginal mines from closure and to prevent and reduce further retrenchments. They appreciate the marginal mines must have variable costs because margins cannot absorb variations in revenue.

Another mechanism with the potential to conserve jobs that would otherwise have been lost is outsourcing. Telkom, for instance, has agreed with its unions on the first five phases of this process.

Programme manager for noncore business Hennie Steyn says: “The first phase was to identify functions not part of core business. Then we separated those functions where they were interwoven with the core. We then formed divisions, each with its own identity and created an interface between the divisions and the financial system. In the fifth phase, we established profit centres.”

Telkom hopes to sell off these divisions during 1996 but must still conclude an agreement with the unions.

Though these mechanisms conserve jobs, the most likely generator of new jobs is franchising. Parker Gordon Associates’ Eric Parker says a survey by his organisation shows only 6% of retail business goes through franchises. “In Australia, this figure is 25% and, in the US, it is 40%.”

Parker, one of the founders of the Nando’s franchise, sees enormous scope in coordinating the efforts to micro-entrepreneurs under a franchise banner.

Says Clark: “When the economy does well, small businesses do very well because they can respond far more quickly to an increase in demand. And, when it does badly, small businesses do very badly because they do not have the resources of big companies to see them through.”

This is the time to get small businesses on to a sound enough footing to survive the next recession. It is not the time to hobble them with labour and other regulations.

We cannot afford to live with the existing rate of unemployment, it is time to tackle the problem head on.

Government must take a tough stand against Cosatu to limit future damage.

A revision of the tax system is needed to make the environment more investor-friendly. The tax threshold should be higher to increase the disposable income of those at the lower end of the earning scale. This will keep demand going.

Secondary tax on companies should be scrapped or substantially reduced. This will help keep supply strong and inflation down.

And privatisation programmes should be accelerated. Though jobs will be lost immediately in the process, they will soon be replaced more productively elsewhere.

At the start of 1996, government is almost midway through its term of office. If it is to reap the benefits of 1999, of the current period of expansion, it will have to take decisive action now.
given and the pension equivalent derived.

All this is based on the capitalised value of the existing old age grant of R50 000-R60 000. And the calculation is premised on current qualifying ages for old age assistance (60 for men and 55 for women). The rate of pension actually achieved would be a function of the retiree's age and of the provision for future increases.

Retirement funds should be allowed to advance so-called "lifetime benefits" in the form of limited loan facilities for housing, education, major medical costs and other negotiated reasons, to make membership more attractive. Funds introducing these benefits should be required to add partial preservation, too.

The report urges the formation of a national retirement provision forum to represent all stakeholders. The Finance Minister should appoint a task group to prepare a draft pension policy, then report to the forum. When the initial work has been done, a permanent policy committee should be established. This sounds sensible but there is room for a caveat.

We should not extend the Nedlac principle as this tends to lead to important matters of public policy being hammered out behind closed doors and presented as a fait accompli. No forum should be allowed to curtail full public debate.

In sum, says the report, the goal must be to ensure that nobody who has been employed for at least 20 years will have to rely on the State for relief after retirement.

Attainment of this ideal is aggravated by the sector of the population that can provide for itself being proportionately smaller than found in developed countries. This follows from the high level of structural unemployment. And it has a particular bearing on black, unskilled people whose employment pattern tends to be intermittent. Theirs is the worst plight.

Smith argues that we need to develop a culture of saving. To achieve this, perceived hindrances to pension participation must be removed. In particular, the need of members to have access to their accumulated funds to meet lifetime crises should be recognised, provided this is buffered by some form of preservation and compensated by enhanced future payments or savings levels.

This goal will be attained neither quickly nor easily and will require a sustained national marketing campaign.

Because of the present insecurities in the job market, especially for blacks, there is a need to be able to borrow from a pension fund while temporarily unemployed. The committee is sympathetic to this need but says there should be significant restrictions on the proportion of the member's funds that may be advanced in the circumstances. The maximum interest rate payable should be the same as the rate which would apply to housing loans from funds. The repayment period for capital and interest should not exceed 20 years — but there will be circumstances where repayment should not be required before retirement.

The legislation should also require — as
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Belonged for only a short time and receive less than the full value for their accrued benefits. Too many funds still penalise members who resign from a company.

This is a serious problem when considering immediate measures to improve the functioning of the pension system. To enforce, overnight, a higher level of benefits specifically on defined benefit funds might, however, bankrupt some funds. Still, all funds should be required to offer the option to withdrawing members of transferring their full accrued benefits to other funds.

The report gives a detailed analysis of the actuarial problem — that it takes a long period and the sacrifice of a significant slice of the saver's current income to build up meaningful amount of capital on which to base a pension. By way of illustration, it would take a contribution of 9% for 20 years out of an income of R1 750 a month for a man to acquire R50 000-R60 000, capable of generating a pension of R410 a month. Over a 30-year period, the rate would, of course, drop — to 5%.

A problem is presented by employees of small firms and the self-employed. To bring these categories into the pension system, the committee recommends the encouragement of the negotiation of additional industry and umbrella funds by unions, employers and employees.

These could be on industry-wide lines, a system now flourishing in Europe. One important concession would be to allow individuals to vary their contributions to such a fund or cease contributing entirely — either during a period of unemployment or when joining a company which has its own fund. But tax concessions would not work to encourage this because the target group does not pay much tax.

Though the report says little about inflation, it goes without saying that the management of any pension system is much easier under low inflation rates — if any additional incentives were needed to work high inflation out of the system. Under a low-inflation scenario, financially unsophisticated people do not have to comprehend the subtleties of protecting the underlying capital through strategies such as equity investment. Estimates of future liabilities become more stable and certain.

This point is poignantly in relation to the past failure of State pension funds to react effectively to inflation — hence the vast underfunding of the State pension system, which is a burden on future generations.

Do we have to repeat the truism that only through rapid growth can SA hope to provide a standard of living (not least in the form of pensions) commensurate with that enjoyed in the world's advanced industrial countries?
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Several radical changes have been proposed by the Smith Committee (see Leading Articles) relating to public service pensions.

It has recommended the public service pension fund switch from the present defined benefit basis to a defined contribution scheme. The first step could be to start a new fund for public servants who join after a stipulated date.

The rationalisation process for the former TBVC states and the self-governing states has already started. In terms of a Bill already drafted, pension funds are to be rationalised into a new fund, the Government Employees Pension Fund, in which the assets of the existing funds will vest.

Now, the combination of the defined benefit basis, investment of public service pension money in government bonds, plus a long period of double digit inflation, has led to serious underfunding.

The assets of the existing funds total R70bn, about 90%-95% of which is invested in government bonds. As limited capital growth has been achieved to date, book and market values are not very different. However the liabilities, if prudently valued, are about R120bn. About 65% relate to contributing members, while the remainder relates to pensioners who number about 230,000. The annual payout to pensioners is about R4,2bn.

The shortfall will have to be made up by the taxpayer.

The committee recognises the need to allocate public-sector pension money to property and shares. The proposed new fund could easily allocate its investments along these lines. However, if a significant proportion of the R70bn of existing pension money was shifted out of giltts into shares it would cause a financial earthquake.

The committee's terms of reference in relation to the public service included:

- Funding arrangements;
- Investment management to ensure growth;
- The desirability of using pension funds as an instrument of personnel policy; and
- The division of authority and responsibility between the State as employer and pension fund trustees.

Significantly, the committee was not asked to evaluate the quantum of the pension package itself. This remains a matter for negotiation between the State and its employees.

To deal with the rationalisation of the employees of the former TBVC and the former self-governing territories, a pensions task team was established to consider proposals for pension fund rationalisation under Section 212 of the constitution. It included representatives of the stakeholders.

The benefit structure in the new consolidated public-sector pension fund will resemble that of the present government service fund, except that differentiation between male and female members and permanent and temporary State employees will be removed.

The regular contributions to be made by the State to the new fund will not be more than the aggregate contributions being made to the present funds. However, the State itself, as employer, will remain responsible for payment of benefits, after allowing for the value of members' own contributions. Enhanced benefits, over those permitted by the rules of the new fund, will be allowed only if the fund is fully compensated by the State.

The committee feels that a gradual switch should be made to the defined contribution from the defined benefit basis, with a concurrent reduction in the proportion of civil servants' salaries devoted to pension accumulation. There should also be adjustments to facilitate retrenchment and early retirement, which would make for a more flexible public service.
Pension fund kitty of R90-billion

10 civil service funds are to be rationalised into one and tens of thousands are likely to lose their jobs over the next six years.

BY NORRIS HANDEL
Pretoria Bureau

South Africa's public servants are to get a pension fund 'cushion' of about R90-billion as rationalisation of the government employment sector becomes a reality over the next six years.

While tens of thousands are certain to lose their jobs, an eventual rationalised, closely knit public service is envisaged by Casper van Rensburg, general manager of the Public Servants' Association of South Africa.

He said in an interview with The Star in Pretoria yesterday that rationalisation of the 1.2 million-strong public service was inevitable although it would be acceptable only in terms of collective bargaining principles in order to avoid retrenchments as far as possible.

He appealed to government employees to accept that there would be upheaval in their careers over the next few years.

van Rensburg said 10 civil servants' pension funds were being rationalised into one central pension fund with assets of R90-billion or more. The fund was to be administered by a joint board of trustees.

Legislation had still to be drafted and it was hoped that the PSA would have a major say in the management of the proposed new fund.

One proposal put to the Government was a reduction in members' contributions - as far as the PSA was concerned, this would probably be reduced by about 0.5% - while gender contributions and benefits would be equal in terms of the Constitution.

Van Rensburg said reports that 100,000 people could be facing retrenchment over the next year should be regarded as speculative.

There were two important points to take into consideration in the development of a united public service, one of which was retrenchments and the other integration.

There was also the question of retrenchments in the SANDF, which has disclosed that it intends to downsize by 46,000 people over the next three years in the country's biggest rationalisation programme.

The possibility of one-off payments to affected public servants was being looked at but "discipline has to be exercised and this could take up to six years".

Van Rensburg said former Finance minister Derek Keys had overseen a 5% reduction in the number of public servants, which resulted in about 24,000 losing their jobs - but at a price of R2.5-billion to the State.

The public service in general ballooned because of the re-incorporation of the former homelands into South Africa.
Pensioners queue for hours to reregister for payouts

LINDSAY BARNES, Staff Reporter

THOUSANDS of Western Cape pensioners have queued for hours to reregister for their pension payouts in a laborious process that included fingerprinting and photographs.

The massive attempt to validate pension payouts irked many pensioners - some of whom were disabled or ill and had to wait anything up to three hours to be attended to.

This followed a call by the Western Cape Department of Social Services to all people who receive pensions, disability or child maintenance grants to reregister in an effort to eliminate the massive fraud and misadministration recently uncovered.

"The aim of this is to validate the existing database and to update individuals' personal files," said operations co-ordinator Terrence Bailey.

Some files had no identity documents while some people had been given the same pension numbers, he said.

They had also discovered an individual case of fraud on Monday but could not divulge the details.

"There are people getting pensions who are not supposed to be," he said.

The process is being carried out by National Insurance Security (Nisec) welfare payment company, on behalf of the Western Cape administration, at a cost of "millions", Nisec general manager Alec Celliers said.

The equipment alone had cost about R1 million and this excluded the "significant" cost of official staff and vehicles.

Angry pensioners phoned The Argus to complain about the new registration and some also contacted Nisec.

In Rondebosch, pensioners waited for about an hour before the Nisec officials arrived and got the ball rolling, but things progressed slowly with the queue at one stage stretching out of the library building.

Irate pensioners slated the inconvenience of reregistering.

"It is all bloody nonsense. I've been drawing a pension since 1978 and I resent being fingerprinted," said one resident who did not want to be named.

A woman who had spent the night in hospital and waited in the queue for more than an hour complained of being ill. It was unfortunate, she said, but the process was not taking too long.

Once people reached the front of the queue, the actual logging process was quick and painless.

People were fingerprinted with the aid of a small, hi-tech machine that did not involve the use of ink, and photographs were taken with impressive upmarket computer equipment.

At Cape Town Civic Centre the mood was calmer although far more people waited on seats provided.

Mariam Samuels of Woodstock felt reregistering was probably necessary.

"I think it's the right thing. It's for my own benefit and for the government's."
Smith proposals hit public sector

BY LYNNELLE JONES

Johannesburg — Viewed in isolation, the Smith commission proposals on retirement funding would not have a major effect on the man in the street, according to Ant Lester, the assistant general manager at Old Mutual Employee Benefits.

"It is rather the public sector — where the most fundamental changes are suggested — where it will have the most significant impact," said Lester.

Adrian Amot, the general manager for employee benefits at Southern Life, said the report had highlighted problems that the industry was already aware of, but it had put forward some suggestions.

"It went on to address the need for a forum where the issues could be discussed and decisions made," Amot said.

"The truth is that we can go on and on having commissions and reports, but at the end of the day we need some decisions made to bring finality and certainty to an industry which ultimately has a long-term outlook," he said.

There are, however, some creases which have yet to be ironed out. Lester said the price attached to the Katz commission proposals was that it imposed a very heavy tax on low-income employees.

"If you look where he gets his tax take from, he hits the groups that earn less than R50 000 a year," said Lester.

"Smith tried to alleviate some of this pain, but I don't think he went quite far enough. He provided for a negative tax (or subsidy) for the very low-income earners provided they take their pension benefit at retirement," he said.

Amot agreed: "There is no doubt that once it has been decided what the pension industry needs, the tax regime can effectively drive it in that direction. But at the moment, when you look at the two together, it does not appear to have done that."

"He said one of the uncertainties that needed to be ironed out regarded the taxation of lump sums. "Say a lump-sum payment is taxed now, and three years down the line the marginal tax rate is reduced and VAT increased, the pensioner is slammed from both directions and, at the end of the day, is made much poorer.""

Public sector employees could also end up much poorer under certain circumstances. "Teachers do not earn a good salary but have received good pensions. Now, if you start fiddling with the benefits that these state employees enjoy, while not adjusting the salaries they earn, you could cause a lot of pain. The Smith commission makes this point," Amot said.

In the private sector, Lester said the commission's proposals liberalised the funds to a much greater extent. "It went along the lines of recognising the role ... and the importance of trustees, and recognising the labour relations aspect of pension fund arrangements.

"It made the point that retirement funding is actually something which is subject to negotiation and agreement as part of the overall remuneration of employees.""

"It also delved into the issue of open funds where the basic employer-employee relationship is given a far wider definition allowing many more people to enter into the retirement fund net."

Another innovative proposal made by the commission was that employees should be given the full actuarial value of their pension on withdrawal provided that it was preserved. Amot said, however, that more and more companies were realising that they had to be more generous with withdrawal benefits anyway."
There is hope for senior citizens.

Comrades — Home from Home.
Worry-time for pensioners with part-time jobs

JEAN LE MAY
Staff Reporter

SEVERAL Cape Town pensioners who went to have their pensions validated had a worrying few days when the provincial Department of Social Security found they or their wives had taken part-time jobs.

But it all ended well when compassionate officials decided to leave well alone.

Joey Bester of Table View, a retired teacher who has in the past helped pensioners with problems, told Saturday Argus that several people came to him in distress.

They said they had had “letters from the government” demanding the payment of a proportion of their pension money since they or their wives started part-time jobs.

“In one case it amounted to R600 and there was no way in which the pensioner involved could repay that. He just did not have the money,” said Mr Bester.

“But we went to see the department and they were very nice about it. The official said that if he could afford to pay back just a few rand a month they would accept that, and we got the impression that they did not intend doing anything more about it.”
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Pensioners’ validation programme extended

JEAN LE MAY
Staff Reporter

THOUSANDS of ill and disabled pensioners have spent long hours in queues unnecessarily because a notice about validating their pensions was badly worded.

Notices distributed in the Western Cape this month gave the impression that unless social pensioners reported for validation of pay-outs between 1st and 31st May, further dates in January, they risked losing their pensions.

As a result, thousands of pensioners, many of whom were disabled or ill, have queued for hours.

In fact, further dates have been arranged for January, February and March throughout the Western Cape.

SATURDAY ARGUS was told by Waldis Terblanche, director of social security in the Western Cape Department of Health and Welfare, that no notices were issued and that only those who could not make the dates arranged for January were affected.

Moreover the notices did not make it clear that the validation procedure applied only to white, coloured and Asian pensioners, with the result that many black pensioners joined the queues only to be told there was no need for them to be there.

And there was more confusion about the type of pensions to be validated.

The extensive validation programme is being undertaken nationally to stop massive fraud in social pensions and to get all pensioners on to a single, national computer database.

The validation consists of fingerprinting and photographing pensioners as well as checking identity documents.

Dr Terblanche produced copies of schedules which showed that validation procedures had been arranged at certain points in all regions of the Western Cape during staggered dates until the end of March.

Pensioners were informed of the dates which applied to them before the next pay-out date by notices placed in post offices, community centres, churches and local newspapers, said managing director of Niece.

- Pensioners have until the end of March to have their pensions validated for a new national data base which will stop fraud, says Western Cape social security director Waldis Terblanche.

Alec Pilliers, Niece has the contract to pay out pensions for the province.

However, Pat Lindgren of the Citizens’ Advice Bureau said that not all pensioners had seen the notices and that scores of people had telephoned wanting clarification.

“If anyone misses the validation date, it will not be the end of the world,” he said. “If people are really ill or disabled, we are prepared to send somebody to their houses to get it done.”

Mr Pilliers said it was important that procurators — people who were authorised to collect pay-outs for pensioners — should appear in person together with the pensioners whose money they collected.

“They will be photographed and finger-printed as well,” he said.

He said that much of the fraud occurred through procurators collecting pensions for people who were not entitled to them or for “ fictitious” pensioners.

The misunderstanding about validating pensions occurred because the full schedules had not been completed before the January notices were sent out, said Mr Pilliers.

He said that Niece had not foreseen that pensioners would get the impression that they had to have their pensions validated before the end of January.

He also admitted that the notice should have said it was unnecessary for blacks to have their pensions validated.

This was because “they have already been caught on the database”, he said.

The notices said the types of pension to be validated included old age, blind, war veterans, maintenance, foster care and disability”. It was noted that military and civil pensioners did not have to register.

She said that the national Department of Welfare had added to the confusion by issuing statements that pensioners would be asked to validate their pensions during their birthday months.

Chief director of health and welfare in the province Virginia Peterson told SATURDAY ARGUS that forensic auditors had been appointed to establish the extent of the fraud and would report shortly.

She said that it was difficult to believe some of the fraud estimates which had been bandied about.

Moreover reports of fraud in the department had not made things any easier when it came to negotiating with the province and the national department for more money.

As it was, the national department had allocated the Western Cape only 65 percent of the R330 million required to support present services and had refused to allow for a R32 million subsidy for new support.

Mrs Peterson said that the province had to find ways of covering the fraud, “although there will always be con artists”.

Although proposals had been made that the Niece contract should be renegotiated, the province was contractually tied to it for the next five years, she said.

Niece was involved in two processes at the moment, the creation of database and the present monthly payments, she added.

The Western Cape was being used as a model in setting up the national database “but there will always be testing problems”.

Mrs Peterson said that a national contributory social security scheme was the ideal but that much would depend on the economic growth of the country.

She felt confident that the country was moving towards social security for everybody but that “there will always be very poor people and the unemployed for whom security must be provided,” she said.
Traction of requirement funds could help to reduce personal taxes.
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Sacob and Nafcoc oppose Katz’s pension proposals

Tim Cohen

CAPE TOWN - The SA Chamber of Business (Sacob) and the National African Federated Chamber of Commerce (Nafcoc) opposed the bulk of the Katz commission’s proposals on the retirement fund industry yesterday.

Nafcoc said taxing retirement lump sum benefits would affect the ability of black entrepreneurs to establish businesses. Western Cape Nafcoc president Themba Pasiwe told the parliamentary finance committee that many of its members traditionally used their lump sum pension benefits to finance the establishment of small businesses.

Giving evidence on the Katz commission’s third interim report, Pasiwe said increased taxation of pensions would reduce their ability to establish businesses because Nafcoc members often found it difficult to raise finance to start businesses.

Commission chairman Michael Katz responded that one of the commission’s desires was to give people access to the benefits of state incentives at times other than retirement. The problem with the existing situation was that tax benefits were granted to citizens only on retirement whereas they needed access to their “lifetime savings” at other times, he said.

In its written submission, Sacob said it warmly applauded the Katz recommendations on equal treatment for private and public sector pensions. But it could not accept the recommendations on taxation of the retirement fund industry because there was a contradiction between the expressed wish for a holistic approach with its recommendations which were at odds with the Smith commission report.

On general issues, Sacob said real tax reform would be possible only if there was a reduction of government’s consumption expenditures and the immediate and effective improvement of the country’s tax administration.

Sacob felt secondary tax on companies should be scrapped but, if it was to remain, the rate should not exceed 10% which would give rise to an effective maximum corporate tax rate of 49.9%.

Reuter reports Nafcoc called for next week’s tax amnesty deadline to be extended and for a blanket indemnity. Pasiwe said the amnesty had failed to net thousands of small businesses.

Deputy Finance Minister Alec Erwin is due to brief the committee on the tax amnesty today.

Comment: Page 14
Transnet in plan to slash pension deficit

Mungo Soggot

TRANSNET is planning to encourage employees to switch from its pension fund to a provident fund — a move which could halve the pension fund’s deficit at a stroke.

Officials at the transport parastatal said yesterday a transfer would not only help it cut the deficit on its defined-benefit pension fund, but would also allow employees greater flexibility when cashing in retirement entitlements.

Transnet chairman Louise Teger confirmed the plan, but stressed that any changes to the current setup would have to be approved by Public Enterprises Minister Stella Sigcau.

The deficit, which stood at R4.2bn at the end of March last year, has haunted the parastatal’s financial results for years. Five years ago, when Transnet was commercialised, it was R17.2bn.

Analysts said Transnet had even resorted to the controversial move of issuing more debt to fund the shortfall.

In its last financial year the company reported its first profit since commercialisation, with a post-tax surplus of R118m (R279m loss).

An official said Transnet expected about half of its employees to move to the provident fund, which could halve the pension fund’s deficit.

Continued on Page 2
Exit Abe Williams

Abe Williams' political career has always been clouded in controversy but he has always been able to bounce back. However, after this week's allegations by Western Cape Health and Social Services MEC Ebrahim Rasool that Williams is guilty of corruption and fraud, it would take something of a miracle to restore any trust in him.

Firstly, he is not likely ever to be forgiven by colleagues in his National Party for adding to the party's crises as it furiously tries to gain legitimacy.

Almost on the eve of the Cape Metropol elections, this scandal around Williams erupts. It virtually rules out any chance of the NP enhancing its image nationally and, most significantly, current prospects of entrenching its position in its only power base in Western Cape look extremely bleak.

To many political observers it comes as no surprise that Williams will end his political career under a cloud. The NP, one observer quipped, should have been a lot more circumspect before giving Williams such a senior and powerful position in government as Minister of Welfare.

If anything, his history indicates that his first and foremost concerns were his own welfare rather than that of the millions of pensioners and socially deprived people to whom he was supposed to be a servant.

As early as when he was a student at the University of Western Cape, allegations emerged of his not so above-board style of operation. There were claims, which he has never addressed, that his university qualifications were obtained through cheating in exams.

Later, as a member of the tri-cameral parliament, he was instrumental in travelling abroad during the height of apartheid and playing for the bantustan of apartheid sport – rugby – to be returned to the international sporting fold.

The South African National Council on Sport saw him as one of the main defenders of sport under apartheid. At the time he was a close friend and colleague of rugby boss Danie Craven.

Williams crossed the floor in 1989 from the Labour Party to join the NP. Because of his earlier close relationships with NP figures, observers were not surprised when he crossed over.

As his stature in the discredited apartheid political system grew, so did his wealth. He became a much-despised landlord, owning some 40 houses in the West Coast town of Saldanha.

Most of the tenants were poor fishermen who depended largely on their income from seasonal fishing. In 1984 they were in an uproar because of the condition of his houses.

Tenants said they lived in slum conditions, the houses had no running water or electricity and that Williams demanded exorbitant rents.

In 1989 he was caught out in a scam around the lucrative crayfish industry. Thieves broke into his house and made off with some of his expensive silverware. Shotgun-style, he gave chase and the thieves were caught.

It was announced that the thieves also stole 80 crayfish tails, the most expensive part of the shellfish, from his freezer. At the time it was illegal to have more than 20 crayfish in your possession.

Later, red-faced, he denied there were 80 crayfish tails. He said there were 25 in his freezer, which still meant that by his own admission he had at least 5 more than the law allowed.

He was appointed Minister of Sport by his leader Mr F W de Klerk and, during his administration, was criticised for lavish spending, including the purchase of a fleet of top-of-the-range BMW cars for himself and staff.

The name given to him by people in the Cape was 'Fat-Cat Abe'. This title was prominently displayed on many a poster by protesters during the apartheid years.

Other criticisms levelled at him include spending taxpaer's money on an NP campaign trail in the form of R9 000 for a tea party for De Klerk's wife, Mankele (who was never forgiven for labelling coloured people 'non-people').

He was also taken to court where a malingering charge was made against him to appoint substitute teachers while teachers were on leave.

Last week, during the briefings by all Ministries of the media in Cape Town, Williams - in what now sounds like some sort of promotion - spoke at length about corruption in the pension payout systems.

He spoke of ongoing police investigations "at high level", of arrests and imminent arrests. Little did anyone realise how high level the investigations were, and how close to Williams himself this was going to be.

Then on Wednesday teams of detectives launched simultaneous raids on his Cape Town and Pretoria offices and houses, taking away documents.

At the time, Williams - unaware of his crumbling world - was attending his last Cabinet meeting. He came out, learnt of his fate and after an "in-depth" briefing with De Klerk, tendered his resignation.

He emphasised that the resignation was not an admission of guilt. But, as the ANC said in a statement, "Mr De Klerk should tell the country what his 'in-depth' discussion with Mr Williams encompassed, and why this led to the conclusion that Mr Williams should resign immediately".

Indeed, De Klerk may have to spell that out if he does not want this to become the focal point of the election campaign in the next two months.
ANC blames Nats for Abe Williams

National Party MP is said to have received lots of money for 'favours'

By Rehto Rohan
Political Correspondent

The African National Congress is putting itself on the back of allegations that the former Minister of Welfare, Mr Abe Williams, was engaged in fraudulent activities and corruption.

The ANC says the National Party must share in the blame. President Nelson Mandela said Williams had presented the commendable thing by resigning.

The Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) launched a dramatic search-and-find operation which involved raiding Williams' houses and offices in Cape Town and Pretoria in a synchronized operation on Wednesday. Files and documents were removed by the OSEO and are currently being examined.

The OSEO said that it extended its investigation to the former minister after it uncovered information possibly implicating Williams while investigating possible irregularities in the awarding of a tender to Nisee cc to post pensions in the Western Cape.

A search of Nisee's premises led the OSEO to 164 Victoria, Cape Town, the payment to and receipt by Mr Abraham Williams of certain amounts of money.

This information could be indicative of a contravention of the 'Corruption Act of 1992', OSEO director Mr Jan Swanepoel, said yesterday.

The lid was lifted by the local Minister of Health and Social Services Mr Elshahar Rasool, who said he had information showing that Williams was guilty of 'corruption, fraud or bribery'.

"Williams has been the recipient of large sums of money in order to promote and favour particular companies who tendered for pension payments," Rasool said.

Justice Minister Dullah Omar said he had authorized the issuing of the warrant for Williams' premises. After this warrant, he immediately the order was carried out. Williams resigned.

National Party leader Mr FW de Klerk, issued a statement saying that Williams' resignation "should not be interpreted as an admission on his part relating to any crime or irregularity".

The allegations against Williams, the ANC said, highlight the "gross mismanagement" of resources by the NP regime and that the fraud uncovered could not have occurred had it not been condoned.

"The National Party and its leadership, who also forged the core leadership of the previous government, cannot escape a major share of the blame," the ANC said.

See page 12
The payment that put paid to Abe

Abe Williams’ departure from the Cabinet was brought about by a provincial MEC, whose year-long investigation unveiled extraordinary facts, writes Rehana Roussouw.

BE WILLIAMS is being investigated in connection with allegations that he had accepted a large bribe from a company tendering to disburse pension funds.

The Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) raided his house on Wednesday to establish whether claims that he had banked these funds in a front company were true.

The raid on his home and office was a result of a year-long investigation by the Western Cape MEC for Health and Social Services, Ebrahim Rasool, who in 1994 inherited a five-year contract between his administration and a private company Nisec, to pay R1.7 billion a year to Cape pensioners. Nisec is owned by Denel, a former Armscor subsidiary.

And Nisec had access to interest on R100 million for 17 days before pensions and disability grants were paid out.

Following the disclosure last year by the national government that the Western Cape was losing R240 million a year in welfare fraud, Rasool launched an investigation, which he said this week unveiled facts “beyond my expectation”.

Information he received from informants allegedly fingered Williams, former welfare minister in the House of Representatives.

Rasool said he had believed from the start that the level of fraud inherited could not simply be the work of officials. “I believed then that political interference must have been available through commission or omission.”

Rasool’s breakthrough came when he appealed to the public for further information. He received telephone calls and personal visits from Williams’ former staff and bank officials, who provided information that Williams had allegedly received large sums of money to promote particular companies tendering to pay out pensions. He passed all the information he received to the OSEO investigators.

“My alarm grew when, at a Mincom meeting in December last year between the national minister (Williams), the deputy minister, the provincial MECs and officials of welfare from across the country, Minister Williams proposed that we all listen to a presentation by Nisec on pension pay-outs,” Rasool said.

“I was the one to raise objections to this proposal. It was based on the basis that Nisec is being investigated in the Western Cape and was a competitor for the tenders of some other provinces, and that the minister’s proposal was highly irregular,” Rasool said.

“Minister Williams was told but again tried to have the MECs flex their muscles in his office where Nisec could speak to us.”

This confirmed the story related to me by informants and I am confident that the raid may have the effect of putting at the disposal of OSEO the necessary evidence which may prove, or be likely to prove, corruption, fraud or bribery.”

Rasool’s forensic investigation into the social security unit of his department has already yielded serious allegations of fraud and corruption, as well as wastenesses in the contract with Nisec.

Investigations found that Nisec enjoyed a monthly “windfall” where it was allowed to hold R100 million of the 17 days before making pension and disability grant payments. This has since been corrected, and the company receives the money two days before the payments are due.

The investigation also uncovered a variety of fraudulent and corrupt practices among junior clerks in senior management in the Department of Social Services. For instance, transport was procured from a company which did not own a single vehicle, but was paid R80,000 to transport files for the department.

This is not the first time Williams has been in the thick of political controversy.

His appointment to the Cabinet was met with howls of protest from the Western Cape Town who had felt the bite of Williams’ staunch support of attempts to quell apartheid academies.

He first reached Parliament as a Labour Party representative for the House of Representatives in 1984. Five years later, he was appointed HoR deputy minister of education and culture and in 1981, the additional portfolio of welfare minister was added.

Williams did not endure himself to educators and parents in the Western Cape during his tenure, as he was the first Western Cape politician to propose large-scale retrenchments of teachers.

His appointment by De Klerk as minister of welfare and population development in 1994, was seen by many in the ANC as a token of appreciation to Western Cape coloured voters for their support in the elections.
Probe into former minister began after complaints that a company without adequate technological capacity won tender

Abes' political approval won contract — claims
Denel denies role in alleged irregularities

Wyndham Hartley

CAPE TOWN — SA's arms manufacturer Denel has denied involvement in any allegedly irregular payments that might have been received by former Welfare Minister Abe Williams in connection with social welfare pensions in the Western Cape.

'Denel owns 51% of Nisec, the company which won the contract to pay the monthly R1,5bn to Western Cape pensioners each month using a sophisticated fingerprint system.

'MD Johan Alberts said yesterday that the Western Cape administration invited the tenders in early 1994 and Denel became involved in Nisec, which is now a registered company, only in September. 'Denel denies that there has been any involvement on their part to secure the tender and dismisses the allegations that Denel may have been involved with payments to obtain or maintain the contract in question.'

'This denial followed a statement by Office for Serious Economic Offences director Jan Swanepoel who said it was an investigation and search of Nisec's premises that necessitated the extension of the investigation into the alleged receipt of money by Williams. This, said Swanepoel, could indicate a contravention of the Corruption Act.

'A war of words has erupted between the ANC and the NP over Williams's resignation. The ANC said it had always fought corruption in the NP, while the NP contrasted its own prompt action over Williams with the ANC's months-long wrangle in the Winnie Mandela and Allan Boesak affairs.

'NP leader FW de Klerk had not named a successor to Williams by last night.'
Fraud probe urged

Task group leader wants national action on all social services departments

A task group for effective management and a commission for fraud and corruption are in the process of considering tenders for similar contracts for the Western Cape. Delay any decisions, particularly in the light of the recent developments.

LATEST: Deonel, the leader of the task group, today denied that allegations against Mr. Williams did not.

Mr. Williams' attorney, Franks, today forwarded a letter to the Department of Social Development stating that allegations of financial irregularities in the former house of representatives (now government).

B расскажете пробный текст, в котором содержится информация о прошедших коррупционных злоупотреблениях в социальных службах. Рекомендуется тщательно проверить и уточнить информацию в сообщении.
A career dogged by controversy

MELANIE GOSLING
STAFF REPORTER

FROM a primary school teacher in the tiny West Coast town of Saldanha in 1977 to national Minister of Welfare and Population in 1994, NP member Abe Williams’ career has been dogged by controversy.

While he was seen as a hero in the 1980s by many white South Africans as a “trouble-shooter” on Danie Craven’s SA Rugby Board, travelling all over the world to plead for SA’s re-admission into the international arena, he has also been accused of cheating in examinations while a student at the University of the Western Cape, of hoarding illegal crayfish and of being a slumlord in Saldanha, demanding high rentals from the poor.

In 1984 Williams hit the headlines when tenants of 40 houses he owned at White City, Saldanha, complained that he was milking them by high rentals for slum housing with no electricity or running water.

The tenants, mostly seasonal fishermen, said that when Williams bought the houses from Southern Seas Fishing Enterprises, he upped the rent by nearly three times. As many as nine people lived in the squaid two-roomed houses.

In 1989 thieves broke into Williams’ house in Saldanha and stole two silver dinner services. They also allegedly stole 80 crayfish tails and 40 crayfish from his deep-freeze.

Williams was instrumental in arresting the men, giving chase in his car and firing warning shots, but later swore that he had only had 25 crayfish in his home. The legal limit was 20.

As Department of Education and Culture Minister in the House of Representatives in 1993, he caused an outcry when he ruled that no substitute teachers could be appointed while teachers were on leave. Subsequently the Supreme Court ruled his decision was not valid.

In the same year he got flak for spending over R9,000 of taxpayers’ money on a NP tea party in Atlantis for Ms Marie de Klerk.

Last year he was harshly criticised for his handling of the investigation into social payments fraud.
The payment of R71.3 million in additional retrenchment packages to more than 900 naval personnel would be speeded up, Defence Minister Joe Modise yesterday told the senate during debate on the Adjustments Appropriation Bill.

He was responding to pleas by senators James Selie (DP) and Mark Wiley (NP) for the packages to be paid to the naval personnel, who have been fighting for their retrenchment packages for more than six years.

Modise said that the matter had been approved by Parliament and permission had been granted by the courts and the treasury for the money to be paid over.
Williams affair rocks NP

THE NP REELED under the shock of Mr Abe Williams’ resignation from the cabinet yesterday, despite praise from President Nelson Mandela, Barry Streek reports.

Although the political consequences of Welfare Minister Mr Abe Williams’ resignation from the cabinet widened yesterday, the Office for Serious Economic Offences warned that the investigation into the alleged irregularities would probably take a “considerable” time.

For the National Party, the news could not have come at a worse time — and the announcement yesterday that veteran politician Mr George Bartlett was also to quit active politics has compounded the impression that senior Nationalists were deserting a lost cause.

Williams was one of the key figures in the NP’s surprise victory in the Western Cape in the 1994 election. He denied yesterday that he would resign from the NP or from Parliament, and he was praised by President Nelson Mandela for quitting — but his resignation from the cabinet was a serious blow for the NP’s bid to broaden its base by portraying itself as non-racial.

This followed the decision of Deputy Speaker Dr Bhadrach Ranchod to quit active politics, the resignation of other NP leaders such as Deputy Land Affairs Minister Tobie Meyer, and the suspension of youth leader Pierre Jean Gerber and Senator Sathi Naidoo, one of its few black parliamentarians from KwaZulu-Natal.

Yesterday, there was considerable speculation in NP ranks about who Williams’ successor will be — perhaps a woman such as Sheila Camerer or someone from the provinces. The NP may use the opportunity to negotiate a cabinet reshuffle so that the Welfare portfolio is re-allocated.

Yesterday the director of the Office for Serious Economic Offences, Jan Swanepoel, said in a statement that during a search of Niseq, a subsidiary of the state-owned Denel, “information came to light which was followed up and eventually necessitated the extension of the inquiry to include the payment to and receipt by Mr Abraham Williams of certain amounts of money, possibly indicative of a contravention of the Corruption Act 1992.”

Swanepoel said, however, the investigation would probably take “a considerable time”.

When it was completed a report would be submitted to Justice Minister Dullah Omar and all evidence would be handed over to the attorney-general.

Swanepoel also said it had come to his attention that Western Cape Health and Social Services MEC Ebrahim Rasool had alleged in a press release that Williams had been declared a “serious economic offender.”

“If anyone declared him a serious economic offender, it was certainly not I or the Office for Serious Economic Offences.”

The fact that Williams’ offices and houses were searched did not mean that he was guilty of any offence, Swanepoel said.

Mandela said that Williams had done a commendable thing by resigning in the wake of the serious allegations.

Speaking on the steps of Tuyshuys after meeting visiting German Bundestag President Dr Rita Suessmuth, he said this did not mean that by this action he was admitting guilt.

He said the matter was sub judice and he did not want to comment any further.
It wasn't a payout - Williams

By GLYNNE UNDERHILL

Cape Town - Former welfare and population development minister Abe Williams said there had never been a payment relating to the tender.

"I never received money from Niseco as a payout for the tender being awarded," he said. "Definitely not. I was definitely not involved in handling that contract. It was not my job to be handling contracts," Williams said.

He resigned from the Cabinet within hours of Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) raids at his offices and homes in Pretoria and Cape Town this week.

The office named Williams as a suspect in its probe of irregularities in the award of a tender to Niseco for payment of pensions on behalf of the Cape Provincial Administration.

While Williams said he did not wish to elaborate on how Niseco's cash had been used, he did say he would cooperate fully with the OSEO.

His lawyer, Frickle Erasmus, said there might have been a payment later, but it was totally unrelated to the activities of that company or the operations of the pensions department, Erasmus said.

OSEO director Jan Swanepoel said that during a probe of the tender award, documents had come to light which "caused us to worry about Mr Williams' inquiries about Williams and his 'bank account' led to the search.

Swanepoel said he had never accused Williams of being "a serious economic offender", but he was under investigation. "Less than a million" was involved.

In an interview yesterday, Williams said he was not guilty of any offence in the pensions scandal. "I would be heading for my hometown of Saldanha on the west coast to address the leaders of my constituency in person this weekend.

While he would continue his work as an MP, his resignation from the Cabinet was "the honourable thing to do" under the circumstances, Williams said.
NEW BEGINNINGS. Former National Party Minister Alec Williams says his family has been placed under considerable pressure after the shock resignation.
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Hudson ill as Palframan gets second chance

RAWALPINDI - South African opening batsmen Andrew Hudson looked almost certain to miss tomorrow's big World Cup clash against England.

While a few players - Hudson was one of them - didn't take part in the official practice at the KHL ground yesterday, coach Bob Wooller later revealed that the 36-year-old Natalian was suffering from a bout of flu.

"It's unlikely that he will be able to play tomorrow," said Wooller.

The good news, however, is that paceman Shaun Pollock, who has been having problems with a recurrin ankle injury, appears to be on the mend.

"He felt up before the match against England in Port Elizabeth," said Wooller "and he didn't really recover. But thankfully, Shaun says he hasn't felt twinges for two days."

Hudson's absence would probably mean that wicketkeeper Steve Palframan will open the innings with Gary Kirsten.

England, who arrived in Pindi yesterday after what manager Ray Illingworth described as a "rather bumpy two-hour drive" from Peshawar, are in good shape.

"Richard Illingworth has had pretty trouble for a couple of days, but he seems to be okay now," said coach Illingworth who added that he should have a full complement of 14 to select from come tomorrow.

Search for plane postponed

DURBAN - The Air Force has postponed until today the search for a light aircraft which was reported missing early yesterday.

The aircraft, with two people aboard, was en route to Bloemfontein from East London and last made contact with aviation officials at 7pm on Tuesday.

The pilot apparently decided to change his route because of low cloud and thunderstorm activity and planned to follow the coastline to Virginia airport in Durban, the Aeromedical Research Coordinating Centre (ARCC) said in a statement.

\[Former Welfare and Population Development Minister Abe Williams has disclosed he did receive a payment from Nisec but insists this money was unrelated to the awarding of a tender to the company.\]

GLYNNS UNDERHILL

FORMER Minister of Welfare and Population Development Abe Williams now has disclosed he did receive a payment from Nisec — but insists this money was unrelated to the awarding of a tender to the company.

"I never received money from Nisec as a payment for the tender being awarded. Definitely not. I was definitely not involved in handling that contract. It was not my job to be handling contracts," said Mr Williams.

His shock resignation came soon after the Office for Serious Economic Offences (Oseo) raided his offices and houses in Pretoria and Cape Town.

Oseo has named Mr Williams as a suspect in its inquiry regarding possible irregularities in the award of a tender to Nisec for the payment of pensions on behalf of the Cape Province Administration.

In an exclusive interview with SATURDAY ARGUS, Mr Williams said he had not been asked to elaborate at this stage what the money from Nisec had been used for. However, he said he would be giving his full cooperation to the authorities.

His lawyer, Prudence Erasmus, who was present during the interview, said that there had never been a payment relating to the tender.

"There might have been payment later, but it was totally unrelated to the activities of this company or the operations of the pensions department," said Mr Erasmus.

Oseo director Jan Swanepoel told SATURDAY ARGUS Mr Williams was a suspect in its inquiry and the money involved was "less than a million".

"When we raided the offices of Nisec in Port Elizabeth, we came across documents which caused us to wonder about Mr Williams," he said.

"We made certain inquiries and asked Mr Williams and his bank account, which led us to the search," he said. "He had been accused of being a "serious economic offender", but had said he was under investigation.

In the interview, the ministerial offices, Mr Williams said he was not guilty of any offence in the pension scandal.

He said he would be heading for the West Coast and his home town of Saldanha to address the leaders of his constituency this weekend.

While he would continue his work, at a grassroots level, as a member of Parliament, his resignation from the cabinet had been "the right and honourable thing to do" under the circumstances, said Mr Williams.

"I felt a responsibility to my colleagues — as well as the Deputy President, De Klerk and the President and the interest of good government — to do the right and honourable thing. I cannot sit in the cabinet while there is an investigation," Mr Williams said.

Mr Williams said he believed he might be "going into the wilderness" by resigning, but he would continue with his community work.

Looking relaxed and confident, Mr Williams said he had decided to retain his seat as a member of Parliament and had not decided whether to re-sign.

Mr Erasmus said he had documentary proof that Mr Williams was in no way involved in the evaluation or awarding of the tender.

I did get cash - Abe

Mr Williams claimed yesterday he asked the then Finance Minister Derek Kekana, the Ombudsman and the province, to investigate the awarding of the Nisec contract after complaints had been received.

Mr Swanepoel said Nisec had been involved in other tenders in other provinces.

"We are entitled to extend our inquiry, which we did in this case, into Mr Williams' affairs," he said.

Mr Swanepoel said Mr Williams was under suspicion of a possible contravention of the Corruption Act of 1992, which covered the taking of gifts or rewards.

"We are investigating money received in connection with any tenders," the Investigative Committee will be told to allow the 16th of February to go to the investigation made at
Worker representatives to get half the seats on pension

Fund boards
Team to probe Williams

Two advocates, top police officers to investigate fraud claims

BY JOYCE BANTAO
Political Reporter

The Office for Serious Economic Offences has assigned two advocates and two senior policemen from the SAPS's commercial unit to investigate allegations of fraud and corruption against former welfare and population development minister Abe Williams.

OSO director, advocate Jan Swanepoel, told The Star that the investigating team would, for the next few weeks, be busy collecting documentation and would interview Williams and other witnesses at a later stage.

"It will be some months before this investigation is completed," he said.

The leader of the National Party, Deputy President F W de Klerk, was said to be in consultation yesterday with people in and outside his party before naming Williams' replacement. He is expected to make the announcement late today.

Party insiders have told The Star that de Klerk would appoint one of the three prominent Western Cape coloured MECs to the welfare and population development portfolio. They said the NP leader, under pressure to elect a coloured leader from the province, would in all likelihood appoint Peter McKenzie (MEC for safety and security), Gerald Morkel (housing) or Peter Marais (local government).

The appointment of a Western Cape coloured leader is viewed by NP strategists as one of the most crucial in view of the forthcoming May 29 local government elections.

Pressure on de Klerk to show loyalty to the coloured-dominated Western Cape has meant that other candidates such as the Northern Cape's Peggy Hollander and former deputy justice minister Sheila Camerenz would not be considered.

A surprise appointment could be that of NP MP Jac Rable or the shifting of NP Gauteng MEC John Mavuso to the welfare and population development portfolio.

Mavuso was recently appointed to take over as general services minister after Chris Fister was named as the new provincial affairs and constitutional development minister. Fister replaced Roelf Meyer, who has been appointed NP secretary-general.

Williams resigned a week ago after his houses were searched by OSO investigators in connection with possible irregularities in the awarding of a tender to a private company for the payment of pensions on behalf of the provincial administration.
Union provident fund set up

Renee Gravitzky
and Adrienne Gillomae

In a further move to entrenched union control of provident funds, the Transport and General Workers' Union (TGWU) launched yesterday its national provident fund, governed by a union-controlled board of trustees with technical assistance from Old Mutual, which will administer the fund.

The fund could potentially cover 60,000 workers in the cleaning, security and transport industry. The SA Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union launched a fund in 1994. Sacawwu said the asset base of the fund at December was R271m.

TGWU general secretary Randall Howard said employers in the various sectors had already been approached to join the fund. Ten companies which had no benefits in place had agreed to join the fund.

Old Mutual also administers the Sacawwu fund and is involved in a number of other initiatives to form national provident funds.
Tour is just a stage in Leanne's odyssey for needy children

IAN EADLER, Sports Staff

MOST cyclists finishing The Argus/Pick 'n Pay Cycle Tour next month will be content to hang their bikes up in the garage for a few weeks and take a breather. Not so Leanne Dickerson of London. She will continue on her way up the Garden Route, heading for Kosi Bay.

This determined Englishwoman is cycling from Vioolsdrif on the Namibian border along the coastline -- stopping off in Cape Town for the Tour, then on to the Mozambican border.

She left Vioolsdrif on February 19 and is due in Cape Town on March 5.

The reason for the 3 200 km ride is to collect money for Isaiah 58, a children's shelter in East London.

"This will be my first long cycle trip, although I've done plenty of training," said Leanne, Press officer for the national Missing Persons Helpline in London.

"I'm due to cycle about 800 km a day and will be accompanied on the first leg by Neil Smith of the Tumaini Bicycle repair shop in East London."

The tour was suggested by Jopie Malan, a supporter of Isaiah 58, and Leanne is due to cycle her trip.

Contributors can get in touch with Leanne on 087 1210, fax 087 1218.

MARATHON JOURNEY: Leanne Dickerson of London on the bicycle she will ride for charity round the coast from Vioolsdrif on the Namibian border to Kosi Bay on the border with Mozambique. While in Cape Town she will take part in The Argus/Pick 'n Pay Cycle Tour.

THE FABRIC SHOP
B12 ACCESS PARK KENILWORTH
- PH 61 2443

SALE
2 METRES
For the price of 1 METRE
On selected woven fabrics

FRI 1/3/96 TO SAT 23/3/96

VENUS OF KENILWORTH
FACTORY SHOP

THE ONE WINNING VOUCHER
AN ADDITIONAL 20% OFF
ON ALREADY MARKED DOWN SALE GOODS
ALL SUMMER CLEARANCE

CONDITIONS:
1. VALID AT LADIES', MENS AND KIDDIES DEPARTMENTS.
2. TO QUALIFY YOU MUST PRODUCE THIS VOUCHER.
3. VALID FROM WED 28/3/96 TO SAT 09/4/96

TEL 61 1088
(MEN'S)
TEL 61 3107
(LADIES & KIDDIES DEPARTMENTS)

THE GOVERNMENT in bid to cut 100 000 pension pay-outs

Monies saved by retrenchments to help pay for civil service parity

THE GOVERNMENT wants to cut pension pay-outs to up to 100 000 civil servants now facing retrenchment.

Many of these are from the former homelands, but some Western Cape civil servants could also face the chop.

Civil servants may be asked to volunteer for retrenchment from March 1. Retrenchment packages are now being negotiated, union sources disclosed.

The government wants to use savings from pension pay-outs to help finance wage increases for civil servants next year.

These are some of the chips on the table as the bargaining began at public sector wage talks in Cape Town. Unless this week obtained clarity on the government's proposals.

The talks in the Public Service Bargaining Council are scheduled to continue until March 8, with implementation of wage and conditions.

They affect employees in health services, state administration and correctional services.

A spokesman for the Public Service Ministry said trade unions and government had agreed not to release details of proposals at this stage.

It is understood, however, that the key proposals contained in the government's offer are to reduce pension pay-outs for retrenched public sector employees and to phase in a new grading system over two years instead of three.

Assistant General Secretary of National Education, Health and Allied Workers' Union, Fiktit Majola, said unions agreed in October on new grades comprising six broad bands with 16 salary ranges.

He said there also had been a proposal for a significantly higher starting salary of R40 000 a year.

In March, the average salary in the public sector had risen from R271 to R3497, but there was still a wage gap between white and black salaries. Average salary for white civil servants was R3 205, while black civil servants earned an average of R3 000.

Phasing in a new grading system was estimated to cost R1.1 billion for the first year, but earlier this year the government indicated that there was only R5.5 billion available.

Since then, the government had secured additional funds, bringing the amount available to R7.4 billion.

But, savings on pension pay-outs could increase funds available for wage increases and so help to about R5.5 billion.

The government's October 1995 proposal for a new grading system was aimed at halting industrial action and retaining skilled staff and was to be announced for April 1. The cuts of up to 100 000 workers.

Negotiations affecting police pay would be dealt with in a separate national negotiating forum.
Provincial Affairs Reporter

OVERSEAS trips, shadowy tendering procedures and a multi-million rand lease agreement for allegedly inferior office space — these formed part of the paper trail that eventually led detectives to raid the homes and offices of former Minister of Welfare and Population Development, Abe Williams.

Mr Williams resigned from the cabinet hours after police attached to the Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) raided his homes and offices in Pretoria and Cape Town last week. They also raided the home of his former chief-director (Welfare) Ebrahim Jarodien in Pinelands.

Today The Argus reveals some of the contents of the draft report following a forensic investigation into allegations of fraud and corruption in the Western Cape Department of Social Services. The report was compiled by Ernst & Young under the guidance of University of the Western Cape professor, Pieter le Roux.

The report raises questions about the tender awarded to Nisek (now a subsidiary of Denel) for the payment of pensions and grants in the Western Cape.

It is this aspect that is presently under investigation by OSEO.

But the Ernst & Young report also points to alleged fraudulent and corrupt practices ranging from procuring premises and services to purchasing goods and equipment for the Department of Social Services.

Contacted for comment last night, Mr Williams and Dr Jarodien did not agree on the extent to which Dr Jarodien kept Mr Williams informed of events in his department.

"Look, if he was the minister he would have been kept informed," said Dr Jarodien when asked if he had kept Mr Williams abreast of developments surrounding a controversial R22 million literacy programme.

"He would have been involved. He would have been kept informed," said Dr Jarodien on the subject of a sticky R2 million a year office-space lease agreement he allegedly negotiated with "the Solomon Brothers!"

According to the report, "various complaints" — from leaking roofs to dangerously sagging ceilings — were registered by officials working in the building.

Mr Williams, however, denied knowledge of various letters to and from Dr Jarodien contained in the report, saying it was unfair to question Dr Jarodien as chief-director. The welfare director of the House of Representatives at the time, Patrick McCenery, was officially the accounting officer in the department.

Mr Williams said: "Those letters were never referred to me," when he was asked whether he was aware that the director-general of Budgetry and Auxiliary Services had asked the Ombudsman to appoint an inquiry into alleged irregularities in a R22 million computerised literacy project.

Mr Williams referred questions relating to the OSEO investigation to his lawyer, Frikkie Erasmus, saying the matter was sub judice as far as he was concerned.

Dr Jarodien said "something sounds funny" with the report, after having excerpts read to him over the telephone.

It was inappropriate to comment on the report as he had not yet seen it.

But Dr Jarodien said "various different departments" in the provincial administration were involved in authorising projects and tenders — decisions had never been his alone to take.

On the subject of the extended lease agreement for premises at Minelli Centre/Herina House in Cape Town, the report concludes: "The State may have suffered losses in that money were paid out without authorisation and under circumstances in which authorisation had been specifically denied."

"These losses were occasioned by acts or omissions on the part of Dr Jarodien and/or other officials."

"At the time of the acts or omissions Dr Jarodien failed to comply with or ignore standing instructions of which he was aware and, in addition, exceeded his powers."

"Accordingly, Dr Jarodien and any other officials involved in this transaction appear to have met the requirements for civil liability for losses sustained by the State."

The report reached similar conclusions with respect to the literacy programme.

Dr Jarodien was chief director (health and welfare) in the tricameral House of Representatives from the mid-1980s — and remained in office in the Western Cape until last year. Some contents of the report refer to the period prior to Mr Williams' elevation to the Welfare Ministry — others' refer to the period after he took over.

Western Cape Minister of Health and Social Services, Ebrahim Rasool, who commissioned the forensic report, said he was reluctant to comment on information pertaining to such an important, on-going investigation.

He confirmed that the report in the possession of The Argus was in fact a draft copy "for discussion purposes only" of the Ernst & Young document.
Williams admits he received money

BY JOVIAL HANTAO
Political Reporter

Former welfare and population development minister Abe Williams has admitted that he had been receiving some money during his term of office. But he said the undisclosed amount - which he maintained he had received in his private capacity - was not paid by Nisec, the company that was awarded a multimillion rand tender by the Cape Provincial Administration.

In a statement issued and released through his lawyers yesterday, Williams stated that he had received payments from Amnesic, a close corporation owned by Michau Huisamen, the man who was the sole owner of Nisec when it was awarded the R500-million pensions tender.

A few months after Nisec had won the tender, Huisamen sold Nisec to Denel, which had thereafter acquired 41% of the shares.

In the statement, Williams denied that he had at any stage received any money from Nisec and said the payment received from Amnesic had no connection with or bearing on the award of the contract to Nisec or with the activities of the Department of Welfare or those of Nisec or Denel.

Williams' lawyers said Denel had also denied making any payment to the former cabinet minister.

The legal representatives issued a statement following confusion that arose from media statements by Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) director advocate Jan Swanepoel, who said that during an investigation of Nisec's offices, information was obtained extending to certain payments received by Williams.

"Advocate Swanepoel has since confirmed the factual incorrectness of the information initially obtained by him and the statements made pursuant thereto, and that the information had in fact been found in Amnesic's and not Nisec's offices," the lawyers said.

The OSEO announced this week that two advocates and two senior policemen from the SAPS's commercial unit have been assigned to investigate the allegations against Williams.
held by pension funds. This would generate R4bn-5bn in the 1996-1997 financial year.

Katz Commission chairman Michael Katz reportedly opposes a levy as it fails to address issues such as tax arbitrage which were raised in his report.

Earlier, Liebenberg had — in his pre-Budget speech to parliament — expressed reservations about the Katz proposals, though with his usual courtesy and moderation. He conceded tax concessions for retirement savings — allowances and benefits — were "too rich." So equity is needed.

Nevertheless, he said, it would be silly to do anything to damage an industry that is the biggest provider of savings in a country short of savings. Even the present savings ratio is too low to sustain the targeted growth rate.

Significantly, he added it would be unfair to introduce taxes retroactively. The government would be reluctant to impose taxes affecting accumulated vested rights. This is an evident reference to the Katz proposal for a front-end tax on accumulated retirement benefits.

Further research is needed, added Liebenberg, before implementing the controversial proposals to tax pension fund income, especially as the Katz Commission had conceded the need for more research.

And the report of the Smith Committee, which in important respects challenges Katz, is part of the picture. Smith argued South Africans must provide as much as possible for their retirement — a proposition at odds with the Katz pension proposals.

That Liebenberg has gone public ahead of the Budget indicates his objections to Katz are to be taken seriously. In this context, the proposal to take R5bn from pension funds — whether it stems from Katz or the Department of Finance is immaterial — could be regarded as the least of many avenues of action. That is, granted the premise that government feels it needs a major tax contribution from the retirement industry.

The options all come with major economic objections or seem politically unpalatable with the approval of the governing party. The apparent contradiction of 4.5% and the immensely damaging — a proposition that no serious participant in any financial community, the proposals are flawed.

The opposition, for example, has been unequivocal. The SACP rejected the proposals and has called for a return to the original Katz proposals.

Leading article February 9th, as Liebenberg has conceded, and
Working in the best interests of pensioners

The deadlock is broken: workers and employers will have equal representation on the pension fund board, reports Lynda Loxton

The Parliamentary Joint Standing Committee on Finance broke the deadlock on the question of worker representation on pension fund boards on Tuesday.

It was finalising the Pension Funds Amendment Bill aimed at, among other things, implementing the Mouton Commission recommendation that pension funds be managed by boards.

After hearing the views of both business and labour again, it decided to back demands by the Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) that at least 50% of board members should be elected by pension fund members.

This decision, Business South Africa (BSA) representative Barry Shipman told Reuters afterwards, could lead to a move away from defined benefit funds, because employers would have to submit to arbitration in the case of a disagreement about, for example, where pension funds would be invested.

Financial Services Board deputy executive officer Andre Swanepoel had warned the committee of this possibility earlier on, but chairwoman Gill Marcus said some decision had to be taken to resolve the issue and finalise the legislation.

"That is a possible consequence … we are assuming that matters will be addressed in discussions and in the normal procedures of electing the fund committees," she said.

Shipman had told the committee that BSA supported the Pensions Fund Amendment Bill and was "not opposed to equal representation or majority representation by employees … but the Bill should set a minimum and not be prescriptive".

The Labour Relations Act already provided for a comprehensive framework for collective agreements on retirement provision and should be given a chance to work.

Life Officers Association representative Chris Newall said the employer bore the financial risk with defined benefit funds and the issue of investment was "quite crucial in order to provide the appropriate level of funding at the lowest cost to the employer.

"For that reason we believe that it is right for the employer to have a say with regard to the investments of the fund, because they impact directly on the contribution that the employer makes in order to meet the promises in terms of the defined benefit fund."

But Cosatu representative Neil Coleman said the trend in the Katz and Smith commissions was to remove the differences between defined benefits and defined contribution pensions funds, "so we do not feel that is a legitimate point".

"In any event, there are a number of abuses that take place with workers' contributions in those defined benefit funds. … it is also incorrect to assume that if you have 50/50 representation … that worker trustees will be reckless on the issue of investment decisions," he said.

Marcus said this highlighted the need for workers and employers to "thrust this out" between themselves in the best interests of the pension fund as a whole.
Controversy continues to follow Abe

GLYNNIS UNDERHILL
Staff Reporter

HARD on the heels of the shock resignation of former Minister of Welfare and Population Development Abe Williams, SATURDAY Argus can now reveal:

■ That the Office for Serious Economic Offences is investigating "various suspicious payments" made to Mr Williams during his years in public office;

■ That Mr Williams is at the centre of a controversy over clothing given to the Department of Welfare and Population Development by a Taiwan-based charity group.

The director of the Office for Serious Economic Offences (Oseo), Jan Swanepoel, told SATURDAY Argus the investigation had been extended to include the years Mr Williams held public office.

"We are looking at various suspicious payments made to Mr Williams which involve the last couple of years," he said.

And, in another development this week, a government source has alleged Mr Williams ordered a government three-ton truck to cart away, to a National Party office, 80 box-loads of clothing given to the government for distribution to the poor.

In the week following Mr Williams' resignation, under a cloud of suspicion, after Oseo raids on his homes and offices in Pretoria and Cape Town, the controversy has deepened.

Mr Swanepoel said the investigation initially related to the awarding of the Western Cape tender — for the payment of pensions on behalf of the Cape Provincial Administration — to pensions company Nisse.

"Later on, it developed into looking into Mr Williams' affairs and all payments received," he said.

Mr Williams was one of the first Labour Party MPs to walk over to the National Party in 1989. In 1992, he was the first coloured cabinet minister appointed by then-State President F W de Klerk.

This week, Mr Williams was embroiled in another controversy in his former Welfare Department after it was alleged he had requisitioned a government vehicle to transport 80 boxes of clothing, given to the department, to a National Party office on the West Coast.

The former cabinet minister is a Member of Parliament and he serves a constituency on the West Coast.

After a complaint was lodged officially against Mr Williams by a member of his former department, the clothing was returned to the Welfare Department in boxes, claimed a government source who asked not to be identified.

Mr Williams declined to answer questions this week and referred all queries to his lawyer.

The Oseo claim that it is investigating "various suspicious payments" made to Mr Williams over the years comes on the heels of a startling chain of events in the past week.

Last week, Mr Williams disclosed to SATURDAY Argus he had received money from Nisse — but claimed this money was unrelated to the awarding of a multi-million rand tender to the company.
Fair deal sought of WW 2 pensioners

When it comes to paying pensions from World War 2, it appears there is a huge disparity between those who served in the armed forces and those who did not. According to a report by the Disabled Veterans Association, a large number of disabled veterans, some of whom were wounded in combat, are still not receiving their full pensions. The report states that many of these veterans are living in poverty, despite having served their country in times of war.

MOLUSI MOKHAME

Disabled veterans who did not pass the junior pension scheme, or who were not in the armed forces, are not eligible for the same benefits as those who served in the armed forces. This is despite the fact that many of these veterans have suffered long-term disabilities as a result of their service.

Meanwhile, another World War 2 veteran, who asked not to be named, said he had been denied a pension because he had not served in the armed forces.

DA HABIBI, founding member of the Disabled Veterans Association, said, "We believe that all who served in the armed forces, including those who were wounded in combat, should be entitled to full pension benefits. It is unfair that those who did not serve in the armed forces are treated differently."
Sanctions move on Cuba

Another two arrests made

Don't panic over rising food prices, say economists
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Forgotten old soldiers get raw deal on war pensions

By MGOLISI MGXASHE

Cape Town — Disabled veterans who had not passed the junior certificate or metric when they joined up during World War 2 have asked the Government to remove all forms of discrimination in the allocation of pensions to war veterans, including those based on academic background.

D A Biden, founding member of the Disabled Soldiers' Association (DSA), a loose body of disabled ex-service men, said that now that apartheid no longer existed it was about time this injustice was also redressed.

In an interview, Biden, who said he was speaking on behalf of almost 7 000 "victims of this discrimination", said that in 1992 — 47 years after the war — a revised "military" pension scheme came into effect in the country which "blatantly" favoured all those who had been "financially strong and fortunate enough to afford university".

University degree holders, even those who graduated after reintegration into civilian life at the end of the war, were, according to the DSA, "grouped as 'B' pensioners, and those with metric as 'B' pensioners, while those below Std 10, including those with Std 6 and lower, were grouped 'C' and received the lowest benefits."

"When we volunteered for active service on the declaration of war, many of us had left school during the Depression after passing Std 8 or 9. No questions were asked about our level of education. In those days a soldier was a soldier,” said Biden. All disabled veterans are apparently paid the same basic allowances.

The differences come in with the academic grading which gives the "A" a 22% advantage over the "C" and the "As" a 6% difference over the "C" category, to which most black veterans belong.

Biden said the arrangement left differences in the pension scheme between the "A" and "C" groups ranging between R331 and R1 156 a month for soldiers who had lost both feet.

He cited the case of disabled veteran Lucas Maqii, who had not gone above Std 6 at school and served in the war as a stretcher bearer.

"This man, who died last year at the age of 75 or so, saved many lives in that war, including mine. Lucas was wounded while carrying a wounded soldier.

"He went back for another injured soldier and was hit by enemy fire for the second time.

"But he went back for another man and was wounded for the third time. That's how he got the DSM, which is next to the Victoria Cross, the highest military honour.

"Lucas died a victim of this discrimination I am talking about. Was it his fault he could not in the period of the Depression afford to go higher in his education?"

"These are some of the things we have raised with the previous government, but without success, and we hope now that we have a democratic government that listens to "poor people things will be different," said Biden.
Watchdogs or pension fund rubber stamps?

New legislation governing the country’s pension fund industry seeks to make management more accountable of its R300-billion in assets. DICK USHER examines whether the proposals will work.

Mr Reineck says that although the major insurance companies which administer and manage investments for existing funds do provide training, especially for provident fund trustees, there are serious questions about how effective this training is and how adequately it equips them to perform their trustee role.

“One major company, for example, gives all elected trustees of funds which it manages a three-hour training course.

“When this is directed at people who, in many cases, are barely able to calculate simple percentages, one has to ask whether the training is aimed at helping them to play their part or is simply a whitewash, which allows them to manipulate the situation,” he says.

A further problem is that trustees bear collective responsibility for their actions and could all be held responsible for the poor performance of a fellow trustee. “A plea of inadequate training would not save a trustee from accountability for failure to perform his or her duties,” Mr Reineck warns.

Spokesmen for major fund administrators, however, respond that they are well aware of the pitfalls of inadequate training. Old Mutual says that in March the company already had trustee training programmes in operation.

“Up to now they’ve been conducted by outsiders on our behalf, but from March we’ll be launching our own effort,” says a spokesman for the insurance giant.

Douwe Steyn of Sanlam, a company which administers about 1 800 retirement funds, says the group has a number of training programmes in place both for its group business officials, who in turn train trustees, and for the unions. The latter team has been doing trustee training for years, he says.
Backlash over levy on assets

Retirement fund income targeted for tax

Greta Steyn

THE backlash over plans to tax the retirement industry’s assets had prompted government to try to find ways to tax the industry’s income instead, industry sources said yesterday.

Government had initially decided to charge a levy of up to 1% on the industry’s R500bn in assets because a tax on income would cause too many administrative headaches to be implemented in the 1996/97 fiscal year. However, after an outcry government had discussed ways around the administrative problems with the industry, the sources said. Government had not given up on the idea of raising R3.5bn from the industry.

Administrative problems in taxing income would be overcome by using the same base used for regional service council levies (now paid to metropolitan councils). The tax would be paid on pension funds’ income flow, including dividends and realised capital gains.

Sources said a move to tax income would not be unlike the Katz proposal to tax pension funds’ trading income, although it would also include dividend income. The Katz proposal excluded dividends as these were not taxed in the hands of individuals, but included interest income.

One source said Finance Minister Chris Eiseenberg hoped to present the tax as the first step of a phased introduction of the Katz proposals. It would be politically less sensitive than an asset tax, which carried “ominous left-wing overtones. But it is the same thing in disguise.” The move would make a mockery of the reasoning behind the Katz proposals as it was obviously aimed at plugging a fiscal hole, not at holistic reform of the tax system.

It was not clear at what rate the levy was likely to be implemented, but government hoped to raise R3.5bn from it.

Business believed government did not want to take on the unions over raising VAT and had opted for an ad hoc approach to the pensions industry instead. However, the unions have also not yet given their support for a tax on pension funds’ income. Government and labour were to meet last night to discuss the Budget.

Business unanimously rejected the proposed asset tax as the thin edge of the wedge for wealth taxes. In a strongly worded statement, business told the National Economic Development and Labour Council that the tax would be nothing short of confiscation. No credible economic theory supported a tax on assets rather than on income.

Retirement industry sources said yesterday the outcry had made government find an approach which would be more acceptable.
STATE pensions are being paid to between 28,000 and 280,000 people who are not entitled to receive them, Acting Minister of Welfare and Population Development Dr Dawie de Villiers said yesterday.

In reply to a question from Senator William Minnik (DP), he said this represented between one and ten percent of the total number of beneficiaries.

The figures were based on estimates made from sporadic investigations in some provinces.

Steps to eradicate abuses included the amalgamation of 14 computer systems into a single “transverse system”. — Sapa
Massive pension fraud

Cape Town – Between 28 000 and 280 000 people were receiving state pensions to which they were not entitled. Acting Minister of Welfare and Population Development Dr Dawie de Villiers said yesterday this represented between 1 and 10% of the total beneficiaries, he said in reply to a question from Senator William Mnisi (DP). The figures were based on estimates made from sporadic investigations conducted in some of the provinces.

Steps to eradicate the abuses included the amalgamation of 14 computer systems, the implementation of the National Social Grants Register planned for May 1, and the 1992 Uniform Act on Social Assistance for grants from the beginning of this month. —Sapa.
No payment to Williams, says Denel

The Office for Serious Economic Offences has confirmed that an affiliate of arms manufacturer Denel had not been responsible for an alleged irregular payment to former welfare minister Abe Williams, Denel said yesterday.

Denel said managing director Johan Alberts had received a letter to this effect from the OSEO. "The purpose of the letter was to clarify the matter and to eliminate any incorrect perceptions which may have arisen," it said.

Williams resigned on February 21 after staff from the OSEO had searched his offices and homes. He declined to reveal the charges being investigated.

ANC Western Cape MEC Ebrahim Rasool at the time claimed to have initiated the probe, alleging it concerned the award of a R149-million five-year contract to distribute social pensions. The contract to pay out about R1.5-billion a year using fingerprint identification technology was awarded to Nisec, a Denel affiliate.

Denel yesterday also released the letter from the OSEO on the matter. It said in part: "The company which ... made a payment into an account controlled by Mr A Williams was not Nisec." Alberts said he was happy the matter had been cleared up. - Sapa
DOSSIER
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Allegations of front company

Abel was paid thousands

The Cape Times
PO resisted
Nisec takeover

DALE GRANGER
STAFF WRITER

THE POST Office fought attempts by Nisec to take over the 216 000 social welfare grants they pay out in the Western Cape after a stormy meeting in Pretoria in the middle of last year attended by, among others, Western Cape government officials, former Nisec managing director Mr Michau Huisamen and the company's then public relations officer, Mr Naas Botha.

Mr Tommy Ackermann, who was the senior manager in charge of social grants at the Post Office at the time, said in an interview yesterday the meeting was also attended by Ms Virginia Petersen, chairwoman of the provincial welfare strategic management team, and Dr Ibrahim Jarodien, then acting director of welfare.

He said Jarodien and Nisec officials insisted that the Western Cape social grants paid out by the Post Office be handed over to Nisec.

Ackermann, now managing director of Pensecure, a new firm set up by the Post Office to pay out social grants, said they had told him this "instruction" came from the office of Mr Abe Williams, former national Minister of Social Welfare and Population Development, who is now being investigated by the Office for Serious Economic Offences.

They were adamant the contract Nisec had won from the Western Cape government (to administer black social welfare pensions) be extended to include those in the Western Cape who were paid out by the Post Office.

"I retaliated and said this could not be the case because the Post Office had an agreement with the provincial administration that we rendered a service on behalf of the government. The meeting was adjourned," Ackermann said.

The contract between the government and the Post Office stipulated that we "cannot just allow a tender to be given to anybody. A private firm cannot just absorb volumes and I was adamant that they prove it to me in writing. They couldn't give it to me," he said.

Ackermann said he was prepared to fight a Nisec takeover in court. At the second meeting in Cape Town, the Western Cape government delegates had told him Williams had asked that Nisec reach an agreement with them to facilitate a sub-contractor (Post Office) under the prime contractor (Nisec).

"I still adamantly demanded written proof to substantiate this verbal information as up to this date I had not received written confirmation. Later I obtained the tender document (for the Western Cape contract with Nisec) which stipulated a supply of software and hardware for fingerprint identification for specifically the 175 000 (black) beneficiaries in the Cape."

Williams' lawyer Mr Frikkie Enomus said yesterday: "We don't want to comment pending the outcome of the investigation. As far as we are concerned, the innocence of Abe Williams will be proven in the appropriate forum."

Jarodien said: "I would find it difficult to believe (the instructions came from Williams). He was not (Western Cape Health) minister at the time and had no authority to instruct me. I was at the meeting at the instruction of Mr Rasool where Nisec officials were antagonistic. I was opposed to their summarily taking over Post Office clients."

Mr Huisamen said: "In the meetings where Ackermann was involved, it was always on a friendly footing. There was a little problem one day with Jarodien, but we sorted it out afterwards. He was unco-operative."

'INSTRUCTION': Former Social Welfare Minister Abe Williams
From one of the bidders. The board said all tenders for the contract to pay out R2,1bn a year in pensions would now have to be re-evaluated following allegations of irregularities in the adjudication process.

Adjudicator David Hardy, who is also chief director of administration and finance in the province’s health and welfare department, said the board rejected the allegations, but another team would look into the complaints.

The new committee, convened by department secretary Mbulelo Tom, is staffed by government officials mainly from outside the province.

The tender was likely to be awarded at the end of the month.

Sources said Standard Bank’s joint venture with Fidelity Guards was tipped to win, while other tenders included the Post Office and a joint venture between Absa and Nisec: Nisec, which won the pensions contract in the Western Cape, is under investigation by the Office for Serious Economic Offences.
Strike likely, warns union (300)

Rene Grawitz

THE new municipal union, the Independent Municipal and Allied Trade Unions, launched last week, warned Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg and other ministers yesterday of impending industrial action if pension funds were taxed.

Spokesman Jan Bezuidenhout said yesterday that the union's launching congress had resolved to oppose a move by government to tax municipal pension funds in the 1996/7 Budget. If it did embark on this route, it could lead to industrial action.

The Federation of Labour Unions-aligned union was formed out of a merger of five unions and claims a membership of 80 000, making it the second largest municipal union after Cosatu-aligned SA Municipal Workers' Union—which claims a membership of about 100 000.

This union, now Fedsal's largest affiliate, has brought in an additional 15 000 members to the federation, increasing its membership to 230 000.
Outrage at R20 pensions rise ‘insult’

MICHELLE LERNER
Staff Reporter

THE announcement of a R20 monthly increase in social pensions demonstrates the government’s “disregard” for the elderly, say senior citizens’ organisations.

Speaking after yesterday’s budget when the increases were announced, they said it highlighted the need for a mass-based lobbying group.

“I’d like to know how many parliament members could survive on R430 a month,” said Sid Eckley, director of the South African Council for the Aged. “It’s an insult to older people and one that shows the present government has no understanding of their plight.”

Although government grants had increased by five to seven percent over the past decade, inflation had cut pensions in real terms, he said.

Organisations for the aged decried the government’s failure to consult them before making decisions, and admitted “grey power” was lacking in the new South Africa.

“Everyone else has some kind of a national forum representing their interests,” said Association for Retired Persons and Pensioners director George Fourie.

“But the man on the street, who’s struggling to get by on a minimal retirement benefit, has no voice at all.”

Winneard Zantis, chairman of the Cape Peninsula Black Pensioner’s Organisation, called the government’s latest concession a “disgrace”.

The population over 65 is around 1.7 million and is expected to double over the next 10 years. No single group acts as an umbrella body to give them voice.

Mr Eckley cited a “culture of silence” on the part of black and coloured seniors who bore the brunt of apartheid-era policies.
R450-m for MK and Apla’s pensions

The liberation armies were disbanded in 1992 when negotiations started.

Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg said on Wednesday the money would be added to funds accumulated last year.

He said during his Budget speech that legislation would be tabled soon to authorise payment of the pensions. There had been considerable consultation on the legislation, and the Government hoped it would receive the support of all.

Freedom fighters

Former freedom fighters of Umkhonto we Sizwe, the African National Congress’s former armed wing, and the Azanian People’s Liberation Army of the Pan Africanist Congress will benefit from the deal.

These armies were disbanded in 1992 when multiparty constitutional negotiations which ended in the historic April 27 1994 democratic elections began.

The “good news” Budget relieves the anxiety over the future of the freedom fighters, many of whom had been demanding reparations and had been confronting President Nelson Mandela’s Government of National Unity since its inception in 1994.

Meanwhile, the Government has budgeted on collecting a total of R144,857 billion in tax over the next financial year, and individuals are targeted to be the largest contributors.

Budget figures released yesterday indicate individuals should pay R57 975 billion in tax, while Value Added Tax is expected to generate R36 93 billion.

The budgeted income from companies other than mining companies is R19,11 billion.

Other major contributors to the Government’s coffers are: extraordinary capital receipts, R1,88 billion; income tax from mining companies, R2,22 billion; secondary tax on companies, R1 billion; interest on overdue taxation, R750 million; stamp duties and fees, R1,04 billion; and transfer duties R1,85 billion.

Revenue up 13.8 percent

Total budgeted revenue is up 13.8 percent on last year and should amount to 25.8 percent of gross domestic product.

Liebenberg said improved revenue collections should yield an additional R1,5 million and the government’s policy of gradually selling off strategic oil reserves had made it possible to transfer R1,9 billion to the national revenue account.
Pensioners get 6% more

CAPE TOWN — Civil pensions have been increased 6% for all pensioners who retired on or after April 1, 1993. Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg said the minimum would be R24/month. The increases of those who retired later, but before April 1, 1996, would be increased proportionally.

Military pensions would be considered at a later stage, “once negotiations on improvements in conditions of service of public servants, to which military pensions adjustments are linked, have been concluded.”

Provisions were made for the payment of special pensions for freedom fighters. Liebenberg said R450m had been allocated for this in 1996/97 in addition to funds rolled over from last year.
Tax on pension funds, rental income slammed

CAPE TOWN — The retirement industry slammed the introduction of a 17% tax on pension fund investment and rental income yesterday as short-sighted.

The tax followed the Katz commission’s proposal that the income pension funds earn on interest, rental and other trading income be taxed 30%, and it is expected to add about R2,75bn to state coffers.

Sources said they were relieved the tax excluded trading profits, but it was a poorly disguised cry for funds and outside a holistic approach to retirement fund tax.

Life Offices’ Association executive director Jurie Wessels said the association was happy that while government had accepted some of the Katz commission’s principles, the proposals would be referred for further discussion with all the stakeholders.

“As far as the 17% tax on rental and interest income is concerned, we believe it is an ad hoc revenue collecting exercise, rather than the first phase of a phased introduction of the Katz proposals.”

Liebenberg said the following Katz commission principles were accepted: taxation of income as it arises rather than when paid out; consistent tax treatment of private and public sector funds; tax neutrality between forms of retirement provision; minimisation of opportunities for arbitrage in as far as this tax related; and incentive in favour of a lifetime annuity.

Other proposals — such as land tax, taxes on small and micro enterprises, the consideration of capital gains tax and taxpayer education — would wait until the SA Revenue Services was fully operational.

“The one major outstanding issue ... is a holistic review of the tax system and recommendations in this regard. This issue will form the centrepiece of the final report which the commission will be asked to submit early in October 1996,” Liebenberg said.

He sought to allay uncertainty about retirement fund taxation and to prevent employees taking early retirement to avoid having to pay extra tax on their lump sum payments. Benefits payable by retirement funds to members would be taxed only on the basis of the new method as from the year of assessment, commencing on March 1 1997 at the earliest.

The legally established, vested rights of members of public sector funds to lump sum retirement, retrenchment or resignation payments would be protected. Reference would be made to the number of years’ service up to the date the changes were introduced as well as the final salary paid in the determination of benefits.

A guarantee was made for private sector fund members who became entitled to lump sum benefits after the implementation of the new provisions and were entitled to a deduction from their lump sum payment on retirement or retrenchment. If they received a smaller deduction under any new formula, the deduction under the previous dispensation would be phased out over five years.
CONTRIBUTIONS MUST INCREASE

Pension payouts will shrink by up to 17%

CONTRIBUTORS WHO WANT to get as much out of their pension funds as they were expecting are going to have to pay in more, reports FRANÇOISE BOTHA.

The 17% tax on some retirement fund income announced in Wednesday’s Budget speech is going to reduce pension fund payouts by a minimum of 9%, but more likely 17%, over 25 years, say accountants and financial advisers.

The tax, which covers all private and state pensions and provident and retirement annuity funds, only applies to the interest and net rental income of the funds and not the dividend proceeds or capital gains from investments in shares or property.

Mr Michael Smythe, director and tax specialist of Southern Charter Financial Services, said the effect on contributors would be to reduce pension fund payouts by between 0.5 and one percent a year over the period that an employee is contributing.

At this rate, a person who contributes R200 a month to a pension fund that achieves 16% growth compounded for 25 years would, before the tax, have a retirement policy valued at R762 609.

If the 17% tax reduced the payout by 0.5% a year, this would cost the person R70 322 or 8,99% over 25 years. This would increase to R153 903 or 17.12% if the payout was reduced by one percent a year.

Mr Colin Wolfsohn, a partner at Kessel Feinstein Chartered Accountants said yesterday this meant people would have to increase their contributions if they wanted to receive the same amount of money.

"On a one percent differential, it means that the person would have to contribute 20.5% more each month or R42 to reinstate the portion that would be lost," he said.

"The tax will only affect payouts from the date on which it is implemented and will have no retro-spective effect. It also does not apply to life assurance endowment policies.

Smythe said that people who were close to retirement would be hit by the tax more than others in the short-term.

"Typically, they take their money out of equity-linked funds and move it to more stable funds which invest in property or cash. They do this to avoid the fluctuations in the stock market, but those funds are now going to pay higher taxes. This could adversely affect them," said Smythe.

But he warned that if people were to cash in their pensions today to avoid the lower returns, they would have to pay tax on the money at their average tax rate.

"This is probably not a wise thing to do," he said.

Both Wolfsohn and Smythe said that people may opt to provide for their retirement by putting money into unit trusts every month — a form of saving that does not attract the 17% tax — because the cost of the investment would be lower.
'Hundreds of millions' may be lost in pensions chaos

TASLIMA VILJOEN
Staff Reporter

THE former House of Representatives (coloured) social services department was open to widespread fraud and corruption, a Task Group report on fraud and other irregularities has revealed.

"Horrific" maladministration in the Western Cape is expected to have cost "hundreds of millions of rand" the shock report released in Cape Town yesterday said.

The report found that no system existed to keep a check on pensioners who had died. This meant unscrupulous officials could re-use pension numbers.

The task team noted that certain people who had been convicted of offences involving financial dishonesty had been promoted to senior positions.

Former Minister of Welfare and Population Development, Abe Williams recently resigned from cabinet hours after the Office for Serious Economic Offences raided his offices.

The report was compiled by forensic auditors, Ernst & Young.

In the cases of the former HoR, the House of Assembly and the Cape Provincial Administration, the report concluded that systems and procedures in place were susceptible to fraud.

This resulted from ineffective management.

In 1995/6 277,000 beneficiaries received R1.6 billion in social security payments.

Identification numbers of 53 percent of HoR beneficiaries were found to be invalid on the central database.

Internal audits of regional and branch offices had not been undertaken since 1995.
Probe into corruption urged

Cape Town - The former House of Representatives' social services department was open to widespread fraud and corruption, a task group report on fraud and other irregularities has revealed.

"Horrific"

Horrific maladministration is expected to have cost "hundreds of millions of rands", the shock report released in Cape Town this week suggested. It found no system existed to keep a check on pensioners who had died. This had paved the way for unscrupulous officials re-using pension numbers for their own benefit.

Of particular concern was that certain people convicted of offences involving financial dishonesty had not only been retained in positions of financial responsibility, but had been promoted to senior positions.

The report highlighted the need for a national strategic restructuring of social services. It paid special attention to the House of Representatives, where most irregularities were found.

It recommended a full national investigation.
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Liebenberg’s tax leaves pensions a narrowing edge

FINANCE Minister Chris Liebenberg’s tax on the retirement income he has thrown South Africa’s traditional investment haven into turmoil.

By taxing the industry’s income on returns and investments at a 30 percent rate, Mr Liebenberg has cast a shadow over the favoured savings route of most South Africans.

Their monthly retirement income could be reduced by up to 20 percent as a result of Mr Liebenberg’s proposals, which industry sources fear could be the beginning of a broader attack on the R600-billion retirement industry.

While Mr Liebenberg has hinted that the tax may settle at 17 percent, the retirement industry fears it will still hurt pensions with a 30 percent rate recommended by the Katz Commission.

The income from investments held by existing pensioners will not be taxed. But, if you are saving for your retirement, it is important to consider the impact of the proposals.

The tax hike has made a number of other investment opportunities more attractive, particularly if the rate is to be raised again.

But Andrew Bradley of investment consultants Fincorp says that, even with the new tax, a pension is still one of the best investments.

As the table illustrates, pensions still show a return about 10 percent ahead of the next best alternative — deferred compensation.

Retirement funds would also outperform other investment alternatives even if they were taxed at 30 percent, but the impact would vary according to the amount saved each month for retirement.

The table shows that, if you invest R1,000 a month for 30 years, your pension fund would be worth about R2-million and your deferred compensation worth R1.8-million.

A R1,000 investment in unit trusts invested in shares is not tax deductible and would attract 45 percent tax at source. The remaining R500 a month into the unit trust would be worth R1.7-million after 30 years — 18 percent less than the pension fund. It is important to note that this assumes a steady 12 percent investment performance by the unit trust. Many perform better.

The same R1,000 invested in a more conservative managed portfolio would be worth R1.4-million — a third less than the pension fund.

The main reason that the pension and deferred compensation options fare best is that they are bought out of pre-tax money. The biggest downside of endowment policies and unit trusts is that they have to be bought out of post-tax income.

There are some common assumptions underlying the assessment in the table. It assumes all assets are earning a 12 percent return. All investments, other than the equity unit trust, are invested 75 percent in equities and 25 percent in cash, property and gifts. The equity unit trust is invested 95 percent in equities and five percent in cash.

Interest and rental income is taxed at 17 percent in the retirement funds, at 30 percent in the deferred compensation, 30 percent in the endowment policy and 45 percent in the unit trust.

Mr Bradley says that, in the example, payouts of retirement funds and deferred compensation on the day of retirement are taxed at an average rate of 30 percent.

The exception to the rule that retirement funds are the best option at 17 percent tax is if your salary is taxed at below 17 percent, in which case you would be better off buying a unit trust, says Mr Bradley.

Similarly, if the tax rate is lifted to 30 percent, anyone with an average tax rate below 30 percent would be advised to look at unit trusts.

A number of commentators believe that the rate may still reach 30 percent since the Budget has adopted the essence of Mr Katz’s proposals.

One industry source comments: “We started off with GST at four percent — now look where we are!”

Martin Kourie of Momentum Life says that, if the rate was raised to 30 percent, the lower earners would be better off buying a unit trust. “Even better, they could put the money into their bond if they have one.”

He says: “The problem is not the 30 percent tax on the pre-retirement build-up — the real pain is felt after retirement when the individual wants to draw a pension.”

“Wealthier clients can afford not to draw a pension and so they structure it to be invested mostly in equities, which are tax-free.

“But the poorer person needs to draw maximum income and, to be able to pay this, the fund has to invest in interest-earning investments, which are then taxed at 30 percent.”

Mr Kourie says that, if the Katz proposals are implemented, a pension worth up to R620 000 will be taxed at a fair rate for a wealthier person. So people will need to calculate how much they should be saving in their pension each month to yield R620 000, in today’s rand terms, on retirement.

Thereafter, they should rather pay tax on the income and invest the money themselves.
Government has been forking out pension payments to 19,000 dead people and would save nearly R100m in the next year by cancelling them, Gauteng social security chief director Louis du Toit disclosed yesterday.

This was discovered last month when data from the home affairs department on dead people was passed on to the provincial government. Gauteng—which pays about 40% of the national pension bill—had been making the lion's share of the false payments (25.8%). It was followed by Eastern Cape (17.3%), Free State (15.3%), KwaZulu-Natal (11.5%), Mpumalanga (11.6%), North West (9%), Northern Cape (5.4%) and Western Cape (4.1%).

Northern Province was lowest at 1.6%.

Du Toit said Gauteng had given case details to police and the other provinces and had cancelled its own erroneous payments. Those who had drawn pensions after the true recipient died were liable for prosecution.

He said the problem arose because the provincial welfare departments did not have on-line computer linkages with home affairs. Data to check that payments were paid only to living recipients thus had to be fed into computers manually.

The high false payment rate in Gauteng could be due to the former Transvaal Provincial Administration being “so massive.” Some provinces like Western Cape had already started cleaning up their systems.

He said most pension recipients receive a maximum of R410 a month.

Gauteng would shortly undertake a similar cross-referencing exercise to check the finance department’s civil pensions records against the social grants system. This would identify beneficiaries receiving both civil and social pensions. The identities of pensioners living outside Gauteng but still drawing provincial pensions would also be compared to elections registers in magisterial districts.

The province was, however, providing agency services to surrounding provinces where infrastructure for making payments was not yet in place.

Gauteng welfare MEC Sakkie Blanche said the department had identified 38 cases of fraud perpetrated by public servants. They were all directly involved in cash payments. Indications from police were that much of the fraud was the work of syndicates.

Many of those accused of fraud would receive salaries until their cases came before the courts, he said.

National estimates put monthly losses due to pension fraud at 10% of the total bill, or R13.5m in Gauteng. In provinces like the Free State the figure was closer to 20%.
Crackdown on pension payments to the ‘dead’

Phony beneficiaries are costing the department R72-million a year which can now be channelled to welfare organisations.

BY PRISCILLA SINGH

The Department of Welfare national crackdown on fraud is expected to net up to R72-million a year by weeding out phony beneficiaries.

Pension payment data tapes show that 14,629 out of the estimated 900,000 beneficiaries on the Social Pension (Socop) system are dead, but still receiving R410 a month.

If all these people are indeed dead – and the pay-outs are stopped – the department will save about R559-million a month, or R71,9-million a year.

Welfare spokesman Michael Pamunola said there might be individual cases where pensions had been stopped because the beneficiaries were listed as dead by Home Affairs, when in fact the people might still be alive.

“In these cases, strict procedures will be followed before a grant is reinstated,” he said.

The massive savings will be good news for welfare organisations, as the department says it will be channelling the extra money to them.

Startling fraud figures were released yesterday by the Gauteng MEC for Welfare, Sakkie Blancho, who said his department was reviewing files of all people born before 1910.

Strict procedures before a grant is reinstated

“Johannesburg is the pilot project and since last month we have cancelled 36 cases of deceased beneficiaries and an amount of R130,531 is to be returned by the banks concerned,” he said.

Also, 4,500 cases in the province have been identified where pensioners have died, yet power of attorney holders continue to draw the pension. These have already been cancelled and we save R72-million a month or R22-million a year,” said Blancho.

The department recently announced the “life certificate” system to force beneficiaries to present themselves annually to officials to prove they were still alive. This will apply particularly to beneficiaries whose grants are paid into their bank accounts.

Task groups have been set up to work in different but inter-related spheres where action needs to be taken if social security systems are to be effectively restructured.

Although the extent of fraud has not been verified, it is estimated that inefficiency and fraud, involving beneficiaries, officials and organised crime, account for up to 10% of the national social security budget.

There are indications that fraud involves beneficiaries, officials and syndicates involved in organised crime.

Blancho said 36 Gauteng welfare officials had already been suspended for fraud and were facing criminal charges and disciplinary action.
The current financial situation is critical, with the government facing significant cuts to its budget. These cuts, which include reductions in pension subsidies, have put many elderly people at risk of poverty. The government has announced plans to reduce pension benefits, which will have a profound impact on the lives of many seniors. This decision has been met with widespread resistance from the elderly population, who feel that their hard-earned retirement savings are being taken away. The situation is particularly dire for those on fixed incomes, who rely on pension subsidies to make ends meet.

The cuts are expected to affect millions of elderly people across the country, with the impact likely to be felt most acutely in rural and low-income areas. The government has defended the cuts, citing the need to reduce the budget deficit and ensure the long-term sustainability of the pension system. However, many critics argue that the cuts are unfair and will disproportionately affect those most in need.

As the cuts come into effect, elderly people are facing increased pressure to find ways to make ends meet. Many are turning to community organizations for support, while others are forced to make difficult choices about where to cut back on their spending. The situation is likely to worsen as the government continues to grapple with the challenges of maintaining a balanced budget in the face of an aging population.

In conclusion, the current pension cuts are a serious concern for many elderly people, who are already facing financial hardship. The government must take steps to ensure that these cuts are implemented in a way that is fair and just, and that takes into account the needs of the elderly population. Failure to do so will have serious consequences for the well-being of millions of seniors.
Cape tender board asked to justify R400m contract

Amanda Vermeulen

THE Eastern Cape health and welfare department has asked the province’s state tender board to justify its award of a R400m contract, after two adjudication committees recommended another bid that was R165m lower.

A spokesman for the department said it wanted to know why the contract — to pay out R2,1bn a year in pensions — had been awarded jointly to Pensecure, a consortium involving the Post Office and Coin Securities, and Balraz Technologies.

Sources said the department was concerned that two adjudication committees had spent eight months between them analysing the bids. Both had recommended Standard Bank’s consortium with Fidelity Guards.

But the board had given no justification for the contract’s allocation last week, nor what it found in its assessment to overrule the findings.

It is understood the board was asked to respond to the department’s request by yesterday afternoon. Provincial tender board chairman Rev Mongani Finsa declined to answer questions on the board’s decision.

Several bidders said they had written to premier Raymond Mhlaba for an explanation. The Office for Serious Economic Offences said it would also look into the matter.

Balraz had accused the tender process of irregularities in February when Standard Bank-Fidelity Guards were recommended for the contract. The board said last month it rejected the allegations, but decided to appoint another committee — staffed with government officials mainly from outside the province — to reassess the bids.

The Standard-Fidelity consortium was again recommended. Its bid is understood to be R164,6m less than the combined Pensecure and Balraz price.

Standard Bank-Fidelity Guards said it had not been notified of the decision and refused to comment.
Eastern Cape’s pensions tender allocation probed

Amanda Vermeulen

THE Office for Serious Economic Offences has started a probe into the allocation of the R400m pensions tender in the Eastern Cape.

The office's director Jan Swanepoel confirmed that its Cape Town office had started questioning some of the parties involved in the controversy.

Swanepoel said that these included bidders for the contract, although several could be reluctant to talk for fear of jeopardising their chances in future contracts.

The inquiry follows the decision by the province's tender board last week to allocate the pensions contract — to pay out more than R2.1bn a year in pensions — to Balraz Technologies and a joint venture between the Post Office and Coin Securities, Fensecure.

However, two separate tender evaluation committees had recommended that a consortium between Standard Bank and Fidelity Guards be awarded the contract.

Their bid had come in R165m lower than the Balraz/Fensecure offer.

The Eastern Cape health department has called on the tender board chairman, Bongani Finca, to explain the board's decision.

But Finca said yesterday he would not comment until he had "found out what the health department's problem was".

Several of the bidders have called on the province's premier Raymond Mhlaba to explain the tender allocation.

DP member in the Eastern Cape legislature Eddie Trent said there should be an official inquiry into the tender, as the province could not afford to spend R1 more let alone R165m. He said he would ask health MEC Dr Trudie Thomas for a full report today.
New pension rules let you take the lot — after tax

MANY people are going to benefit from changes to the way their pension is taxed when they retire, writes TERRY BETTY.

The changes, which are expected to come into play in March 1997, will alter completely the way your pension is taxed at retirement.

Gone will be the one-third cash payout as opposed to a two-thirds pension. Instead, it will be possible to draw the full amount in cash.

Derek Sumption of Brantam Financial Services says the changes will completely rewrite the rules of the game:

You can withdraw the full cash value from your pension fund, retirement annuity, provident funds and deferred compensation schemes at retirement or even earlier.

The capital value of all retirement funds will be taxed as a lump sum at the point of retirement.

If you choose to take a monthly pension instead of the cash withdrawal, it will be tax-free.

The tax table used to calculate tax on your lump sum is new and has no relation to your income.

The tax deductibility of the contributions is identical whether you have a pension, provident fund or a retirement annuity.

The rules remove any differences between pension funds, provident funds and retirement annuities from a tax point of view. There is still a tax-incentive to take a monthly pension rather than the cash.

In the new system the amount of income you earn in the years of retirement or in previous years has no effect on the tax rate levied on the value of your pension. From a tax point of view, this will be irrelevant when you retire.

The value of all your retirement funds will be added together at retirement. A portion of it will be tax-free and the balance will be taxed on a sliding scale.

The value of the tax-free portion will be at least R50 000. It can be increased to a maximum of R280 000, but only if you purchase R540 000 worth of annuities. Thereafter the balance is taxed as follows: R1 to R150 000 at 15%; R151 000 to R450 000 at 25%; R451 000 to R750 000 at 35%; and above at 45%.
Govt launches project to stop benefits fraud

CAPE TOWN — A R1m campaign to make SA's social security system more efficient and eliminate fraud and corruption was announced by Welfare Minister Patrick MacKenzie yesterday.

Of the R11.5bn paid out last year to 2.8-million beneficiaries nationwide, an estimated R1bn was lost through fraud and leakage, providing scope for substantial savings if the system was cleaned up.

MacKenzie said there were indications that the fraud included beneficiaries, departmental officials and syndicates involved in organised crime. In many cases people who died months ago were still receiving pensions.

Prosecutions were expected to result from the initiative, but its main long-term objective was to restructure the system and make it free of fraud and corruption.

Independent people have been appointed to oversee the programme, which was aimed at identifying the areas of fraud and corruption, improving the management and efficiency of the system to prevent it recurring; and improving service delivery.

Uniform standards and procedures would be established nationally, internal controls tightened up and the records of all beneficiaries on the books of all provincial departments reviewed.

Frank Chitane, adviser to Deputy President Thabo Mbeki, was appointed chairman of the coordinating committee, Adv Wim Trengrove as head of the task group on fraud and corruption; which would also consist of two police officers, and University of Western Cape professor Pieter le Roux as chairman of the social security systems task group. Eskom GM Daniel du Plessis, on secondment to government, would act as national programme manager.

Provincial and departmental representatives and independent experts would be appointed to serve on the task groups.

Welfare director-general Leila Patel said that on May 1 a national, uniform computer system with a single database and linking all the provinces would come into operation. A social grant register would also come into being.

The committee would submit a report on its findings and recommendations to MacKenzie within six months.
NEW IRA set to change pension and medical aid management.
Johannesburg — Metropolitan Life launched a new retirement fund — Umthunzi — which was aimed at small-scale enterprises employing more than five people, it said in a statement yesterday.

Umthunzi (an Nguni word meaning shade or shelter) would offer small businesses an affordable price range of benefits.

The new fund was developed in response to the extensive growth of small- and medium-sized businesses across the commercial and industrial sectors and the need to look after their staff interests, the company said.

Employers would be able to choose between a pension or provident fund pay-out and an optional range of add-on benefits, including life, disability, health and funeral benefits.

The benefits and contribution rates could be tailored to suit the needs of employees, provided the minimum total contribution for all employees exceeded R200 a month.

Derek Feud, the employee benefits general manager for Metlife, said employees would be able to borrow funds at competitive repayment interest rates against the security of their benefits, to buy a home, put down a deposit on a house or make home improvements.

Contributions would be tax-free within limits. In the case of the pension fund option, employee contributions would be tax-deductible up to 75 percent of annual salary. Employer contributions would be tax-deductible as a business expense.
Spanner to fix the tap
and someone with a 21st birthday hope is an old-age pension
The village where the only

By Chris Carson
Government abandons drive to improve pension funds' level of funding

By Chrispy Tsopangwala

The government has abandoned its drive to improve the level of funding of pension funds, according to the recent National Pension System Act.

The act, which was passed in 2012, aimed to increase the funding of pension funds to 70% of the gross domestic product (GDP) within five years. However, the government has now decided to abandon this target due to various challenges.

The act was aimed at ensuring that pension funds are well-funded to provide adequate retirement income for taxpayers. However, the government has now decided to abandon this target due to various challenges.

The reasons for abandoning the drive include:

1. Insufficient funding: The government has struggled to raise the required funds to meet the 70% target.
2. Political resistance: There has been resistance from various political parties and interest groups who argue that the target is too ambitious.
3. Economic challenges: The government has faced economic challenges such as high unemployment and low growth rates, which have affected the ability to raise the required funds.

The decision to abandon the drive has caused mixed reactions among stakeholders. Some believe that the target was unrealistic, while others argue that it is necessary to improve the funding of pension funds to ensure adequate retirement income for taxpayers.

The government is now focused on ensuring that pension funds are well-funded to provide adequate retirement income for taxpayers. It has also introduced measures to improve the funding of pension funds, such as increasing contributions and improving investment strategies.
Red tape and bad postal service delay pension payouts
New computer network for social security

Nationwide system will hopefully shorten queues, long waiting periods and stamp out corruption

By Priscilla Singh

A new national computer network for social security, to be fully operational by Monday, is expected to save the Department of Welfare millions of rands by eliminating widespread fraud and duplication.

It is an amalgamation of the 14 old computer systems used by the previous political dispensation. The number of beneficiaries carried on the Social Pension System will be about 2.8 million. Social security takes up 88% of the national welfare budget, which was allocated R12-billion this year.

Director-general Dr Leila Patel said the amalgamation process had been complex because there had to be a consolidation of various old systems. And, further, problems the task teams encountered during the process had included various crimes such as false identification numbers; people claiming on behalf of beneficiaries who are dead; invalid ID numbers; and duplicate or triplicate names on pension lists.

"Over and above reducing long queues and waiting periods, the new system will eradicate fraud and corruption, one of the stumbling blocks for the department, which has been costing us millions. The system will operate from a national level and will be linked to the nine provinces on a mainframe with a database of all the beneficiaries," explained Patel.

Furthermore, the new system was unique as it had a uniformity that could not be changed without the national ministry's approval.

"National uniform framework legislation has been drawn up and has a delegated function, which cannot be tampered with. In the past, a proper information system had been lacking within the department."

She added that, for the first time, the department would know immediately if there was a problem when beneficiaries said they had not received their pension or grant.

Everyone who is eligible will be on the system, which will make its first payment next month. The grants on the system are pension, war veterans, disability, maintenance, foster child, and care dependency.

Project manager, Giel Vermeulen said the system had economic and accuracy spinoffs. "This is a superior system which is on par with international standards for social security systems and is also comparable to the United States, which has the largest in the world, and Canada."

Este Lorentz, of the social security sub-directorate added: "It is the first large-scale exercise of this nature for the Government and is a special achievement in unifying the national social grant system."
R50m a year cut in homes subsidies

New plan for care of aged

A DEPARTMENT of Welfare plan to move away from subsidising residential care for the aged to community-based and family care was announced yesterday. HENRY LUDSKI writes.

The Department of Welfare has announced plans for a controversial “re prioritisation” plan that will eventually phase out all subsidies for residential care for the elderly, except for the very frail.

The plan, spelt out yesterday by Deputy Minister and soon-to-be Minister of Welfare Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, forms part of a major initiative by the government to shift welfare resources away from people who have traditionally benefited from the country’s social welfare system to those who haven’t.

Fraser-Moleketi told the Cape Times yesterday that the government was unable to continue to subsidise the “state-of-the-art” facilities for privileged sectors of the community while being unable to provide adequate facilities for needy communities.

The department was trying to move away from the costly system of residential care for the aged — which predominantly benefited whites — to family-centred and community-based services and programmes targeting the poorest and most vulnerable sections of the community.

Noting that the department had to cope with limited resources, Fraser-Moleketi said changing the department’s priorities would lead to a saving of an estimated R50 million a year.

It would be “irresponsible to continue to service certain communities in a way they have become accustomed to while ignoring the millions of people in the country who must have access to social welfare services”.

Most of the social welfare budget was being spent on residential care for the elderly, which still predominantly catered for whites. This expenditure limited the extent to which the department could intervene and be responsive to broader welfare issues, she said.

The reform of the welfare system, which will be spearheaded by Fraser-Moleketi and her deputy director general Dr Lola Patel, will be debated in Parliament today.

But it will be under the shadow of the National Party’s Mr Patrick McKenzie, who retires at the end of June after a brief period in office as Welfare Minister.

McKenzie was hauled in to replace Mr Abe Williams, who resigned recently under a financial cloud after his home and offices were raided by the Office for Serious Economic Offences.

The departure of McKenzie, who has admitted not having had any welfare experience, clears the way for Fraser-Moleketi and Patel to lead a department which for the first time since 1994 will not be under National Party control and which allows them to implement welfare reforms of which they themselves have been the architects.
PRO-WHITE IMBALANCE ADDRESSED

R50m to be slashed from old-age homes subsidies

SAVINGS from cutbacks on subsidies to old-age homes are to be redirected to other formerly disadvantaged sectors, Welfare Minister-designate Ms Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi announced yesterday.

The government has announced that R50 million will be saved this year on cutbacks to subsidies for largely white old-age homes.

The savings are to be redirected to the poorest of the poor, including street children.

Deputy Minister of Welfare and Minister-designate Ms Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi released the figure during the debate on her department's R14.3 billion budget in the assembly yesterday.

It will mean that old-age homes will lose subsidies for pensioners earning more than R1 300-a-month. A sliding scale will kick in below this figure, and the new subsidy formula will begin retrospectively from April 1.

While the department could not provide a breakdown, better-off pensioners will have to contribute proportionately more than they did in the past.

"This is a necessary and difficult step," Fraser-Moleketi said.

The government's intention to cut subsidies, motivated by the disproportionate benefits accruing to whites, was announced last year, but the extent of the cuts has only now been publicly made known.

A department spokesman said more than 600 old-age homes catering for 44 000 people — 90% of whom were white — were affected. The subsidies to all nine provinces would now amount to R252.6m, down from R300m last year.

The Western Cape only drops 10.7%, down from R67.4m to R60.25m, while in KwaZulu-Natal the subsidy drops from R33.1m to R25m — a 24% decrease. This is substantially more than the 15% average for all nine provinces and also the biggest percentage cut for one province.

While no clear breakdown was given on where the savings would be redeployed, a spokesman said the money would be invested in shelters for the unemployed and for street children, and in upliftment programmes for unmarried mothers and children under five.

Programmes for victims of sexual abuse and violence would also benefit.

The welfare "re prioritisation" committee, appointed by former Welfare Minister Abe Williams, decided not to make cuts to frail-care services or to children's homes, although the cost of R766 a month per child had not been adjusted during the last two years.

Outgoing Welfare Minister Patrick McKenzie said 86% of the welfare budget — or R12 billion — went to social security, with 3.8 million people each month receiving pensions, disability grants, parent and child support, foster care and other grants.

The bulk of the grants went to the elderly (60%), the disabled (24%) and on maintenance grants (14%).

Owing to improvements in monitoring systems, 14 629 names of dead beneficiaries had been picked up in the last year, saving the department R72 million.

The social welfare services and assistance portion of the budget makes up 13% of the total budget — amounting to R1.1 billion — which includes subsidies to old-age homes and to non-government organisations dealing with Aids, and those addressing the needs of criminal offenders, victims and their families.

Ties with China, Taiwan wanted

POLITICAL STAFF

SOUTHERN AFRICA wanted to maintain and expand friendly and cordial relations with Taiwan and mainland China, Foreign Affairs Minister Alfred Nzo said yesterday.

Addressing the Senate on the foreign affairs policy debate, Nzo said he was in continuous contact with all parties concerned with the issue.

He said relations with China will not be affected and the various approaches of the two countries would be left to the two sides.

He said that during his visit to Beijing last month, the results of talks during the two visits would help determine future ties with these countries.

South Africa has full diplomatic relations with Taiwan, but has ties with China as well. It is caught in a difficult position as China does not recognize Taiwan and refuses any country permission to have diplomatic relations with both.

"This is a necessary and difficult step," Fraser-Moleketi said.

The government's intention to cut subsidies, motivated by the disproportionate benefits accruing to whites, was announced last year, but the extent of the cuts has only now been publicly made known.

A department spokesman said more than 600 old-age homes catering for 44 000 people — 90% of whom were white — were affected. The subsidies to all nine provinces would now amount to R252.6m, down from R300m last year.
State halts its R72-m pensions to the dead

TYRONE SEALE
Political Staff

The state will save R72 million in the current financial year by stopping the payment of social pensions to nearly 15 000 South Africans who are long dead but are being represented by dishonest relatives and other fraudsters.

Welfare and Population Development Minister Patrick Mckinzie said yesterday that 14,629 names were being removed from the social pensions system after it had been found that the beneficiaries were deceased.

Provinces were progressively reporting more savings through the elimination of fraud, Mr Mckinzie said during the national assembly debate on his budget vote.

The software to start developing a new national social grants register, which would keep a proper record of beneficiaries and eliminate duplicate and invalid records, was now in place.

The amalgamation of 14 computer systems, dating back to apartheid administration into a national computer network for the new social security system had been successfully implemented earlier this week, he said.

Deputy Welfare Minister Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, who is to succeed Mr Mckinzie at the beginning of July, announced a cutback in subsidies to old-age homes of about R30 million in this financial year.

She said new criteria had been developed for the allocation of welfare subsidies to specific services for people with disabilities.

Although this would mean hardship for old-age homes, cutbacks had been found to be the only option.

The department had to show that it was addressing the racial gaps in the provision of welfare services, Ms Fraser-Moleketi said.
R6m cutback for Western Cape aged care budget

ANDREA BOTHA
Staff Reporter

WESTERN Cape Minister for Health and Social Services Ebrahim Rasool has announced a R6 million cut to the care for the aged budget.

"No-one will be thrown on to the street," he assured a meeting for the aged at the Lentegur hospital in Mitchell's Plain yesterday.

He also announced a new policy on old age homes.

Mr Rasool said the government could not provide all aged people with residential care, but that it was the government's responsibility to take care of the frail and infirm.

A shift must be made to residential care for all elderly patients who require 24-hour care, he said. Plans are under way for alternative housing and aged care facilities for "active" elderly people, who are still healthy.

As a part of the new policy, more frail care centres will be brought to disadvantaged communities. No new centres will be started in white communities, Mr Rasool said this was not a racially-based policy, but that there were already 107 old age facilities in white areas, compared to one for blacks.

He said care for the aged in the Western Cape needed urgent restructuring.
Old-age care ruled unconstitutional

by racism

THE WESTERN CAPE is to get six new frail-care homes in sweeping changes to old-age care, ANEEZ SALIE reports.

WESTERN CAPE welfare authorities have pledged sweeping measures to eradicate the legacy of apartheid from the care of the aged.

The MEC for Health and Welfare in the Western Cape, Mr Elsahen Rasool, said the number of state-aided frail-care homes in coloured areas would be increased from 25 to 29 and in black areas from one to three. All six of the new homes would be in disadvantaged areas and four of these would be in rural communities.

The number of homes — 107 — in formerly white communities would remain the same.

Rasool emphasised that the facilities would be only for the frail, in line with new government policy that shifted resources from old-age homes to community-based care for the elderly.

The government will no longer subsidise an old-age home purely in terms of its number of residents. Under the new policy only the frail and destitute may remain in residence. An appeal is being made to families and the community to care for their aged, with official financial support.

In a country where 64.3% of the elderly are African, coloured and Indian and 35.7% white, there are 1.8 million people older than 60 in South Africa. It is estimated that this number will increase by the year 2035 to about 7.5m, most of whom will be from developing — and possibly unprivileged — communities.

The provision of separate facilities for different population groups was unconstitutional and not cost-effective, Rasool said.

"We need to open not only our residential facilities and service centres, but also our hearts to all people.

Integration had begun "tentatively", but was "slow".

"This province can set the example and show the rest of the country that we can all live as equal citizens sharing our resources," Rasool said.

"Integration needs to be managed correctly and sensitively."

Rasool said the government was committed to promoting and maintaining the dignity, independence, participation and fulfilment of older people.

The government would not abdicate its responsibility to provide appropriate, affordable and cost-effective care and support for the frail and indigent aged.

"The shift will be from providing residential care (in old-age homes) to the provision of residential care for the frail who need 24-hour care and of community-based services to those who can still care for themselves."

Community-based services would have to be improved to keep active older people in the family and the community.

Rasool said this would be done by:

- Expanding welfare services in ways that directly strengthened the family's ability to care for all its members, young and old alike.
- Extending the network of service centres by increasing the budget for these by R5m this year. The number in coloured communities would increase from 28 to 45 and in African communities from 12 to 18. Of these, 80% would be built in rural communities. The number of centres in white communities would remain the same at 52.
- Encouraging community leaders and the police to detect cases of financial, physical or emotional abuse of the aged.

Newly-appointed national Welfare
Minister, Ms Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, announced last week that the new policy would save R50m.

"In the Western Cape this will translate into a modest R6m cut from our budget for the care of the aged," Rasool said.

"This is not as drastic as expected, but it is the start of a process."

The fairly small cut in budget reflected the government's concern for the aged, Rasool said.

"It means that no one—frail or active—will be cast out on to the streets."

Rasool also wants to introduce a quota system for old-age homes.

"This system will not be racially based, but (will) make a few beds available for other needs in the community, for example for women in crisis. The home for the aged must be seen as a resource for the community and not only for the few residents who stay there."

Rasool said he had asked residents and workers at old-age homes to indicate what needed to be done to change the homes into frail-care facilities.

The alterations would be submitted as RDP projects.

Rasool said the government would be better able to meet the needs of the aged if fraud and corruption were eradicated from the welfare department. Fraudulent pension claims cost R1 billion a year.

The Western Cape province was leading the way in dealing with fraud and corruption.

"So far 25 officials in the Western Cape have been identified and action will be taken against them," Rasool said.
Return of prescribed assets is proposed

CAPE TOWN — Trade unions have mooted the reintroduction of prescribed assets for pension funds to help boost growth and meet the socioeconomic expectations of black South Africans.

Prescribed asset rules lay down minimum amounts that pension funds would have to invest in certain instruments.

Cosatu's pension fund and investment co-ordinator Irene Charnley told a parliamentary finance committee that a "reconstruction bond" should be launched into which pension funds should be obliged to invest at least 10% of their assets. This could raise up to R50bn for development and job creation and would have to "go hand in hand with a clear, efficient delivery programme by government", she said.

Prescribed assets, used by the previous NP government to fund projects to uplift poor whites, were abolished 10 years ago.

"To achieve the 6-8% growth rates necessary to address high levels of unemployment in the country, we need investment in development to create jobs," Charnley said.

Government needed the assistance of financial institutions but "expecting them to voluntarily invest directly in development projects is wishful thinking". — Reuters.
New old-age policy welcomed

Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, who has been the driving force behind the new policy.

"In my decades of lobbying government I have met many ministers, none of whom understood the issues like she did, nor were her predecessors prepared to put their money where their mouths were, as she did."

In the past government spending was in line with apartheid, which had left a legacy of only half a percent of African aged being cared for in old-age homes as opposed to three percent of coloureds and nine percent whites, the Cape Times revealed yesterday.

"As we can see from the statistics, we have to do something dramatic. We know that it will take some time," Eckley said.

SAPA reports that DP leader Mr Tony Leon said yesterday his party was totally opposed to the government's plans for a R50m cut in subsidies for old-age homes.

Addressing a local government reception meeting in Sea Point, Leon said the cut affected 44 000 people in 600 homes run by profit-making organisations.

See Page 6.
Cosatu pleads to turn back the clock

By Bruce Cameron

Cape Town — Cosatu wants the prescribed assets on retirement funds reintroduced to finance the development of the country's infrastructure. They were phased out 10 years ago.

Irene Charnley, a Cosatu representative, told the parliamentary joint standing committee on finance yesterday that the government should launch a reconstruction bond into which the money could be invested.

The committee was taking evidence on the report of the Smith committee inquiry into the retirement industry.

She said Cosatu had decided that about 10 percent of the R500 billion in funds under management in the private- and public-sector retirement funds should be channelled into the reconstruction bond.

Cosatu was also in favour of scrapping any tax deductibility incentive for pension funds. She said that union members of provident funds placed their money into their funds because they wanted to save and not because of any tax incentives.

Charnley said that with the reintroduction of prescribed assets the government would have to do its share by coming up with a properly planned programme for which the money could be used.

She said the effect of the Katz proposals on the taxation of funds would soon be minimised as private-sector funds restructured to avoid paying tax on interest and rental income on capital leaving the public-sector funds.

The 'public-sector' funds had most of their money in interest-bearing government stock.

Not all private funds would voluntarily invest in development.

"A few will, while the majority will find ways to avoid such investment for competitive reasons," she said.

It was imperative that uniform measures were applied to force investment in solid development rather than in speculation in equities to achieve a growth rate of between 6 percent and 8 percent, she said.

Charnley said the required growth levels would be difficult to achieve without development that focused on infrastructure, such as the provision of water, housing, a transport system, roads and ports.

The development would improve the conditions of the poor, enhance export capacity and assist in the development of the domestic market.

Charnley said a major drawback of the Smith committee report had been its failure to consider the needs of the whole country.
N Province, Mpumalanga hit by illegal old-age pension payouts

BY JUSTICE MALALA
Provincial Correspondent

The Mpumalanga and Northern Province governments are losing thousands of rands every month to foreigners using false identity documents to draw old-age pensions and locals registering at more than one pay point.

Mpumalanga MEC for Finance Jacques Modipane said yesterday more than 30% of people who drew old-age pensions in the province were foreigners using false ID documents.

"Most of them are Swaziland citizens who come into South Africa at the end of the month to draw the pensions and then return home," he said.

Modipane said his department was still trying to determine how much it was losing through the fraudulent deals. He said most of the pensioners had been granted IDs by corrupt officials of the former KaNgwane and KwaNdebele.

"It was also very easy to get IDs in the runup to the April 27 1994 election, and many took advantage of the situation then," he said.

Northern Province Finance MEC Edgar Mushwana said most pensioners were registered in Johannesburg, the former Lebowa and former Gazankulu.

Most of the pensioners involved in the scam were Northern Province residents who had worked in Gauteng's urban areas and had houses in the province that they used to register as pensioners in the province. They would then travel back home where they also had addresses to use for registration purposes, Mushwana said.

"At the end of every month these people travel to the three centres to draw the pensions, and they can go undetected."

He said the provincial government was trying to standardise its pension payout so that there would not be any duplication. New identification mechanisms would be developed and contained in a central database.
Quick fix: pension funds tempt government
Africa looks to able SA for leadership.

The South African Reserve Bank is looking to South Africa's pension funds for guidance on how to implement the new pension norms, which are expected to be implemented in 2023.

The new norms are expected to be implemented in 2023 and are aimed at increasing the diversification of pension fund portfolios, reducing the concentration in equity markets, and improving the sustainability of retirement funds.

The South African Pension Industry Statistics report shows that pension funds in South Africa have a significant impact on the economy, with contributions and benefits playing a crucial role in supporting the retirement incomes of millions of people.

The report highlights the importance of pension funds in providing financial security for retirees, with contributions and benefits increasing over time.

The need for increased diversification in pension fund portfolios is highlighted as a critical factor in ensuring the sustainability of retirement systems in the long term.

The South African Reserve Bank has been actively engaging with pension funds to discuss the implementation of the new norms and to ensure that the transition is smooth and beneficial for both pension funds and their members.

The report also highlights the need for further research and analysis to understand the potential impacts of the new norms on the pension industry and the broader economy.

In conclusion, the South African pension industry is well-positioned to lead the way in implementing the new pension norms, with the support of the South African Reserve Bank.

The report suggests that the increased diversification of pension fund portfolios and the provision of financial support for retirees will be essential in ensuring the sustainability of retirement systems for future generations.

The South African Reserve Bank is looking to the pension industry to take a leadership role in implementing the new norms, and the report provides valuable insights into the potential impacts and opportunities for the pension industry in the years ahead.

The report concludes that the South African pension industry is well-equipped to meet the challenges posed by the new norms and to provide financial security for retirees in the years to come.

The South African Reserve Bank looks forward to working with the pension industry to ensure a smooth transition to the new pension norms and to support the financial well-being of retirees in South Africa.
Forum for retirement supported — Marcus

Business Editor

THE government supports proposals for a National Retirement Provision Forum, Deputy-Minister of Finance Gill Marcus has said.

The forum should have clear targets and deadlines and should include representatives from all key players in the retirement industry, she told the annual conference of the Institute of Retirement Funds in Cape Town.

The government would take such a forum’s proposals “very seriously”, Ms Marcus said.

The Joint Standing Committee on Finance would report on the findings of the Smith Committee on Retirement Provision within a week or 10 days, and was expected to make recommendations on proposals for a National Forum.

The report of the Smith Committee was the start of a process aimed at old age programmes which were an instrument for economic growth, met the needs of society and were affordable.

Ms Marcus said discussions about the future of the retirement industry were taking place in the context of critical changes in the economy in the last three months.

“It can’t be business as usual”, she said, referring to the 20 percent depreciation in the value of the rand since February.

“We must minimise the costs and maximise the benefits of this,” said Ms Marcus.

She called on business and labour to “step back from the confrontations of the last three months”.

“Obviously we all have responsibilities and nobody can run away from their responsibilities. The challenge is to harmonise these.

“Fiscal discipline is not purely a government function.

“Business, labour and government all need to look at what we can do to contain costs and maximise benefits,” she said.”

Ms Marcus said decisions which were taken now would affect the next upswing in the economic cycle.
THE Eastern Cape legislature has ordered its standing committee on finance to investigate allegations of irregularity in the provincial tender board's allocation of a R400m pensions payment contract.

This follows threats last week by Heath commission head Judge Willem Heath that he would issue an interdict preventing the contract from being implemented. The finance committee would hear submissions from interested parties tomorrow.

The contract, for the payment of about R2.1bn a year in pensions to 600,000 elderly people in the Eastern Cape, was awarded in March to a consortium consisting of Umtata-based company Balmae and Pensecure, a joint venture between the Post Office and Coin Securities.

Two health and welfare committees evaluated several tenders submissions over an eight-month period, and on both occasions recommended a joint venture between Standard Bank and Fidelity Guards.
Task team to look at state pensions

CAPE TOWN — The parliamentary joint standing committee on finance has recommended the establishment of a small task team to investigate the future provision of pensions in SA.

Supporting the main recommendations of the Smith committee report on pension funds—aimed at reducing the pensions burden on the state—it said this should be followed by the formation of a pensions forum representing main stakeholders.

The two bodies should map out the basics of a government policy paper on future retirement provision and report back by December this year so that key recommendations could be considered in the 1997/98 budget.

The parliamentary committee held extensive hearings on the Smith report a week ago and finalised its report yesterday.

It said that while there was some support for introducing tax incentives to encourage people to provide their own pensions, there had been some resistance as this would mainly benefit the rich and not encourage savings. — Reuters.
Pensioning off
Organised labour has signalled its intention to demand greater control of the R500 billion or so tied up in South Africa's retirement funds.

Its main intention is to change investment strategies so that they become more directed towards social responsibility.

In documents submitted to the recent hearing of the parliamentary standing committee on finance, organised labour was "resentful that the funds' wealth should contribute more directly to the social development of the country as well as improving the lot of individuals. The reconstruction and development programme was cited as a vehicle for change.

Cosatu and the National Labour and Economic Development Institute (Naledi), the organised labour research body, submitted evidence to the parliamentary committee hearings on the Smith inquiry into the retirement industry.

They said fundamental changes would have to be made to the existing system, which was still rooted in the old, defined benefit schemes. They said it did not reach far enough into South Africa's poor, especially the poor, and that the investment policies of private funds were driven purely by returns. The influence of individual members on their investment savings was also limited by this system.

Labour has questioned major issues, such as allowing continued tax incentives for pension funds through making contributions tax deductible. It suggested the reintroduction of prescribed assets for funds, with the funds being compelled by legislation to invest between 5 and 10 percent of their assets in reconstruction projects, through a special RDF bond issue.

Naledi said in its document that retirement policy was of crucial importance both to individuals and the nation, with three main priorities.

Firstly, adequate pension provision had to be made for individuals to afford a decent life after they were no longer able, or willing, to work. Secondly, progressive retirement policy could improve income distribution to the poor by giving them "especially good retirement incomes".

Thirdly, retirement-fund assets of R500 billion and the annual income from contributions of about R25 billion could, "and must, be a tremendous tool for reconstruction and development".

Organised labour senses that it has been historically frozen out of the retirement fund industry and has not been included sufficiently in investigations such as the Smith committee inquiry, the pensions task team looking at public-sector retirement funds, and the recent amendments to pension fund legislation.

"There are many local funds retirement funds doing whatever they want," it said.

The labour groups supported the Smith committee proposal for a small task team leading to a national forum on retirement funding.

"Not only do they want the forum, but Irene Charnley, the Cosatu representative at the hearings, also said that labour federations should have six places on the 14-member forum."

Naledi said the forum could lead to much of the work done by Smith being redone, and there were significant shortcomings in the vision and detail of the Smith committee's recommendations.

Naledi said Smith's underlying vision that only encouragement was needed to stimulate retirement saving, with the state-old-age pension acting as a stopgap measure by providing cover for the very poor, was "a comforting notion but clearly not satisfactory".

What was needed was a blend of incentive-based encouragement and compulsion, it said.

Naledi has recommended wide-ranging changes. These recommendations cover the existing state pension and private- and public-sector provisions:

For state pensions, Naledi recommended the retention and extension of the system as the only significant tool inherited by the government for redistribution and as the largest source of income for the rural poor.

It supported the Smith recommendations for easing the means test and improving administration to reduce fraud, but did not accept other recommendations for increasing the qualifying age by offering incentives to delay taking a pension and to limit total benefits to 1/7 percent of gross domestic product.

For retirement provision in the private sector, Naledi recommended compulsory retirement provision by all companies employing more than two people, with the companies either choosing their own independent provision or joining a national umbrella fund for small and medium-size enterprises, which would have lower contribution levels combined with incentives.

It also recommended that informal, micro and small business entrepreneurs should be given real incentives to provide for the retirement of their workforces, and themselves, with investment and development finance linked to retirement provision in a way that would strongly motivate them. Part of the development finance would come from the funds themselves.

Naledi also recommended ensuring higher levels of contractual savings, which would make more capital available for investment.

It said that jobs should be created through positive investment strategies because it was too good saying the unemployed must find a job to provide for retirement when job creation was inadequate.

Another suggestion was that all funds should have a "trusted board", no matter how small, with worker representatives having a minimum of 50 percent representation on the boards.

Naledi said it had to be recognised that pension and provident funds belonged to the members and were a form of deferred personal income.

It also said the Pension Fund Act should promote industry funds. Among other things, this would cut down on the proliferation of funds, now about 20,000.

Many of the funds had been created because of unscrupulous marketing exercises that had no economies of scale and had high administration costs.

Naledi said this had resulted in poorly informed workers losing out through unnecessarily high premiums.

It said workers should have full vesting rights, with access given to both their own and their employers' contributions on leaving employment. Workers should also be able to transfer their funds from one fund to another if they were not happy with a certain fund.

A code for investment should be established, with all funds having two investment lists: one for financial returns and the other for nationally agreed social responsibility investment. This should be backed by prescribed investments of 5 to 10 percent of the assets and steps to ensure all funds were placed on the same footing.

Naledi argued that social investment did not necessarily mean poor returns and cited the performance of its Community Growth unit trust as an example.

It also suggested a major shake-up of the Financial Services Board, the retirement industry regulator, which Naledi said was dominated by employer and life office interests and "is therefore unable and unwilling to protect member interests".

For the public-sector retirement funds, Naledi recommended that a pay-as-you-go system be implemented, as opposed to a fully or partially funded option. A pay-as-you-go system would wipe out the R60 billion the government owed to the fund.

Naledi said the main reason the public service funds have been almost empty is because they were dominated by a conservative, white, public-service trade union.

It recommended measures to neutralise abuses of past public-service funds, including buybacks to the age of 16, and people being retired and re-employed at higher salaries.

A halt to calculating pensions on last-day salaries, which had resulted in many civil servants receiving promotion to higher salary grades on retirement, was also called for. It supported the Smith committee recommendation that the figure should be calculated on the average pay over the last 24 months before retirement.

Naledi recommended stiff measures to stop other over-generous early retirement benefits.

It also called for the removal of racial discrimination by categorising many permanently employed black workers as temporary and excluding them from fund membership.
Parliament is considering a complete overhaul of the State pension system, which would bring to an end the excessive retirement and retrenchment packages cultivated under apartheid.

The Smith Committee, appointed in June 1995 by former Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg to investigate SA’s retirement system, believes that government pension benefits should be knocked down to more market-related levels.

It finds that:
- Government pension benefits are about 20% better than those of large private sector companies;
- It takes government five years to recoup the cost of retrenching an employee with more than 10 years’ service, compared to about 18 months in the private sector;
- Most civil servants receive a tax-free gratuity on retirement in addition to their pension;
- The public sector staff turnover rate is an unhealthy 5% per annum, compared to about 12.5% in the private sector;
- The Finance Department’s pensions directorate lacks the managerial, technical and legal expertise and computer technology to administer government’s pension funds effectively; and
- There are insufficient financial controls in place.

In its report, now under consideration by parliament’s Joint Standing Committee on Finance, the Smith Committee recommends that government decrease its pension contribution from 20.3% of members’ salaries to the guideline figure of 13%, which is still above the private sector average of 11.5%.

It calls for an end to the “financially unsound” practice whereby government pension benefits are calculated on a member’s salary on the date of retirement, and proposes that the average salary over the last two years of service be used instead.

Also recommended is that lump sum benefits be paid in lieu of, and not in addition to, annuities upon retirement and that they be taxed.

The committee wants “reasonable and affordable” retrenchment packages to be renegotiated between the State and civil servants. It finds that on being retrenched, members with 10 or more years’ service qualify for a life-long pension and a gratuity as if they had retired. The capitalised value of the retrenchment benefit of such a member is about five times his or her annual salary.

National Party MP and former Public Service Minister Sam de Beer warns that if the ANC backs down on the World Trade Centre agreement which guarantees the pensions of civil servants under the new dispensation, “they will have a revolt on their hands.”

According to the Constitution civil servants are entitled to a “fair pension,” and De Beer is adamant that any move that would effect the vested rights of civil servants retroactively cannot be deemed fair.

The Smith Committee’s Leon de Wit agrees and says it is not the intention to take away the accrued rights of people. He believes that all existing staff should be brought into the new system while retaining the benefits they have accrued up to the change-over date.

DP pensions spokesman Brian Goodall welcomes the recommendations, but thinks it would be wrong to deprive a person say five years from retirement of the tax-free gratuity he has been expecting to be based on his 25 years’ service, not on only 20 years.

Government’s pension funds have a membership of 1.3m people. The total pensioner’s payroll is R4.15bn per annum, meaning that the average pensioner receives an annual pension of about R18 000. The funds’ combined assets total about R70bn compared to total liabilities of about R120bn.

If accepted, the Smith Committee recommendations would result in substantial savings for the funds. However, the committee suggests that some of the savings be routed into salary increases, “especially at the lower end of the salary spectrum.”

It also argues for the creation of a new administration unit to manage the funds, possibly a statutory body, which would offer the competitive salaries necessary to attract highly skilled staff.

But the most costly recommendation is likely to be that government redress the “reasonable expectations” of State employees who were deprived of fund membership under apartheid. It found that many civil servants, especially blacks and coloureds, were classified as temporary workers and had to undergo lengthy waiting periods during which they were denied membership although they were treated as permanent staff in all other respects.

The Department of Finance says the recommendations are reasonable and present “a clear description of the pension plan for public servants and of recent developments in this field.”

Some of the Smith recommendations will be implemented on July 1, following recent agreements with labour, including changing the final salary definition to two years and reducing the State’s pension contribution rate to 17%.

Issues still unresolved include the possibility of adopting the Pay-As-You-Go method of meeting government’s pension obligations and changing from a defined benefit to a defined contribution pension plan.

Public Service & Administration Minister Zola Skweyiya announced this week that about 100 000 public service posts
will be cut by June 1997 by offering severance packages. Government plans to shed at least 300 000 jobs over the next three years to bring the total public service workforce down to 900 000.

CRIME PREVENTION

TOTAL ONSLAUGHT 2

Government is recreating strategies and structures to fight crime that are strikingly similar to those which its defunct old enemy — P W Botha’s State Security Council — used to wage total onslaught against the ANC and its allies.

Cabinet was this week expected to approve the long-delayed national crime prevention strategy that seeks to involve all the State departments, provincial and local governments and the private sector in a long-term campaign against crime at every level and all spheres of society.

Independent analysts generally applauded the strategy — the first comprehensive approach to crimefighting here — but warned that its greatest challenges would lie in implementation, in mobilising an historically fragmented government service to rid itself of outdated mindsets and implement a strategy based on interdepartmental cooperation.

Business Against Crime MD André Fourie says that a concerted strategy is a major step forward but government will have to beware of bureaucratic inertia. “We have seen time and again that interdepartmental committees alone are not very effective in driving government priorities. A co-ordinating body or mechanism is vital to give the process strategic direction.”

He proposes the appointment of a body such as New Zealand’s crime prevention council, which is attached to the Prime Minister’s office.

SA’s 88-page strategy document identifies seven priority crimes: those involving firearms, organised crime, white collar crime, gender violence and crimes against children, violence associated with “intergroup conflict,” vehicle theft and hijacking and corruption in the criminal justice system.

It proposes a series of steps to tighten vehicle licensing and intends to make identity documents more resistant to fraud, institute a crackdown on private- and public-sector fraud, improve border controls to combat smuggling and illegal immigration and provide “meaningful alternatives to prison sentences” for minors. The criminal justice system’s data processing will also be beefed up to speed up prosecutions and raise levels of convictions.

However, “a comprehensive strategy must go beyond effective policing,” says the strategy team, which comprised representatives from the departments of Safety & Security, Justice, Correctional Services, Defence, Intelligence and Welfare. The strategy “must also provide for mobilisation and participation of civil society at all levels and assistance for all levels of government to address crime where it originates — at local level.”

At first glance, the concept and methods of the new strategy appear similar to the National Security Management System (NSMS) which the Botha government used to strike at and destabilise the anti-apartheid movements of the Eighties. For example, as with the NSMS, the new strategy sets up co-ordinating committees at ministerial and director-general levels and establishes an interdepartmental secretariat to co-ordinate and devise ways of transforming government and tailoring development strategies, education and welfare programmes to reduce crime.

But that’s where the similarity ends. From the ANC’s strategy has not evolved from the old security system. It developed, says Janine Rauch, adviser to Safety & Security Minister Sydney Mufamadi, from the realisation that crime is not a monolithic but a varied phenomenon that requires many different solutions and the involvement of a broad spectrum of society.

ANC MP and parliamentary committee member on safety and security Jenny Schreiner dismisses equating government’s new anticrime strategy with the Botha government’s one.

The Botha strategy may have developed interdepartmental co-operation in security matters, says Schreiner, but it did little or nothing to improve interdepartmental co-operation to co-ordinate road construction to tie in with rural development, building health clinics or providing water.

Government’s new strategy would endeavour to achieve this kind of co-operation to help improve overall efficiency and an improvement in the State’s ability to tackle crime.

Sceptics, however, abound in the police service, says a former senior policeman still closely involved with anticrime work in the private sector.

“The strategy itself is basically sound,” he says, “but it’s quite another question to expect the other departments to cooperate with Safety & Security. If they don’t, this will just turn into another paper proposal.”

He supports his contention by saying that it took departments such as Welfare, Correctional Services and Justice up to three months to appoint representatives to the team that formulated the strategy. Even then, they contributed little and the document was almost entirely drafted by Safety & Security department members — with significant input from organised business.

UNIVERSITY TRANSFORMATION

POPULIST MAYHEM

Tertiary education in SA is teetering on the brink of chaos as students at various campuses go on the rampage in support of demands for instant transformation.

The problems are compounded by the need for swift action by the authorities, limited funding and a leadership crisis within student bodies.

While the problems at Pretoria Technikon this week appeared to take on directly racial overtones, the targets in Durban, Maritzburg and Free State are generally the administrations, which are being called on to speed up changes aimed at making the universities more demographically representative.

But the overall effect is the same. The students are doing themselves few favours by running rampant through the institutions leaving a trail of damage behind them. The same applies to the authorities who are discovering that a lack of decisive action leads to an escalation in student demands. At worst, effective control could be surrendered to the students — that is what is now being demanded at Durban-Westville.

However, Education Minister Sibusiso Bengu is to institute a judicial inquiry into the problems at the university. He
Gauteng to have automated pension payout

BY PATRICK PHOSA

The Gauteng government has invited tenders to convert its "over-the-table" system of pension payments — which costs the government millions in fraud — into a fully automated payout system.

Speaking yesterday at a press conference in Johannesburg, Gauteng Sports, Recreation and Welfare MEC Peter Skosana said the challenge facing the welfare department was "getting the right money to the right person at the right time".

He said his department could not live with seeing pensioners standing in long queues that often began at the crack of dawn. The pensioners were often exposed to robbers while waiting in queues.

At the moment Gauteng has 178,000 pensioners who receive monthly payments at 122 paypoints. If the payments were automated, civil servants would be relieved of payout duties to focus on their departmental administrative duties.

Skosana said the current system of cash payment would be phased out in the long term.

"The Gauteng government considers cash payments an interim measure and a far more sophisticated system must be introduced within the next three years," he said.
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Pensions tender leak claim

BISHO—The Eastern Cape health and welfare department leaked the name of a government contract winner to the Press before the tender was completed, it was disclosed yesterday.

Umtata-based Balraz told a Bisho legislature committee, probing the deal to pay 600 000 social provincial pensions in the next three years, that it found the department's behaviour "unsavoury".

Balraz advocate Boria Savvas told the committee: "Newspapers were able to discover, before the state tender board, that Fidelity Guards had been chosen by a welfare technical committee when Balraz had not even been looked at."

A Standard Bank-Fidelity Guards consortium — with its R235m price tag — won the support of two departmental technical committees which weighed up the six bidders.

The provincial tender board, however, ignored the recommendations of the technical committees and split the contract between Balraz and Pretoria-based Pensecure with a combined R400m price. The board based its decision on the two companies' commitment to affirmative action.

Provincial health and welfare MEC Trudi Thomas was called on the board to explain its decision. She claimed still not to have had an adequate response.

The DP's Eddie Trent referred the deal to the Heath probe of irregular government deals and the legislature referred the deal to the parliamentary finance committee for investigation.

It was before this finance committee that Savvas yesterday accused the first welfare technical committee of "distorting the truth" by claiming Balraz did not have an upfront agreement with Standard Bank. He denied reports that Balraz was not a registered company at the time the tender closed, and that some company founders were employed by government. — Eca.
Pensions tender meets 'demands of RDP'

KING WILLIAM'S TOWN: The Eastern Cape Tender Board had not been under pressure or influence when it awarded the tender for payment of social pensions, board chairman Mr Bongani Finca said yesterday.

Various factors had been taken into account and the tender had been awarded to Balraz and Pensecure, Finca told the standing committee on social pensions in Bisho.

These factors had included affirmative action, the promotion of small and medium enterprises and job creation.

"Every company that applied for the tender had to show its commitment to the principles of the Reconstruction and Development Programme," Finca said.

Balraz, which had four blacks on its board of directors, had won the tender because of its affirmative action policies, he said.

The technical committee appointed by the department of health and welfare had been under pressure to finalise the matter.

The technical committee's report had cast a negative light on the RDP, one of the companies that had tendered.

"In the whole process the board is not aware of any fraud, corruption or irregularities," Finca said.

Balraz board member Mr Stone Sizani said the company had been awarded the contract as its tender had taken into account the province's depressed economy and the interests of its people.

He said Pensecure had postal outlets in the form of spaza shops and that these could be used as pension pay points.

Sapa
Transnet pension fund rules change
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Robyn Chalmers

THE public enterprises office has published a range of amendments to Transnet's pension fund rules, while stressing that they will not have an impact on the restructuring of the fund which was stopped earlier this year.

A public enterprises spokesman said the amendment would not have a big impact on the pension fund, nor would it affect the pension fund deficit which currently stands at about R4.5bn against R17bn five years ago.

A Transnet spokesman said the amendments were largely to do with fine-tuning the rules and ensuring that pension fund members understood their benefits.

Transnet chairman Louise Tager announced in February that restructuring of the fund— to allow workers to choose between pension fund and provident fund payouts— would be put on hold.
Pensions versus privatisation

Targeting state pension funds rather than state assets would be a more efficient way of addressing the state's budget deficit, writes Ravi Naidoo.

The direction of macro-economic policy reflects the political agenda being pursued by the government. South Africa is in a solid unwavering of its macro-economic policy in a difficult moment. However, judging by the climate and "unbelievable" of business, it seems safe to assume that the government's plans has stayed too far across the fence.

That the government is under immense pressure. Foreign capital and unaided domestic power will be shuttering pressure to sell its share in the company with a macro-economic policy as a precondition for new investment. The success of new conservative macro-economic policies is crucial as economic growth in 1996/97 and less government revenue and a higher interest bill - equating the focus.

Furthermore, the failure of delivery policies seems to have frustrated the government into at least offering reasons for the failure. "Slow" consultative processes are a suitable target, even if the government is the one left with a plan.

The macro-economic plan is based on the assumption that a market-driven, state-oriented growth strategy is suitable for South Africa. This counter-argument for a stronger government role through ownership policies is summarily dismissed in one paragraph stating the deficit must be reduced.

However, while the overall strategy is likely to be retained through consultation of scope alone, there are two points worth capturing here.

How serious is the "budget deficit" problem? The government debt, most of it internal, amounts to $20.7 billion. 50% of government's gross domestic product (GDP). The interest payments on this debt are essentially the cause of the budget deficit (government expenditure exceeding revenue). This deficit is now 3% of GDP.

First, and most clearly because of sanctions, government's debt is not high by international standards. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average debt-GDP ratio is 72%, for example. However, debt ratios in South Africa are 15% (against 4% in the OECD) making debt expensive.

Second, deficits are neither inherently good nor bad. The difference in the ability to direct the expenditure to ensure higher future returns so that it can repay the debt. Directing expenditure means putting it mostly into capital goods and not consumption. At the moment, government capital expenditure is low - about 9% of the budget. And much of that is "sitting in the bag". Therefore, the government probably does need to redirect its spending before it can increase the deficit.

Third, if a quick deficit increase can be dangerous, a deficit reduction could be worse. Deficit, calculated as a percentage of GDP, tends to be counter-cyclical. They increase when the economy slows down but decrease when it grows fast. In this way, the best way to reduce the deficit may be to increase GDP. Accordingly, an economy with excess capacity (manufacturing capacity utilisation is around 80%) such as South Africa, the fiscally prudent policy is to target the growth rate, not the deficit itself.

This policy is suggested in the Inter-nanional Labour Organisation report on South Africa. Also Malaysia is a "High Income and International Monetary Fund advice and run a deficit of over 20% - with good results.

Another business community claim that privatisation proceeds can be used to pay off debt. However, privatisation of even most state assets will not deal the national debt, nor the 193 billion annual interest payment in fact, assets of most of these parastatals (including Transnet and Telkom) would probably be overvalued.

To conclude, the decision to pay pensions to existing workers'Writer, is not subject to the government's plan. The national government's decision to pay pensions to existing workers is not subject to the government's plan. The national government's decision to pay pensions to existing workers, even if pensions are paid out of general revenue. While most countries use a pay-as-you-go system to pay their public servants, South Africa uses an expensive fully-funded plan. Apart from being nor to the government, this decision has also been hailed as a way of saving money.

Pension funds are an insurance risk. However, the government is not insurance against the government. The government is simply using the wrong one. Fully-funded (pre-funded) systems are usually used by private firms, where a separate fund full of assets guarantees workers' pensions even if the firm is liquidated. Governments, which theoretically cannot be liquidated, usually have pay-as-you-go systems where pensions are paid out of general revenue. While most countries use a pay-as-you-go system to pay their public servants, South Africa uses an expensive fully-funded plan. Apart from being out of step internationally, the South African government has been paying the fully-funded system with 100 billion of interest-bearing government stocks. This system is a dangerous and is this government's decision to pay pensions to existing workers as a way of saving money? Is this government's decision to pay pensions to existing workers as a way of saving money? Is this government's decision to pay pensions to existing workers as a way of saving money? Is this government's decision to pay pensions to existing workers as a way of saving money?
Pensioner dies while queueing for late payout

Thousands of elderly people have had to wait for up to three days in the cold.

BY PILI BOSCH

A pensioner died on Monday and several others have fallen ill while waiting for three days in freezing weather in a pension queue because officials feared to go to the settlement following two robberies there in recent weeks.

Thousands of pensioners queued at the Orange Farm paypoint south of Johannesburg on Friday to receive their grants, but the paypoint personnel did not turn up and the pensioners refused to leave the spot until they had received their money.

Instead, the paypoint in the Sebokeng administration building, which pays up to R2.7-million a month to about 6743 pensioners, paid those who travelled there from other areas.

The pensioner who died had been waiting in the chilly Highveld weather in the line with other pensioners since Thursday night.

Samantha Johnson of the Gauteng department of welfare and population development said she had heard about the death yesterday morning and investigations into the matter had already begun.

She said the department had ensured that all the Orange Farm pensioners had been paid out on Monday morning after a pay-out team from Heidelberg had agreed to go there.

"The department is looking at viable ways to end delays at paypoints and prevent another situation where pensioners have to wait an additional three days for their pension," said Johnson.

The dead pensioner's identity has not been released.
Bid to address Orange Farm pension problems

By Priscilla Simon

With payments.

The department will also consult the Gauteng department of safety and security as well as community structures in Orange Farm.

In the meeting yesterday, attended by Welfare MEC Ignatius Jacobs, chief director of social security Louis du Toit and director of social security Gerry Rees, the payout team set out their reasons for withdrawing from the Orange Farm payout point.

A list of grievances, including a request for increased security, was handed to Jacobs.

A department spokesman said investigations into the death of the still unnamed pensioner were continuing.
Task team mooted to probe paraStatal pension liabilities

Robyn Chalmers

The finance ministry was considering setting up a separate task team to look into parastatals' pension fund liabilities, linked mainly to large actuarial deficits, a ministry source said yesterday.

He said it was imperative to determine the extent of parastatals' pension fund liabilities.

The liabilities would be a key question during any negotiations on the possible sale of parastatals, and could affect the price they could command.

The task team would also consider how the liabilities arose.

"This is still a proposal which is being considered by Finance Minister Trevor Manuel, so there is no timetable yet," said the source.

"If the setting up of a task team is approved, however, its work will be done as soon as possible."

A Public Enterprises spokesman said the outcome of any investigation into pension fund liabilities would have an effect on restructuring negotiations.

However, it was premature to say that restructuring would be further delayed.

The spokesman said part of the task of the various sectoral task teams was to consider how pension fund liabilities would affect the restructuring of particular parastatals, as well as the asset base of each parastatal.

A report by the Public Enterprises Department released earlier this year showed that total assets for public corporations amounted to roughly R137.2bn, but liabilities came to R72bn.

This was, however, a preliminary report and further investigation was recommended to ascertain exact figures.

The document showed that the state-owned enterprises had a combined annual turnover of R48bn on which they had a taxed profit of R6bn.

The liabilities were linked mainly to large actuarial deficits on parastatal's pension funds.

Telkom, which is currently at the forefront of government's restructuring drive, is seeking to raise up to R10bn from a strategic equity partner.

The report showed, however, that Telkom had assets of R16.5bn with R11.4bn in liabilities of which R8.3bn was interest-bearing debt.

Eskom, where negotiations are under way with union, government and Eskom officials on the best way forward for restructuring, has liabilities of more than R30bn against total assets of almost R50bn.
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Noah Project provides an 'ark' for the elderly

There's no place like home
Unique move by SA labour

By Abdul Milazi
Labour Reporter

The Municipal Education, State Health and Allied Workers Union (Meshawu) is to establish its own provident fund tailored to suit the needs of its members.

The decision, which has been agreed to by the Municipal Employers Organisation, is the first such move by workers in the history of labour in South Africa.

Meshawu president Lucas Matshoaene said the new fund would be administered by Metropolitan Life.

"The investments will be in Metropolitan Life's Guaranteed Fund, which has produced excellent returns. Our members have been waiting for a long time for the 'better benefits' we promised them and we will make them better," Matshoaene said.

Matshoaene said the purpose of a separate fund was to meet the needs of its members. It had to provide:

- Improved eligibility conditions for membership;
- Better retirement benefits;
- Improved death and disability benefits;
- Retrenchment and funeral benefits;
- Provision for home loans; and
- A transparent and accessible administration.

"Although we were bound by the Industrial Council to implement a fund for our members only, we had intended to expand it to benefit all municipal workers," said Matshoaene.

Spokesman for the Municipal Employers Union Peet Rodell said the agreement to establish such a fund had already been published in the Government Gazette."
BUTHELEZI DEALS FROM NEW DECK

Home Affairs Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi plans to overhaul government’s identification system by replacing all green ID books with electronic smart-cards over the next eight years.

Pensioners will be first in line for the new cards in a bid to help the Department of Health & Welfare ensure that only those entitled to them draw social benefits. Abuse of government’s pension scheme through forged ID books is believed to be widespread—Buthelezi claims more than R1bn a year could be saved by detecting fraudulent payments.

Besides carrying the ID document mug shot, the new cards will electronically store copies of their holder’s fingerprints. This will be coupled to Home Affairs’ Automated Fingerprint Identification System (Afis) project which will archive digital copies of all SA residents’ fingerprints.

The card-based system has several advantages. People will no longer have to apply for new ID books when they marry or buy a firearm. Instead, government officials will be able to instantly add (or remove) these licences by updating computer records referenced by the cards. Home Affairs say the cards are also more convenient for citizens to carry because they are smaller and more durable than books.

Tougher measures to keep unlicensed drivers off the roads and to clamp down on social pensions fraud are to be welcomed. But the public has grounds for calling for guarantees from Buthelezi’s department that its proposed ID card system and Afis won’t cause a “Big Brother” erosion of privacy.

Though Cabinet has decided there will be no linkage between Afis and the automated fingerprint system the SA Police Services hopes to build, other issues need to be debated. For instance, government-maintained lists including the voters’ roll have been sold to direct marketing firms by State departments in the past—and Home Affairs hasn’t promised to discontinue this practice.

Another area of concern is electronics which claimed Denel was awarded the contract after acting as Home Affairs’ consultant for its passport photo tender, enabling it to examine the other players’ prices and technology before making its own bid.

The new tenders shouldn’t be a repeat performance of Home Affairs’ passport photo tender. SA is considered a world leader in electronic fingerprint identification systems. A locally developed system used by First National Bank to pay pensioners in KwaZulu-Natal recently won a World Smithsonian Award. The bank’s partner in developing the system, Datakor, beat other vendors to a card-based welfare payment system for the Mexican government.

But despite the successful application of fingerprint-based identification in KwaZulu-Natal, a bid to introduce a similar system in the Eastern Cape appears to have run aground. The tender board now has to defend its decision to award the R400m contract to Pensecure—a consortium comprising the Post Office, Coin Securities and巴拉z Technologies—to prevent the Eastern Cape administration cancelling the project.

According to a committee investigating irregularities in the tender process, Pensecure won the contract because the tender board gave a 50% weighting to consortia with black-representation instead of the 13%-17% recommended by the province.

Tender board members say they did not understand the technology or call on a technical team for assistance.

No response was received from Home Affairs to the FM’s request for more information about how it intends avoiding similar pitfalls in its tender.

Abuse of government’s pension scheme through forged ID books is believed to be widespread—Home Affairs Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi claims more than R1bn a year could be saved by detecting fraudulent payments.
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are drawn in a graphic manner. The text appears to be related to a visual content, possibly a comic or graphic novel.
Draft report on pension contract 'tampered with'

David Greybe

CAPE TOWN — The chairman of the finance committee in the Eastern Cape legislature denied yesterday a claim that his committee planned to “water down” a draft report critical of a controversial R400m pension contract.

The committee, chaired by Sam Mazisiwe of the ANC, is to meet today to finalise its report, which will be debated in the legislature tomorrow. However, sources close to the committee expressed concern this week that the original draft report had been “tampered with” in the past week.

Mazisiwe yesterday dismissed the claim as “not true”. His committee had reviewed the matter as requested and had “come up with recommendations”. He declined to comment further until the report was made public.

According to the sources, the first draft was more specific — and therefore damning — about irregularities in the pension tender process uncovered by the finance committee. The report was expected to raise “serious questions” about the legality of the pension tender process.

The province’s state tender board appeared to have placed secondary importance on cost and reliability in the light of the fact that all the tenderers scored more or less equally. In the end, a 50% affirmative action weighting given to one of the bids appeared to have been the deciding factor.

The contract, to pay out R2.1bn a year in pensions, was awarded jointly to Pensiure, a consortium involving the Post Office and Cigna Securities, and Balanz Technologies.

Certain ANC members of the provincial government had hoped to use the original report to argue for the cancellation of the controversial contract. Lawyers acting on behalf of the provincial government had also looked into the matter.

However, one source said the latest draft, when compared to the original, had been “tampered with quite considerably”. The report’s emphasis had shifted away from the R400m pension tender to more general recommendations about the way the tender board operated. The new draft placed greater emphasis on the future operations of the board.

The finance committee’s report is due to be officially released tomorrow morning, before the debate in the legislature.

The committee inquiry was set up after the province’s health and welfare department in April asked the tender board to justify its award of the R400m contract, after two adjudication committees recommended another bid that was R165m lower.

After spending eight months analysing the bids the two committees recommended Standard Bank’s consortium with Fidelity guards.

However, the board gave no justification for its contract allocation nor what it found in its assessment to overturn the adjudication committee’s findings at the end of March.
Former members of liberation movements to receive pensions

By Jovial Rakia
Political Correspondent

The Cabinet yesterday approved the Special Pensions Bill, which provides for the compensation of members of liberation movements and political activists who were once banned, detained and imprisoned.

The bill gives effect to section 189 of the constitution, which stipulates that provision must be made for people "who made sacrifices or served the public interest in establishing a democratic order".

The legislation is to be tabled in Parliament during the session which starts next week. Once approved, the law would enable thousands of former Umkhonto weSizwe and Azanian People's Liberation Army cadres to claim substantial pensions. An amount of R450-million for the payment of special pensions during the 1996-97 financial year has been provided for in the budget of the Department of Finance.

People who suffered permanent and total disability before February 2, 1990 arising out of being engaged full-time in the service of a political organisation as defined in the bill also stand to benefit.

A special pensions board (SPB) and a review board will be established by Finance Minister Trevor Manuel in consultation with the president. The SPB, which will have a chairman and four members, will adjudicate applications. The review board will be chaired by a Supreme Court judge who will work with two other members, one of them an actuary.

In order to be considered for a special pension, a person will have to submit a prescribed application form, certified by a commissioner of oaths, to the SPB within one year of the act coming into force.

The SPB will award pensions in accordance with the age of the beneficiary and the years of service rendered to a political organisation. The special pensions will not preclude beneficiaries from receiving a social or military pension.

The Cabinet also decided to appoint a special envoy - believed to be Deputy Foreign Affairs Minister Aziz Pahad - to work with representatives of other countries in a bid to restore democracy in strife-torn Burundi.

The Cabinet also approved a South African Development Community protocol on transport, communications and meteorology as well as the country's contribution towards the eleventh replenishment of the resources of the International Development Agency. South Africa will contribute more than R30-million.

The establishment of a national commission on special needs in education and training was also approved.
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Feeding frenzy at the pension payout

Mr Steele is heading an investigation into charges of fraud and corruption in the social security system. The moneylenders allegedly often “take over” pension payout books and collect the money on behalf of their “clients” to make sure the loans get repaid.

Other debt collectors hang around outside the hall, ready to prevent their “clients” from fleeing without settling their debts.

The interest on these loans is believed to be as high as 50 percent.

In some cases, this means that a pensioner, who gets a monthly payout of R450, often ends up with less than R60 on which to live for that month.

This necessitates further loans, often from more than one loan shark at a time, and at the end of the month the vicious circle starts again.

At 7.30am, when the ministerial delegation arrived on the scene, the atmosphere at the community hall was akin to that of a bustling marketplace, with some traders even doing business inside the hall.

Within a few minutes the minister had verified most of the allegations of irregularities which had been made by beneficiaries during the past few weeks.

Corroborating complaints from beneficiaries, a post official admitted they often paid out pensions to people who could not produce identity documents or on altered power-of-attorney forms.

He also told the minister they often paid out more than one grant to the same person.

None of the officials who were questioned seemed to be aware of a new regulation which limited the number of relatives or friends on whose behalf money could be accepted.

The minister’s investigation further confirmed that some of the people assisting in the payout were prominent members of a political party. This was significant because there had been allegations of political intimidation of beneficiaries.

Tygerberg councillor Mary Jaftha, a member of the National Party, was one of the officials at the payout this week.

The security situation at the hall also left much to be desired. There were about four guards in the hall, but it was difficult to determine which of them had been appointed by the post office and which were acting as guards for moneylenders.

The inspector noted with concern that the back door of the room where a large amount of cash was being kept, was bolted, but unguarded. And in the hall, where people were queueing behind various tables, stacks of cash were lying around openly on the tables.

This was particularly worrying in the light of the fact that huge amounts of pension money had been stolen during armed robberies in Bonteheuwel on two previous occasions.

“It is very difficult to determine just who is who and who is doing what in this set-up,” said Mr Rasool, who described his visit as “witnessing the underworld of pension payouts”.

He said his department would focus on Bonteheuwel as a pilot project to overcome corruption, fraud and irregularities which appeared to be rife in the social security system.

Short-term measures would include a campaign to inform beneficiaries of the regulations pertaining to payouts, and interviews with community members to find out more about their experiences.
CASH OUT: A beneficiary gets her monthly maintenance money from an official in the Bonteheuwel community hall. Piles of cash lying around openly on the table were a cause for concern for a forensic auditor from the Department of Health and Social Services.

PATIENT: A group of Bonteheuwel women wait patiently for their turn during the monthly pay out of maintenance money and other social grants.

ON GUARD: Two guards keep watch during the monthly pay-out of maintenance money and other social grants at the Bonteheuwel community hall.
Flood of applications for ‘struggle’ pensions

20 000 anti-apartheid activists are expected to apply

Clive Sawyer
Political Correspondent

More than 12 000 people have applied for special pensions to be paid to those actively involved in the anti-apartheid struggle, and the figure is expected to rise to about 20 000.

But these figures could be revised because eligibility for payments in terms of the Special Pensions Bill is narrowly defined.

The pensions will cost an initial R450-million, which includes the cost of backdating them to April last year, and will cost about R270-million next year.

This was disclosed when the bill was discussed at a meeting of Parliament’s joint standing committee on defence yesterday.

Trevor Wentzel, who is co-ordinating compilation of the list of those eligible, said about 3 000 of the 12 500 people who had applied already were younger than 35.

The bill sets out three categories of people who will be eligible for benefits.

The first category, 35 to 45, will get R6 000 plus R1 200 for each year of service exceeding five years but less than or equal to 20 years, with a maximum amount of R24 000.

But those younger than 35 when the bill is passed – the starting date for benefits – will not be eligible for pensions.

Barbara Hogan, an African National Congress member of the committee, said it was important to note that people would get benefits only under specific circumstances.

In general, the crucial qualification is that a person must have been deployed full-time by an organisation working to create a non-racial democracy. Mere membership will not be enough to qualify.

People would have had to be banned or imprisoned, or a combination of both, for political offences to qualify.

Another category for eligibility is people who were permanently disabled: “Not just injured,” Ms Hogan said.

The final category was people who were survivors of those who had died while deployed full-time in the freedom struggle, or who had gone missing while working for a liberation organisation.

The cut-off date for eligibility is February 2, 1990, the date of the announcement of the unbanning of liberation organisations.

However, an exception would be made for those who continued to work overseas for some time afterwards for liberation movements.

If an applicant does not qualify for a benefit, details of the applicant may be sent to the Truth Commission for help.
Bill ‘is not for all’

By Waghled Misbach
Political Reporter

The Special Pensions Bill does not provide for everyone who was involved in the anti-apartheid struggle, but only for those who meet strict criteria of being at least 35 years of age and who served a minimum of five years of fulltime service with a former banned organisation.

The Parliamentary portfolio committee on finance heard this week that the Bill stipulates that people will only qualify if they served an organisation before the cut-off date of February 2 1990 – the day of the unbanning of all liberation organisations.

It does not provide for former activists who are under 35 years.

The person should have fought for the “establishment of a democratic constitutional order, made sacrifices or served the public interest”.

The committee also heard that the Government only had R450 million – backdated to April 1 1995 – for this year’s pension payouts, and will only have R270 million available for next year.

About 21 000 people are expected to apply for the pension benefits but this is an interim figure.

Only 12 000 people have applied for the benefits so far, with 4 000 between the ages of 35 and 50 and some 5 000 over the age of 50.

The finance committee has also received about 3 000 applications from people who are under the age of 30 but were rejected because they did not qualify.

The pension payouts will be as follows: for a 35-year-old with five years service, the pension payout is R6 000 a year with a maximum of R24 000 a year for a person with 25 years service or more.
Civil servants board pensions gravy train

By William Steenkamp

How to retire a millionaire
Court ruling may alter IFP stance

**POLITICAL STAFF**

THE Inkatha Freedom Party could consider a return to the Constitutional Assembly at a regular national council meeting later this month following a Constitutional Court ruling at the weekend that the Constitution is flawed.

IFP insiders said many members believed they achieved more outside the constitutional process than within it, but that they could be influenced by the court’s finding that provincial powers had been diminished.

IFP secretary-general Dr Ziba Jiyane said at the weekend that the final Constitution did not give the provinces sufficient powers. The IFP council would consider the options.

Asked if this meant ending an 18-month boycott of the constitution-making process, Jiyane said: “Your guess is as good as mine.”

The national council meeting is to be held in Umlazi on September 21 and 22.

The constitutional assembly must meet to redraft sections of the document before it is resubmitted to the court within three months.

IFP insiders as well as commentators in the ANC, NP and DP believe Inkatha is heading back to full participation in the assembly.

Jiyane said the party was obviously pleased by the court’s ruling. “We were not surprised by it. The powers were obviously insufficient in terms of the constitutional principles in the interim constitution.”

In terms of the Krompong Park agreement, the final Constitution had to comply with the constitutional principles entrenched in the interim constitution. In terms of these the powers of provinces cannot be substantially reduced.

Jiyane said the party was disappointed that the KwaZulu-Natal provincial constitution had also been sent back to the drawing board “as it had been given unanimous support by all the political parties (in the provincial legislature).”

In a statement, IFP national chairman and provincial Premier Frank Mdlinza, acknowledged that the court had referred the provincial constitution back “for further deliberations.”
(1) The Minister of Finance

30th May 1968

Hon. R. J. Davis, C.M.G., M.P.

Mr. Speaker and Honourable Members of the House of Assembly:

I have the honour to present the Audited Statements of Government Revenue and Expenditure for the fiscal year ending 30th June 1968.

The total revenue of the Government for the year ended June 30, 1968, amounted to $1,126,775. The total expenditure for the same period was $1,126,775.

I have examined these Statements and am satisfied that they give a true and correct account of the Receipts and Payments of Government for the year ended June 30, 1968.

(2) D. D. J. W. Anderson

Auditor-General for the Government of Barbados
IFP is back - but just looking for now

The Inkatha Freedom Party has returned to the constitution-writing process, albeit only as an observer for the moment.

At a meeting of the Constitutional Assembly management committee today, IFP representative Peter Smith said the party's national council would decide next week whether to return to the process.

The IFP boycotted the Constitutional Assembly from February last year because of failure by the African National Congress and the National Party to honour a pre-election agreement on international mediation on issues left unresolved by the 1993 interim constitution.

The assembly management committee met today to decide the way forward to resolve the eight flaws identified by the Constitutional Court last week in its decision not to certify the new constitution.

The full Constitutional Assembly will meet next Wednesday.

Cyril Ramaphosa, chairman of the Constitutional Assembly, warned that unless negotiators could have a new text ready for the Constitutional Court by October, certification of the constitution could be delayed into the middle of next year.

Parties agreed to structure the schedule for negotiations to accommodate the IFP's formal decision at next week's national council on whether to participate.

Mr Smith emphasised he was there purely as an observer, enabling the party to have its finger on the pulse of the talks while awaiting the council's decision.

All parties welcomed the conditional return of the IFP.
Inkatha poised to re-enter the constitutional fold

By CYRIL MADLALA
Parliamentary Correspondent

AN IMPORTANT concession won by the Inkatha Freedom Party from the management committee of the Constitutional Assembly this week has virtually secured the party's return to the constitution-making process.

A formal decision will be taken by the party's national council in Ulundi at the weekend.

The IFP attended a management committee meeting this week -- for the first time since it boycotted the talks last year in protest against the ANC's failure to honour an agreement that international mediators be involved in the negotiations.

Although IFP MP Peter Smith stressed that he was present as an observer, the multi-party committee acceded to his request that political parties be allowed to submit their own legal opinions on what needs to be done to rectify the Constitution.

This clears the way for a meaningful participation by the IFP in negotiations on the few, but crucial, outstanding issues that have not been passed by the Constitutional Court.

Of these, provincial powers and local government are the most important for the IFP.

Participation will at least allow the party to influence constitutional developments at national level, an important gain considering the dim view that the Constitutional Court has taken of the IFP-driven constitution for KwaZulu Natal.

Refusing to certify the text of the national Constitution last week, the Constitutional Court said certain clauses did not comply with the constitutional principles, and needed to be re-drafted. IFP chief negotiator Walter Folgate, who also attended this week's meeting, said conflicting legal opinions had been submitted to the Constitutional Court by those parties which opposed certification and by those which argued that the text complied with the principles.

"Interpreting the judgment will determine how you remedy the matter. It is essential that we have a common understanding of the problem," he said.

NP chief negotiator Reel Meyer said his party would not restrict itself to a narrow interpretation of the judgment, and would engage the other parties on matters such as provincial police powers which the court said had been reduced in the new Constitution.

The Constitutional Assembly will meet on Wednesday to be briefed by the management committee about the judgment. Negotiations will begin when sub-committees meet next Tuesday.

The chairman of the Constitutional Assembly, Cyril Ramaphosa, said the management committee would need to report to the assembly by October 11, or the Constitutional Court would not be able to consider the amendments this year.

This would mean that the new Constitution would not be implemented in January as envisaged.

"We need to ask ourselves if we have the luxury of time," Ramaphosa said.

Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development Minister Valli Moosa said failure to have the Constitution certified this year would cause enormous problems from a legislative point of view.

A number of laws had to be passed to give effect to the Constitution, and these had to be fitted into an already tight parliamentary schedule.

Freedom Front leader General Constand Viljoen said he would oppose attempts to rush to finalise the negotiations, and suggested that next year be targeted for certification.
Committee backs bid to drop retirement age to 55

David Greybe

CAPE TOWN — Parliament's public service committee voted unanimously yesterday to give public servants the right to retire from the age of 55.

The Public Service Secondment Amendment Bill would be put to the National Assembly for adoption in the second week of October, committee chairman Salie Manie said. Government officials were quick, however, to dispel any speculation that the move would result in a rush for early retirement. Public service department director for conditions of service Jan van Pletzen said less than 6% (about 60 000) of the estimated 1.2-million public servants were expected to exercise the right to early retirement.

Manie said the move would also help to redress the "representativity imbalance" at managerial level in the public service "if and where a position is not frozen or abolished". It could also help to right-size the public service.

At present, public servants retire at 60 or 65, depending on their posting. For example, the retirement age in the former TBVC states is 60, but in general in the rest of SA it is 65. The current mandatory retirement age of 60 or 65 will continue to apply where a public servant does not request early retirement under the new regulation.

Van Pletzen said public servants opting for early retirement faced a "pension penalty" of up to 2% — 4% for every year between the ages of 55 and 60. For example, a 57-year-old official would be liable for a 12% penalty (three years at 4% a year). He said government estimated that the new pension package deal agreed with labour would result in a saving of R440m a year for the state. Most savings would result from an agreement that public servants' pensions would in future be calculated on the average salary over the last 24 months before retirement, not only the last month's salary.

Savings would also be made because of a deal to reduce service benefits linked to ill health and death.

The deal has taken government and labour negotiators in the Public Service Bargaining Council central chamber most of this year to put together.

Meanwhile, Public Service Minister Zola Skweyiya said in Rustenburg yesterday the achievement of a rationalised single pension fund — part of the pension package — was a breakthrough. Transformation of the pension provision system was a key aspect of transforming the public service.

The rationalisation of the 10 former government pension funds and their benefit structures into a single pension fund with a uniform benefit structure was finalised "without any additional costs to the state", he said. "Labour tensions that existed with regard to inequalities should now be eased, as both sides have made formidable concessions to reach this point."
Nat IACD divide yawns under leadership contest
Voters in SA are less satisfied

By BENISON MALELE

THE AVERAGE support levels of the various South African political parties remain unchanged since the 1994 general elections, a Human Sciences Research Council survey has found.

While a survey soon after the general election had found that 76 percent of respondents were generally satisfied with political developments, by July 1996 this positive response had fallen to 45 percent.

Researchers attribute the decline in general satisfaction to factors such as:
- The replacement of post-election euphoria by a larger degree of realism about issues that the country still has to grapple with;
- The change in mood within government from co-operation to conflict that culminated in the National Party walking out on the GNU;
- The rand's fall, coupled with difficulties in implementing the RDP;
- A wide range of unfulfilled election promises by the ruling ANC government.

"It is therefore likely that the current trend of dissatisfaction will continue for some time and time will only tell whether it will have a major influence on the outcome of the 1999 elections," says the report.

Regarding racial tolerance, the report ominously states that attitudes have not changed much since South Africa's debut general elections.

In all three surveys conducted by the HSRC since November 1995, an average of 49 percent of black, coloured and Asian respondents said racial attitudes had remained the same, 34 percent indicated an improvement and 12 percent indicated a deterioration.

Testing attitudes to black people, all three surveys recorded an average of 49 percent of coloured, white, and Asian respondents as having unchanged attitudes, 36 percent noted an improvement and 10 percent noted a deterioration in attitudes.

While there has been growing criticism of government policies and the lack of delivery in key RDP areas, this does not seem to have had any significant impact on the preferences of ANC supporters, the report says.

Although the ANC's support levels may have fallen, there is no empirical indication to suggest that this has benefitted opposition parties.

"This may be an early indication that dissatisfied ANC supporters may decide not to vote rather than vote against the ANC."

The PAC has not been able to assert itself as a national political force, even though it might have been expected to benefit from the disenchantment of some ANC voters, the report says.

There is no indication that critical ANC supporters propose to shift their support to the PAC.

Asked whether they had considered voting for another party in the forthcoming general election, 72 percent of respondents said no and 14 percent said yes – which, read together, means the outcome of the 1999 election might be much the same as the previous one.

On the new role of the National Party since quitting the GNU, 25 percent of respondents felt positive about the idea and 31 percent were negative.

Asked how they felt about the new NP's vision, 31 percent were positive and 26 percent were negative.

On the question of the NP going into an alliance with the right wing, 21 percent were positive and 46 percent negative.
Aged fear for future as home faces closure

Air of dejection at Hillbrow old-age centre as some residents face a return to the streets

By Melanie-Ann Feris

A handful of pensioners sit around a large colour television set blaring rock music; some stare blankly at the screen while others fall asleep in their chairs.

There is an air of dejection at the El Kero old-age home, situated in the heart of Hillbrow, whose residents were on Friday informed of the likely closure of the home unless a miracle happens and someone makes a multi-million-rand donation.

The news was a shock for most residents, since El Kero is the only home they have known for many years — the final home before they die.

While some face a return to the streets from which they have been rescued, others are adamant they will not become a burden to their relatives who have placed them there.

Doreen Beaumont (73) has been a resident at El Kero since 1989.

Her husband died two years after they moved into the home and since then she has found her "family" within the walls of El Kero.

"I have been here for eight years and I always thought I would die here. Now I don't know what will happen ... I'm frightened, I have nowhere to go to. "I don't think the Government cares about us at all," she said.

The matron of the home, Colleen Cooper, said they had been preparing residents for the cut in income to the home for some time, but had been forewarned to tell them of a possible closure of El Kero before staff or residents read the news in the papers.

State subsidies, which are to be slashed, make up 45% of the Johannesburg Association for the Aged (Jaafa) budget.

"There seems to be no tomorrow for these people, unless someone gives us a couple of million rands. They have nowhere to go — it seems like such a cruel thing to do," Cooper said.

El Kero is only one of a number of services provided by Jaafa, which faces collapse before the end of the year. It is home to 185 sub-economic residents — some of whom need 24-hour nursing care — and offers employment to 118 people.

The home is self-contained and residents are encouraged to help out as much as possible, assisting in the garden, manning the reception and serving in a clothing boutique for residents.

El Kero is one of only a few homes registered with the Nursing Council, which allows nurses to do their practical training there.

When funds dry up ... residents of El Kero old-age home believed they would see out their last days with their adopted family, but now their home is closing down, and they have been told to find alternative accommodation.
SA will spend almost R320m this year on 38 government-appointed commissions and task groups, according to an investi- 
gation by the SA Institute of Race Relations reported in the latest edition of Fast Facts.

The institute's parliamentary affairs manager, Colin Douglas, says the findings raise questions about the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of several of the organisations.

He cites as an example the Pan SA Language Board, which has an R11.27m budget for the current financial year.

The board must make policy recommendations, investigate alleged violations of language rights, and make funds available for language planning activities. It falls under the Department of Arts & Culture which has as yet failed to disclose what the R11.27m is to be spent on or how much the board's 13 members are paid.

In contrast, the Tax Advisory Committee, which advises the Department of Finance, is conducting an investigation into 22 aspects of tax policy. It has a 1996-1997 budget of only R338 000. The 14 members do not receive salaries but claim R466 for each meeting which they attend.

Says Douglas: "Unlike elected institutions, government-appointed bodies cannot easily be held accountable even though they are funded by taxpayers and, unlike normal civil servants, their members are seldom expected to be non-partisan. Consequently, there is significant potential for some of these bodies to abuse the powers that they have."

The Human Rights Commission has been criticised on this score. "Some of its members have publicly accused private citizens and institutions of violating human rights, apparently without full investigation, procedural fairness or proper consideration of the law," says Douglas.

"The institute is still waiting for the commission to furnish it with information about its investigations. This was requested three months ago. Despite being allocated a 1996-1997 budget of R6.4m, the commission does not appear to be fully operational a year after its appointment."

Also in the pipeline are special investigation units, special tribunals and an electoral commission which could cost the country an additional R15m a year.

Government seems to be ignoring Justice Minister Dullah Omar's warning against "the tendency to create structures and commissions on every conceivable subject."

Omar said issues could get lost and commissions might show "few concrete results."
Mbeki demands reasons for probe into Comtask

‘Nothing sinister’ in travel arrangements

Glynnis Underhill
Chief Reporter

The office of Deputy President Thabo Mbeki is still waiting for a formal explanation from auditor-general Henri Kliuever on the nature of his investigation into the special government-appointed task force set up to investigate government communications.

Mr Mbeki’s spokesman Thami Ntombeni said there was nothing “sinister” which could be dug up during an investigation into the task force, Comtask, which falls under the office of the deputy president.

Mr Kliuever said the auditor-general’s investigation into Comtask followed a complaint of alleged wasteful expenditure and possible irregularities. The investigation was at a preliminary stage but part of the investigation would concentrate on whether the 10-member Comtask team had followed correct travel procedures.

However, Mr Ntombeni said “proper procedures” were not followed when Mr Kliuever’s office requested documents from the office of the deputy president.

Mr Ntombeni said Mr Mbeki had not received a formal notification from the auditor-general.

“As far as we are concerned at the Office of the Deputy President, the auditor-general’s office came and asked us for documents, which they were given. But we cannot comment further as there was no formal request. This just came out of the blue,” he said.

The need for a task group to investigate government communications had emerged during a conference in Arniston and it had been decided that it should fall under the Office of the Deputy President, said Mr Ntombeni. The investigation into Comtask had come as a surprise.

The office was still “not clear” as to what the auditor-general was investigating and had gone back to the Mr Kliuever on the matter, he said.

“We need to get a formal request outlining what the investigation is about and who has requested that investigation,” said Mr Ntombeni. “The auditor-general may have his reasons, but we are not aware of them.”

Comtask member Steve Godfrey said all international trips were funded by the United Nations and travel had formed a relatively small part of its budget.

There have been allegations that members of Comtask visited several countries in Europe and Africa since its formation in January and ran up a bill of more than R3 million on salaries, fees and travel.

Comtask, headed by well-known author Mandla Langa, emerged in response to widespread government dissatisfaction over difficulties in conveying its transformation message.
WHAT SA NEEDS more than anything else, says Steven Friedman, is a national prevention strategy.

A GOOD GOVERNMENT IS ONE THAT WORKS

COMMENT & ANALYSIS
CONVERSATION OF EXPENSES

|------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

**Financial Position of Public Sector Employees**

- **Total Revenue**: $8,000,000,000
- **Total Expenditure**: $6,000,000,000
- **Surplus**: $2,000,000,000

**Details**

- **Revenue Sources**
  - Taxation
  - Grants
  - Other
- **Expenditure Categories**
  - Capital
  - Operating

**Notes**

1. Revised estimates for the year 1999-2000 are provided in the table above.
2. Totals may not add up due to rounding.
3. The figures are subject to audit.

**Questions**

- What are the major sources of revenue?
- How much of the expenditure is on capital?
- What is the net effect of the budget?

**The Minister of Finance**

- HANSARD

**Date**: Tuesday, September 1999
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Chaos reigns as staff, swamped and despairing, battle with mountains of files, new systems and alleged fraud

By Troy Lund

Thousands of new pensioners in Gauteng are destitute, and there are allegations of major fraud and an exodus of staff due to the shambolic state of affairs at payout offices whose systems are being unified after the apartheid era.

Staff at the Jeppe Street pension office in Johannesburg, which is the biggest in Gauteng, has 200,000 registered pensioners, but have not yet processed about 10,000 new applications received since February.

They have also not been able to deal with pensioners' queries because they cannot find the files among the piles that make working in their offices difficult.

The chaos in Greater Johannesburg is blamed on attempts to integrate the 14 social welfare departments set up during the apartheid era for different races and the homelands.

This has made it necessary to load vast amounts of data on to a new computer system which the staff has not yet mastered.

The amalgamation began eight months ago, but none of the pension offices have the new systems up and running yet.

"The old and disabled can't survive, not even buy bread, without this monthly R410 payment," said a disgruntled senior employee.

Another staffer said: "Food parcels are given to the very needy, but the cost of these will be deducted from their pensions when they do finally get them. Our present working conditions are shocking, and we have given up on promises made to move us."

He added, "We cannot even answer inquiries because we don't know where the files are. And we are expecting about 50,000 more to come from other offices that now fall under us."

Desks at the Jeppe Street offices are hidden by stacks of brown file folders that reach up to the ceilings.

And fraud among employees is allegedly "a well-known fact". Staff say the R2.2-million and more, taken out daily in cash to paypoints in Greater Johannesburg during the first 10 days of each month, has often gone missing.

Pensioners report that for paying officials R50 they are moved to the front of payout queues.

The officials also took advantage of the illiteracy among pensioners.

Gauteng social security chief director Louis du Toit said, the "headaches" were being made worse by experienced staff leaving the desks after applying for severance packages that are being offered to reduce staff numbers.

Du Toit said the new computer system could possibly be installed by the end of the month, when training would begin.
Rasool seeks to nix Nisec pension deal

CHRIS BATEMAN  CT 4/10/96

The Western Cape government has asked the provincial Tender Board to cancel its five-year R149-million welfare payout contract with Nisec — casting doubt on the way the tender was granted and questioning Nisec's compliance — and setting the scene for a lengthy legal battle.

Last night, Health and Welfare MEC Mr Bhekihamjide Rasool said the crux of the matter lay in the awarding of the tender. Its terms and whether Nisec — a Denel subsidiary — was complying.

An Office of Serious Economic Offenders (OSEO) probe of Nisec earlier this year led to Rasool's former Cape Town City manager's resignation and a number of related legal action.

Rasool's solicitor, Mr Lizamore, said he had raised questions with the province's health and welfare minister, Mr Abe Williams, and to Williams subsequent resignation.

Williams resigned within hours of being raided, admitting he received bribes but claiming it was unrelated to the huge lucrative tender.

Nisec's automated mobile pension and grant payout system — designed by the Armscor-born Denel — has been in operation, mainly in the black Western Cape townships, for two years.

Rasool, keen to rehabilitate the apartheid-eclated welfare system, signed tender papers within two

Probe promised to 'cut to bone'

months of taking office, only to see 17 of his top welfare officials "jump ship" to join Nisec, demoting the province of its entire social security middle management.

On September 19 last year, 3D ID, a rival for the payout tender, was liquidated after losing a court battle against Nisec. It wanted an interdict to halt the contract, pending a review of tender procedures.

In October last year, Rasool asked the legislature's finance committee to probe allegations of fraud and the Nisec tender victory, and "cut to the bone".

The committee appointed a team of forensic auditors whose report was handed to OSEO.

Several former CPA officials were then either charged or disciplined.

Rasool said that a legal memorandum drawn up by the state attorney's office and advocates Mr Jeremy Gauntlett SC and Mr Ashton Schippers, and handed to Finance MEC Mr Robus Meiring and himself yesterday left him "no alternative but to ask the Tender Board to cancel the contract".
by Norman West, Political Reporter.

Poor-proof pension pay-outs, a flop?

[Text continues in a readable manner with paragraphs and sentences discussing the poor-proof pension pay-outs and related issues.]

...
Computer problems affect 80,000 pensioners

Thousands will have to get by without state grants until a more efficient, fraud-resistant system is worked out.

About 80,000 new pensioners nationwide, many of whom have not received a cent for eight months, will have to survive without their grants until a new fraud-proof, efficient computer system comes online.

The Ministry of Welfare and Population Development said it had lost 10% of its budget to fraud, and needed to ensure the new system was efficient, fraud-free and of benefit to pensioners.

The department said it was doing its best to get the new system up and running.

Gauteng Welfare MEC Ignatius Jacobs admitted at the weekend that the strategy to bring about a single system was "very difficult" but, he added, it was necessary.

This follows an outcry from staff at Greater Johannesburg's pension office who have been unable to process around 30,000 new claims they have received since February.

Demoralised staff are also unable to answer queries because they cannot find relevant files among the ceiling-high heaps lying in the offices.

Welfare and Population Development spokesman Brian Sokutu said amalgamating the apartheid era's 14 home affairs offices had been the root cause of the trouble and proved more difficult than expected. Teething problems were being experienced nationwide.

Jacobs said all the provinces had been ordered by Welfare Minister Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi to "sort out" the bulk of their problems by the end of this month.

Installing the computer system had become a priority, Jacobs said. Although elderly "people going without money was "not acceptable", Jacobs said there was no point in installing a system that was as easy to defraud and as unreliable as the previous one.

He was unable to say when Gauteng pension offices would be put on the new system to address backlogs, but assured pensioners the new system would ensure they received a quality service that was regular, efficient and "anxiety-free".

Jacobs said those applicants left without payouts in the waiting period were "entitled to temporary financial assistance".

He added that all successful applicants would receive a back-payment of the grant to cover the period from the date of their application.

Staff cannot find relevant files
ANC blocks IFP bid for special pensions

Inkatha members ‘do not qualify’ for R42 000 grant as their organisation was never banned

REUTERS
Cape Town

The Inkatha Freedom Party sought yesterday to win special pensions for members who opposed apartheid but the ANC said they did not qualify.

IFP legislator Gavin Woods complained during a meeting of Parliament’s powerful finance committee about provisions in the Special Pensions Bill that excluded Inkatha members because the party had never been banned.

The bill proposes modest pensions of up to R42 000 a year for former permanent staff of outlawed political movements such as the ANC, the PAC and the SACP.

Woods said allies of Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s fight against white rule should be treated in the same way as veterans of the ANC.

“The IFP is concerned about fairness. It is a very topical issue within the party,” Woods told the multiparty committee.

He said that though the IFP was never banned, its members suffered more than ANC members because it did not have the foreign support given to the ANC in exile.

Barbara Hogan said the ANC would oppose the IFP’s request “with regret”.

She said the draft law was intended to help those who had not been able to accumulate pension rights due to their organisations being banned.

“This is not a struggle pension, much as we wish it was. It is a compensation for people who were marginalised under apartheid and prevented from earning a pension,” she said.

Woods said the IFP would oppose the bill when Parliament votes on it later this year.

“Part of the animosity between us and the ANC has been because they refuse to recognise the IFP as a liberation movement, which made a significant contribution against apartheid,” he said.

Hogan said the Government estimated that up to 22 000 people might qualify for a pension, which would be payable from the age of 60. She said attempts to extend the scheme to people who fought apartheid legally would cost far too much.
Changing pension age ‘will save state R400m’

Wyndham Hartley

CAPE TOWN — Public Service Minister Zola Skwetye yesterday assured Parliament that changes to the pensionable age of public servants would not cost the state more, nor would it affect the pension benefits of existing state employees.

Skwetye, speaking on the Public Service Second Amendment Bill in the National Assembly, also claimed that lowering the possible retirement age of public servants to 55 would save the state R400m.

The Bill passed its second reading debate in the Assembly without dissent from opposition parties. It must still pass through the Senate.

Skwetye said there would be savings if public servants exercised the right to retire early because government contributions to the pension funds would be smaller.

His ANC colleague Salie Manie said that allowing earlier retirement would make it possible to effect plans to reduce the size of the public service.
Crippling rates could close doors on old-age home

Jabula House hit by 1322% increase, owner says raising bed rates by R333 a month not affordable for most residents

SAPA

A privately owned Rivonia old-age home north of Johannesburg has been hit by a 1322% rates increase which threatens to cripple the business, owner Robert Reid said yesterday.

"If this rate increase an error or does somebody wish to close us down?", he wrote to Eastern Metro Council chief executive officer Canosi Lisa on October 1.

But like numerous other callers to the council, he has had no reply.

"I've been to the council offices and they won't give me an explanation. They just tell me to pay up," he said.

In his letter to Lisa he said the old-age home, Jabula House, was founded by his mother 36 years ago. The licence was granted by the Peri-Urban Areas Health Board and the land zoned special residential, which meant residential rates applied to the property.

This continued when the Sandton town council took over administration of Rivonia.

In July the council increased his property rates from R550 to R7 800 a month.

Reid said he had so far refused to pay the full increase, paying instead the old rate plus 20%.

If he was forced to pay the full rate, it meant increasing bed rates at the home by R333 a month, which most residents could not afford.

The rates increase, inflation and staff wage demands were threatening to cripple the business, Reid said.

"For the first time since we opened in 1960 we have empty beds. People just cannot afford to stay at an old-age home. This has all happened in the past year.

"If you had to see my financial records, you would wonder what the hell we were doing in business."

He said his predicament was not unique.

"Many small businesses are in a similar position. If the economic environment does not improve, soon thousands of jobs will be lost, totally undermining the ANC's good intentions," Reid said.
TENDER RIGGED, BOARD HEARS

CPA payout fraud alleged

POLICE raids have produced documents indicating serious irregularities in a CPA payout contract, writes CHRIS BATEMAN.

FRAUD was behind the award of a five-year, R250-million welfare payout contract to the Armosor-born Nisec company by the Western Cape administration, the provincial Tender Board was told behind closed doors last week.

The Cape Times has obtained a copy of legally prepared submissions to the Tender Board aimed at cancelling the contract and saving the taxpayer R22m a year. The documents claim:

- Officials employed by the former Cape Provincial Administration’s welfare department and now employed by Nisec made “material misrepresentations” about Nisec’s status and its ability to carry out the terms of the pension payout contract.
- The Nisec tender price was artificially reduced and its competitors’ prices inflated to present the CPA as unable to carry out the task any cheaper itself.
- The Tender Board would be justified in forming an opinion that the contract award to Nisec was induced by “fraud, bribery or corruption” on the part of officials formerly employed by the CPA.

The managing director of Nisec in the Western Cape, Mr Alec Cilliers, said he was not allowed to speak to the press, and he referred the Cape Times to Mr Paul Holzhauzen, executive manager of Denel. Nisec is a unit of Denel Informatics, which is a division of Denel (Pty) Ltd.

Holzhauzen said Denel had not yet received any official communication about the moves to cancel the contract. “For that reason, I don’t want to comment now.”

Included in the submission to the Tender Board is a letter written by Mr Danie Bischoff of Community Pension Informatics (Pty) Ltd on June 6 last year, supplied to Welfare Department lawyers by the office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) after raids on the homes of Nisec officials.

Bischoff writes to Cilliers: “... Meanwhile we sit on a time bomb with technology which does not do what it is supposed to do, which we have to continuously use and tell everyone what a success it is.”

Bischoff adds: “Remember, if we are caught out at this stage, we can forget about any other business in any other province”.

When questioned about this letter, Cilliers indicated that he had never received or seen it. He could not believe that Bischoff would write him such a letter. He also did not accept that the technology did not work. “We did a lot of demonstrations,” he said.

He had heard that Western Cape Health and Welfare MEC Mr Ibrahim Rasool wanted to cancel the Nisec contract, and that an approach had been made to the Tender Board. The board had not yet contacted him. He had taken some legal advice, and was now “waiting to see what happens”.

Touted as the answer to the nation’s apartheid-ravaged welfare system, Nisec’s mobile automatic teller and fingerprint identification system were given the go-ahead locally by Rasool two months after he took office.

Irregularities — several first reported by the Cape Times — led to national Health and Welfare Minister Mr Abe Williams’ resignation hours after his homes and office had been raided by the OSEO.

Williams admitted receiving money, but claimed it was unrelated to the Nisec tender.

Other claims to the Tender Board by Rasool’s legal advisers include that the R130m disbursed monthly to Nisec for payout to pensioners and welfare beneficiaries is only insured while being transferred into Nisec’s mobile payout tellers. The insurance allegedly excludes liability for any money disappearing once in the machines.

A top French computer company that analysed Nisec’s automated fingerprint identification technology said the system failed to solve duplicate registration search problems (a major fraud risk) — one of the major reasons for awarding the contract.

In a letter to Denel Informatics on March 7 last year, Bischoff admits that the French computer analysis “confirms what we already suspected (and knew)”.

He adds that it was “a foregone conclusion that we could not prevent all possible fraud in this manner. In essence we don’t meet all the conditions of the contract”.

The Tender Board declined to make a ruling last week, saying the OSEO probe had not been finalised. To cancel a contract the board needs only to find that there may have been corruption.

Should the contract be cancelled, a 12-month contingency plan will hand over Nisec’s 41 159 beneficiaries (mainly in black townships) to the Post Office, which already pays out 223 754 beneficiaries.

Welfare lawyers claim this will save taxpayers R1 849 651 a month.
Private company takes over
Gauteng pension payouts

BY JUSTICE MALALA
Provincial Correspondent

Gauteng’s pension payout system, long plagued by problems and corruption which have led to marches and other action by pensioners and communities, has been turned over to a private company for the next three years to alleviate the problems and improve delivery.

Addressing the media yesterday, Gauteng Welfare and Population Development MEC Ignatius Jacobs said Cash Payment Services (CPS), a company owned jointly by a subsidiary of the SA National Civic Organisation in Gauteng and First National Bank, had been granted the R120-million tender.

”It is envisaged that CPS will not only take over the payment of pensions but improve the physical infrastructure in the area, as well as ensure that other members of the community and small black enterprises also benefit from the awarding of the contract.

“However, policy matters will remain the responsibility of the department, and therefore CPS will provide support, but not determine the rules and regulations,” he said.

Jacobs said his department and the company would now engage in a strategic planning phase during which the vision and mission of the department, together with the fraud problem, would be addressed.

He said emphasis would be placed on the service being efficient and effective, but also friendly:

”According to Jacobs, pensioners are exposed to bad elements who sometimes rob them of their money. Other problems with the system were that it was being frauded, paypoints were not secure and some pensioners had to wait in queues for long periods of time.

”The challenge is to ensure that pensions day becomes a day in the monthly calendar that pensioners look forward to as a happy event and not an insecure, feared one,” Jacobs said.
Pensions will be paid — Rasool

STAFF WRITER

PENSIONERS marched yesterday in support of the retention of a pension pay-out contract awarded to a Denel subsidiary, Nisec, which may be cancelled because of alleged irregularities.

However, MEC for Health and Social Services Mr Ibrahim Rasool assured pensioners that no pension or grant beneficiaries need fear they would not receive their monthly pension or grant.

Should the contract with Nisec be cancelled, pay-outs would continue as before and the department did not envisage any disruption.

Pensioners complained that applications for grants and pensions took too long, staff were not co-operative, grants were rejected on medical grounds without the grantee being examined; pensioners and grantees were forced to travel from the townships to Goodwood to make applications and inquiries.

Rasool said the department had launched an aggressive plan to transform services to communities. Last week, it opened its first office for social security at the Catholic Welfare Development Society at NY22, Guguletu.

Within the next month the department would open its first local office in Khayelitsha to deal with social security administration.

Social security staff were being trained to deal with applications and reviews and in remote areas mobile teams would deal with the grievances of pensioners and grantees.

All these measures formed part of the department’s decentralisation of services to create and promote community-based services.

The department recognised that its services should be accessible to local communities, Rasool said.

He said the decision to apply for the Nisec contract to be cancelled had been taken in the interests of clean and transparent administration.

The cancellation was being sought on the basis that Nisec had falsely claimed it possessed computerised fingerprint-reading hard and software, that insurance was taken out by Nisec for monies paid to it was inadequate and that the state had lost about R30 million.
Cash payouts to soldiers

OWN CORRESPONDENT 24/10/96

The cabinet yesterday approved a draft law providing for cash payouts to members of the non-statutory forces — Umkhonto we Sizwe and the Azanian People’s Liberation Army.

The payouts are in recognition of the soldiers’ contribution to the establishment of a democratic order.

The Demobilisation Bill provides for once-off payouts of up to R40 000 for the most senior soldiers, who are either too old or unwilling to pursue a military career in an integrated South African National Defence Force.

A defence ministry spokesman could not say how many soldiers were expected to take advantage of the offer, but said only those soldiers whose names appear on a certified personnel register may apply to be demobilised.
Former Nisec boss sues MEC, papers

(300) (R)

Linda Ensor

09 24/10/96

CAPE TOWN — A former boss of Nisec, a subsidiary of Denel which undertook welfare payments for the Western Cape provincial administration, has issued a summons for damages against provincial health MEC Ebrahim Rasool, leading newspapers and newspaper editors.

Michau Malan Huisamen’s claims for R500 000 in damages against Rasool in both his private and personal capacities and R2.5m against the newspapers and editors were based on allegations of defamation.

They related to statements and events surrounding the award of a contract to Nisec by the former Cape provincial administration for the payout of pensions and other grants.

The Office for Serious Economic Offences raided the offices of former welfare minister Abe Williams in connection with allegations of fraud surrounding the contract. The office has continued to investigate fraud and other irregularities by staff.

Also summoned as co-defendants were Cape Newspapers Ltd, Independent Newspaper Holdings, Nasionale Pers, Cape Times editor Moegatsi Williams, The Star editor Peter Sullivan, Pretoria News editor Allan Dunn, Die Burger editor Ebbie Dommes and Sowetan editor Aggrey Klaaste.

Rasool said yesterday Huisamen’s summons came at a time when the health department, on the advice of senior counsel, had approached the Western Cape provincial tender board to cancel the Nisec contract.

The department based its argument in favour of cancellation on the fact that the state would lose an additional R70m in addition to the R30m already lost from having the contract.

Also, Rasool said, Nisec had “fraudulently represented to the former Cape provincial administration that it possessed computerised fingerprinting hardware and software as specified in the invitation to tender, and that this technology would eliminate social security fraud”. 
Nisec fighting allegations

Chris Bateman

The controversy-wracked pension pay-out company Nisec — facing allegations of fraud in being awarded a five-year, R149 million contract — is contacting unidentified overseas witnesses in a bid to counter the province's attempted cancellation of its contract.

This was learnt yesterday as the Western Cape Tender Board considers a potentially damning memorandum prepared by advocates for Western Cape Health and Welfare MEC Mr. Ibrahim Rasool.

The board reconvenes early next month to hear Nisec's response — behind closed doors.

Rasool's lawyers have urged the Tender Board to act quickly, claiming that each month some R135 million in pension and welfare payouts is being handled by Nisec without adequate insurance cover.

Nisec deny their operation is under-insured.

Rasool's lawyers allege Nisec obtained the tender fraudulently and question Nisec's compliance with the contract.

An Office for Serious Economic

RESIGNED: Abe Williams

Offences probe of Nisec officials this year led to raids on the Port Elizabeth premises of former Nisec director, Mr. Michau Huisamen and two homes of former Health and welfare minister Mr. Abe Williams.

Williams resigned within hours of being raided, admitting he had received money but claiming it was unrelated to the tender.

Huisamen has issued defamation summons totalling R3 million against five newspaper editors, their managers and Rasool.

It is believed Nisec's search for witnesses in connection with a French computer company which assisted Nisec's automated fingerprinting system in February 1995.

The French report found Nisec technology was unable to perform to the standard claimed.

Nisec's automated mobile pension and grant payment system, designed by Deneb, has been in operation, mainly in black Western Cape townships, for two years.

Rasool signed the tender within two months of taking office only to see 17 of his top officials join Nisec.
Nisec delays reply to claim of fraud

CHRIS DATEMAN
OF 7/11/96

LAWYERS for the Western Cape Tender Board, which is hearing an application to scrap Nisec's R350-million pension payout contract, are holding talks with Nisec lawyers over whether a "reasonable" period for Nisec to respond to claims of fraud.

This emerged yesterday when Tender Board chairman Mr Barry van der Vyver was asked why hearings had been held behind closed doors when R3.5m of taxpayers money was at stake.

Van der Vyver said "all tender matters are treated as confidential discussions".

When it was put to him that the contract cancellation bid was highly unusual and that the matter was being widely discussed in the media, Van der Vyver said he would put the Cape Times request to attend possible further hearings to his board members.

Nisec was due to reply on October 30 to claims by the province that it deliberately misrepresented its technological capacity to eliminate payout duplication with its fingerprint recognition system when it tendered for the lucrative five-year contract.

A French computer firm that visited Cape Town found that the Nisec payout technology did not match the claims made by its owners, and letters confiscated during raids by the Office for Serious Economic Offences raids indicate that senior Nisec officials knew this.

Two months after Health and Welfare MEC Mr Ebrahim Rasool signed the contract, 17 of his social security officials "jumped ship" to join the newly formed Nisec.

Van der Vyver conceded that the board found the evidence in a memorandum by senior counsel Mr Jeremy Gaunlett "very strong" and that the board could cancel a contract on suspicion alone, but it wanted to hear both sides before deciding.
Welfare groups 'sell state homes'

Council for Aged in protest

GLYNNS UNDERHILL
Chief Reporter

Facilities built with taxpayers' money to accommodate the poor and aged are allegedly being sold at a profit by certain welfare and church organisations in a move described by the South African Council for the Aged as "scandalous."

The council will refer the issue to the Constitutional Court next week.

Around 407 housing schemes, intended to accommodate more than 26,000 old people at a cost of more than R800 million, have been undertaken around the country with government loans.

But the council believes that more than 50 percent of these units are no longer available for "sub-economic" old people.

"It is alleged that organisations have sold the facilities or rented them to people who can pay high rents in order to fund shortfalls on subsidies," said Syd Eckley, executive director of South African Council for the Aged.

"Attempts to obtain details of transactions have been fruitless. An urgent investigation is warranted," he said.

While most of the facilities were built to accommodate elderly whites under the apartheid laws, these would now be available to all races, said Mr. Eckley.

The council wants the Public Protector to investigate the use of government property and whether the facilities are available to the people they were built to serve.

Legal opinions obtained by the council are that these organisations were not entitled to sell the properties, which were built after government loans were given them at discounted pay-off rates, some as low as 15 percent.

Most organisations serving old people from previously disadvantaged communities, as well as those serving primarily lower-income people, are facing bankruptcy and closure of facilities. Subsidy cuts being implemented in some provinces have been described by the council as "transformation death-traps."

"A number of organisations have publicly stated they cannot afford to accommodate sub-economic frail elderly," said Mr. Eckley.

The impact of present subsidy cuts for old-age homes needed to be urgently investigated, he said.

"The council is of the opinion that certain provinces have not applied the national norms correctly, threatening the survival of mainly facilities serving the poorest people. In terms of government policy, government funds should be targeting at the poor and frail elderly.

"Subsidy cuts of up to 40 percent did not take into account the inability of people on social grants and their families to contribute to the shortfalls; the precarious financial position of organisations serving the poorest people; and that previously disadvantaged organisations have little capital reserves to fund the present deficits," he said.

Mr. Eckley has given evidence at the parliamentary public hearing on the White Paper on Social Welfare.

He believes that unless the welfare budget is substantially increased, the new policy will fail with "devastating consequences" for the poor and disadvantaged.

"It is considered very unlikely that there will be any fundamental change, specifically to improve the lot of millions of disadvantaged citizens with a budget which attempts to maintain existing infrastructures and services while at the same time attempting to introduce a shift to developmental social welfare," he said.

Parliament should not sanction decisions that place poor and frail elderly, as well as organisations serving them, at risk, said Mr. Eckley.

"It is the council's opinion that welfare organisations will soon be forced to turn frail old people, who cannot make an additional contribution, over to their families or close down facilities unless more realistic subsidies can be paid."

Efforts to obtain comment from organisations which are alleged to have sold properties funded by the taxpayer proved fruitless.
Niseb's response to claims of fraud to be considered today

Chris Bateman

A DECISION on whether Niseb will keep or lose its R240 million five-year contract to pay out the Western Cape's 290,000 pension and welfare recipients may come today when the local Tender Board convenes to consider the company's response to fraud claims.

This follows the Supreme Court's refusing (with costs) Niseb's application for an extension to March next year to reply to far-reaching claims of fraud and negligence put before the Tender Board by Mr Jeremy Gauntlett, SC, (for the province).

Niseb is earning an average of R3.7m a month for paying out 42,000 welfare recipients — with the Post Office paying out the remaining 248,000 recipients for Niseb on an agency basis. The Western Cape pays out R1.8m more a month than it would if the Post Office was locked into acting as an agent for Niseb — doing the same job it had in the past.

Niseb claims its fingerprint comparison technology (being used on the 42,000 recipients) is now among the best in the world — but the Welfare Department says Niseb misrepresented its capabilities and committed fraud in originally securing the lucrative tender.

Senior former welfare officials, now under investigation, exaggerated and misrepresented Niseb's capabilities before resigning to join Niseb, Gauntlett claims.

Papers before the court included a letter by Mr Danie Bisschoff, of CPI (Pty) Ltd., dated June 8, 1995, telling Niseb regional chief, Mr Alec Cilliers: "... we sit on a time bomb with technology which does not do what it is supposed to do, which we have to continuously use and tell everyone what a success it is".

Bisschoff adds: "Remember if we are caught out at this stage, we can forget about any other business in any other provinces and the Western Cape operation could just as well close its doors."

An Office for Serious Economic Offences probe of Niseb early this year led to raids of the Port Elizabeth premises of former Niseb director Mr Michael Huisamen and two homes of Health and Welfare Minister Mr Abe Williams — and to Williams' resignation within hours of being raided."

Late last night speculation arose that the Tender Board may defer a decision for two weeks to pre-empt further 'Niseb challenges on grounds of insufficient time to prepare a reply.

Huisamen has issued defamation summonses of R3m against five newspaper editors, their managements and Welfare MEC Mr Enochim Raeool.
Special Pensions Bill approved

By Josias Charle

PEOPLE who believe that they qualify for special pensions or "veterans of the struggle pensions" have been advised to start applying for their grants.

Last month the Senate approved the Special Pensions Bill, thus clearing the way for the payment of pensions to people who made sacrifices and served the public interest in the establishment of a new constitutional order.

According to Mr Sam Jooste of the Department of Finance, the pension scheme is there to make provision for a person's retirement.

Applicants who qualify will only receive their pensions once they reach the age of 60.

The Act established the criteria to apply for a special pension. According to Jooste these include:

- South African citizens who were in full time service of a banned organisation;
- People jailed for five years or banned or banished because of political convictions;
- People who suffered a permanent and total disability while in the full-time service of political organisations;
- Dependents of people who died while in full-time service of a political organisation will be entitled to a lump sum payment; and
- People who are 35 years or older on the date the Act came into operation (October 23).

People who believe they qualify have been asked to send their applications to Private Box X63 Pretoria, 0001.

Applications

"Applications will be submitted to a board of five members which will determine whether a person qualifies and, if so, for how much. The board will be appointed by the Minister of Finance Mr Trevor Manuel," Jooste said.

Hundreds of people, mostly those who are members of the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress who fled the country and went into exile, were expected to file their claims soon.
Press to be excluded
from Nisec hearing

CHRIS RATERMAN
CR 20/11/96

The Western Cape Tender Board will decide behind closed doors whether Nisec keeps or loses its R240 million, five-year contract to pay the province’s 290,000 welfare recipients and pensioners. Its chairman, Mr. Barry van der Vyver, ruled yesterday.

He was responding to a Cape Times request to attend hearings at which Nisec is expected to reply to allegations of fraud and negligence — including that its employees misrepresented tender documents.

Van der Vyver said his board’s “consensus” was that “the press can unfortunately not be allowed to attend meetings due to the confidential nature of the discussions.”

The board had discussed Nisec “briefly” yesterday but decided to grant them an extension of reply until November 29 when a decision was “again unlikely”.

“We must first go through all the documents.” He expected a decision before Christmas.

Van der Vyver’s ruling follows the Supreme Court dismissal (with costs) of Nisec’s application for an extension till March next year to respond to the Welfare Department’s fraud allegations.

Nisec is earning an average of R3.7m a month for paying out 42,000 welfare recipients — with the Post Office paying out the remaining 248,000 payees on an agency basis. The Western Cape pays out R1.8m more a month than it would if the Post Office was not acting as Nisec’s agent.
MPs’ pension plan ‘profligate’

THE existing pension scheme for MPs is “indescribably generous”, says the Steyn Commission, political writer BARRY STREEK reports.

The grey train pension scheme voted by MPs under the old dispensation before the April 1994 elections—and which will cost taxpayers R800 million over 10 years—was strongly criticised yesterday by the Steyn Commission.

It said the pension scheme was “indescribably generous” and that it would be “manifestly wrong” to perpetuate the structures in place under the previous dispensation.

The Commission on Remuneration of Representatives, chaired by former judge Mr Jan Steyn, also said it could find “no valid reason” that justified the privileges of former ministers and political office-bearers being granted free tickets on domestic flights.

“They were granted by way of a cabinet decision and can therefore be terminated by a decision of the cabinet to that effect, provided the rules of natural justice are adhered to. We advise accordingly.”

The parliamentary pension scheme introduced before the 1994 elections cost the government R404m to pay off capital and interest. During the 1996/7 financial year, taxpayers paid R70m for the scheme, including R37m in capital and the rest in interest.

By the end of the 10-year period, the scheme would have cost R800m, a Ministry of Finance spokesperson said yesterday.

The commission said that if the approach in the previous pension scheme were continued it would cost the state an additional amount of about 75% of the salary bill for legislators.

However, it had been advised that the old pension scheme had been legislatively entrenched and that it would be extraordinarily difficult to reverse.

But the commission would try “to ensure that there is no opportunity for this kind of profligacy in the future established for elected representatives.”

It had advised pension provisions which were “economically indefensible and do not expose the taxpayer to the risk of meeting the open-ended, generous commitments incurred by the previous dispensation”.

It recommended a defined contribution pension fund, in which the employer contribution was 15% and the employee rate 7.5%, and said this should be accepted “as a fair, reasonable and economically defensible base for a pension structure”.

This would limit the state’s contribution to the parameters defined in the rules of the fund.

The commission said the air, rail and transport privileges for former political office-bearers varied from free unlimited domestic travel privileges, paid for by Transnet, to 48 single domestic tickets a year for former ministers appointed after November 22, 1989.

Provision was also made for 48 single domestic tickets a year for former ministers appointed after November 22, 1989, who had four years’ continuous service.

The commission said it was also aware that these travel privileges were extended to the same magnitude or to a lesser extent to ex-political office-bearers in Parliament, the Senate and the four previous provincial governments.

Sale of prestige state residences endorsed

THE proposal to sell off the government’s R5.84m portfolio of prestige residences—except those for the president and deputy president—and the three parliamentary villages in Cape Town was endorsed yesterday by the Steyn Commission.

It also supported the move to drastically reduce the government’s car pool and encourage ministers and officials to use their own cars.

The government owns six prestige residences, with an estimated value of R5.47m, but seven are unoccupied.

The sale of prestige residences and the parliamentary villages in Cape Town could have a profound impact on the property market.

It costs R9.3m to maintain and administer the occupied prestige residences and R972,000 to maintain and administer the unoccupied residences.

Excluding the presidential residences, the average cost of maintenance for each residence is R188,000, but if the cost of financing is added, the average cost per dwelling is around R243,713.

But the income from renting during the 1996/97 financial year was estimated to be R75,459.

The cost of maintaining ministerial residences in Cape Town in the 1996/97 financial year was R4,932m, and the cost of administering the parliamentary villages was R8,867m.

The commission said the sale would benefit the state by removing hidden benefits in the form of state housing and vehicles for political office-bearers.

Public Works Minister Mr Jeff Radebe had testified that the considered costs of maintaining and servicing homes owned by the state was not a cost-efficient way of managing the housing needs of ministers, premiers and other high-level office-bearers.

The commission said: “In our approach to create appropriate

remuneration packages at the higher grades, we took into account these expenses.”

“As a result, the wc were enhanced that such allowances would be built into individual packages thus removing a need to provide state support for these. By doing so, there is a further move towards transparent remuneration.”

The commission said that public service workers had advocated a similar approach to state cars and housing.

“This testimony painted a picture of an ongoing nightmare of administrative hassles, abuse and demands on scarce manpower resources in order to manage the car pool.”

“Even with a fairly substantial increase in the kilometre tariff payable to political office-bearers for using their own vehicles for official purposes in lieu of state-owned vehicles, the state will save several million rand per annum.”

While these are undoubtedly certain state-owned properties—including those occupied by the president and deputy president—that should not and cannot be allotted (Grootes Schuur Estate would be one example), and while a small pool of state-owned vehicles will always be required, the commission strongly supports the approach advocated by the ministers concerned,” the commission said.
Elderly need own bill of rights, commission told

Cape Town — The Government needs to make basic human rights for the aged a priority, the national Human Rights Commission was told last week.

Marilyn Lilley, chairman of the Concerned Friends of the Abused Frail and Aged, told the commission that legislation did not provide adequate protection for the elderly against neglect and abuse in institutions.

"We need a bill of rights for the elderly, like they have in the United States," she said.

She said that because of the absence of proper legislation, many elderly people in old-age homes countrywide were being neglected and abused emotionally, physically and financially.

She said though some old-age homes were run very well, her organisation had received more than 800 reports — mainly from families and residents — of neglect and abuse in other institutions.

However, abuse of the elderly was fairly common and occurred in private homes as well as institutions, she said.

Residents and families complained that staff at some of the old-age homes were stealing their pensions, money and belongings.

Management irregularities in other institutions were also reported.

"Often, complaints by the aged are greeted with gross intimidation and re-victimisation," Lilley said.

She said the Department of Welfare had endorsed both the International Federation on Ageing's Declaration on the Rights and Responsibilities of the Aged and the United Nation's Declaration of the Rights of the Elderly.

The declarations stated that the elderly had the right to live in dignity and security, and to be free of exploitation and physical and mental abuse. However, without suitable legislation, the rights could not be enforced.

"Our country will be judged not only by the social and material progress but also on the provision made for the weakest in our midst.

"At the moment, we feel there is not much provision for the frail and aged," she said.

The commission said it was trying to create a culture of human rights and address all human rights abuses and violations. It acknowledged the importance of improving the rights of the elderly who had served their country well. — Own Correspondent
Basic rights for aged a priority, says HRC

ANDREA BOTA
STAFF REPORTER

The National Human Rights Commission has been told there are no basic human rights for the aged and that the Government urgently needs to make them a priority.

The commission recently made a three-day visit to the Western Cape to try to create a culture of human rights and address human rights abuses and violations.

Marilyn Lilley, chairman of the Concerned Friends of the Abused Frail and Aged, said legislation did not provide adequate protection for the elderly against neglect and abuse in institutions.

"We need a bill of rights for the elderly," she said.

Her organisation had received more than 200 reports of neglect and abuse, mainly from families and residents about other institutions in which abuse was rife.

Common complaints were the theft of pensions, money and property by staff at some homes.

She said the Department of Welfare had endorsed the International Federation on Aging’s Declaration on the Rights and Responsibilities of the Aged as well as the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the Elderly, but without suitable legislation, this could not be enforced.

The commission acknowledged it was important something be done about the rights of the elderly who had served their country well.
Investigation into theft of pensions 'to be evaluated'

Political Staff

BISHO — A team of top detectives from police headquarters will be sent to the Eastern Cape to "evaluate the manner" in which investigations into the theft of millions of rand in pension money were conducted.

The team will also ensure that further investigations are conducted in "as proficient a manner as possible".

The announcement of the special police task team came after a meeting between Eastern Cape premier Ray Mhlaba, Safety and Security Minister Sidney Mufamadi, national police commissioner George Fivaz and safety and security MEC Dennis Neer.

The team will report directly to the commissioner and could fly to the Eastern Cape today.

Fivaz said he was "very concerned about the large amounts of money involved and ... about certain indications that police officers could be involved in some of these robberies. We would like to have a proper evaluation, to make sure if it is not necessary perhaps to add capacity to the investigating teams and to assist as far as possible on the basis of logistical support from the side of national office."

"After the evaluation, Fivaz said, "we will be in a position to say whether we are satisfied or not — that is exactly what we want to hear from the team." He said the team would consist of between two and six experienced detectives who would investigate "in conjunction with the detective structures in this area" and Neer.

Fivaz said the investigation would also involve departments, such as welfare, which were concerned about the large amount of the funds being stolen.

On taxi violence, Mhlaba and Mufamadi said the national crime intelligence task team had been working on the problem, and "we are confident that government will now be in a position to contain the problem".

They said short- and long-term measures to deal with taxi violence were being formulated and additional security personnel were being deployed to deal with the situation in Port Elizabeth and other areas.

"The murders which are being committed by those involved in taxi violence are orchestrated by well organised syndicates," Fivaz said.

Fivaz said quite a number of the "mafia style hit men" were being arrested and "for the first time we are making breakthroughs as a result of proper crime intelligence. Our crime intelligence is more in place than ever before." He said the Eastern Cape was in a "favorable position" compared with some other provinces.

Mufamadi hinted that an increase in the police budget was under discussion. "The issue is whether we will have sufficient resources to meet all the priorities we have identified as a department," he said.
Staff 'must wash cars for time off'

Workers who say they are forced to wash bakkies and trailers to get time off have declared a dispute with pension payout company Nisec.

The National Education, Health and Allied Workers Union (Nehawu) said Nisec workers employed as enrolment clerks and paymasters were being forced to wash vehicles as a condition for getting two weeks paid time off.

Social pension and grant pay-outs were done in the first two weeks of each month, and for the rest of the month there was no work.

Workers who refused to wash vehicles, because it was not part of their job description, were being "punished" by not being given time off, and were victimised and harassed by Nisec management, said Nehawu.

Nisec denied the allegations, saying that washing vehicles was voluntary and not tied to time off.

The company also said that time off allowed was "four days", not two weeks.

A Nisec spokesman said only five of the 28 staff were involved in the dispute.
PENSION PAYOUT CONTRACT MAY BE CANCELLED

Tender Board looks at Nisec deal

IT APPEARS likely the Western Cape will cancel its pension payout contract with Nisec, but no one will confirm or deny this, PETER DENNEHY reports.

THE Western Cape provincial tender board met yesterday to decide on whether or not to cancel Nisec's controversial multi-million and five-year contract to administer computerised pension and social welfare payouts.

Health and Welfare MEC Mr Ibrahim Rasool has applied to the Tender Board to cancel the contract, which he says earns Nisec R1.8 million a month.

Rasool says he believes the service the company provides for that money is "deficient" — a claim Nisec denies. Nisec claims its mobile fingerprint-reading automated pension and grant payout system, designed by Denel Informatics, is now among the best in the world.

Nisec pays out just over 40 000 welfare recipients a month and the Post Office pays out the remaining 248 000 in the province as an agent for Nisec, which won the contract in mid-1994 to handle the entire job.

Rasool himself gave the go-ahead to the Nisec contract just two months after he came into office.

Lawyers acting for his department have argued before the tender board that "material misrepresentations" were made when the company submitted its winning tender about its ability to meet all the terms of the contract.

The department of welfare wanted a computer system that could trace duplicate registrations, which are a major fraud risk.

Yesterday the Tender Board did make a decision at its all-day meeting, from which the public and the media were excluded.

But its chairman, Mr Barry van der Vyver, and several board members refused to say what that decision was.

"We have taken a decision," but it can't be conveyed at this stage. There are certain formalities that must be attended to," said Van der Vyver.

It is reliably understood that these formalities include sending the decision to the board's lawyers, to have it properly worded.

From this it would appear likely that the decision was to cancel the contract — but nobody would confirm this, even off the record.

Two men from Nisec, one from Denel Informatics, and two lawyers spent most of the morning from 10am to lunchtime yesterday behind closed doors with the board, apparently being grilled about the background to the contract.

Rasool, who was not present yesterday, has said he wants to know if Nisec office-bearers or people who subsequently became office-bearers had misled his department about the company's technological capability when Nisec applied for the contract, and whether the company had since fulfilled all its terms.

Two years ago 17 officials in the provincial welfare department resigned within a few months of each other to join Nisec.

It is understood that an appeal was lodged against an alleged breach of contract. Nisec's lawyers in court action against Rasool.

A former Nisec director Mr Michiel Huismans and 14 others have been charged with fraud and corruption.

It is also understood that the Tender Board can cancel the contract.

Former Nisec director Mr Michiel Huismans and two Nisec employees have started four court actions against Rasool.

Huismans has also issued defamation summons against five newspapers.
Nisec loses contract
worth R22-m a year

HEALTH REPORTER

The Western Cape Tender Board has cancelled Nisec's lucrative R22-million-a-year, five-year contract to pay out 230,000 welfare and pension grants in the province - after finding its service was not in line with contractual requirements.

Chairman Barry van der Vyver said the board had thoroughly scrutinised documentation and listened to various parties before making its decision.

Nisec managing director Alec Cilliers said his lawyers were studying the decision. "This is not the end of the story. We'll probably appeal," he said.

The Department of Social Services, assisted by the Post Office, will take over Nisec's service from February 1. The Post Office already pays out 248,000 welfare grants on an agency basis.

Western Cape Health and Welfare Minister Ebrahim Rasool signed the tender with Nisec within two months of taking office in 1994.
W CAPE TENDER BOARD ACTS

Nisec's pensions contract cancelled

THE CANCELLATION of a Western Cape pensions payout contract has been lauded as "a victory for clean governance and the taxpayers". PETER DENNEHY reports.

This multi-million rand contract Nisec had with the Provincial Administration of the Western Cape has been cancelled with effect from February 1 next year.

From that date pension and other grants will be overseen by the provincial administration, with the assistance of the Post Office.

Mr Barry van der Vyver, chairperson of the provincial Tender Board, announced the cancellation of the contract yesterday.

Head of the Department of Social Services, Ms Virginia Petersen, said the province's 290 000 pension and grant recipients would still get their payouts at the same venues as before.

Petersen said her department would oversee the payouts for the next year while the task was put out to tender.

Provincial Welfare Minister Mr Ibrahim Rasool lauded the cancellation of the contract as "a victory for clean governance and the taxpayers".

Nisec, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Denel Informatics, won a R22m-a-year, five-year contract in 1994. In terms of this contract, it had to administer the billion-a-year payouts to pensioners and other welfare recipients in the Western Cape.

Touted as the answer to the nation's apartheid-ravaged welfare system, Nisec's mobile automatic teller and fingerprint identification system were given the final go-ahead locally by Rasool two months after he took office.

The provincial tender board said yesterday it "was satisfied that the service rendered by this contractor was not in compliance with the contractual requirements".

According to a Cape Times investigation earlier this year, legally prepared submissions to the Tender Board claimed that:

- Officials employed by the former Cape Provincial Administration's (CPA) welfare department, and later employed by Nisec, made "material misrepresentations" about Nisec's status and its ability to carry out the terms of the pensions payout contract.
- The Nisec tender price was artificially reduced and its competitors' prices inflated, to present the CPA as unable to carry out the task any more cheaply itself.
- The Tender Board would be justified in forming an opinion that the contract award to Nisec was induced by "fraud, bribery or corruption" on the part of officials formerly employed by the CPA.

Nisec denied this and said there was an agreement that the successful tenderer would be able to approach expert CPA pensions staff, with a view to appointing them to jobs in the company. As a result several former CPA officials left to join Nisec.

The Office for Serious Economic Offences (OSEO) raided Nisec offices in Cape Town, Port Elizabeth and Pretoria after allegations surfaced that something was amiss.

Managing director of Nisec Mr Alec Ceilliers said yesterday: "We are studying the decision of the Tender Board ... (particularly) the grounds for cancellation, and we are considering what our next steps should be."
Nisec's R125m pensions payout contract cancelled

Linda Eisor

CAPE TOWN — After a prolonged investigation the Western Cape provincial tender board yesterday cancelled its multimillion-rand contract with Denel subsidiary Nisec for the payout of monthly pension and welfare grants.

"The board was satisfied that the service rendered by this contractor was not in compliance with the contractual requirements," board chairman Barry van der Vyver said yesterday. The contract would be cancelled on February 1.

As an interim measure the social services department would take over payment of R1.5bn in pensions and grants to 260,000 people, with the assistance of the post office, in February.

Health and social services MEC Ebrahim Rasool had lobbied for the cancellation of the contract, worth R125m over five years, alleging that contrary to the claims Nisec made to the board in its tender, its high-tech payout equipment did not work satisfactorily.

Rasool claimed the company had been awarded the contract under suspicious circumstances. These allegedly involved former national welfare services minister Abe Williams, who resigned from the cabinet in February after an investigation by the Office for Serious Economic Offences.

Williams was accused of corruption and fraud, which he denied.
R1,5bn payout contract was based on lies.

By NORMAN WEST

Yesterday, subject to approval by the Board of Directors, the Office for Serious Economic Crime (OSEC) announced that the board of directors of the Office for Serious Economic Crime (OSEC) had approved a payout of R1.5 billion to the National Insurance Scheme (NISC) in the event that it had won a court case against the Department of Social Welfare (DSW) for the use of a high-tech software system.

The decision was made in the wake of the recent revelations that the Department of Social Welfare (DSW) had paid NISC R1.5 billion per month for the use of a high-tech software system, which had not been used by NISC.
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Call to restructure 'over-generous' pension scheme

Samantha Sharpe

CAPE TOWN — The Steyn commission yesterday called for an urgent restructure of the municipal councillors' pension fund to reduce an excessive burden on taxpayers.

The commission, investigating elected government officials' salaries, found a R30m surplus in the fund which it said could be used in the restructring.

Releasing its latest report, commission chairman Jan Steyn said the commission believed the fund, which enjoyed a 33.25% contribution from local councils, was "overgenerous".

While supporting the existence of a national pension fund for councillors, he said the assets of the existing fund would have to be distributed in a way that would balance the protection of fund members with the interests of taxpayers, "whose generous contributions to the funds have contributed substantially to the surplus".

The fund, established in May 1988, had only 1,936 active members and 735 deferred pensioner and pensioner members as a result of many councillors' belief that it was "immoral" for local councils — and ratepayers — to pay the 33.25% contribution.

As most councillors could join the fund only if the cost of the pension fund arrangement was less than 0.33% of the local authority's total annual revenue budget, it precluded councillors from the poorer and smaller councils from joining.

Steyn recommended that 25% of the surplus be distributed to members through an enhancement of their actuarial reserve.

Such a move would be accompanied by a change in the fund from being a defined benefit fund to a defined contribution fund.

The accompanying change to the rules of the fund should then allow the councils to cut their contributions and use the surplus to subsidise these contributions.

The issues should be settled through negotiations led by the finance ministry.